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ABSTRACT

This dissertation tracks the social circulation of media scripts and collaborative

meaning-making in urban Moroccan and Lebanese families’ domestic conversations as

ways in which the social imaginary of a differentiated pan-Arab audience imaginary is

performed. Media scripts refer to television input or information circulated through

entextualization processes (embedded direct and indirect quotations framed by a

particular discussion) in household dialogues. They include stories, statistics, historical

dates, anecdotal observations, music tunes, quotes, iconic units of language varieties and

their attendant identities that Moroccan and Lebanese families managed in interpretive

discussions. Scripts are easily detached and mobile sound bites that serve on an affective

level as possible identity performances.  

I argue that Fassi Moroccan and Beiruti families are interpretive communities created

and who participate in creating a culture of circulation, which is not just about the objects

moving through a culture, but the means, methods, and mechanisms of transmission and

interpretation built around and negotiated by the members of that community (Lee and

LiPuma 2002). Collaborative in this dissertation draws on the Bakhtinian concept that all

interaction involves interlocutors, whether present or not, and a set of interpretive

conditions affecting meaning (Bakhtin and Holquist 1982:424). Although the social

imaginary of an Arab audience is perceived as unitary enough to merit regional satellite

programming, the performances of Moroccan and Lebanese families illuminate the

differentiated and fractured construction of a pan-Arab cultural project. Through
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domestic media ethnography of pan-Arab and national entertainment, talk shows, and

news programming reception, I explore functional literacies tied to intervisual cues and

the management of intergenerational authority; a pan-Arab language ideology that

includes performances of multilingualism and shifting identity alignments linked to

specific features of linguistic varieties encountered via television; and the link between

language, gender, and confessionalism in morality evaluations of gendered media

representations. I focus on the everyday domestic contexts, linguistic mechanisms, and

discursive frameworks activated by Moroccan and Lebanese families in media

engagements. 
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TRANSCRIPTION KEY

Transliteration and translation are subjective enterprises, but all responsibility for errors
in representation are my own. The Arabic was co-transcribed by myself and Moroccan
and Lebanese assistants, some of whom were members of the families recorded. The
Arabic spellings were used to reflect Moroccan and Lebanese pronunciation rather than
Modern Standard Arabic. Transliteration follows Park and Boum 2006, with some
modification.

↖ rising intonation or volume
↘ falling intonation or volume
] latching
[  ] overlap
[[  ]] multiple-speaker overlapp
(.) slight pause
(2.0) pause in seconds
(DIM) diminutive form 
(EGY) Egyptian code-switch
(EGYS) Saidi (rural upper Egyptian) code-switch
(MA) Moroccan code-switch
(LA) Lebanese Arabic
(MSA) Modern Standard Arabic code-switch
(FR) French code-switch
(ENG) English code-switch
HHH laughter
XXX incomprehensible talk
(MOC) mocking
(SAR) sarcasm
(WH) whisper
(EMP) emphasis on word

Moroccan Arabic phonology sometimes converts to the following pronunciation, which 
has been reflected in the transcripts:
ت becomes ث
ض or ط becomes ظ
د becomes ذ
represented as g in the transliteration ,گ becomes ق
Long vowels are marked: â, î, û, short vowels as a, i, u. Moroccan Arabic is known for 
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shortening long vowels in MSA to short vowels in the dialect, while short vowels 
disappear. Sometimes pronunciation will include diphthongs:  ay, aw. 

Lebanese Arabic phonology sometimes converts to the following pronunciation, which 
has been reflected in the transcripts:
ت or س becomes ث
ز becomes ظ
د or ز becomes ذ
أ becomes ق
 .when it comes at the end of a word becomes a fronted and raised vowel e ة
Lebanese vowels are long and short but î and û are raised toward toward ε and o. 

ض ص ش س ز ر ذ د خ ح ج ث ت ب

D S sh s z r dh d kh H j th t b

ء ى و ه ن م ل ك ق ف غ ع ظ ط

’ y w h n m l k q f gh ‘ Z T
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I:
"HOW WE STROLL THROUGH THE WORLD":

MEANING METAPHORS AND TELEVISION

If circulation is to serve as a useful analytic construct for cultural
analysis, it must be conceived as more than simply the movement
of people, ideas, and commodities from one culture to another.
Instead, recent work indicates that circulation is a cultural process
with its own forms of abstraction, evaluation, and constraint,
which are created by the interactions between specific types of
circulating forms and the interpretive communities built around
them. It is in these structured circulations that we identify cultures
of circulation.

Benjamin Lee and Edward LiPuma, 2002:192

نتسراو العالم گلسين فالبيت ديالنا مع التلفزة
ntseraw l'âlam galsîn filbît dyâlnâ m'a talfaza1

"TV is how we stroll the world while sitting in our living room."
Morocco Fieldnotes 11-30-2003

انو عندك شبكة االتصالت بالعالم كلو، انو انتي أعدي بيتك وتعرفي شو عم بتصير في 
انحاء العالم عرفتي.

ino 'andak shebake alitiSalât bil''âlam kilû, ino intî 'adî bibeytk 
wat'arfî shû 'am bitSîr fî anHâ' al'âlam 'araftî

It's like you have a communication network with the whole world
because you sit in your house and you know what's happening in
the ends of the earth, you know.

  Lebanon interview recording 8-27-05

Meriam's habib, maternal uncle, had gathered us all on Sunday to enjoy a meal

together in the village on the outskirts of Fes where he lived and operated a public bath.

Sunday, persisting in an odd vestige of French colonial bureaucratic structuring, was the

1. Transcripts are always a representation. All transcriptions and translations were collaborative efforts including
the families I worked with. As a stylistic choice, I attempted an intervisual metaphor to represent the Arabic
voices by aligning transcription on the right instead of English left. The Arabic does not reflect Modern
Standard Arabic norms, but approximations of Moroccan and Lebanese Arabic with French, English, and MSA
switching indicated. Moroccan and Lebanese colleagues assisted in the transcription process and the written
Arabic represents their perceptions of dialect pronunciation and feature fluidity. Arabic transliterations are based
on a modified version of Park and Boum (2006), which is explained in the next chapter. All family member
names were changed throughout.
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primary day-off during the Moroccan work-week, as most public employees (and many

in the private wage-labor sector) living and working in the ville nouvelle (a term denoting

the urban space designed by the French away from the centuries old walled city of Fes)

enjoyed only one full day on the weekend. I was staying temporarily with Meriam's

family, and so accompanied them to the family feast. Most of the family lounged on

salon couches circling the walls in the small home, renewing the everyday conversational

ties and emotional bonds contributing to their relationships, with the television as

background noise and occasionally initiating content commentary. Meriam's mother was

divorced and raising her three teenage children on whatever income she could gather as a

housekeeper. They and I were living temporarily at the mercy of a mutual friend whose

father had died and left the family villa vacant while siblings disputed how to divide their

inheritance. The friend offered to let us stay in the house until it could be sold. This

temporary domestic space included satellite television immediately after we moved in,

serving as a significant contributor to family routines, discussions, and perceptions.

While we waited for the chicken tajine2 to be served at the uncle's house, Meriam's

mother introduced my research and her brother offered this lay theorized observation

about the role of television in their homes: ـنتس ـ اـ ـلعراو ـگلسيمـلاـ ـ ـ ياـفنـ ب ـل ـ دـ ناـيت ـل اـماـ تلفع ـل ـ ـ زةـ ntseraw

l'âlam galsîn filbît dyâlnâ m'a talfaza "Television is how we stroll the world while sitting

in our living room."3 He then went on to discuss why he preferred films to the empty

repetition of music video clips. This was prompted by seventeen-year-old Meriam's

2. Moroccan stew named for the conical shaped pottery in which it was historically made. 
3. Morocco fieldnotes 11-30-03
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interest in a music channel's reporting on the recent murder of Egyptian pop star Dikra by

her jealous husband. The adults only watched for a little while, talking over the program

and asking what all the drama was about, the star had simply died like everyone else.

Meriam constantly chided her mother, the adults and the other children to speak softly so

she could follow the story. The uncle then switched to watch the French animal channel

Animaux program about the life cycle of salmon briefly, followed by an animated show

about the life of the prophet Joseph on Teenz, an Arab cartoon network. All the family

followed the cartoon, arguing about the details of Joseph's life as presented in the show,

punctuated with Muslim devotional cues of humble piety and gratitude ( ح ب ــص ــ اهللا،ــ يان ل ــع ــ هــ

المـــــــــــــــس SubHân âlla 'alayhi salâm "praise good, upon him be peace"). Miriam's uncle

verbally expressed his mobility and connectedness to the world through television as the

family collaboratively performed an audience imaginary. At the same time, family

members positioned themselves in divergent ways to the content: Miriam aligning herself

with a pan-Arab audience imaginary through her keen interest in Egyptian diva Dikra, the

adults taking a moral stance away from the melodrama of Dikra through the change to the

animal channel, but toward an Islamic sociability through their piety performances while

watching the Joseph cartoon. They moved from Egyptian, to French, and then pan-Arab

programming, taking a variety of stances identity positions along the way.

This was not a Moroccan specific phenomenon. In an attempt to activate her social

network to get the water pressure restored, Lillian had invited a family friend who

worked as an engineer for tea hoping he would use his influence with the city water
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bureau. The water pressure, a chronic issue in Beirut, was so poor that they had not had

water for five days. This Lebanese Maronite Christian family occupied the sixth floor of

an apartment in East Beirut. Lillian, her two youngest teenage sons, the engineer and I sat

sipping tea and discussing the plight of Lebanon's tourism-dependent economy after the

spate of bombings in the spring of 2005. Lillian noted the impact of the bombings on

people, how a husband tried to kill his wife with a car bomb in southern Beirut, copy-cat

style, mirroring the targeted assassinations of politicians and journalists he had seen on

television. She added that so many French and Belgians didn't come to Lebanon that

summer because they saw what happened on television and feared the political instability

and perceived violence. People abroad knew more about what happened in the country

than the people in it. This was illustrated by the wounded in Iraq who are the last to know

about a bombing, as the people knew via television before the wounded woke up in the

hospital. She ended this account of television's effects on the circulation of ideas and

people's mobility with a knowledgeable, اـش أوى ـلتلفيوف ـ ــ ون؟ـيزـ shûf 'uwe television? "See the

power of television?"4 Later that month I interviewed her fourteen-year-old son, who had

been present in the previously-related event, about his television viewing practices and

beliefs. I began by asking his opinion of television, was it good or bad. His first response

was that it was very important and beneficial, despite there being bad programs, because

it exposed a person to everything: ـشبكدكــعنوـنا االــ ـتصة ـلعاـبالتـ اــكلمـلاـ اـنو، أــنتو وـــبيتديـعي ـتعك وـشيـفرـ

ــبتصيمـع اـفرــ ـنحي اـ ـلعاء يــفترـعمـلاـ ino 'andak shebake alitiSalât bil''âlam kilû, ino intî 'adî bibeytk

4. Lebanon fieldnotes 8-6-05
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wat'arfî shû 'am bitSîr fî anHâ' al'âlam 'araftî "It's like you have a communication

network with the whole world because you sit in your house and you know what's

happening in the ends of the earth, you know."5 He then went on to explain the beneficial

enjoyment value of Mexican telenovellas translated into Modern Standard Arabic,

American movies subtitled in Arabic, Lebanese reality tv programs, and music video

clips of Shakira, Beyonce, Faris Karam,Walid Toufiq, and Nancy Ajram, attesting to his

awareness of transnational cultural forms.

Although the contexts and content differed, the metaphors of motion, shifting identity

alignments, and audience performativity were shared by both Moroccan and Lebanese

families. Physics and engineering grounded motion metaphors have also been potent

tropes for cultural theory in recent years, whether the entropy-based model for

determining discourse complexity (Kockelman 2009); the inertial and accelerative

properties of modern metaculture (Urban 2003); the branchments and complexity of

constitutive cultural identity networks (Goodman 2005 drawing on Latour 1993); global

capitalism's shift from a production-centric system to circulation-based performative

capital (Lee and LiPuma 2002); the cross-cultural refraction of masculinities as they pass

through new cultural environments via migration (Coleman 1998); or the chaos theory

derived model of complex, disjunctive overlapping cultural -scapes and flows (Appadurai

1996). I found similar motion metaphors used repeatedly to describe the relationship with

television among the Moroccans and Lebanese families with whom I conducted

5. Lebanon interview recording Na1 8-27-05
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fieldwork in 2003-05, as noted above. This conceptual confluence laid the base for

connecting seemingly disparate ethnographic contexts (working-class families in urban

Fes Morocco and upwardly mobile middle-class families in Beirut Lebanon) and analyses

revolving around family collaborative meaning-making and the social circulation of

media scripts. 

A. MEDIA SCRIPTS

Media scripts refer to television and radio input or information circulated through

entextualization processes (embedded direct and indirect quotations framed by a

particular discussion) in household dialogues (Silverstein and Urban 1996, Fakhri 1997).

They include stories, statistics, historical dates, anecdotal observations, music tunes,

quotes, iconic units of language varieties and their attendant identities that Moroccan and

Lebanese families managed in interpretive discussions. In drawing on the script

metaphor, I do not mean to imply the determined and expected behavioral scripts of role

theory in psychology. Rather, I use the idea of scripts as easily detached and mobile

sound bites that serve on an affective level as possible identity performances. Media

scripts are discourse features, including phrasal, inflectional, lexical and phonolongical

variables, that allow individuals and families to enact identities indexically linked to

others (e.g. Moroccans performing as rural Egyptians, Sunni Lebanese performing as

effeminate Maronites, unschooled Moroccan women enacting authority tied to literacy).

As families selectively evaluated, appropriated, circulated, and invalidated the cultural

forms flowing from television, they collaboratively constructed mutually coexisting and
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complex positionalities in relation to content and performatively created the social

imaginary of audience(s). Collaborative in this dissertation draws on the Bakhtinian

concept that all interaction involves interlocutors, whether present or not, and a set of

interpretive conditions affecting meaning (Bakhtin and Holquist 1982:424). Although the

social imaginary of an Arab audience is perceived as unitary enough to merit regional

satellite programming, the performances of Moroccan and Lebanese families illuminate

the differentiated and fractured construction of a pan-Arab cultural project. Through

domestic media ethnography of pan-Arab and national entertainment, talk shows, and

news programming reception, I explore functional literacies tied to intervisual cues and

the management of intergenerational authority; a pan-Arab language ideology that

includes multilingualism and shifting identity alignments linked to specific features of

linguistic varieties encountered via television; and the link between language and gender

identities in morality evaluations. I focus on the everyday domestic contexts, linguistic

mechanisms, and discursive frameworks activated by Moroccan and Lebanese families in

media engagements. In this way, I hope to contribute a multi-country perspective on

family media reception processes that places in dialogue both current scholarly theory

and the creative interpretations of everyday Arab families as they navigate between the

mediated constraints of their lives and the generative possibilities of language. 

Though much research has explored conversation's role in constituting identities

(Ochs and Capps 2001, Hill and Irvine 1993, Bucholtz Liang and Sutton 1999, Mendoza-

Denton 2007) and articulated the role of media in the creation of consumer and political
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attitudes in the United States and Britain (Hall 1977, Murdock 2002), media studies are

just beginning to show the process of meaning reception at the micro level (Abu-Lughod

2001, Spitulnik 2002). In the Middle East specifically, where media rapidly expanded

beyond state controls in the 90s and new technologies crossed national boundaries,

investigations primarily identified the widening array of information sources and their

influence on public discourses (Eickelman and Anderson 2003, Abboushi 2000, Lynch

2006, Rugh 2004, Transnational Broadcasting Studies/Arab Media and Society, Tessler

2000). Naomi Sakr, in a recently edited volume of media ethnography surrounding

political renewal in the Middle East stated: "The processes involved in media influence

are complex and the volume of scholarly research into the influence of television and the

Internet in Arab countries is still very limited by comparison with that on Europe and the

US" (2007:2). In particular, the few media ethnographies located in the Middle East

surveyed, observed, and interviewed youth (Kraidy 1999, Sabry 2004); elite families

(Salamandra 2004); Arab "publics" in a generic aggregate (Anderson 2003, Khatib 2007,

Lynch 2006); media producers (Khatib 2006, Dwyer 2004, Kraidy 2003); or a mix of

elite media producers and working class individuals as view to media constructions of the

Egyptian state (Abu-Lughod 2005). 

B. HOME AS A UNIT OF CULTURAL PRODUCTION

I want to locate Moroccan and Lebanese homes as a significant sites of reception and

interpretation (Armbrust 2000, Singerman and Hoodfar 1996), emphasizing the emergent

nature of the discursive processes through which families collaboratively constructed
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interpretations and attitudes (Abu-Lughod 2001, Caldarola 1994, Goodman 2002, Kraidy

1999, Spitulnik 2002). Doumani has argued that family in the Middle East is a complex

trope that stands for "a structure, a process, a cultural construct, and a discourse" (2003:1)

and often taken as society in miniature. This analysis is more concerned about

collaborative context than the representational indexicals of the domestic idiom. The

Arab family has been described as corporatist and patriarchal (Rugh 1984, Barakat 1993),

dyadic and based on personal action (Geertz 1979), egalitarian and hierarchical (Abu-

Lughod 1986), in process of change from extended to modern nuclear families (Prothro

and Diab 1974, Hopkins 2001), or relational and connective (Joseph 1999). Some argue

that rapidly urbanizing contexts and contact with other familial systems through mass

media precipitate a more flexible notion of family (Joseph 1985, Prothro and Diab

1974:5). 

I use home and family, along with their more economic descriptors such as domestic

and household, to designate a unit of cultural production, a fluid term that includes all

those participating in television practices within the domestic, whether blood-related or

not. Family in the urban Middle East incorporates a number of possible configurations

and reciprocal relations rather than the overly-constructed kinship structures scholars

posited previously (Hoffman 2006). Neighbors, visiting extended family members,

friends, and even the television were involved in television talk and included as

interactional kin during my fieldwork. Their presence contributed to the interactional

possibilities and interpretive outcomes. In Morocco, those close enough to spend time in
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each other's homes were also linked on the symbolic level through kin terms e.g.: تا ـــج ي،ـــ

ت ل ــخ ــ تي،ــ ن ــب ــ الالــ ي، , khtî, khaltî, bintî, lâllâ "my sister, my aunt, my daughter, grandma". It is

important to recognize that strangers were also drawn into these idiomatic 'kin' networks,

but for the purposes of this dissertation, I am limiting family to those involved in regular

face-to-face relational maintenance. Television itself was called a passive member of the

family by several Moroccans in my fieldwork, and brought into this relational matrix.

Families were central, though not exclusive, to the interpretive process in relation to

media and identities. The conceptions of subjectivity, or notions of the self, and agency

are "shifting and situational... multiple, competing and compatible" in Arab societies, and

linked to relational matrices, not individual psychology (Joseph 1999:11). To this end, I

employ conversation and discourse analysis techniques to show how participants in

several Moroccan and Lebanese families oriented to media, appropriated media scripts,

assumed linguistic stances in relation to multiple situational identities, and evaluated the

truth-value of information through deixis, intonation and topic control. Discourse here

refers to a unit of talk beyond the sentence and the circulating possibilities of how those

component elements can be deployed and understood. These analyses demonstrate the

collaborative means by which families, as units of cultural production, perform a

differentiated construction of a perceived unified Arab audience.

This is not a celebratory study of familial "active audience(s)" in the vein of Fiske

(1989) who argued that viewer communities resisted and were uninfluenced by television

texts and their attendant ideologies. Nor is this an exposé of the false consciousness of
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what the Frankfurt School might call the Moroccan and Lebanese masses duped by the

imperialism of a capitalist cultural industry (Horkheimer and Adorno 1972, Adorno

1991). As Sherry Ortner argued, 

Studies of the ways in which some set of ‘texts’—media productions,
literary creations, medical writings, religious discources, and so on—
‘constructs’ categories, identities, or subject positions, are incomplete and
misleading unless they ask to what degree those texts successfully impose
themselves on real people (and which people) in real time. Similarly,
studies of the ways in which people resist, negotiate, or appropriate some
feature of their world are also inadequate and misleading without careful
analysis of the cultural meanings and structural arrangements that
construct and constrain their ‘agency,’ and that limit the transformative
potential of all such intentionalized activity. (Ortner 1996:2)

There was no media hypodermic needle forcing the families I worked with to accept

unconditionally the state's or transnational media moguls' ideas about education,

nationalism, language, gender or morality. Neither was there consistent consensus among

family members to contest or accept the identity performances they observed on

television. There were, however, fascinating quotidian critiques and identity

performances collaboratively constructed, even if not collectively accepted, by families

whose educational, employment, and empowerment possibilities were constrained by

intersecting and porous political economies of national, regional, transnational, and

global scales. Many family members I worked with in Morocco felt the national

educational system had failed to equip them with tools necessary to succeed in an

information age, that Fes had been consciously neglected in national development

projects in retribution of the 1994 riots, that elites were more concerned about

maintaining power than enlightening the masses, and that foreign powers continued to
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impose racist ideologies and hypocritical/unfair policies on them. Family member

positions varied on whether or not economic and social mobility were possible through

migration to Europe, the U.S., Canada, or Gulf Arab countries (legal, marital, or

otherwise). In Lebanon, some Maronites were concerned by the growning Shi'a and

Palestinian demographic threat to their political power and socio-economic positions, the

impact of political instability on diminishing employment opportunities. Lebanese Shi'a

and Palestinians expressed anger at the political, educational, and economic inequalities

they believed were orchestrated by Christians. Many Lebanese families were angered by

perceptions of foreign power interventions (or the lack thereof) in Lebanese political and

social life, whether Syrian, Saudi, American, French, Israeli, or Iranian. 

Not all Fassi and Beiruti families experienced or perceived these constraints in the

same way, but they all expressed discontent. Walter Benjamin noted, almost a century

ago, in his thought-provoking essay "Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction," how

new mass "popular" media forms, such as film, had the possibility to position viewers as

critics with subjectivities capable of parsing and comprehending the flux of life in urban

societies: 

By close-ups of the things around us, by focusing on hidden details of
familiar objects, by exploring common place milieus under the ingenious
guidance of the camera, the film, on the one hand, extends our
comprehension of the necessities which rule our lives; on the other hand, it
manages to assure us of an immense and unexpected field of action. Our
taverns and our metropolitan streets, our offices and furnished rooms, our
railroad stations and our factories appeared to have us locked up
hopelessly. Then came the film and burst this prison-world asunder by the
dynamite of the tenth of a second, so that now, in the midst of its far-flung
ruins and debris, we calmly and adventurously go traveling. With the
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close-up, space expands; with slow motion, movement is extended. The
enlargement of a snapshot does not simply render more precise what in
any case was visible, though unclear: it reveals entirely new structural
formations of the subject (Benjamin 2005 [1936]).

Again, drawing on a motion metaphor, Benjamin described how ordinary individuals

could be transformed into critics of subjectivity. In the attention to detail, "the dynamite

of the tenth of a second", one could transcend the drudgery of her confines, see

interaction and contexts performed in novel ways, and recognize the unfolding processual

nature of meaning. Benjamin lamented that the content of these new art forms could be

used by vested propertied power interests to lull the newly skilled masses into distraction

and forms of meaningless expression, but he did presage how the quotidian carried

meaning at the most minute of levels. Abu-Lughod argued that Egyptian television

melodrama, through camera shots that "stage interiorities" and model "modern" narrative

and emotional conventions, served as a technology for constructing new selves for

domestic servants in Cairo (2005:113). Drawing on work by Raymond Williams (1975),

she termed this process of individualizing affect in everyday lives through television soap

operas melodramatizing consciousness, and linked it to television's role in making

religion and moral affectation more personal (2005:131). These were not correlation

effects, according to Abu-Lughod, but performances of modern subjectivies that could

vary in significant ways from the intentional social development messages of Egyptian

melodrama. 

It is this unfolding of positions and positioning in relation to television and attention

to minutiae at the discourse level that demonstrates the skill of these new subjectivities
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and that I explore here. In these examples, the development of subjectivities is seen as a

singular connection between medium and individuals. However, viewing in Morocco and

Lebanon (nor Egypt for that matter) is not a solitary event in most cases. While the

medium may be socializing interiorities, it does so most often in collective settings,

whether the home, cafe, or shop. It was intriguing the way that television became a

participant, contributing to the situational, topical, and linguistic repertoires exchanged

and managed in family conversations. The television was glossed as a passive member of

the family in Morocco: awakened first thing in the morning and present throughout the

day, backgrounding, contributing to, framing, and connecting activities and interactions.6

National television programming was linked to the daily rhythms of Moroccan family

life, such that news came on when the family was gathered for the main meal at

lunchtime, after the evening prayers and during dinner hour in the evening, and dramatic

serials (considered a woman's genre) in the late afternoon when their duties were lessened

(Sabry 2005). In many family contexts, domestic dialogues made no sense without

tracking the input of television, though it did not respond in the same vein as other family

members. In one recording during a news broadcast about the government's relief efforts

after the February 24, 2004 Alhoceima earthquake, a woman watching with her sister-in-

law and two young children responded directly to the colonel being interviewed.7 He

claimed there were no more bodies left to recover from collapsed houses the fifth day of

searching, and she incredulously asked: ترــعاشــب ــف ي؟ــ bâsh 'ariftî? "How did you know?"

6. Morocco fieldnotes 9-23-03, 10-25-03, 10-29-03
7. Morocco K recording 2-29-04
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She repeated her questioning, but this time more as commentary and directed toward her

sister-in-law: ـميمكن ـ ـ ـ ـيكشـ ـمبقيونـ ـ ـ رف؟ـعاشـبشـ mayimkinsh yikûn mabaqaysh bâsh 'araf? "it's

impossible there are no more left, how did he know?" The sister-in-law responded: كــگلآه،

ـعمز ـميمكناـ ـ ـ ـ ـنكاشـ ـمبوـلٌوـ ياـ ـق تهاـگشـ ـل ـ راكـ ـسمعتيها ـ ـ ـ ـ ا؟ـ âh galik z'mâ mayimkinâsh ngûlû mabâqîsh,

galathâ râk sm'atîhâ? "ah, he means we can't say there's none left, she (the television)

said it, didn't you hear?" The personified television and persons represented through it

both found a place in this conversation. Freely critiquing the stance of persons in position

of authority was seen as potentially dangerous in face-to-face interactions, yet the

familial relationship constructed with television representations loosened reticence. The

affective subjectivity here, performed as a critical evaluative stance directed toward a

mediated yet non-speaking interlocutor (the colonel) and the broadcaster's account of

government assistance, would be meaningless without other interactants. It was the

collaborative contextualizing that made all the difference in understanding the experience

of viewer to mediated lives.  

Responding to the television and programming participants was also part of viewing

practice in Lebanon. One Maronite family gathered their extended family for the first

communion of their youngest son. The men gathered in the dining/living room around the

television watching the LBC coverage of former President Michel Aoun's return to Beirut

after fifteen years in exile and the women were in the formal salon visiting. The live

broadcast focused on crowds gathered in Martyr's Square awaiting the motorcade from

the airport. The crowd participants on television would spontaneously break into refrains
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from a popular folksong (Nassif Zaki's ـيتعمـعجرا ـ ـ ـلبنرـ ـ انـ raje' yet'amr lebnân "he's returning

to rebuild Lebanon") or the national anthem, and the men would stand and sing along.

One father even pointed his fingers to the ceiling and fired his "finger" gun in salute

when Aoun arrived to give his speech. They then began asking each other which

Christian political movement each supported, that of "al-Hakim" Samir Geagea or Michel

Aoun.8 Two of the men in the room had served in the Lebanese Forces during the civil

war, and were staunch Geagea supporters despite his imprisonment for crimes committed

during the war. Others hoped that Aoun would prove a rallying point for Christians

hoping for a political resurgence. These family members were performing their

nationalist sentiments at times in solidarity with the Lebanese ideal and simultaneously

dividing themselves along the political spectrum. Television was constructed as a key

reference and participant in this process. 

Television also provided social contact to break loneliness and boredom. In several

families I worked with I heard a common Arab proverb reformulated and used to index

the television as companion: ـشع اـ داك لفل ت ـل ـ ـ ـغيزةـ ينردـترـ ـعل ـ ـ اـ ـلصا دىـ sh'al dâk ttalfaza ghîr trad

'alînâ SSda "turn on that television just to echo back to us." The proverb, used in many

places to request companionship, implied that being alone was not part of the norm. The

settings in which I heard it were never when individuals were alone, as it always needed

another listener/viewer to acknowledge and perform the action. Interaction, or having

someone to respond, was more highly valued than solitude, and television could function

8. Lebanon fieldnotes 5-09-05
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in that capacity as well as any other family member. Television was constructed as a

dialogic interlocutor in the same way as inner speech or talking to oneself (Jakobson

1953:15). Despite television's silence, the talk surrounding it and directed toward it has

embedded first, second, and third person and locative deictics that position speakers in

relation to television and its previous content. Television talk carries with it the allusions

and appropriations of previous talk, in the Bakhtinian sense, and participates in the

circulation of discourses even in passive role (Holquist 1986:89). 

C. LOCATIONAL NODES, LANGUAGE CODES, AND LINGUISTIC MODES 

In choosing to analyze a few families' conversations with their own interactional

styles, in different language varieties (Beiruti and Fassi urban Arabics), and distinct yet

overlapping media and ethnographic contexts, I have chosen a complicated task that

requires explanation. In organizing this description, I rely on three circulatory tropes: the

urban nodes which link these divergent locals; the diversity, convergence, and ideologies

of linguistic and discursive codes in these urban nodes; and key modes or mechanisms by

which media scripts attain mobility. 

Arjun Appadurai claims that electronic media and migration are two of the factors

contributing most to modern imaginations of identity. Since people and images are

constantly circulating in a globalized and interconnected world, they "compel the

transformation of everyday discourse" (1996:3). Circulation is not a new concept

introduced by globalization, or collapsed space/time exigencies, despite Appadurai's

enthusiasm. The idea of linguistic and material circulation were expressed in
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Malinowski's description of the Trobriand Kula Ring exchange economic system (1922);

the travel narratives of the Muslim pilgrimage to Mecca describing the linking of

intellectual and material cultures (Ibn Jubayr 1997 [1189]), as well as the network of

caravan routes described by Leo Africanus in the sixteenth century, connecting goods,

people, fashion, and modes of behavior (Hourani 2002:128). What marks the difference

between circulation in these historical contexts and the current one is the relationship

between contact communities and cultural forms. I draw on Lee and LiPuma's cultures of

circulation idea to ground my circulatory tropes, in which circulation is more than just

movement, but is itself a cultural process "with its own forms of abstraction, evaluation,

and constraint, which are created by the interactions between specific types of circulating

forms and the interpretive communities built around them" (Lee and LiPuma 2002:192).

Stated differently, particular communities are created and participate in creating a culture

(or cultures) of circulation, which are not just about the objects moving through a culture,

but the means, methods, and mechanisms of transmission and interpretation built around

and negotiated by the members of that community. 

Charles Taylor argues that a key element in these new cultures of circulation are the

social imaginaries created when communities performatively construct collective agency

through self-reflexive, reciprocal social action, such as reading newspapers in the same

language performing a social imaginary of the nation (Taylor 2002). The formation

process is circulatory: modern social imaginaries are constructed from elite theoretical

ideas and then associated with human social practices whose lived experience then
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transforms the theory: 

For the most part, people take up, improvise, or are inducted into new
practices. These practices are made sense of by the new outlook, the one
first articulated in the theory; this outlook is the context that gives sense to
the practices. And hence the new understanding comes to be accessible to
the participants in a way it wasn’t before. It begins to define the contours
of their world and may eventually become the taken-for-granted shape of
things, too obvious to mention. But this process isn’t just one-sided, a
theory making over a social imaginary. In making sense of the action, the
theory is “glossed,” as it were, given a particular shape in the context of
these practices. Rather like Kant’s notion of an abstract category becoming
“schematized” when it is applied to reality in space and time, the theory is
schematized in the dense sphere of common practice. Nor need the process
end here. The new practice, with the implicit understanding it generates,
can be the basis for modifications of theory, which in turn can inflect
practice, and so on (2002:111).

As people perform the social imaginary of an audience, they bring it into being. Their

lived experiences as and with audiences begins to transform their perception of the

audience social imaginary. 

Performativity, as an analytical concept, has been called upon recently to do more

than simply signal artful communicative displays, but is seen as part of communal

constructions of perceived reality. Scholars working on the Middle East have examined

public storytelling events to understand how perceptions of reality can be challenged,

recontextualized, and negotiated by particular members of a community (Reynolds 1995,

Caton 1990, Kapchan 1996, Goodman 2002b). Other scholars have explored

performativity’s role in the creation of subjects (Anderson 1991), culture (Silverstein

1998), financial markets (Lee and LiPuma 2002), and moral authority (Miller 2007).

Language is key to the performance of social imaginaries, and media also plays a
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significant role in their social circulation. In Yemen, poets appropriated the audiocassette

medium to extend the relevance of their craft to modern audiences and constructed a

moral order based in particular Yemeni cultural conceptions of language and authority.

Verbal acts, one of the bases of performativity and part of television talk, were seen as

central to interpreting media in Yemen, and part of contesting the authority of media

constructions:

Media acquire meaning through verbal acts that are shaped by habits both
in and beyond language in sequences of discursive and nondiscursive
signs (or texts), and those verbal acts define how knowledge can be
acquired, condensed, and ultimately made to bear authority... Media forms
are highly contested in the politics of representation in the Arab world. In
fact, historically elaborated reflections on media circulation constitute the
moral validity and bearing of much authoritative political language.... The
sensory qualities of media, which are foregrounded through a heightened
attention to language and sound, disrupt claims to impartial "information"
that might be made by authoritative media channels, whether written,
printed spoken, or sung (Miller 2007:3-4). 

Miller highlighted the link between language practices and moral authority by relating

media interpretation to the performativity of verbal acts. In doing so, he relied on a key

evaluative construct: an aesthetic of circulation. As a detachable language form (a script

in my terms, which differ somewhat from Miller's usage) moves through the world, it

leaves a mark and retains its value, creating resonances with other forms and contexts

(Miller 2007:33). Media helps this resonance process through its sensorial qualities (a

concept I title intervisuality), also creating fractures in the unitary authority of

representations (textual and aesthetic) and imaginations. 

Although I focus on the linguistic mechanisms used to collaboratively construct
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identities and meanings, I view these within the larger framework of intersecting cultures

of circulation. As media scripts from television circulate in the Arab world, they

presuppose interpretive communities. These audiences have the ability to reconfigure the

social imaginaries they perform. I explore this in chapter three through the lens of a pan-

Arab audience imaginary and the practice of Arab pluralingualism. In chapters three and

four, I look at how the audience social imaginary construction is transformed through

practices that fracture their perception. In chapter five, I look at how collaborative

evaluations of gendered media representations both reflect and subtly challenge a

recursive moral order tied to the social imaginary of audiences in Beirut. As will be

developed throughout, social imaginary constructions are key to interpreting lived

experience and those lived experiences reshape constructions of the Arab audience social

imaginary.

1. URBAN NODES AND CULTURES OF CIRCULATION

With their historical, geographical, and social relationship to these circulatory

processes of people and images, Fes Morocco and Beirut Lebanon provide fruitful

contexts in which to view the intersection of multiple cultures of circulation. Both share a

French colonial impress, though the developments in terms of language policy,

institutional formations, and economic environments were markedly different (Burke

1973). In addition, both have a history of foreign-language education, though English

enjoyed a longer career of influence in Lebanon whereas Morocco's English education is

relatively recent (Ennaji 2005). Lebanon and Morocco both share histories of migration
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for economic means and now participate in these routes by sharing information,

connections, opportunities, remittances, as well as symbolic capital acquired through

family members abroad—the Lebanese primarily to the U.S., South America, West

Africa and most recently the Arab Gulf (Hourani and Shehadi 1992), while Moroccans

are connected with European and Arab Gulf migration (McMurray 2001). Both are

peripheral to Egypt's entertainment media production, demographic and linguistic mass,

such that Lebanese and Moroccan pop stars often perform in Cairene Egyptian Arabic,

and all the families in my study circulated Egyptian media scripts to some degree.

Lastly, but perhaps most important for the purposes of this study, families in both

Morocco and Lebanon shared overlapping transnational television footprints and

alignments, such that I could record families in Morocco and Lebanon watching Star

Academy on LBCI. Of course there were also key differences in their mediascapes: most

Beiruti families I surveyed during my fieldwork in 2005 watched satellite programming

through spliced cable connections with eighty channels of French, German, Arab national

and transnational stations (Kraidy 1999), while most Fassi families accessed upward of

400 European, African, and Arab channels via digital satellite dish receivers (Sabry

2005). Despite the vast array of options, all families in my study watched a great deal of

Arab programming in addition to the French and English possibilities. Their preferences

and practices varied, but the channel possibilities were very similar. The Moroccan and

Lebanese national stations garnered a significant portion of collective news and political

programming viewing, while Euronews (French and English), CNN (English), Al Jazeera
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(Arabic) and Al Arabiya (Arabic) were used for more global and in-depth coverage. In

terms of entertainment, RT1, TV5, Canal+ were the most watched French channels, and

MBC (all five stations), LBCI, Dubai One, the Nile bouquet (Egyptian), Dream, and the

Rotana bouquet as Arab equivalents (Sakr 2001:54). Interestingly, both Arab and French

programming draw from the overwhelming American entertainment production volume,

but the French dub over English, while the Arab stations subtitle in Modern Standard

Arabic. Other programming (Japanese cartoons and Mexican telenovellas) were dubbed

into Modern Standard Arabic (though in 2006 there was growing popularity for Turkish

dramatic serials dubbed into Lebanese Arabic). Moroccan national stations received a

number of American programs and films from the French, and therefore these programs

were dubbed rather than subtitled. In several Moroccan families, I observed them

watching the Arab station's subtitled English films, talk shows and sitcoms with the

volume turned down, as English was not well-known and the content was conveyed

through the Modern Standard Arabic subtitles rather than the English sound. 

In terms of Lebanese national television, Nabil Dajani has been quoted most often in

describing the Lebanese media as a tool for serving sectarian leaders' political interests

rather than the state's or public's concerns (1992). Others see the Lebanese television

scene as a mechanism for managing the involvement of outside powers in internal affairs

(Fandy 2007). In either analysis, it was not the Lebanese state projecting national

development projects, as in the case of Morocco and Egypt (Ennaji 1999, Abu-Lughod

2005), but confessional power politics being fostered. Each Lebanese station was linked
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to a sectarian political patron. Future Television was the mouthpiece for Sunni Muslim

billionaire and former late Prime Minister Rafik Hariri and his son Saadeddin. Lebanese

Broadcasting Corporation (LBC) was viewed as controlled by Maronite Christian

political families and parties (Gemayel, Franjiyeh, Faris, Boustani, El-Daher, Geagea)

and later moderated by Saudi Muslim investors Saleh Kamel and Prince Al-Walid Bin

Talal (a Saudi grandson of former Lebanese Prime Minister Riyad al-Solh). Murr TV,

shut down in 2002 for perceived blatant electioneering advertisements, was owned by

Orthodox Christian leader Gabriel Murr. Al-Manar, founded in 1991, was the voice for

Shi'a Muslim Hezbollah, while NBN served the Shia Amal party leader and speaker of

the parliament Nabih Berri (Fandy 2007:67-80). This media factionalism contributed to a

generation of disconnected audiences, according to Dajani, who expected media to be

biased. One Maronite media professional I interviewed told me it was the role of Future

TV to eulogize and deify Hariri after his assassination. While there was recognition of

channel bias in all my fieldwork, the Lebanese naturalized it and accepted it more than

the Moroccans, whose positionality in relation to media bias depended on the interlocutor

and specific program content (an account will demonstrate this below, pp 68-70). Dajani

and others argued that the proliferation of entertainment programming (European,

Egyptian, Syrian and American movies, soap operas and reality television) was used by

all political powers in the region to distract Arab audiences from real political

incongruities, such as government corruption and incapacity to counter the onslaught of

foreign imperialism in the region (2001, Lynch 2006).     
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Moroccan national television in 2003-04 boasted two stations: TVM (Rabat as it was

called) and 2M (Deuxième). TVM was referred to as ف ل ـــت ـــ اـــ خزة م ـــل ـــ زنـــ telfaza almakhzan

"makhzen television", makhzan meaning treasury and indexing a period of state

formation (beginning in the eighteenth century) when the Alawi government claimed

allegiance through tax collecting (Pennell 2003:111). Makhzan television, founded in

1962, was the media organ of the monarchy, so the first twenty minutes of every

newscast reported the king's activities. 2M was a private commercial television station

launched in 1989 with joint French and Moroccan investors, and in 1996 primary

ownership was shifted to the Moroccan state when the venture foundered financially. It

was the more watched of the two stations in urban settings, though not available in all

parts of the country. The Moroccan news magazine Tel Quel reported Moroccan

audience shares during my fieldwork, which demonstrated the localization and

regionalization of media preferences, but with no detail as to age or gender variability.

Sabry surveyed Moroccan youth in 2003 and found that they overwhelmingly prefer

"Western media texts", followed by Arabic programming and then Moroccan

programming, with girls watching more Arabic entertainment programming than boys

(2005). Kraidy (1999) surveyed Lebanese youth and found similar orientations toward

"Western" programming. What this did not reveal was how familiar viewing contexts

may have affected viewing genre preferences and interpretations. Programming choices

were always processes of negotiation based on collaborative attention to one's own and

other's viewing preferences. This will be discussed in greater detail below, but the
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significance is in how both Lebanese and Moroccan families collaboratively utilize the

overlapping options in their specific contexts. 

Figure 1

Moroccan Audience Shares December 2003  
Source: Tel Quel No. 113, 7-13 February 2004
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The Arab programming cultural flow was primarily uni-directional, with Moroccan

families watched far more Lebanese derived programming (LBCI, al-Manar, Future TV)

than Lebanese watching Maghribi programming. Moroccans understood other Arabic

language varieties, with Lebanese declaring that Moroccan Arabic was incomprehensible.

While in Lebanon I observed a Maronite family watching an episode of an LBC program

called تا ــف بحــ ل ــق ــ كــ îftaH 'albak "Open your Heart", in which Arab guests from all over the

region shared their relational troubles with a Lebanese host and live audience. The

mother, Therese, said that one of the guests was a Moroccan woman, and commented on

how neither she nor the Lebanese host, George Kurdahi, could understand her Moroccan
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Arabic, which the woman would use when she was angry. The host kept asking her, in

Lebanese Arabic, to repeat her words, which she would do in a mix of MSA and French.

Therese's sons then began mocking the Moroccan Arabic of the program guest by using

backed vowels associated with an "Arab" rather than Lebanese identity, nonsense words,

and heavy French.9 In a different setting, a Tunisian woman who had moved to Lebanon

for educational purposes confided to me that her Lebanese professors told her to translate

her Tunisian to Lebanese or French in order to be understood.10 There are historical

reasons for this cultural vector, tied to centrifugal material and ideological movements

directed toward an Arab and Islamic heartland (Burke 1972, El Mansour 2001) as well as

colonial pasts and intellectual ideologies. Though he wrote the following in light of

blindspots in the history discipline, Burke's critique of intellectual flows resonates with

reasons for the directed cultural gaze: 

Although two-thirds of all Arabs live in northern Africa (Egypt and the
Arab Maghrib are each one third), Maghribis have long been regarded by
U.S. Arabists as "not quite real Arabs," spoiled by colonization and the
mission civilisatrice. Mashriqi Arabs, confident of their historic primacy
and cultural superiority, regard Maghribi Arabic as incomprehensible,
Maghribi intellectuals par trop francise, and Maghribi history as
inalterably other (forgetting a common Ottoman and Islamic past). Those
who study the Mashriq in the U.S. have tended to absorb these prejudices,
often without thinking. As a result, "the Arab World" studied in the U.S.
remains a field seriously out of kilter, shorn of one third of its inhabitants,
an essentialized rump of a much larger and more diverse reality. As a
result a comparative historical approach to the Arab World has been slow
to emerge. Eastern Arabs (some of them, anyway) had Britain as their
colonial tutor, and thus their colonial records are readily accessible to
Anglophone scholars. Western Arabs, on the other hand, were ruled by

9. Lebanese Fieldnotes 7-25-05
10. Lebanese Fieldnotes 3-05-05
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France (as well as Spain and Italy), thereby interposing a further screen
over their colonial pasts for the linguistically challenged. British
colonialism is a big subject in the U.S. (itself a former British colonial
possession), while French colonialism is not... As a result of its multiple
marginality, the Maghrib has been something of an intellectual cul de sac
in the U.S. Middle East field (Burke 2005:17-18).

I am not interested in describing a comparative cultural approach to the Arab World, but I

am fascinated by the uneven, disjunctive, yet overlapping circulatory flows of televisions

cultural forms and media scripts within these two Arab contexts. Since both are

subsumed under a general "Arab Street" rubric by western media pundits, I'm fascinated

by what these varied, idiosyncratic, yet connected interpretive communities find relevant

and replicable, as well as what they opt to ignore or challenge. In tracking the social

circulation of media scripts in Lebanese and Moroccan homes, I demonstrate the

diversity, creativity, and fissures of interpretive communities linked together by outside

commentators and under internal framings. But first I will describe the linguistic and

discursive codes circulating in these cultures of circulation. 

2. LANGUAGE CODES AND CULTURES OF CIRCULATION

There is no agreement on typologies of language varieties found in the Arab World

(Holes 1993), let alone within specific national communities (Walters 1994). I will

briefly discuss linguists' views on the language contexts in the Arab world generally, and

then focus on the Lebanese and Moroccan environments in more detail. The most

enduring characterization debate for Arab linguists has been delineating the diglossic

language context, in which more and less formal varieties (Classical Arabic/Modern

Standard Arabic and Arab dialects) were functionally distributed (initially set forth by
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Ferguson 1959). Ideologies surrounding post-colonial language policies, modernism with

its attendant attitudes toward developing socioeconomic class, and mass literacy, as well

as the practical exigencies of migration (language contact with prestigious non-local

varieties) precipitated new studies to identify a variety of diglossic language levels

(Badawi 1973), mixed educated varieties (Mitchell 1986, Mieseles 1980, Talmoudi 1984,

Youssi 1995), and a diglossic continuum from which speakers choose elements to mark

identities, solidarity, or power (Armbrust 1996, Parkinson 1993, Abdel-Jawad 1987,

Holes 1986, Walters 1994). Haeri noted that diglossic studies in the 80s were described in

purely linguistic terms, without determining whether or not these levels were perceived

by and/or meaningful to the speech community itself (Haeri 2000:66). Parkinson

attempted to explore the function of style-switching features based on data collected in

Cairo (1993, 1994). Through elicitation and matched guise language attitude tests, he

found that many speakers intentionally chose to mark their speech only occasionally with

Modern Standard Arabic case and mood markers ('arâb vowels appended to the end of a

lexical item and dropped in the dialects) to avoid an air of superiority or pride—even

when they had the ability (1994: 208). In a survey of Egyptian perceptions of Modern

Standard Arabic (fusHa) oral performances, he also found a wide range of forms that

would be accepted as fusHa and that 'arâb vowels were not used to clarify texts but rather

to mark them stylistically (1991:61). He concluded that phonological and discourse

features (word choice, elegance of expression, use of complicated structures, fluency)

were the salient markers of accepting a modern “standard” text as fusHa (1994:184), even
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when speakers chose not to speak “pure” fusHa. They saw Arabic as rich linguistic

resource, not as two or more varieties chosen from randomly. Rather, when in a context

in which fusHa was desired, they used fusHa when able and accessible but fell back on

other parts of continuum when necessary to complete their ideas (1994:207). 

Walters sought to expand the analysis of style-shifting in contexts where there existed

diglossia as well as multi-lingualism (1994). Of course, this included colonial languages

and languages introduced through migration, such as French, English, German, and

Spanish, as well as regional standards and local varieties. In Tunisia, where French plays

as significant a role as Classical Arabic, Tunisian Arabic, and educated Tunisian Arabic,

he viewed code-switching (and style-shifting) as identity work, whereby speakers

determine the rights and obligations indexed by choice of code in any given context

(1994:180). By recognizing that Arabic speakers in North Africa have access to and

utilize multiple codes, Walters expanded the possibilities that style variation encompasses

(Walters 1994). He also allowed for speakers to manage these language style resources in

constructing contesting identities, while paving the way for approaches that view style as

emergent and co-produced (Walters 1999). Holes viewed Bell's audience design model as

providing a great degree of explanatory power. He sought to move beyond description to

understanding the stylistic significance of style-switching: what are the factors/rules for

style-switching, what are the indicators, what is speaker’s style range and how used? In

the context of the Arabic-speaking world, variables might be motivated by the nationality

of the addressee (e.g. Egyptian speaking with a Jordanian), the perceived hierarchical
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relationship between the speaker and addressee, and an evaluation of politeness

appropriate for a given interaction (1993:17).

The crux of the descriptive problem is thus precisely to delimit the size
and linguistic nature of the textual units which Arabic speakers/listeners
recognize and manipulate in order to give an extra dimension of affective
or other non-referential meaning to what they say (Holes 1993:20). 

Media scripts, in the form of iconic bits of language varieties, are the units "recognized

and manipulated" by Fassi and Lebanese families for non-referential ends such as

performing a pan-Arab imaginary, co-constructing evaluative authority, and organizing

morality that I examine in this study. In doing so, I need to provide a somewhat historical

view of the Moroccan and Lebanese linguascapes. I use the term linguascape in the same

way as Appadurai's other dimensions of globalized cultural flows, highlighting the

language situations in Lebanon and Moroccan as perceptual, overlapping, complex,

disjunctive social imaginary constructs.

 a. LEBANESE LINGUASCAPE

There is a diversity of opinion among linguists and others who describe the language

situation in Lebanon. Diab described it as complex, focusing on the coexistence of

diglossia and other languages: Classical Arabic, Modern Standard Arabic, Educated

Spoken Arabic, a number of colloquial and national dialects, Armenian, English and

French as a medium of instruction in private schools (2000:6). Thonhauser highlights

Lebanese multilingualism, including the the previous list, added hybrid forms such as

"Arabinglizi", and bemoaned diglossia's issues for generating a "perceived

semilingualism" among Lebanese (2000:52). Al Batal's study of the language used in
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LBCI news was only concerned with the diglossic tensions (not co-existence) and

language ideologies associated with Lebanese national identity, in which Lebanese

Arabic was associated with a Phoenician, Christian, Western-oriented Lebanon and

Modern Standard Arabic upheld Lebanon's Arab, Islamic, Eastern face (Al Batal

2002:94). Gordon described language in Lebanon as a key identity issue, and the country

as essentially Arabic-speaking (making little distinction between MSA and Lebanese

Arabic) with foreign languages playing a significant role public life (Gordon 1985:144).

Riskedahl argued for a fluid standard urban Lebanese dialect defined by the heteroglossia

of its sectarian variation and code-switching agility, indexical of urbanity and yet not

exclusively tied to urban settings (2004:39). 

Non-specialists also disagree over the issue of Lebanon's language and identity. A

posting about Arabic dialects in the Lebanese Political Journal blog (a collection of

contributors with a Lebanese nationalist rather than Arab nationalist bent) on May 24,

2006, posed the following question: 

One of the main tenets of Arab Nationalism is belief in the linguistic unity
of the Arab people. However, a brief trip across the Middle East will
reveal that “Arabs” do not speak the same language. The belief in
linguistic unity remains and the effort to perpetuate the same written and
scholarly language exists, perhaps, because of Islam. The language itself
becomes oppressive in that one cannot properly express oneself using
one’s mother tongue. There is a proper language only used on formal
occasions (which might be why so many bloggers write in English rather
than Arabic. Some bloggers, like Eve, write in Lebanese colloquial
because it is the language in which she best presents herself – even though
she is well trained in Modern Standard Arabic)... Could the relationship
between Lebanese and Moroccan be similar to the relationship between
Romanian and Portuguese? Could Lebanese to Egyptian be similar to
Spanish to Italian? Is Arabic “our” Latin? We respect it. We pray in it (to
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varying degrees). We study it and understand the historical and linguistic
connections to other regions. Yet we recognize the differences.11 

A lively exchange of comments ensued, in which many argued for Arabic's unity based

on mutual intelligibility, with another responding with sociolinguistic "facts" that cultural

and linguistic diffusion was not the same as cultural and linguistic unity and MSA was

simply a tool for creating an oppressive imagined Arab nation based on a language no

one speaks. This evoked a retort about the previous commentator's racist Phoenician

complex and a host of "yo mama" exchanges. Clearly, questions of language and identity

were potent at the lay and scholarly levels. One thing most agreed on was the attention

paid to language as a part of identity and affiliation in Lebanon, whether national,

regional, global or local.   

In Lebanon, French linguistic capital indexed a Christian and often specifically

Maronite identity (Gordon 1985:141, Al Batal 2002:95). The idea of a Lebanese state

was a French creation in 1919-21, allowing religious minorities in the Mt. Lebanon area

(uniate-Catholic Maronites, Druze, and Shi'a) a favorable political entity in a Sunni

Muslim dominated Syria (Trablousi 2007:76). Greater Lebanon was titled a mandate, and

left by the League of Nations in French care to mentor it into modern state processes and

institutions, though it had been operating as a quasi-autonomous entity under the

Ottomans since the seventeenth century. French colonial authority sought to regulate

urban growth during the mandate period and according to May Davie, converted the late

Ottoman period neighborhoods from areas of sectarian coexistence to social conflict

11. http://lebop.blogspot.com/2006/05/modifying-arabic-language.html, accessed 8-26-06
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(1996:70). French (University of St. Joseph) and American (Syrian Protestant College,

later to become the American University of Beirut) educational institutions (including

their networks of secondary schools), had been functioning in Beirut since the mid-

nineteenth century, contributing a corp of multilingual subjects conversant in the

discourses (in the philosophical and conversational senses) of modernity. A modernized

Arabic useful for science and literature was part of this new education, and its flourishing

as part of the "Arab Awakening" intellectual movement was fostered alongside Turkish,

French, and English (Hanssen 2005:145, 161). However, there was an unequal

distribution of those educated in the new schools, with Christians (Maronite, Protestant,

and Orthodox) outnumbering Muslims and viewed as economic and political elites with

allegiances to Western powers rather than Arab aspirations. This encouraged a linking of

the Arabic language with an Arab and Syrian nationalist identity (Diab 2000:10). In

addition, private education in a foreign language offered preferential economic

opportunities for French-educated Christians (Trablousi 2007:163). Shia and Sunni non-

elites, as well as Druze were more likely in the 1970s to attend public schools taught in

Modern Standard Arabic than other confessional groups (Gordon 1985:146), and more

likely to be employed in working-class jobs (Trablousi 2007:162). Despite French

attempts during the mandate period to elevate French as an administrative language, post-

independence Lebanese language policy required Arabic in order to participate in legal

and political domains. French remains significant in some Beiruti literary, social, and

educational spheres, but English has increasingly gained ground (Diab 2000:12). Sunni
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Muslim elites and Orthodox Christians were historically more likely to study English

(Gordon 1985:146), but English has been favored as the language of instruction for most

private primary and secondary schools since the 1990s (Diab 2000:13). 

Charles Malik, key politician and Lebanese Christian intellectual, argued that

Lebanon's identity rested on its trilingualism, with Arabic as the language of instinct,

French of culture and thought, and English of business (Malik 1970). This was nicely

mirrored by the father of a Beiruti Druze family I interviewed and recorded, who

classified French as the language of the salon, English the language of commerce, and

Arabic the language of culture.12 In my own fieldwork I noted a discourse celebrating

Lebanese multilingualism and their abilities to recognize and appropriate distinctions on

the most local of levels. This will be discussed further in chapters three and five.

b. MOROCCAN LINGUASCAPE

The Moroccan linguascape is equally diverse and debated but for different reasons. It

has a sizable indigenous Berber/Amazigh population speaking three different varieties, in

addition to French and Spanish colonial education policies and economic/migratory

flows. It was not controlled by the Ottomans, and thus the elites were not influenced by

Turkish like the rest of North Africa and the Levant (Lebanon included). Movement of

populations and people, with their language varieties and identities, have been central to

history of the place, especially its urban life. Moroccans recount and periodize their

history up to the Islamic period as a series of foreign dominations: Phoenicians, Romans,

12. Lebanon Fieldnotes 4-01-05
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Vandals, Byzantines, Arabs (Laroui 1977). There is an oft cited wave of Arab tribal

groups in the eleventh century, and their significant impact on the rural/urban language

varieties in the area (Ennaji 2005:59). In addition, the Maghrib connected West African,

European, and Arab East through the caravan trade routes (Miller 2001). Fes in particular

has been often characterized as the core founding place of Islam, Arabization, intellectual

life, urbanization and trade in Morocco (Pennell 2003: 33-37). It accommodated refugees

from Qairawan in the the ninth century and Andalucians, Muslims and Jews, from the

ninth through the fifteenth centuries. In the modern period, urban flows have moved old

Fassi elites out of the new city and seen rural folk move into the walled old city, Berbers

from the Riff Mountains and the south (sous), as well as Arabs from the mountains and

rural areas. In addition, migration to Europe for economic gain have extended Moroccan

exposure to language varieties (McMurry 2001). During the French colonial period,

administrators attempted a divide and rule policy explicitly through educational,

linguistic, and legal formulations. They created French schools in Berber communities

because they didn't speak Arabic, developed a Berber legal system based on "customary

practice" and not connected to the Moroccan Islamic legal codes. The divisions were not

just between Berbers and Arabs, but among Arabs themselves. The French attempted to

educate a corp of elite, modern, "civilized" Arabs to administer the protectorate without

reference to dangerous pan-Arab and pan-Islamist ideologies emerging from elites

studying in the Arab East (Benmamoun 2001:100). This policy was successful enough

that the post-independence educational policy designed by French-educated Hassan II
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included French and Arabic curriculum, despite the protests of the Moroccan nationalists.

In a widely circulated anecdote, a member of the committee designated to draft the new

curriculum expressed surprise at the changes made to the original draft by Hassan II,

especially in regard to the amount of Arabic courses replaced by French. When he

questioned the king, the response was, "I am bilingual, and I desire all Moroccans to be

be bilingual like me."13  

In describing the linguistic space of Morocco, bilingualism in some form appears. It

has been decried (Laroui 1973, Youssi 1995) and touted as a mark of modern identity

(Khatibi 1990), depending on the language ideologies adopted by scholars and citizens

alike. One family member I interviewed said the national language of Morocco was code-

switching, not Arabic.14 Many scholars extend and simplify Moroccan multilingualism

into Standard Arabic, Berber, Moroccan Arabic and French (Sadiqi 2003:46,

Benmamoun 2001:97). Elsewhere Sadiqi claimed there are seven languages and dialects

interacting in Morocco: Berber, Moroccan Arabic, Classical Arabic, Standard Arabic,

French, English and Spanish (Ennaji and Sadiqi 2008:4). Ennaji (2005), in a recent

volume on education and language policy in Morocco, described the language situation

as one of French/Arabic or Berber/Moroccan Arabic bilingualism with Arabic

quadriglossia (Classical Arabic, MSA, Educated Spoken Arabic, and Moroccan Arabic).

He further divided Moroccan Arabic into urban and rural varieties with regional

13. http://www.alrafi3.com/forum/showthread.php?s=b6b91698188f9562431edbe4aea871f8&p=97519#post97519,
accessed 10-15-09.

14. Moroccan Fieldnotes 10-10-04
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variations: Tanjawi, Casawi, Fassi, Marrakeshi (Ennaji 2005:59). Yossi argued for

trilingualism and triglossia: Berber, Arabic and French with Arabic broken down into

Moroccan Arabic, Middle or educated Moroccan Arabic, and Literary Arabic. He

lamented the impact diglossia had for Morocco's high illiteracy rates (two-thirds of the

population) and described the features of a new educated Moroccan Arabic now part of

children and adolescents repertoires due to its usage in the media (Youssi 1995:34, 41).

Hachimi echoed the previous language/dialect formulations and examined the outcomes

of contact between women speaking two competing Moroccan urban dialects: an old

historical urban prestige variety of Fes and a new Casablancan koine tied to the rapid

internal migration and urbanization of the mid-twentieth century (Hachimi 2005). In

particular, she explored variability of two phonological features (the Fassi alveolar trilled

/r/ as a uvular /ɹ/ and the uvular stop /q/ as /ʔ/) and the gendered identity work linked with

their usage.    

These broad categorizations of language varieties neglected the fine-honed

sensitivities Moroccans had toward linguistic features and regional identity markings I

observed in my own fieldwork. One extended family with whom I studied and worked in

Fes hailed from the Arabic-speaking northern mountains, and were known as Jbala,

mountain folk. The grandfather migrated from the village to Fes in the 1930s and

founded a network of communal ovens in the old medina walled city) and provided grain

during WWII from his village. He married a Fassi woman and had two sons, one of

whom grew up speaking old urban bourgeois Fassi and the other a new Fassi koine
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(Caubet 1993). Both of these differ in phonological, morphological, and lexical ways

from Jebli speak. Jebli shares the uvular stop /ʔ/ for /q/ as the old Fassi urban dialect

(which the new Fassi koine realize as /q/), but old urban Fassis are known to pronounce

the vowels accompanying the /ʔ/ as diphthongs /aj/ or /aw/. In addition, the habitual

aspect marker in Jebli third person is /m-/ instead of the urban /k-/ or /t-/ (shared by both

Fassi urban varieties). The voiced palatal affricate /ʒ/ is pronounced /z/ in old Fassi and

/ʒ/ in Jebli and new Fassi. Jebli and the new Fassi koine both use the alveolar trilled /r/

rather than the old Fassi uvular /ɹ/. There are a number of lexical variants between all

three as well (see Hachimi 2005, and Caubet 1993). 

Each language variety (Jebli, old and new Fassi) has identity characterizations or

ideologies associated with it. Old Fassi historically was tied to urban, well-connected,

bourgeois elites, civilized, proud and polite, though it has recently been considered

feminine perhaps due to its preservation among older women (Hachimi 2005:41). The

new Fassi koine was described to me as a modern urban leveling variety, adopted by a

new generation of rural migrants interested in disassociating themselves from the stigma

of their origins and indexical of a modern neo-urbanity untied to the Fassi old guard

elites. Jebli is an يـــبروـــع 'rûbî "country/rural" dialect, and linked to illiterate, uncultured,

proud mountain-folk. After independence, Fassi elites moved out of the medina and into

the ville nouvelle (new French designed city), or to the coastal political and economic

centers promoted by the French (Rabat and Casablanca). Jbala, Berbers from the Rif

Mountains, and other migrants from the south and east moved into the homes of the Fassi
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emigrants and altered the linguistic make-up of the medina. 

The family mentioned previously were part of this changing linguascape. They had

equal access to all three language varieties (Jebli, Old Fassi and Fassi koine), and the

question arose as to why one son affiliated with the speech of his mother (old Fassi) and

the other opted for a variety not spoken by either parent (new Fassi). The two brothers

themselves politely teased each other, attributing the differences to the ةــــــــكرــــــــب baraka

"blessing" of Moulay Idriss, the founder of Fes. Some family members claimed the old

Fassi speaking son sought to claim an educated bourgois identity in his social climb out

of Jebli origins. Both sons married 'rûbî "rural" women whose language varieties shifted

to the new Fassi variety over time. All the children of both families, with the exception of

one daughter (of the old Fassi-speaking father), have identified with and adopted the new

Fassi koine. In interviews with family members, they were all cognizant of the

differences, even teasing each other about their linguistic identities and appropriating

Jebli and old Fassi to embody the well-known socially-evaluated identity distinctions.

The following example occurred in the midst of a discussion surrounding American

support for Israel during the Al-Aqsa Intifada (2000-02).15 The family conversation

emerged after an announcement for a documentary about American activist Rachel

Corrie, killed in Gaza by an Israeli bulldozer driver, flashed on the television. The

mother, Zahra, commented on a recent arms shipment by America to Israel (lines 49-51).

Her son Toufiq ratified her comment and added to the critique (lines 53-55, 62-64), while

15. B recording 3-04-04
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a daughter, Kaltoum, picked up on a slip that sounded like old Fassi. Though the mother's

native variety was Jebli, she lived for many years in a house filled with old Fassi

speaking women. In addition, her neighbor at the time was also an old Fassi native

speaker. She was thus used to accommodating a number of varieties in her conversations.

The daughter's parody of her mother's usage drew upon iconic features of the old Fassi

variety: the /ʔ/ and /ɹ/, though the mother had used only the /ɹ/ variant coupled with

vowel changes in her pronunciation of the يا ط ـــل ـــ رـــياـــ TTayâra "planes" (lines 49-51). She

mispronounced the same word later on in the conversation (lines 65-67), and it was the

second, incomplete form that led to her daughter's parody. She meant to say planes again,

but switched mid-word to a different phrasal construction: ـلبا ـصيفطرأ...ـطارحـ ـ ـلهتــ اـ ـلفم االولـ وج

lbariH Tr'... SifT lhum frûj l'wâl "yesterday plan... she sent the first group to them" (lines

65-67). It sounded like the old Fassi pronunciation for أـــطرـــط TarTa' "to explode", so the

daughter began an old Fassi riff on the idea that America provides Muslims weapons to

explode on their Muslim brothers (lines 71-77), using the old Fassi /ʔ/ and /ɹ/ features.

She switched back to new Fassi after the first sentence (lines 84-100), but the key here

was the attention to variability and its stylized redeployment. 

Zahra 49) هد ) مشفتيش الميريكان [باعت لهوم الطياير] دلحرب لبارح0.0:
50had (0.0) mashuftîsh lmerîkân bâ't lhûm Ttayâra dalHarb lbariH
51this...didn't you see America [sold them war] planes yesterday 

Zoubida 52] :XXXX[
Toufiq 53والميريكان هي اللي كدعم تما سميتو :

54walmerîkân hîya illî kd'am timâ smîtû
55and America is the one who supports there, what's it called

Zoubida 56اه :
57âh
58ah
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Kaltoum 59[الميريكان] شكون اللي مزيغ إسرائيل غير :
60shkûn illî mazîgh isra'îl ghîr lmerîkân
61]who encourages Israel except [America

Toufiq 62[شكون] شكون اللي مدعمهم باألسلحة و كيعطيها :
63shkûn illî md'amhum bil'islaHa wakî'aTîhâ [shkûn] 
64  w[ho] supports them with weapons, and gives it 

Zahra 65) مم ) البارح طرأ... صيفطت لهم الفوج االول0.01:
66mm (0.01) lbariH Tr'... SifT lhum fawj l'wâl 
67mm (0.01) yesterday plan... she sent the first group to them 

Toufiq 68[هاد شي معروف] ،ويلي :
69wîllî, [hâd shî m'arûf]
70Whatever (SAR), [this is well-known]

Kaltoum 71:XXX [شي أئما] واعرا مطرطرأ، من الميريكان 
72XXX [shî 'imâ] wâ'erâ mTarTarâ, mn merîkân  
73               some list,] wonderful (MOCKING) exploded, from America [XXX
74) 0.01(
من الميريكان75
76mn merîkân
77From America

Toufiq 78 گولها گولها مي عاود لهادي اللي قريا :
79gûlhâ gûlhâ mmî 'âwd lhâdî illî qarîyâ 
80                 Tell her, tell her Mom, narrate to this educated one   
گولها القصة ديال سيدنا موسى81
82gûlha lqiSa dyâl sîdnâ musa
83the story of our saint Moses

Kaltoum 84 من الميريكان . أأه كي يزيغوا باش :
85mn merîkân. ââh kîzîghû bâsh            
86                From America, Yeah, they are encouraged so 
)SARيقتلو خوتنا المسلمين (87
88yiqtlû khûtnâ lmuslimîn
89they can kill our muslim brothers 
آآههه كي يزيغ باش يقتلو خوتنا المسلمين90
91ââhhh kîzîghû bâsh yiqtlû khûtnâ lmuslimîn
92             Yah, They are encouraged, in order to kill our Muslim brothers (SAR)  
93)POUNDS CHEST, COUGHS, LAUGHS(
94↖  (RAISED VOICE)مسلمين 
96muslimîn ↖ (RAISED VOICE)
97Muslims  ↖ (RAISED VOICE)  
98 ↖ (INCREASED TEMPO AND PITCH)كفر باهللا 
99↖  kufr billah (INCREASED TEMPO AND PITCH) 

100↖ unbelievers by God! (INCREASED TEMPO AND PITCH)
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All family members knew and could draw upon various forms to perform identities and

take stances. In her use of the old Fassi features, the daughter both teased her mother's

language accommodations and took a stance toward Muslim leaders complicity in the

deaths of fellow Muslims. The Moroccan linguascape, with its circulating language

varieties, attuned family members to recognize and mobilize identities associated with

minute differences.      

Kapchan suggested that the Moroccan linguistic marketplace, and the social identities

circulating there, are characterized by new forms of hybrid language: 

Moroccan identity is difficult to fix, changing according to one's
geopolitical and linguistic vantage point. Although Arabic is the national
language, there is a large Berber population, speaking three different
regional dialects: tamezight, Tachilhit, and Tariffit. The recent Moroccan
link with the western Sahara makes the Saharan presence and dialect and
important one to reckon with as well. Extracultural influences are also
varied; there are two Spanish enclaves in the north—Melilla and Ceuta—
and emigration to both Spain and France continues to have a significant
impact on the Moroccan culture and economy. Urbanization scrambles
these points of identity, but doesn't erase them; rather urban areas provide a
striking example of the coexistence of peoples and languages as they
exchange both goods and social identities (1996:7).  

The family living in Fes described above were part of this urban linguistic marketplace,

familiar with the language varieties and adept at mobilizing them for a number of identity

and evaluative stances. An important role of media scripts was to offer access to

linguistic repertoires that served as resources to constitute and contest audience

subjectivies. Milroy and Milroy suggested in 1985 that television increased viewers

awareness of and affected attitudes toward language varieties but did not determine their

adoption (1985:29-30). Stuart-Smith has noted the relationship between television,
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language change, and identity construction among young, modern, urban Scots in

Glasgow. The participants in the study who expressed a positive orientation toward the

British dramatic serial Eastenders tended to use London Cockney features for short

periods after watching episodes, appropriating features based on individual relationships

with those living in southern English (dialect contact). One single variable was

insufficient to correlate language change with television, rather there were a mix of

factors. Imitating or copying the television was not the mechanism involved in linguistic

change, but rather an identity affiliation indexing their own position in relation to local

Scottish urban identities (Stuart-Smith 2006, Stuart-Smith, Timmins, and Tweedie

2007:225). It wasn't just that television exposed youth to new language varieties, it

offered them possible lives through language features indexing alternative performances.

In another example conducted among university students in Jordan, urban English/Arabic

code-mixing forms were linked with vocabularies needed to operate new technologies

such as mobile phones, the internet, and satellite television. These new forms were not

just tied to technology registers, but were linked to a new urban youth variety of code-

mixing (Sakarna 2006). 

Television was a key resource introducing Moroccans to diversity in Morocco and

abroad. The connections between language contact, mediascapes as introduction to

linguistic repertoires, and identity performances are not simply part of scholarly inquiry.

As related to me by one family member during an interview early in my fieldwork,

television enriched his language by exposing him to dialectal variation from other
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regions. It also allowed him the opportunity to re-narrate programs to friends and interact

with others while retelling a program storyline.16 Mediated circulation of language codes

and images of possible lives are constitutive elements of cultures of circulation. 

It is difficult to delineate the boundaries of such cultures, but I would like to posit at

least two or three different ones operating in Morocco. There is what I would like to call

the cosmopolitan culture of circulation (Pollock 2000) within which local or indigenous

elites are drawn into networks of goods and interaction with privileged groups

internationally, often excluding those who do not have the required education and legally

sanctioned means of mobility. In Morocco particularly, the cosmopolitan culture of

circulation could be indexed at the linguistic level by the near native command of French

used in intimate and public contexts, and a liberal sprinkling of French in ةــــــــــجدر darija

"Moroccan Arabic".

At the same time, there is a popular or immigrant circulatory culture that includes the

underprivileged who have family members abroad. Their connection to the modern

extended to objects such as mobile phones, satellite dishes, the latest model TVs, clothes

from France, Belgium, Spain and German. It also encompassed currency flows—

financial and informational—across borders as family members and friends utilized the

social and linguistic connections to obtain money, papers, residences, work, and people

via their migrant contacts. Even the kinds of topics families discussed (such as how they

view illegal migration of sub-Saharan Africans and Moroccans, legal rulings of the

16. Morocco Fieldnotes 11-15-03
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French Parliament about veiling in public schools) and the way they discuss them (the

kind of French and German they learned from migrant family members was different

from formal varieties; who introduced the commentary on a subject and controls how it is

managed) when watching television were affected by their contacts abroad. Other

elements in this circulatory culture were the changes in social standing, education, and

standard of living that migrant prestige and remittances circulated among those at home

(McMurry 2001).

There are, of course, other circulatory cultures with historical antecedents in the Arab

East and West Africa, connected to flows of people, ideas and goods that are transformed

in the circulatory process. This is not an extensive listing of the cultures of circulation

existing in Morocco, but it provides a bare description for thinking about their

intersection and the impact they have on interpretive processes. Lebanon has similar yet

distinct cultures of circulation tied to histories of confessional group migration, colonial

and contemporary language and education policies, and economic and social mobility

evaluations. Each culture has its agreed upon currencies of exchange and patterns of

movement that emerge through repetitive coordination and social action. However, while

they may operate on different scales or planes, they do not function in isolation nor are

they static, but rather constantly being renewed, negotiated, and reshaped at the points

where they intersect. Moroccans and Lebanese come in contact and are familiar, to

varying degrees, with more than one culture of circulation in the course of their lives,

whether it be producing the necessary paperwork and identification at the bank to retrieve
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the remittances of a son in Belgium; socially monitoring the movements and moral

behaviors of children; making sense of a parliament member's code-switching and poor

Arabic in relation to post-Hariri political alignments; negotiating the price of a sweater on

Tal'a Saghira in the Fes Medina; or discussing the relevance of monolingualism to

American imperialism in the region.

3. MEDIA SCRIPT LINGUISTIC MODES AND CULTURES OF CIRCULATION

The bits and pieces of these languages and cultures were media script resources for

collaborative family interactions, but they also served as examples of Arab

appropriations, in the Bakhtinian sense, of social imaginations moving through cultures

of circulation. 

Appropriation, for Bakhtin, is an integral component of dialogue: in order
to engage in dialogue, one must be able to apprehend, internalize, and
recreate the utterances of others. I do not use the term appropriation to be
indicative of an absorption and subsequent conformity to the dominant
discourse in a given discourse community; rather, appropriation is the theft
of language (either that of the dominant discourse or of the "other) which
is then reinterpreted and used to further the discourse of the self (Holquist
1986:89).

Through appropriations of media scripts, family members did not simply recreate the

social imaginary, they performed a differentiated yet emergent and socially constructed

pan-Arab imaginary. Family members transfigured MSA, English, French, Egyptian,

regional and confessional variety features to mock and approve of statements, to tease

each other, to give added meaning to social interactions, to index their education and or/

social standing, to identify with political and social positions, and take many other

linguistic stances. They did so collaboratively, using key linguistic mechanisms or modes
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(described below) which differed from family to family and from Fes to Beirut. Despite

this divergence, the point of contact was the collaborative nature of their interpretive

modes. In this section I will explore how collaborative performance was a key

interpretive mode for Beiruti and Fassi families, as well as some of the more situational

linguistic mechanisms for evaluating, positioning, and circulating media scripts. 

Performance studies in the Arab world have focused on poetry recitations and formal

speech settings and identified sets of metapragmatic speech norms informing Arabic

speech communities’ performance ideologies, which are sometimes competing and at

other times complementary (see Caton 1991). Goodman found performance a useful

approach for conceptualizing community issues of authentic representation but did so by

examining the clash of performance ideologies in an interconnected world. Her work on

Algerian Kabyle (Berber) communities explored competing French and Kabyle

metadiscursive ideologies and the entextualization process as resources for alternative

authenticities (2002a). Oral Kabyle poems alternately marked Berber high culture,

primitive culture in need of modernizing, the pure pre-contact Berber identity, and

expressions of universal emotions (Goodman 2002b:109). Those who arranged the poetic

representations impressed their metapragmatic ideology on the orientation and market to

which the poems were offered. In this light, the intertextuality of discourse was an

important element of the entextualization processes, whereby language was naturalized

within shifting contexts and afforded new realities and readings. 

Goodman provided evidence for possibilities proposed in the work of Silverstein and
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Urban on entextualization and contextualization processes (1996). In their critique of the

“culture as text” metaphor (widely utilized to represent the “Other”), Silverstein and

Urban identified the process of extracting a “text” from its emergent context and

resituating, or “re-centering” it in novel ways as the very mechanism by which culture is

produced and reproduced. They viewed text not as a readable grammar, but as a structure

of discourse embedded in “richly contingent social action” that could be reanimated in

new contexts (1996:15). Through the trope of natural history, discourses are seen as

possessing life cycles (Irvine 1996) and half-lives (Goodman 2002a). This geologic

concept relies on the metaphor of textual sedimentation and emphasizes the temporality

of process (interactional real-time, non-linear intertextuality) and layering of role

inhabitation through personal deixis (Silverstein and Urban 1996:8-13). The reification of

discourse as sediment in some ways compromises the emergent aspect of human

interaction. Most of these studies deal with relationship between formal oral performance

and the texts produced. Perhaps entextualization processes are easier to identify in

performance because it is a marked event. Entextualization processes in everyday

conversation requires knowledge of a significant number of previous utterances, genres,

and embeddings, which are harder to identify if not explained by the speakers

themselves. Goodman’s work suggests that global processes of adapting performances to

new audiences and settings assures its continued relevance, even as these

entextualizations are challenged internally and externally (Goodman 2002a, 2002c). It

reveals some of the dynamic relationships—locally, regionally, and internationally—
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between performance and authenticity, authority, and identity in the Middle East.

Media scripts afford themselves easily for entextualization and circulation processes

in urban Arab communities due to their public accessibility in offering common linguistic

reference points, their "prepared-for detachability" (Briggs and Bauman 1990:74), and

intertexual nature which allowed them to be meaningful in new contexts (Spitulnik

1997:165). Viewers did not have to share face-to-face interaction with speakers to

recognize media scripts, and yet their meanings carried significance from previous usage

into salience for new contexts. A few examples may illustrate this more easily. Three

members of a Moroccan family were debating the relevance of voting in the upcoming

elections, given that politicians were notorious for empty campaign promises. As one

brother tried to enumerate the reasons why voting was important even if politicians did

not provide significant employment or educational opportunities and improvements to a

doubting sister, another jumped in with the comment, اداــهدودــحالــب bilâ Hudûd hadâ "This

is Bila Hudud."17 She was referring to a well-known Al-Jazeera talk show, in which a

reporter interviewed important politicians, often in a combative way. The television was

not on, but the interaction style evoked the format of the television talk show, whose title

served as an easily recontextualized referent in this new setting.

About two months after the assassination of former Lebanese Prime Minister Rafiq

Hariri, I was visiting a Beiruti Druze family among whom I spent a great deal of time.

The father was a retired man in his seventies who was born in Beirut, traveled to England

17. Morocco Fieldnotes 3-5-04
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with the Boy Scouts as a teenager, migrated to Brazil for a few years, returned to

Lebanon, married a Druze woman from the mountain, and spent most of his life raising

two sons and a daughter on odd jobs trying to survive the civil conflict surrounding him.

His daughter had married a Druze man from the mountain and she lived there with her

three-year-old daughter and newborn son, though she came to stay with her parents

regularly. The family lived on a very limited income, and moved mostly from their small

apartment in West Beirut in Sanayeh to their daughter's place up on the Shuf mountain.

The granddaughter in particular was the center of their world when she came, an

energetic child who channeled the attention of everyone present. The television was

almost always on in this home, even when no one was watching: meals were taken in

front of the television, moral instruction of the children, and visits from friends also took

place there. During my visit, the grandmother was playing with her young grandchildren,

clapping her hands and singing, in a sing-songy children's rhyme, ي ـــس اـــيرـــحادة،ـــ تة، ـــس أاللـــ

sîyâde Hurîye ist'lâl "sovereignty, freedom, independence." Each word was careful

divided into three syllables in rhythmic punctuation, and uttered with a playful, positive

tone. She grasped her granddaughters hands and clapped them in time to the words, then

lifted the infant's feet and did the same. Later in the same month I heard her singing the

same rhyme to her granddaughter as she cleaned the kitchen. This phrase was a key

slogan of the March 14 coalition, named after the demonstration held on that day in honor

of Rafiq Hariri and in protest of Syrian presence and interference in Lebanese affairs.

None of the members of this family participated in the rallies, but all of them watched
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them live from their living rooms. Every television station in Lebanon broadcast some

portion of the demonstrations and counter-demonstrations, so the slogans of each side

circulated easily. It was fascinating, though, to observe a political slogan engaged by the

family via television, be recontextualized as a nursery rhyme, reinforcing for a new

generation the social and political life encountered via television. Within a few months, I

no longer heard her performing this language game with her granddaughter, but the

iconic structure and rhythm between political chant and children's rhymes made this

process an easily repeatable one that I observed elsewhere.18  

Media scripts might take the form of direct quotes, paraphrases, or augmented

information. All of these, when evoked in each iteration, draw some of the meaning of

their previous contexts as well as partaking of the new contextualization. Tannen related

this well using a motion metaphor: 

Repeating a word, phrase, or longer syntactic unit—exactly or with
variation—results in a rhythmic pattern that sweeps the hearer or reader
along. Simultaneously, each time a word or phrase is repeated it's meaning
is altered. The audience reinterprets the meaning of the word or phrase in
light of the accretion, juxtaposition, or expansion; thus it participates in
making meaning of the utterances. (Tannen 1987:576). 

Shifts between direct, indirect, and performed reported speech can signal alignments and

positionality toward speakers and content (Linde 1996:341, Goffman 1981, Jakobson

1990, Kockelman 2004). The subsequent responses either affirm, reject, clarify, or

complicate the stance taken by those previously, and might be done through pause,

18. Lebanon Fieldnotes 4-19-05, 4-27-05
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silence, backchannel cues, repetition, mimicry, quote completion, overlapping talk,

gendered speak, stylization, or a host of other devices. The meanings associated with

these mechanisms emerge in detailed analysis of television talk. 

The television in homes was centrally located in a salon, and more often than not

served as backdrop for everyday activities such as eating meals, receiving guests,

enjoying tea and coffee breaks, relaxing as a family while catching up on the day's

events, and watching television itself. Because of this, the circulation of family members

in and out of the room necessitated the repetition of media scripts (for those who were not

present to hear the discussion or the program) and recycling of the conversation was

common. In the following example, a Moroccan family of eight (the parents and six

children) had just finished their supper and were watching a French periodic television

news magazine on the national station 2M entitled Grand Angle.19 The program began

with a report on the Moroccan relief team sent to Iran to aid in the earthquake rescue

efforts. A discussion ensued about where the earthquake occurred and when. The table

had just been cleared and family members were moving back into the room when the

following discussion took place. The unschooled mother, Zahra, whose knowledge of

French was limited, initiated the conversation (lines 10-12), to which her university

student son Toufiq provided the key information (lines 13-15). She positioned the

information within her own life event timeframe (a trip to visit her parents in the

mountains, lines 19-21), and her husband, Ahmed in this transcript, used the conversation

19. A recording 2-15-04
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to express his affection indirectly by exaggerating the period of time she was away from

the family (lines 22-24). She reciprocated with good-natured sarcasm (lines 15-17).

Ahmed had not been paying attention when Toufiq provided the initial locational

information, and so his clarification query was responded to simultaneously by two of his

daughters. The media script repeated here was the location of the earthquake, repeated in

lines 13-15 and 21-23.

Zahra 10.هاد الزلزل؟ اللي قاص العراق :
11hâd lzilzal? illî qâS l'irâq
12?this earthquake? the one that hit iraq   

Toufiq 13 :) 20,000) 0.02ال إيران 
14lâ 'îrân (0.02) 20,000
15No, Iran (0.02) 20,000

Ahmed 16عاد عاد هدا؟ :
17?a'âd a'âd hadâ
18?this just happened

Zahra 19.إه، حتى سافرت انا للجبل :
20âh, Hata sâfart ânâ liljbal
21ah, since I traveled to the mountains 

Ahmed 22هدا داز هدي ثلث شهور؟ :
23?hadâ dâz hadî tilt shahûr 
24?these past three months 

Zahra 15 أشمن  شهور؟ اهللا يهديك3:
16âshmin tilt shahûr? âlla yihadîk
17how did you come up with three months (SAR)? god guide you

Ahmed 18ضرب العراق وآل إيران؟ :
19?Darb l'irâq walâ 'îrân
20?Did it hit Iraq or Iran

Daughters 21إيران :
22îrân'
23Iran

Interestingly, the authority figure in the beginning of the program was the twenty-four-
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year old son, who corrected the event location (from Iraq to Iran) and added more

information than requested in the number of persons killed. The details were provided by

the children in this context. In the next segment, a twenty-year-old sister who had been

following the program more closely than the eldest son provided the specifics about the

number of cities affected when asked by her brother who had been distracted by the

movement of other family members from the room. There was a repetition in Arabic of

the percentages quoted in French on the television (lines 27-28), but an affective

Moroccan addition in her response: ه ل ــــك ــــ شاــــ ــــم اتــــ kulhâ mshât "all gone". Her brother

extended the evaluation with a reversed syntactic structure: ما ـل ندـ ـي هةـ ل ـك ـ اـ lmedîna kulhâ "the

city, all of it" (lines 31-32), punctuated with a Moroccan Arabic exclamation يـــــــفاـــــــصو

waSâfî (derived from the MSA word for clear or pure but denoting an expression of utter

completion). The media scripts here, in the form of statistics given in French and relayed

in Arabic, were repeated not only to recapture the content but also to offer an emotional

stance in relation to the utterance lifted from television.

(AFTER 2 MINUTES)
Toufiq 24:شحال؟

25?shHâl
26?how many

Aicha 27:مشات كلها المباني من المئة في سبعين و (.)  ربع.
28rba' (.) waseb'în fîlm'a min lmbânî kulhâ mshât
29four (.) and 70% of the buildings are all gone

Toufiq 30:وصافي كلها المدينة!
31lmedîna kulhâ waSâfî
32most of the city

While families were watching a program, a member was likely to re-voice a direct
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quote as a mechanism leading into their own commentary, as seen in the following

example. Seven family members, the mother and five children ranging in ages from 6 to

24 were sitting in the salon watching television.20 The weekly state-run Islamic program

on 2M had just finished, in which an account from the life of Moses was retold, and the

two oldest siblings, a girl and a boy were discussing the story. One of the siblings wanted

to explain the significance of the account to the other via a MSA term not found in darija

( ذوذانــــــــــــت tadûdân "driving", lines 61-63), though with MA pronunciation of the voiced

interdental ذ /ð/ as a dental د /d/ (a common practice among Moroccans when speaking

MSA). The brother used a quote from the stories of the prophets just recounted in the

program to situate the word's meaning and initiate a discussion of its deeper relevance

( دوـمدـجوو من ه ـن ـ إـ ذوذانـتانـترأـما wawajidu min dûnihumâ îmrâtân tadûdân "...and he found

among them two women driving", lines 67-69). This media script was easily detachable

and repeated because it came from a previous and oft-quoted source, the Quran.

Engaging in detailed analysis of linguistic form and meaning in Quranic Arabic is seen as

highly relevant to interpretation (Sells 1999:145). However, many Muslims leave that to

the religious scholars due to the specialized knowledge of Classical Arabic forms and

grammar it requires. In an attempt to avoid this discussion, the other sibling (Kaltoum)

used an alternate quote from the Quran in Moroccan Arabic pronunciation to deflect his

probings ( اإلـلاـگ دـسك سنـيالم ـي دـشاـمرـ سنـيي ـع رـ gâlak lîslâm dîn yusr mâshî dîn 'asr "It's said,

'Islam is an easy religion not a difficult religion'", lines 70-72, 77-79). Both drew on

20. Moroccan recording B 3-01-04
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authority from the Quran (one via a media script taken from a television program) to

make an evaluative stance toward religious talk. Both revoiced the Quranic quotes in

Moroccan Arabic, contextualizing the Quran to their Moroccan religious identity

performances. One did so to initiate a discussion about the significance of a MSA

linguistic term, the other used the Quranic quote to deflect his authority positioning and

recast the debate not in terms of language meaning but lived practice: "It's said, 'Islam is

an easy religion not a difficult religion'". This led to a tit for tat exchange about not taking

religion seriously that veered from the course of the initial query (lines 84-94). 

Zoubida 58[هدا ياله بدا] ،خليه، خليه :
59khalîh, khalîh [hdâ îylâh bdâ]
60leave it, leave it, it's starting

Toufiq 61) [شرح لي انتيا] شنو هي               :MSAتذوذان (
62shnû hîya (MSA) tadûdân]  sharH lî intîyâ[
63"  explain to me] what is "tathuthan[

Kaltoum 64 گالك :
65gâlak
66He told you

Toufiq 67) :MSA["ووجد من دونهما إمرأتان تذوذان"] (
68)MSA] (wawajidu min dûnihumâ îmrâtân tadûdân[
69)MSA..."] (and he found among them two women driving["

Kaltoum 70) :MA[گالك "اإلسالم دين يسر] (
71 )MA] (gâlak "lîslâm dîn yusr[
72)MA] (It's said, "Islam is an easy religion[

Toufiq 73) :MA[دين تهكم] يسر، ماشي (
74)MA (yusr, mâshî [dîn thakum]
75not an easy religion, [not a religion to ridicule] (MA) 
76)CHANNEL CHANGED BACK TO 2M(

Kaltoum 77["ماشي دين عسر]      :
78   ]   mâshî dîn 'asr[
79"]      not a difficult religion[

Zahra 80[قلب] :
81]qlib [
82]turn it[

Kaltoum 83 [ماتنتهكمش حاشا،] حاشا :
84 hâshâ ]mâtantahakmsh hâshâ [
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85I'm not mocking, shame] shame on you[
Zahra 86وا قلب :

87waâqlib
88just turn it

Kaltoum 89[واش نتهكم انا على وجه األنبياء] :
90]wâsh nthakam ânâ 'ala wijh alânbîy'â[
91]?would I mock, me, in the face of the prophets[

Toufiq 92[دينو , دينو ضحك فأي حاجا] :
93]dînu, dînu Dahak fîya Hâjâ[
94religion, religion, to laugh about anything in it

Interestingly, this conversation occurred while other family members negotiated whether

to watch an Egyptian serial on the station or change it (lines 58-60, 80-82, 86-88). The

remote was in the hands of the eldest son, Toufiq, who was engaged in the debate with

his sister about the religious significance of an MSA term and managed to ignore their

requests for thirty seconds. The mother, Zahra, did not want to watch the Egyptian serial,

especially after just watching a religious program, but she was overruled ultimately by

her daughters.

At times a direct quote was used to bolster a claim, or aimed at particular members of

an audience. In the following example, ten members of an extended family, mostly

female, were visiting during Eid al-Adha (the Feast of Sacrifice), and circulating news

surrounding the deaths of Muslims on the Hajj (the annual pilgrimage to Mecca).21 While

the television in that home was not on, we had just left the house of a family where the

news had reported this information. A twenty-five year old younger family member

began a discussion about people who had died on the Hajj just after the greetings had all

been exchanged and everyone had settled into the salon (lines 1-3). Her cousin responded

21. Morocco Fieldnotes 1-10-04
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to her topic thread with more information detail by claiming that no Moroccans were

among the dead, stating it in MA (lines 4-6) and then switching to MSA, in a crisp news

broadcasting style (lines 7-9). The cousin who began the topic thread also provided the

appropriate religious response to the information in conjunction with her twenty-one year

old cousin (lines 10-12). 

1 Asiyaواش سمعتي لخبر ف مكة؟  :
2?wâsh sm'atî lkhabr f mekka
3?did you hear the news about Mecca

Zeinab 4.ماكايناش المغاربة  :
5mâkâynâsh lmagharâba
6there were no Moroccans
7)MSA"ال يجد مغربي او جزائري فيهم" (
8)MSA (lâ yujidu maghribiyun âw jazâirîyun fîhum
9"there were no Moroccans or Algerians among them"

Asiya and Fatiha 10اهللا يرحمهم      :
11âlla yirHamhum
12may God have mercy on them

This was of particular importance to the family, as one of the great aunts was in Mecca at

that time. Many of the women present were from the rural village, advanced in years, and

had never studied MSA formally, though there were four or five women who had

university educations. In this particular case, the MSA quote came directly after the MA,

and served to verify the information, through an iconic performance of a news

broadcaster. The MSA media script was directed toward her cousin, Asiya, also

university educated, and was as much about performing literacy authority as it was

transmitting  and verifying information. 
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a. INTERVISUALITY

Family members understood the MSA without requiring translation due to processes

of intervisuality and interdiscursivity. I derive intervisuality from an intellectual history

connecting utterances and their recontextualizations to Bakhtinian dialogism (1981)

Kristeva's intertextuality (1986), and Bauman's interdiscursivity (2005). Kristeva

popularized Bakhtin's idea that each text (utterance) carries echoes of prior readings

(talk). Discourse genres also rely on appropriation, by which speakers draw chronotopic

(time-space) connections between current and previous instances of talk (Silverstein

2005:2). Although intertextuality has proved a useful trope for understanding the

historical relationship between texts, Bauman noted the limitations of relying on a formal

textual metaphor for conveying the vibrancy, timbre, and non-verbal coordinating

elements of discourse. He proposed the term interdiscursivity in order to include

inflection, pitch, tone and gesture (2005). In the previous example, family members

undersood the MSA recontextualization because they had experienced that intertextual

performance before, marking equivalences between media scripts and their possible

redepolyment. Intervisuality is the process of creating interpretive links between past

viewings and current meanings of sound and image, each repetition adding a new

meaning. Family members relied on stock images, repetition of news stories/events,

similarities between Moroccan Arabic and MSA, previous exposure to MSA through

various literacies (such as formal training in school, memorization of Quranic passages

for religious practice, everyday interaction), as well as comments by others to follow
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news and other programs in MSA. Sometimes a direct quote would be followed by a

paraphrase in Moroccan Arabic for the benefit of those who did not fully understand a

language variety, but Moroccans have lived for so long in multilingual environments that

they have developed collaborative aural and visual literacies through intervisuality.

Family members collectively contribute information gathered from the verbal content,

oral transmissions garnered elsewhere, shared background knowledge, and indexical

stock images to make sense of and manage television content. I like to call this a

distributed functional literacy: oral comprehension augmented with visual imagery which

I will explore in greater detail in chapter four. 

Media scripts circulated and evaluated collaboratively by family members included

brief paraphrases of content, from known and unspecified sources, constrained by

cognitive limitations in long-term memory retention (Gunter 1991), involved intervisual

connectivity, evaluative stance-taking, and identity performances. The following example

demonstrates that media scripts were as much about positionality as information

transmission, and involved appropriating the information and including one's own stance

as part of the heteroglot nature of language (Bakhtin and Holquist 1982:424). Family

members performed their positionality in the presence and with the collaboration of

others, and the position could change based on the interpretive conditions. I visited an

upper middle class Fassi family in the evening, after 9 p.m in March 2004. The family

members present were all well-educated, trilingual (Arabic, French and English), and

female: a recently widowed mother, her fifteen year old daughter, and two unmarried
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aunts. The television was on and tuned to a documentary on 2M, one of the Moroccan

state-run stations. A round of greetings was exchanged for a few minutes when the two

oldest sons and one of their wives entered the salon, but the initial topic introduced after

that was about Bin Laden's capture. The two aunts began the discussion, asking if the

others had seen the report that the Pakistani forces had captured Bin Laden but that Bush

did not want to announce it until the elections so he could issue his trump card and win.

All highlighted the connection with the elections in the US. They all clicked their tongues

at such deception, though when I queried where the information came from they said

Euronews (a French news channel), which had cited اداــــش ةــــعي shî idâ'a "some station",

possibly Iranian, shrugging their shoulders. Intervisuality in the circulation of the Bush-

Ben Ladin media script did not require strict verification: verbal anecdote was sufficient

to trust the information and give it accelerative motion because it reinscribed their

distrust of foreign politics.

The discussion moved on to the dangerousness of downtown Los Angeles and New

York, since several members of the family had just returned from a visit to Los Angeles.

At one point, one of the women mentioned that most of their perceptions about the peril

of inner city Los Angeles were formed by nightly newscasts viewed at her niece's home

rather than personal experience, claiming that the news just reported the most sensational

and negative issues rather than reflecting the whole picture. Another family member

added support to her position toward media sensationalism with a closer-to-home

example. She brought up how Euronews had been so critical of the distribution of
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supplies to the earthquake victims in Alhociema due to poor infrastructure and rampant

administrative corruption, reinforcing the European image of the bribable and backward

Moroccan system. The counter argument was proffered that the Moroccan stations

showed all kinds of assistance being gathered and sent to Alhoceima, (so many trucks

and airplanes), and how difficult it was to access that region. Their skepticism of media

politics and representations was variable depending on the context and their own

experience: American media was clearly controlled by political interests but Moroccans

were victims of European bias against "backward", developing, corruption-ridden

Morocco. Their family members' perceptions of dangerous downtown LA were a

function of sensation-seeking media, but their own national media stations presented

accurate portrayals of assistance to the earthquake-devastated area. Intervisuality and

interdiscursivity aided their interpretations, drawing connections between previous and

current viewings. Their performances as enlightened, critical viewers were as much to

teach me, "the American researcher" about Moroccan honor and American corruption as

they were about the information being circulated. The next day at lunch, while watching

the newscast relating the difficulties of distributing aid to earthquake victims in

Alhociema, a similar discussion between the two sons and one of their wives revealed an

even more nuanced view of information reliability and positionality. One said that the

regional government was stealing the assistance from the victims, and his wife

incredulously asked him how he could say that. Both brothers replied that the people up

there are thieves, a point of view more often expressed by lower middle class families I
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had visited at the same time--though this point had not come up in their discussion with

the other family members the day before.22 There was a marked discrimination about the

reliability of information sources, indicating the dynamic and shifting management of

media scripts culled from multiple sources, connected to previous viewings, filtered

through multiple allegiances, and contingent on the constellation of family members

present. The younger sons, though married, did not voice their opinions about

government corruption and media disinformation in the presence of their mother, aunts,

and me because the performance of Moroccan nationalism was more salient the night

before than it was while eating lunch the day following.

Collaborative discourse cues, such as يـشادـهوفـشوفـش shûf, shûf hâd shî "look, look

at this" and م ـــس عـــ sma' "listen" in Moroccan Arabic and Lebanese Arabic equivalents, وـــش

ـهي داـ shû hayda "what's this", ـلحظ ـ ـلحظةـ ـ ةـ laHZa laHZa "wait a moment", ي ـل كـ layk "look"

(masculine) were everyday phrases pervading my research, orienting interaction to what

was happening on the television and initiating family commentaries, discussions, and

negotiations of television content. These also marked the conversational role, even if

passive, of television. Viewers talked to the television while watching, and utilized

conversational backchannel cues to encourage the discussion, to indicate the truth-value

of what they were hearing, or to evidence their emotional response: îîh or wîllî

(interjection of surprise), ââh or eh (intonation shift, "ok, I get what you are saying), îyâh

(can be impatient agreement), ayawa (agreement), hmm (ok), oaw (pained), ûûf (pained),

22. Moroccan Fieldnotes 2-28-04
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tongue clicks (disapproval). Exclamatory interjections and affective prosody fluctuations

were sometimes coupled with the phrase نتــــفرــــع ــــش وــــ 'arafti shnû "you know what" in

Moroccan Arabic or ك ي ـــــل ـــــ يـــــ laykî "look" (feminine) in Lebanese Arabic to initiate a

commentary, related story, bit of information, or debate. Sometimes attention could be

directed by repeating a quote from the television, as mentioned above, or a simple

comment. I also documented pointing and conversational gestures accompanying family

dialogues with television as they immediately responded to events unfolding on the

screen. These conversational cues fluidly transitioned from interactions with the

television to family discussions stemming from viewed content, and give credence to the

construction of television as a family member and interactional contributor. As they

socialized around television, evaluated media content and performed audience

positionality, family members relied on intervisuality to make sense of and deploy media

scripts. 

Scholars and the Moroccans I queried posited the idea that these exclamatory

interjections were indexical of women's speech, and linked with illiteracy and

emotionalism (Sadiqi 1995, 2003a, Hachimi 2001, Kapchan 1996).23 In no study of the

Lebanese language use did I find a discussion about gendered speech, with the exception

of an article exploring the supposed link between cognitive framings created by gendered

grammatical forms in Lebanese Arabic and sex roles in a rural village (Jabbra 1980). The

23. Morocco Fieldnotes 10-29-03, 11-13-03, 11-15-03; Lebanon interview recording Fa 8-29-05; Lebanon
interview recording Ra 8-25-05; Lebanon Fieldnotes 9-3-05
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Lebanese literature on language was far more concerned with multilingual educational

issues and political discourses linked to confessionalism (Suleiman 2006, Joseph 2006,

Thornhauser 2000, Riskedahl 2004). In terms of actual use, Moroccans alone claimed

gendered conversational styles for women. The intersection of gendered speech and

television talk will be addressed further in chapter five. Despite the discourses of

gendered evaluative forms in Morocco, and the lack thereof in Lebanon, both men and

women (girls and boys) employed these in Lebanon to accomplish a variety of ends in the

recordings I analyzed. Sometimes they indexed gendered norms, but at other times they

served other functions, such as teaching morality in relation to gendered television

representations. Rather than reify notions of gendered speech, I want to further the idea

that both men and women used gendered indexical forms (such as emotive backchannel

cues, gendered pitch performances, and topic initiations) to accomplish specific ends, in

this case, morality evaluations, based on context and interactants in television talk.  

D. MEDIA ETHNOGRAPHY

Ethnography has emerged as a method of choice in media reception studies (Murphy

and Kraidy 2003:1), though not all agree that media studies that claim ethnography

follow anthropology's attention to cultural difference, thick description through

observation, commitment to recording or theoretic connection to broader social processes

(Peterson 2003:127). Ang used letters solicited from Dallas viewers in the Netherlands to

get an audience perspective on practice.

The emergence of ethnographic approaches to media audiences…is a
populist reaction which stressed the vitality and energy with which those
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who are excluded from legitimate institutional power create a meaningful
and liveable world for themselves, using the very stuff offered to them by
the dominant culture as raw material and appropriating it in ways that suit
their own interests (Ang 1990: 246).

Morely was one of the first to use media ethnography to explore intersections between

domestic television viewing practices and other axes of family life, such as gender norms

and daily routines (1980). These ethnographic studies of media reception came primarily

from British cultural studies (Ginsburg 2005). Anthropological studies of media reception

in the have increased in the last decade, including in the Middle East, but continue to

remain exploratory and focused on identity construction (Ginsburg, Abu-Lughod, and

Larkin 2002). One of the problems in anthropological studies involving media has been

the reconciling of local and global identity processes. As Kraidy queries, “What are the

transformative practices that define the intersection of globality and locality?”

(1999:456). Early media studies described these processes as the export of cultural

hegemony (Curan and Gurevitch 2000). In a Kuhnian shift, studies in the early 1990’s

began to emphasize indigenous resistance media productions and ‘native’ appropriations

through reception (Caldarola 1994, Morely 2000, Spitulnik 2002, Miller 2002, Sreberny-

Mohammadi and Mohammadi 1994). A new trend sees the connection between media

stimuli and local identities as a process of cultural hybridity (Kraidy 1999, 2000) or

syncretism (Hill 2000), the highlighting or backgrounding of aspects of meaning

performances in order to create new senses. 

Hybridity is an old and significant trope that has seen wide applicability in the last

two centuries. It builds on the metaphor of mixing, where two different plant or animal
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types are crossbred and a new form somewhere between the two emerges, exhibiting

elements of both parent types. The origins of this idea are obviously biological, but

people, cultures, traditions, and languages can also be hybrid. It has become an important

analytical trope in social science research, as scholars explore the intersection between

imperial, dominant, hegemonic cultural forces and indigenous, traditional, local ones

(Kapchan and Strong 1999:1). Hybridity has the greatest currency in cultural analyses,

although it competes across the disciplinary divide with other tropes: syncretism,

bricolage, and creolization. Syncretism began as a way to understand how new religious

forms emerge in contact situations (e.g. voodoo), and focused on assimilation and

adaptation rather than co-existence. Jane Hill recast this trope to explain the power-laden

aspects of utterances, in that speakers can suppress parts of an utterance's history in order

to create new meanings (2005:244). This can be seen in Anglo-American appropriations

of Mexican street names (through highly anglicized voicings of the words) that erases the

American colonial past but capitalizes on southwest culture. Bricolage was a term coined

by Levi-Strauss to understanding cultural mixings in which forms are taken from their

historical rootedness and combined in new and unpredictable ways (e.g. new musical

forms such as Algerian rai and Palestinian anti-terrorist rap). Creolization came out of

language and folklore studies (Bauman 1972, Paredes 1977) and was used to describe the

cultural reconstitutions occurring in diaspora communities, colonial contexts, and

transnational trade (Abrahams 1983). Because its roots were in creole languages, where

languages emerge through the need to communicate in order to trade, the metaphor drew
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upon the idea of mixing as exchange and held within it the assumption of political

economy and power relations. However, hybridity is still more widely employed in

cultural analyses than creolization, syncretism, or bricolage.   

Several critiques of the trope have detailed the limits of the metaphor. Though it has

wide applicability, it also has a multitude of definitions that diminishes its analytical

power. In addition, post-colonial literary theorists who have appropriated and recast the

idea celebrate hybridity’s resistance aspects while erasing or ignoring the racialized

stigma embedded within the historical concept (Ahmed 1992). Cultural hybridity also

entails a paradox of being radically interruptive and yet commonplace, new without

recognizing that hybrid processes are the very mechanisms by which all cultures are

formed (Kraidy 2000:322). Kraidy and others have found that hybridity also loses its

analytical power when appropriated as positive descriptor of culture by those wishing to

“shroud” power inequalities, a diversity of hybridities, and the meanings of those forms

for the people themselves (Kraidy 2000, Armbrust 1999). 

Is there a positive way to utilize hybridity in analyzing how global media ideologies

and local meanings interact and influence identities and meanings? Kraidy offers a

solution by reframing the concept in a way that highlights the power relations operating

in a particular context. By conceiving of hybridity as a process of cultural practice rather

than an outcome, both the text (global mass media) and the context (local ideologies and

values) are mutually constitutive and constituting forces. He calls this an intercontextual

theory of hybridity, which “will allow us to comprehend how under certain conditions, in
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certain contexts, ideological elements coalesce in a certain discourse of hybridity” that

both acknowledges hegemonic structures and the intentionality of consumers (Kraidy

2000:333-5). 

Armbrust’s examination of Egyptian pop culture is another approach to hybridity. He

noted that many researchers either focus on the exported forms of cultural imperialism or

emphasize folkloric popular culture, while ignoring the messiness of Egyptian hybrid

forms shot through with the impress of foreign influence and yet locally produced and

consumed (1996). Egypt produces, consumes and exports to other parts of the Arab

World, television serials, plays, and films. These genres, imported and adapted from

Western models, are intertextual both within the rich repertoire of Egyptian media and

culture and with media and culture outside of Egypt. Early Egyptian films and plays were

vehicles for spreading modern socialist ideology. But by the 1970’s and 1980’s, these

same expressive mediums became resources for commenting on modernism gone wrong

(1996:10). Without a knowledge of songs, proverbs, images, and stories circulated

through previous Egyptian films, serials, and plays, as well as the differences between

Arab modernity and the Western concept (maintaining continuity with the glorious

Egyptian past rather than rupture with feudal past), the subtle shift toward cryptic

resistance in hybrid forms would be lost (1996:7). 

Sreberny-Mohammadi and Mohammadi (1994) also challenged the cultural

hegemony-traditional resistance dichotomy, but by recognizing the cultural factors

involved in re-traditionalization and the role of media in mobilizing popular resistance
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during the Iranian revolution of 1979. Though Sreberny-Mohammadi and Mohammadi

recognized that their model privileged the agency of consumers and backgrounded the

crisis of state structures and international pressures, they claim that political scientists

have sufficiently covered this position. They explored the process by which indigenous

Iranian culture, already a hybridized form, was re-deployed as a reaction and foil against

the Westernizing influences and policies of the Shah (1994:13). A popular “contemporary

revolution with a religious face” was mobilized using Western “small media”

technologies (cassette tapes, phone lines, print media flyers and circulars) and pre-

existing cultural frames, social networks and communicative patterns (Friday prayer

sermons, Shia martyrdom and mullah authority/charisma) (1994:15, 35). “Big media”

forms were tools of the state for repression and modernization, while “small media” was

equated with resistance. They were both “tools of systemic power and resources of agents

making a revolution” (1994:xvii). 

Both Armbrust and Sreberny noted that internal dynamics were erased in the cultural

hegemony/resistance paradigms, as well as many descriptions of hybridity (Sreberny

2000, Armbrust 1999). Researchers needed to look at “the conjunction and effects of

global [modernizing] processes within specific localized settings, exploring the dynamics

of external forces combined with internal processes” (Sreberny 2000:64). Even though

the Iranian revolution created a hybrid space for the mobilization of resistance, it also

erased class differences, which have emerged as new forms of resistance challenging the

nascent sphere of power relations. In reaction to the Islamization of Iran, Western
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consumption in the 1990’s had become a form of resistance against homogenizing control

(Sreberny-Mohammadi and Mohammadi 1994:40,186). 

Armbrust analyzed Egyptian discourse on beach-going as a new site for public

debates about bourgeoisie identity, gender roles, and morality (Armbrust 1999:107).

Beach representations in Egypt occured in the space between the vernacular and the

formal, partaking of both neo-orientalized images of women and cloaked in a dialogue

with conservative contentions over the appropriate ways to modernize women. Though

beach discourse was laden with Western influence “this does not diminish the importance

of such material as a forum for a discourse that can only be understood through a

historicized understanding of the local culture” (1999:127). The question is not how to

describe a hybrid discourse, but to identify the point at which it becomes salient as a

resource for internal debates surrounding bourgeoisie identity construction. The

importance for hybridity in media consumption is in its ability to open up “imaginary

spaces” and arenas for debate (1999:127). 

An intercontextual approach to hybridity seems relevant to my own preliminary

observations of the nexus of global and local processes in Morocco and Lebanon. I was

struck by the complex “readings” and appropriations of Western global media and

technology engaged by families. French television was present in most urban homes and

provided news and entertainment next to state-run, Algerian, Tunisian, Egyptian, and

Abu Dhabi stations—not to mention the Austrian, German, Italian, and British stations

available via satellite. Education and religious orientation were not always the best gauge
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of reception practices, as Egyptian dramatic serials, Brazilian telenovellas translated in to

MSA, German and Japanese cartoons, Friday sermon broadcasts, and TV5 documentaries

intermingled in households that contained university educated, uneducated, religiously

educated, and non-practicing family members. All these media sources became identity

and interpretive resources for family members, but varied in appropriation according to

the group constellations, emergent conversational flows and backgrounds of those

present. For example, one afternoon, the female members of a family I was living with

received a guest during the visiting tea hour. The television was tuned to a TV5

documentary on the Israeli occupation of Jenin during the spring of 2002, and had been

playing before the arrival of the female relative. All the women present knew French, and

were conversing in Moroccan Arabic about the Israeli oppression of the Palestinians. All

were educated and wore headscarves. The guest tied Israeli actions to a flaw in Jewish

religious beliefs, citing information she had heard from a third party source. The other

two women contested this information by not acknowledging its validity and using a

different religious argument to condemn Israeli action. We had been watching a religious

talk show several evenings before where this argument had been propounded by the

Egyptian religious leader interviewed. Though the French documentary presented

alternate reasons for questioning Israeli actions in Jenin, it participated in the hybrid

interpretation emerging among these three women.   

This leads to subjectivity as an arena in which to explore the processes of individual

identity negotiation between production and reception ideologies (Abu-Lughod 2002).
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Hybridity becomes salient when it is tied to people’s self-conceptions. Interestingly, both

Abu-Lughod and Kraidy draw upon the hybrid trope in theorizing the value of hybrid

representations generated by native ethnographers. Both advocate ethnographically

grounded media studies and the value of “halfie” researchers perspectives as straddling

the mutual articulations of local and global processes. “Halfie” ethnographers are those

with mixed identities due to migration, overseas education, or parentage (Abu-Lughod

1991:137). Their own intellectual processes were a hybrid of Western and Middle

Eastern tropes, social values, and theories, and this gave them valuable insight into the

phenomena they study.    

Kraidy explored, through an ethnography of media reception, how Lebanese

Maronite young adults constructed “hybrid” identities that straddled the global/local

dichotomy (1999:456). He connected media consumption patterns with the articulation of

hybridity by examining not only TV viewing practices but also personal narratives of

these practices (1999:471). In this way, he offered valuable insights into the conscious

articulations of young Maronite identity through media evaluations and choices. Maronite

youth valued American TV shows that expressed discourse of individual freedom,

socially and sexually. They also associated themselves with and value the music of

Fairuz, which enacted hybridity through a blend of Lebanese tunes and modern jazz

styles. They saw themselves as sometimes Arab and sometimes not, and this was

manifest through their “consuming of ostensibly hybrid texts, quotidian acts of mimicry,

and nomadic reading strategies” (1999:467). These subjectivities were part of Maronite
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self-conception as being betwixt and between, but also manifested themselves in the

“glocalization” of multiple levels of communicative interaction: regional (Arab/Western),

local (class), national (Christian/Muslim), and international (American/French/European/

Indian). Hybridity here constructed as a Maronite practice, was not simply the result or

cause of mixing, but had become the “assertion of differences” identity perceived,

reinscribed, and enacted in different contexts and times (1999:472-3).  

Abu-Lughod examined the production, reception, and impact of Egyptian soap opera

serials in understanding the complex relationship between the state and the social life of

rural women (Abu-Lughod 1997, 2001). Through participant observation, she identified

the disconnect between the ideals and reforms that nationalist cultural producers market

to ordinary women and the lived constraints and alternative interpretations under which

these women operate (2001:113).  

Though both Abu-Lughod and Kraidy employed ethnographic methodologies, they

remain focused on intuitive analyses of identity constructions. Spitulnik issued a call for

inclusion of linguistic evidence in ethnographic studies of media’s impact on relations

between local and global “imagined communities” (1997). She demonstrated how a

careful study of Zambian terms for modernity and terms that perform or index Zambians

“being modern” evidenced the impact of radio on language use and the construction of

“local modernities” (2002:194). 

In this dissertation, I examine the social circulation of media scripts as performances

of an audience social imaginary, and I do so through linguistic analysis. The importance
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of language to audience performance has been outlined in the scholarly literature

reviewed previously. It was also part of the reflexive metanarrative of Moroccans and

Lebanese. "Our poetry today is conversation" ع ــش االنــحاــنرــ وار sh'irnâ Hiwâr 'âlân. The

guardian who shared this bit of local philosophy was speaking to me almost entirely in

MSA augmented only occasionally with MA. He had been a journalist for a time, living

in France and traveling a great deal before age and misfortune settled him as a doorman

in Fes. I was waiting for admission to an appointment and was treated to his views on life

in Morocco, which included the cultural and linguistic decline of most Moroccans in

relation to their Arab identity. This particular observation was embedded in a larger

critique, which was meant to index his cultural and linguistic capital while bemoaning the

loss of "real" Arab culture and identity in Morocco. I've reflected on it again and again as

I observed the conversational agility and creativity of Moroccans and Lebanese family

members. As conversation is an important mechanism for communicating, constituting,

and contesting meaning (Ochs and Capps 2001), I find it compelling to track television's

role in this process.

Gillespie (1995) and Wilke (1993) both focused on television talk as means to

understand televisions effects on audience identities. Ethnographies of television talk

reveal the interconnectedness of mediated and social worlds: 

The content and even the forms of broadcast talk converge with everyday
talk; how they are intertwined and interact in all sorts of ways, from the
most simple and manifest level of borrowing vocabulary, idioms,
expressions and manners of speech to the integration of particular forms of
speech such as soap gossip and everyday gossip; and further, how the
forms of sociability represented in various TV genres encourage audiences
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to engage in critical and comparative reflection upon their own forms of
social life (Gillespie 1995:57). 

British media studies scholars even drew upon talk as a methodology metaphor, claiming

media ethnography is a family conversation: 

or more precisely, a series of long conversations. These conversations are
those that each family in its household constructs for itself as part of its
continuing engagement with the world: with its past, its present, and its
future. Increasingly, information and communication technologies are
becoming part of this world, as both subjects and objects, topics and
resources. (Morely, Hirsch, and Silverstone  1992: 204). 

According to Morley, social networks and symbolic systems contribute to the ‘household

culture,' or worldview, which mediates and/or filters information crossing the threshold

(2000: 86). Caldarola also saw larger cultural ideas of the media audience as framing the

viewing practices and interpretations created by Muslims in Indonesia (1990:2). He saw

reception patterns emerging from interpretive frameworks based in previous cultural

practices, such as Quranic recitiation and vernacular arts (1990:8-9). This ethnography

seeks to merge these ideas by identifying the specific contexts and factors that frame

familial discussions of current events and how emerging discourses about those events

contribute to the ‘household culture’. Domestic discourse emerges as a collaborative

effort at creating coherence out of the ambiguity and complexity of experience and the

the sociolinguistic expressions of those perceptions (Silverstein 2003:202). Modernity

and globalization concepts are inherent in television, but the public problematizing of

politics opens debates, allowing viewers to appropriate modernity to “redefine and

maintain tradition as well as destabilize it” (Srebreny 2000:70). Talk also permits
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multiple voices not only to challenge and evaluate each other but also to be transformed

within the same space (Kapchan 1996:12).  

1. METADISCURSIVE REPORTING ON GENDERED VIEWING PATTERNS

Charles Briggs proffered the term metadiscursive practices in an examination of the

means by which folklorists, anthropologists, and sociolinguists constitute and constrain

knowledge about the subjects of their study discursively (1993:389). He explored the

power dimensions inherent in scholarly production to raise metapragmatic awareness

among those who construct images of others, turning scholarly inquiry back on itself. In a

mass mediated world, ideas circulating in scholarly domains can easily move into

everyday explanations. In addition, scholars and "the masses" both engage the world

through similar mediums, even if the content and modes do not overlap precisely. 

The ideas of social sciences cannot be kept ‘detached’ from their milieux
of analysis in the manner of the natural sciences… The more interesting,
significant or ‘explanatory a set of ideas in the social science is, the more
likely it is to be taken over by lay agents and to enter constitutively into
their conduct. It does not follow that such a phenomenon has
transformative consequences for that conduct, but ordinarily it does so.
Social science hence ‘circles in and out’ of what it is about. While the
social scientist can usually manage to keep one, or even several jumps
ahead of lay agents in their own interpretations of what they do, they is no
way in which there can be developed a wholly ‘sealed off’ technical
discourse of social science. Lay agents, in modern societies above all,
theorize about what they do as a intrinsic part of doing it—chronically and
routinely. (Giddens 1987:197)

As I describe my observations of Moroccan and Lebanese collaborative meaning-

making, I recognize that the selections of "texts" I choose is both highly constrained and

motivated. Clearly, it is motivated by intellectual interests, and the limitations of
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scholarly writing and discipline (Foucault 1980). It is constrained by the situations I was

allowed to record and observe by the very people I am writing about. They too

constrained and motivated their interactions in my presence. As I foreground elements I

find interesting, I acknowledge the intersubjective nature of this metadiscursive practice.

They are not only interesting to me, though I am choosing the formats and organization.

My interlocutors and friends made me aware of genre classification nuances and glaring

over-analysis in my thinking. The faults in presentation and analysis are my own, but

whatever emerges of resonance and insight are collaborative with Moroccan and

Lebanese participants. 

Another reason I raise the concept of metadiscursive practices is to highlight some of

the Moroccan and Lebanese means of constructing knowledge in dialogue among

themselves and "Others". When introducing my research topic to people, I would briefly

explain that I was researching the influence of television on everyday family

conversations as a way to elicit information informally. This would usually launch an

almost eerie litany of generalized viewing patterns for men, women, and children: women

followed dramatic serials (Egyptian and Mexican), men entertained more serious pursuits

such as news and football, music video clips enthralled teens, and children watched

cartoons. The erasure of viewing variability and classificatory fuzziness quickly caught

my attention, especially as the certitude and rigid categorical statements faded upon

further inspection. Of course, this was a natural response to clarifying questions, yet the

regularity with which these genres and genders were lumped together evidenced the
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discursive means by which scholars and studied construct others.

2. EMIC THEORIES OF MEDIA CONSUMPTION 

While my research focuses on the circulation of media scripts and family

collaborative meaning-making, the topic of my research garnered much attention and

commentary by almost everyone I met. Local theories of media consumption practices

and impacts emerged in informal interviews with family members, in conversations with

taxi drivers, on the train with fellow travelers, and in intellectual exchanges. Public

reflexivity was further highlighted by the Moroccan press, which regularly included

articles reflected in the weekly media sections of the paper. As an analytic device it may

be useful to distinguish discourse circulated in public settings from family talk, but as

Michael Warner has noted, the social space created by reflexive social circulation of

discourse is public regardless of its context (2002:62). Family entertainment commentary,

even in the home, is such a discourse. As a medium, television is perceived as between

intimate and broadcast interpretive practices, such that conversations about programming

continue beyond the boundaries of the home or other personal viewing space. Hence I

followed the practice of Moroccans and Lebanese as they discussed the impact of

entertainment media on family life. 

One Moroccan taxi driver told me that television had replaced the يا ن س ــــل ــــ ــــ ةــــ sinnîya

"serving tray", as the symbol of family gatherings. He explained that prior to the spread

of television, families used to gather around the sinnîya in the evenings, visiting each

other, sharing tea and conversation. This was the time set apart for collaboratively
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discussing daily happenings, issues of familial and community interest, as well as local,

national, and international events. Today people gathered around the television and

conversation is limited to commentary on programs and commercials. This linking of

practices symbolized by particular objects with family interaction processes appeared

regularly in my data. The intended consumers of media were aware of and analyzed their

own participation in critical ways, though they most often relied on pre-existing social

practices to metadiscursively represent similarities between the novel and the known. I

also found recognition among people that television had changed their family interaction,

at the level of scheduling, religious practice, and socializing. They reported that people

watched television to escape the difficulties of everyday toil.24 Television was also how

one traveled the world while remaining in the salon, as recounted above. Several other

motion metaphors circulated in relation to television. One family member recounted a

poetic Fassi youth phrase surrounding the use of the remote control that relied on

alliteration: وـــــب حرك ـــــت ركـــــ brik watHarik "click [the remote] and travel/move." Another

popular script in 2006 was applied as a channel surfing critique and drawn from a popular

rural song about migration: نانـك ـه وـ شا ـم ياـ ه ـل ـ هـ kân hnâ wamshâ lhih "he was here and went

there." 

In Lebanon I also found recognition among people that television had changed their

family interaction, at the level of scheduling, religious practice, and socializing. The

mother of a village Maronite family related how families used to attend church in the

24. Morocco Fieldnotes 2-11-04, 4-05-04
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evening and pray the rosary together, then men would gather and play cards while

women conversed. Now they structure their lives around religious programs during

holidays, and rarely make it to the church in the evenings.25 Another Maronite man, born

in a village but currently residing in Beirut, lamented that television had eliminated

families going out in the evening, and visiting others. If there were no television, he

asserted, he would rarely be at home. As it was, he passed time ( اــــيدا تــــقوــــلع dây' alwa't)

watching television in the evening, rather than going out with friends. Several Moroccans

made similar analyses: people (themselves included) watch television to escape the

difficulties of everyday toil. 

These comments mirrored a discursive recognition of the uses and gratifications

theory, and evidenced varied critical approaches to television. Many family members

were cognizant that television had an impact on their lives, good and bad. Several

Moroccan families who I worked with were first generation urban dwellers with strong

connections to rural lifestyles and moral evaluations. They discussed how some television

programs corrupt family interaction, introducing shameful content (suggestive and sexual

themes) in mix-gendered settings.26 In good intervisual fashion, some of these same

individuals continued to call the first Moroccan national station (TVM in French, ةــــــــعاذا

فا ل ت ــل ــ ــ اــ غزة م ــل ــ يرــ ــب ةــ in Arabic) by the name attached to it when its acronym first appeared,

because its logo in the corner of the screen was a homology with the Moroccan word for

sin, itm مــــثا . However, this iconic association has lost some of its referential potency, and

25. Lebanon Fieldnotes 1-07-05
26. Moroccan Fieldnotes 2-4-04, 4-5-04
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more often than not I heard this usage in remote areas, with older generations, and in

popular press parodies of TVM's administrative debacles. 

 Figure 2: TVM acronym

I observed these metacommentaries and evaluations in casual interviews as well as

in-the-moment recordings of family viewing practices. They point to a reflexivity tied to

circulating discourses about media influence and interpretive micro-processes. As seen in

the following example, the repetitive embodied motion of channel surfing without

thinking while using the remote control (télécomonde in Moroccan Arabic) was likened

by this Moroccan family to a Muslim religious practice—routinized fingering of prayer

beads while offering gratitude and supplicating God (التسبيح tasbîH).  

A mother, two teenage daughters, male cousin, and female neighbor27 had been

channel surfing in the evening for the better part of an hour. The mother and neighbor

had almost no formal education, while the younger children were attending high school,

middle school, and university respectively. The remote was in the hand of the fifteen year

old daughter, Sanae, who continually moved between satellite stations. 

They had been flipping between an Egyptian music video and a Bollywood movie

station when Meriem began by asking Sanae to leave it on the Egyptian video (lines

20-23). Sanae disregarded Meriem's petition, their mother's request to go back to the East

27. Moroccan recording AB 4-15-04. Aicha: mother, Sanae: 17 year old daughter, Meriem: 10 year old daughter,
Khalti: neighbor, Mounir: twenty-five year old male cousin
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Indian movie station (lines 24-26), as well as their cousin's directive toward the Saudi

station MBC 2 (lines 27-29), which plays American movies with Arabic subtitles. All

watched as Sanae deftly wielded the remote through a series of channels. At roughly the

same time Meriem began singing the song attached to one of the videos flashing by, and

Aicha clicked her tongue in exasperation. This was followed by a critique couched in a

culturally significant metaphor, mutually constructed by mother and daughter: والــــحال وال

إالـــــق اهللاـــــبوة lâ Hawlâ walâ qûwat îlâ bîlla "There is no power or strength except in God"

(lines 32-34). The mother's voice quality began with a breathy intake, from which the

phrase was expelled, dropping pitch rapidly, signaling repetitive use and a tone of

resignation tinged with light sarcasm. Her evaluative stance toward this practice of

montage viewing was further extended by Meriem with the commonly accompanying

phrase اـبإال لاهللا ع ـل ـ اـ يي ظ ع ـل ـ ـ مـ îlâ bîlla âl'alî âl'aDîm "except in God the High and Great One"

(lines 35-37). She reaffirmed the previous assessment but added her own subtle

adjustments to meaning by furthering the downward pitch plunge, yet inserting a playful

breathy mimicry. 

At nearly the same moment, Mounir jumped in with a one word description of

channel surfing (lines 41-43), which he later informed me he had learned from this same

aunt. tasbîH is a practice of religious expression whereby one continuously and

repetitively moves prayerbeads (tsâbîH) through one's fingers and recites/remembers the

names of God. Each movement of the hand is coordinated with praise pronouncements in

the form of descriptors, reinscribing the relationship between believer and worshipped. It
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is common for devout individuals to carry tsâbîH with them and fill their spare moments

with tasbîH, so much so that it is sometimes disparagingly regarded as perfunctory rather

than refining. The thoughtlessness of tasbîH was doubly damaging here. The repetitive

motions of pressing the télécomonde embodied merely going through the motions of

tasbîH. Here Aicha also indexed how performing télécomonde tasbîH reinscribed a

relationship between believer and worshipped, between her daughter and entertainment

television. However, this was not a passive acceptance of the practice. This double-edged

articulation flayed both unconscious going-through-the-motions of religious practice as

well as unthinking acceptance of media that offered a widening array of unfulfilling

options. 

Meriem 20) .0.2:خليها (SINGING
21khalîha
22leave it
23)2.0(

Aicha 24. ديري لهنود :
25dîrî lhnûd
26Put it on the Hindi (station)

Mounir 27 دير :2
28dîr Tûw
29Put it on 2 (MBC2)
30)9.0(

Meriem 31):SINGING(
Aicha 32) :TONGUE CLICK([باهللا] إيوا ال حوال وال قوة إال  

33îywa lâ Hawlâ walâ quwata îla [billa]
34there is no strength except [in God]

Meriem 35                                                                   :[إال باهللا] العلي العظيم
36                                                                   îla billa] l‘alî l‘aDîm[
37                                                                   the High and Great [except in God] 

Khalti 38 ]إيه :
39îyyeh
40yeah

Mounir 41: التسبيح[
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42 ttsbîH]
43 tasbîH]

Khalti 44[...كيقلب] (.) لعجب (.) لي گلك بركات[ :
45...]l‘ajib (.) lî galak barakât (.) [kîqalib ] 
46...]yeah, strange (.)  just like what Barakat said (.) [they turn]

Mounir 47 [سبحان اهللا العظيم] (.) سبحان اهللا :HHH
48HHH
49]sbHân âlla l‘aDîm [sbHân âlla(.) 
50glory to God] (.) glory to God HHH[

Khalti 51[.والو] مكي (.) كيقيلو يسبحو و مكيخرج :
52]mkîy (.) kîqîlû yisbaHû wa makîkharaj [wâlû
53they can't (.) they spend the whole day doing tasbîH, and don't go out [at all]

Aicha 54 .[الناس كتسبح] و طلب اهللا واحنا كنسبحو معا هدو من الصبح :
55nnâs katsabiH] waTalb âlla waHnâ kansabHû ma‘a hadû min SSbaH[
56 supplicating God and we do tasbîH with this since morning [people do tasbîH]

Khalti 57مم :
58mmm
59)2.0(

Mounir 60)...دي :COUGH(
61)COUGH...(dî
62)COUGH...(tha
63)1.0(

Khalti 64 تى هدا هدا ما فيه :
65ta hadâ hadâ mâfîh
66even this, this has nothing
أأأ [فيه] لفراجة و هي مكتفرجي فوالو..67
68âââ [fîh] lfrâja wahîya maktfarajî fwâlû
69aah, [there is] something to watch and at the same time you watch nothing

Mounir 70[دير المنار, دير المنار]    :
71    ]dîr lmanâr, dîr lmanâr[
72]    put almanar, put almanar[

Aicha 73ال ال مكتفرجي [فوالو] شنو الڤرابول حسن منّو :
74lâ lâ maktfarjî [fwâlû] shnû lparâbol Hsan minnû
75no, no, you watch [nothing]. What do you think, parabol is better than this 

Mounir 76[دير المنار],   أعائشا                                                  :
77                                                   â ‘âishâ [dîr lmanâr]
78                                                  Hey Aicha [put almanar]

Khalti 79أم. كتشدّي إداعة وحدة :
80âm. katshiddî îdâ‘a waHda
81it gives you one station

At one point the neighbor and Aicha discussed whether or not having satellite was
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really worthwhile, or if simply having one station was more useful (lines 64-81). Prior to

the advent of rotating digital satellite receivers, Moroccans accessed non-terrestrial

stations through a fixed dish that connected to one satellite. They termed this parâbol,

from the French term for the shape of the satellite dish, antenne parabolique. In the

context of this exchange parâbol hearkened back to a simplier set of media consumption

practices. The neighbor made this explicit when she understated parâbol as providing

only one choice. Neither she nor Aicha developed this idea though, as the media visuals

and parallel conversational by-play diverted the ideational flow into a different trajectory.

Note that the critique was successively elaborated by daughter Meriem (lines 34-36),

her cousin Mounir (41-42), and the neighbor (lines 51-53). While each contribution built

on what had circulated in previous discourses and social practices, each individual added

their own meaning to Aicha's initial stance. The iconization of télécomonde as tasbîH

was affirmed by other Moroccans during my research, and highlighted an interpretive

mechanism that relied on familiar embodied actions (continuously moving the tsâbîH

through one's fingers), repetitive linguistic phrases (expressing glory be to God ح ب ــس ــ اهللاــ ان

يا ظ ع ـــل ـــ ـــ مـــ as the beads circle), evaluative cues (breathy intakes, tongue clicks, falling pitch

contours, mimicry, cooperative affirmations), and registered denotational content

(Meriem and Aicha's comments about tasbîH). Though not available for analysis in the

audio recording of this event, the previous interpretive mechanism also coordinated

gesture, gaze, and physical positioning. 

Talk may be cheap, as reiterated in popular metaphor, and so the question is, how
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much value should be assigned to expressions of local media consumption theories

captured in a thirty second recording by a linguistic anthropologist? Do they reify or

realign? Are they metapragmatic socializing moments or simply metacommentary filler?

While talk may seem cheap, in these contexts it demonstrates the complexity of cultural

motion and identity work, which rely on echos of previous contexts and yet in the

emergent course of conversation signal trajectories of future possibilities (Urban 2003:1).

It may appear that this is mere language play and improvisation, but each instance of

identity performativity adds to the social imaginaries of cultures of circulation.

In the next chapter I will outline my own identity positioning in the Lebanese and

Moroccan contexts, as well as justify my research design and methods. The next three

chapters will present analyses of Moroccan and Lebanese media script circulations and

collaborative interpretations through the lens of programming genres. Chapter three re-

examines the performance of a monolingual pan-Arab social imaginary through the

circulation of linguistic identities (tied to language ideologies) in entertainment

programming. Chapter four presents a critique of uncontextualized media effects that

claim individual literacy via mass education as changing authority structures in the

patriarchal Moroccan family. I examine family interpretive strategies in the context of

news programming to claim that literacy is a distributed resource that does not simply

disrupt parental authority. Chapter five looks at perceived gendered speak in Lebanese

families, and the connection this has to morality socialization and television. The

conclusion will present what I believe this study contributes to Arab audience media
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reception ethnography, as well as media and language studies. As mentioned previously,

though the contexts and media scripts vary between families and countries and need to be

situated, there is enough shared media- and lingua-scapes to merit a multi-country view

of their social circulation. 
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II:
(RE)-WRITING TUHAMI: THE POLITICS OF METHODOLOGY AND

REPRESENTATION

Knowledge that is worth working for must be mediated by
experience. 

Johannes Fabian 2001:12

I want only to call attention to a culturally constituted bias, a
scotoma or blind spot, within the anthropological gaze... The
ethnographic encounter, like any encounter between individuals,
or for that matter, between oneself in moments of self-reflection, is
always a complex negotiation in which the parties to the encounter
acquiesce to a certain reality.

Vincent Crapanzano 1980:ix

By recognizing such dynamics of gaining information and insight,
anthropologists' informants-collaborators gain a more dynamic
role, and we begin to see our own bases of knowledge as more
subtly constructed through the action of others.

Michael M. Fischer 1986:208

In this chapter, I discuss and justify the methods I utilized in my research, focusing

on the particular challenges and rewards of linguistic ethnographic methodology for

exploring media scripts and collaborative meaning-making. In the grand tradition of

fieldwork entry narratives, I want to begin with a pre-dissertation story highlighting the

complexity and intellectual quandaries of interactional research. 

My introduction to the post-colonial dialogic of fieldwork came in a rather abrupt and

telling encounter before I actually began formal fieldwork. As a pre-fieldwork venture, I

was afforded a scholarship28 to study Arabic in Morocco during the summer of 2001. This

28. My thanks to the Center for Middle East Studies at the University of Arizona for granting me the Title VI
Foreign Language and Area Studies Fellowship. My research was supported by the Fulbright Student Scholar
program, the Moroccan American Commission for Educational and Cultural Exchange, the Wenner-Gren
Foundation, the American Institute for Maghrib Studies, and the Council of American Overseas Research
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was two months before 9/11, before studying Arabic by Americans was commonplace

and the "Arabic linguists" (more accurately defined as dragomen) demand for U.S.

national security interests heightened to desperate. The institute catered to both non-

native students of Arabic and Arab students of English, and boasted a large, green,

shaded garden with tables and benches for studying outdoors in the waxing summer heat.

Moroccan high school and university English students would spend hours "studying" in

the garden, in the hopes of a chance meeting with foreign students trying to learn Modern

Standard Arabic (MSA). I'm certain the administration saw this as a great opportunity for

Moroccans and Americans, Germans, and British students to practice their speaking

skills. More was anticipated by students, who sought deeper relationships as a means for

privileged access into the world of the other, with language as vehicle and rite of passage.

I was forcefully reminded of this about two months into my stay. At the time I was

studying a regional variety of Moroccan dialect in Fes, and trying desperately to connect

the years of Modern Standard Arabic instruction in the U.S. with the embodied language

styles of Moroccan youth. I chanced to forge friendships with several young Moroccan

women in their third year of English at the local university. They helped me with darija

and I explained more arcane nuances of Shakespeare and American poetry. I was trying

to locate and define my dissertation research interests and thus open to everything. I

asked and received permission to record the girls' conversations as a means to enhance

my language acquisition through repeated playback. I placed my bulky DAT player on

Centers.
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the metal table, adjusted the microphone and began recording. The microphone picked up

the clank of books on the table, the scrape of clothes as bodies moved to make space for

newcomers, and the ebb and flow of conversation that included hushed social

commentary and greeting routines to passersby. At one point a university-aged woman

came up and addressed herself to the group. I had met her previously and informed by

others that she was a married student in the English program at the university. Each

playback, as I listen to the tape, I am struck by how telling it is of our positionality. She

greeted the group with a normal Arabic greeting, كالمــس ي ل ــع ــ ــ مــ salâmu alaykum "peace be

upon you", then asked me in English, "How are you, Becky?" I responded in darija, اســبال

ي خ ــب ــ رــ bikhir, la bas "fine, how are you". At this point she noticed the microphone on the

table and asked in English if I was doing interviews, to which I responded, in MA, that I

was just recording. She seemed confused momentarily, commenting again that it seemed

I was doing interviews. When I clarified in English that I was just recording

conversations, she finished my sentence by saying, "in order to write another Tuhami." I

laughed nervously and said in Arabic ال ال ال lâ lâ lâ "no, no, no", and again tried to

explain my use of the recording was personal, for learning the dialect. 

My personal initiation into anthropology as a suspect discipline was highlighted that

summer. When students asked me about my interest in Morocco and Arabic I tossed off a

well-rehearsed mantra about being an anthropologist interested in language and culture.

Interestingly enough (and contrary to many university students in the U.S.) anthropology

is known to Moroccan university students through their exposure to French colonial
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history in North Africa and the role of ethnology in the civilizing mission (Malika

Khandagui personal communication September 2004, Goodman 2002). English students

were acquainted with ethnography as a writing genre since they were required to read

sections of Vincent Crapenzano's Tuhami: Portrait of a Moroccan (1980) in their

Cultural Studies course. Invariably, when students would find out I was an

anthropologist, they would tell me how much they disliked and distrusted the one

example of American ethnography about their society they had encountered. Some felt it

was terrible to write a book about someone clearly marginal within society and pass it off

as representative, explicitly citing the subtitle, Portrait of a Moroccan, as misleading.

Others resented the idea that an outsider appropriated the experience and voice of a

Moroccan in order to advance his own theories, misunderstandings, and projections about

the Moroccan Other. In either criticism, the students rejected an anthropological

representation and inherently problematized my own project by choosing to alert me of

my sketchy associations. Shaykh Abdessalam Yasin, leader of one of the most influential

Islamic movements in Morocco universities and a self-taught reader of English, remarked

to another anthropologist after reading Tuhami, "How could anyone publish such a

book?" (Munson  1993:191). 

The irony of the mismatch between their readings of a Moroccan representation and

the aims of Crapenzano are telling of the import frames of reference have on

interpretative communities (Fish 1980:335) and the power dimensions of texts and

representations (Fabian 1983). Crapenzano's Tuhami was heralded as transformative in
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early post-modern experimental ethnography (Tyler 1986:136; Fischer 1986:208, 212).

He himself challenged received notions of objective knowledge transfer, arguing that

interlocutors in an interview setting can create different interactional roles and

expectations than the anthropologist assumes (Crapenzano 1981, see also Briggs 1986)

and Tuhami was his response. Despite awareness of the negotiated and contested nature

of the ethnographic enterprise, the Moroccan students in Fes viewed Crapenzano's

descriptions as part of familiar otherizing processes they encountered when reading

English works about Islam, Arabs, Berbers, Morocco and the Middle East more

generally. They would agree with E. Anne Beal: 

An acute sensitivity to one level of the ethnographic encounter--the
interaction between the anthropologist and his or her informant--does not
translate into the liberation of the works from Orientalist self-other
dichotomies, and from the stereotyping of Islamic others as essentially
irrational and passive. How is it that Orientalist stereotypes persist despite
the explicit sensitivity of these authors to the nuances of the field
encounter? (Beal 1995:299)

That afternoon, as I sat trying to straddle the intersubjective divide, I was reminded

how easily my actions were linked to misrepresentation based on mere methodological

signifiers. The microphone indexed my unproven credibility, and held me dialogically

accountable for representations of Arabic, Morocco, and Islam in a mass literate post-

colonial world. Unlike other anthropological accounts of entering the field that lead

literarily to denouement and enlightenment (Geertz 1973, Abu-Lughod 1997), my

fieldwork experience was a steady stream of subtle and explicit challenges to my

authority as a (seemingly independently wealthy) researcher and to my position as an
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Arabic-speaking American. As the previous story illustrates, these challenges were not

simply of anti-American sentiment after the 2003 American invasion of Iraq, but part of

larger processes of critique and credibility present in Moroccan and Lebanese society

arising in part due to their distrust of political, educational, and economic systems

generally. I can illustrate with numerous examples from my field notes, but a few here

will suffice. Many of these came from not-so-typical research contexts29 or non-recorded

settings so the comments of my interlocutors30 are filtered through my own voice.

Went to the ـيندـم ةـ medîna "old walled city" with a friend to find ـبلغ ةــ belgha
"Moroccan shoes" and ended up chatting with a merchant about parabole
"satellite television" and language learning in Morocco, and my friend
even bought a tablecloth from him. He took us to the terrace of a carpet
shop while they looked for belgha in my friend's size. I told him about my
research, and he said that parabole at first was an اداة adât "tool" of
foreigners, bringing only ةــلياــخيجـيواـح hawâij khaylîya "imaginary films and
programs" in French, German, English, that if people watched it all the
time they would become fictional themselves. When I mentioned CNN he
said news is a different matter. In the beginning he would watch CNN for
the images, which were proof of what was happening—since he doesn’t
know English the images tell the truth, even if the words lie. Arab
channels now abound on satellite, so people can watch and understand
many things. He said he uses satellite to compare what different channels
are saying because only in comparing can he find the reality/truth. He
asked me several times who was paying for my research, and I said يــــــــش
ـمنظم ـ ةــ shî munadima "some organization", so he asked me what the goal of

my project was—social, political, etc. Later he told my friend (in English)
that it does not matter who supports the research of Americans abroad.
Even if the sources of money are tainted, it is important for Americans to
know and learn about other cultures so that they can have a better picture
about the world.  

Morocco Fieldnotes 11-22-03

29. As a colleague and good friend Diane Riskedahl told me when I started fieldwork, everything is research. All
interactions color and give flavor to my perceptions and analysis so I recorded everything, relevant or not, in my
field notes.

30. All names are changed so that participants remain anonymous.
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Fadila asked me how it is that I am thirty-one and not working, and how I
support myself. I tried to explain that I study, have a grant from the
government, and am doing research here—she then asked me if I was
secret police from the US or something. Goodness, the stereotypes
abound, but I’m glad to know that some people can be honest and
forthright with me. I know that people wonder that about me, and I know
that it is common, so I should not worry myself about it too much.   

Morocco Fieldnotes 1-15-04

While visiting a family, they talked about what it means to be Muslim,
and how the state has its own interests in keeping people from real Islamic
education. People throw out anything the وانــــــجاال ikhwân "Islamists" say
because their ideas are extreme, but ج ــح ابــ hijâb "headscarves for women"
is Islamic, and not something that should be thrown out. There was a
whole debate about how people don’t know what Islam really is, they are
simply Muslims by inheritance.  

Morocco Fieldnotes, Morocco, 1-16-04

All politics lie, truth comes from someone you trust, someone you have a
relationship with. When I questioned him about this, the shop owner said
that the people you trust have their own sources of truth—he brushed this
off with a wave of his hand and a change of topic. He described to me
what is religion—it is not terrorism, or economic exploitation, or killing
innocents, it is ةــــقدــــص sadaqa "giving" to the poor, inviting the poor who
come to your door in, feeding them, giving them clothes, letting them
shower, letting them stay if they want to stay and leave if they want to
leave, to live in rest and comfort with all people.  

Morocco Fieldnotes 2-3-04
  
While chatting in MA, a taxi driver told me today that there were only two
reasons people came to Morocco to learn Arabic: for missionary or
espionage work.

Morocco Fieldnotes 7-2-04
 
Met with Mohammed and his father, who is a French professor.
Mohammed is more comfortable with French than Arabic, primarily
because of the ideology of his father, who believes that there is no future
in Arabic. Even a waiter in a restaurant has to know French or English to
work these days. The father says that the national language of Morocco is
code-switching, not MA. The future is in French and English, not Arabic.
He then switched to talking about why foreigners learn Arabic: for
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research, espionage, or diplomacy—there is no other reason to learn the
language. When I asked his father about the two national television
stations, TVM and 2M, he said they are the same. No one watches TVM
because it is خ ـــــــــم زنـــــــــ makhzen "government" television, covering the
activities of the king. If you want to know what is going on in Morocco,
you have to watch the news from France, Belgium, Spain. If you watch
2M news you would think you were living in Palestine—every day all
they report is what is happening there and in Iraq. They don’t tell you
what is happening in your own country. The politicians don’t want to
solve that problem because they benefit from it, and both the government
and the so-called opposition are problematic. The ones who suffer are the
kids in the street who die for the politicians.

Morocco Fieldnotes 10-10-04

While volunteering at a soup kitchen in East Beirut, I was invited to lunch
with the directors and a visiting Kurdish women's association delegation
from Iraq. The women were talking about the problems they faced in
operating charitable organizations under Saddam, about the current
problems, Kurdistan’s place in Iraq, etc. Interestingly, when one of the
men wanted to turn the talk to politics she stated firmly that she doesn’t
get into that, but talked later about how the most important thing Iraq
needs is freedom. The Iraqis are educated, conscious, artistic, and capable
of running their own country and that the Americans should leave. All
agree Saddam was a tyrant, but that the Iraqis should have been left to
take care of him on their own. The man sitting next to me turned and said
that he liked the American people very much but despised the
administration which had a plan and didn’t listen to what anyone else had
to say but just carried it out. When I said that all governments are that
way, that singling out the Americans was not really fair, he went to
Vietnam, and said that of all the wars started this last century America did
some of the worst.

Lebanon Fieldnotes 12-12-04

Mai commented that I have traveled a lot and it surprised her because she
didn’t think Americans did anything like that, relating lots of stereotypes
about how Americans have low culture (not like the French and Arabs that
have poetry) and underdeveloped language because we are monolingual.
All our developments are because the US attracts the best and brightest
from around the world. I started out trying to refute her, but then realized
that I should listen to what she had to say, so I asked her what she would
like to see differently, and here is where she got the most heated of all,
saying that September 11 broke many things between the East and West.
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Why did you let the culture of Iraq get stolen, how offensive it is to have
“In God we Trust” on your money, how you don’t respect God and
especially this part of the world which gave you religion and you are
doing terrible things in Iraq and Palestine and dehumanizing, humiliating,
and causing suffering to so many for the sake of petrol and that you
worship money with the whole in god we trust thing, and that
development is not just science but also peace and that the US is not about
developing peace because you provide Iraq with weapons, etc. 

Lebanon Fieldnotes 1-7-05

Today Jad told me that the secret police are everywhere and have killed
previous politicians who have called for Syria’s withdrawal. And now,
more people are asking for it openly, and he said that if the U.S. plays fair,
instead of flipping back to Syria as an ally, then perhaps it will actually
work. He went on to the Great Powers theory, that Lebanon has never
been independent because the Great Powers have always wanted to
control it, directly or indirectly (via Syria in this case). 

Lebanon Fieldnotes 2-22-05

Therese and I talked a bit about politics, and she said she is disillusioned
with politics and political parties. When she was a teenager she was very
involved with General Aoun, wanted to protest to save him because she
thought he was the last hope of Lebanon. But then he ran away to France
and became like everyone else, taking money from people for fifteen
years and doing nothing. So now she knows that parties do nothing for
people, and they have their own agendas, mentioning that even Strida
Geagea probably has her own agenda separate from her husband who has
been in prison for eleven years. 

Lebanon Field notes 8-16-05

It may be tempting to write these experiences off as mere conspiracies, moral panics,

or idiosyncratic delusions. Regardless of how you may choose to interpret these

encounters, what is clear is that my presence and research elicited a general refrain of

skepticism and distrust. Some colleagues, both Moroccan and American, attributed this to

a growing anti-Americanism from Gulf War II. I found it difficult to answer Moroccan

and Lebanese friends and research participants when the Abu Ghraib photos of U.S.
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soldiers torturing Iraqis made headlines in April 2004. While watching a news broadcast

about events in Iraq on Al Arabiya (a transnational Arabic satellite news station) with a

friend's family in May 2004, the topic of Abu Ghraib surfaced and my friend said it was

really something when the country that talks all the time about democracy and human

rights commits something like this. I did not know if I was being prompted to respond, or

simply called upon to observe and bear record. 

On another occasion, while preparing to interview a family, I recorded them

watching the news prior to the return of the father from work. The news topics

precipitated a discussion on events in Iraq and the silence of Arab leaders on the

injustices in the region. It was lunch time, and one of the members who I had been

tutoring in English said to me, "You're no longer American Becky, pardon me, but this

thing (pointing to the television), by God, it's terrible. Do you like this? May God return

the same to them."31 Regardless of my personal opinions about political events, I was

called upon everyday to be the token American, outlet for Moroccan and Lebanese

frustrations and phobias of geo-political machinations. While attending a Lebanese pro-

Syrian rally in March 2005, I was approached by a man who claimed he was doing a

story on foreigners reactions, and wanted to get a statement from me. Not wanting to

contribute to media sensationalism, I promptly said there wasn't much to say. He then

tried to guess where I was from, saying all manner of European countries, but was really

surprised when I told him I was American. He asked me if I was afraid to be there, and I

31. Morocco recording BE1, 5-18-04.
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was surprised by his question. The anger at the time was not against America, but against

the Syrians, and despite the tension in the city, it was fear, not anger that predominated. I

found it difficult not to respond to Moroccan and Lebanese sentiments and arguments,

and realized that part of the ethnographic encounter was noting my own interlocutor role.

At the time, I read Michael Jackson's position on the place of anthropology in the midst

of all these power relations and contested meanings and his words resonated:

Though generalizations, like value judgments, purport to offer glimpses
into some timeless and transcendent truth, they are usually defenses
against impotence, magical ways of conjuring an illusion of knowledge,
compensatory strategies for coping with a sense of deep inadequacy in the
face of the complexity and contradictoriness of lived experience. Though
it is inevitable that many people will always categorize themselves as
black and white, colonizer and colonized, male and female, oppressor and
victim, traditional and modern, the goal of anthropology is to deconstruct
such categorical oppositions by bringing home to us the various reasons
they are invoked, the various uses they serve, and the complexity of the
lived experience they mask. (1998:201)

The tendency to essentialize and reproduce recurring images, discourses and textual

themes of Middle Eastern peoples is both human and part of my educational

socialization. As Jackson noted above, generalizations are strategies for borrowing

authority and dealing with the ambiguities, contradictions, and paradoxes of everyday

life. It is a strategy of scholars and studied alike. With increasing specialization,

proliferation of knowledge, norms of scholarly engagement and the explosion of

information access, I find myself relying on authoritative narratives written by

anthropologists, historians, politicians and journalists from the "West". I also draw upon

the authority of those Moroccans and Lebanese who have adopted the regimes of
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knowledge privileged by French, British or American academia. These interpretive

communities I affiliated with (American, scholarly, Moroccan, Lebanese, etc.) shaped,

and continue to shape, my interpretations. My fieldwork experience remolded received

ideas through the historical particulars of social interaction and the dynamic practices of

Moroccan and Lebanese lifeworlds. This intersubjectivity also affected the interpretive

outlines of the people and communities I worked with in Morocco and Lebanon. They

found me, a female American non-Muslim Arabic-speaking anthropologist, with my own

bundle of contradictions and affirmations, an interesting contemplation to their

characterizations of Americans. Thus the generalizing about anthropological inquiry and

its representations of the Middle East are faces of the same coin, though the impresses are

certainly different. 

A. GRAPPLING WITH PLACE

I was awarded a Fulbright Grant from the U.S. Department of State and the

Moroccan-American Commission for Educational and Cultural Exchange in 2003-04 to

fund my first year of research in Morocco. As a part of my grant, I was asked to send in

periodic "Notes from the Field," which were published by Fulbright on their website.32 I

quote from two of three reports to note my own account of the difficulties of doing

fieldwork in Morocco during the U.S. occupation of Iraq and military actions in

Afghanistan, as well as continued cycles of Israeli/Palestinian violence and reprisals.

Morocco may seem far, geographically from these conflicts, but in the mediascape of

32. http://www.iie.org/Content/NavigationMenu/Fulbright_Demo_Site/U_S__Student_Program/
Fulbright_News_and_Publicity/Notes_2.htm
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Morocco, they are keenly felt, discussed, debated, and affiliated with in terms of

Moroccan identities and meaning-making practices. As one of my Moroccan friends told

me (emphasis is my own), "The Palestinian issue is in our blood. We were born watching

it."33  
Notes From the Field II: The Politics of the Everyday
Though my daily life consists of relatively mundane actions, the
conversations that I’m invariably drawn into are far from routine. In the
process of making appointments, visiting families, following up with other
families, interviewing, recording, and writing about television viewing
processes, I am not a mere observer. Every setting and interaction
involves my American status, and I am called upon to explain American
foreign policy, television, culture and society. With most people—taxi
drivers, shop owners, fellow train travelers—the discussion is more about
having an American listen as they communicate their thoughts and
positions about things they feel so passionately. Even with close friends,
the day’s events regarding Palestine and Iraq are retold and analyzed from
a frame of reference that most Americans would find difficult to
understand. While I never feel threatened in any way by being American,
I struggle with the constant demand to play the role of political interpreter
in the wake of an attack or event that leaves many dead or wounded.
Empathizing with both sides does not make the translation process easy.

Notes from the Field Final Brief 
It was a summer day in the south, with the heat and humidity near the
Tiznit coast blurring the outlines of the Anti-Atlas mountain ridges in the
near distance. I was driving with a colleague through a region I had not
seen previously after visiting one of my research sites. The roads were
narrow and winding, climbing past small Amazigh (Berber) villages
painted with bright earth tones and almost no road traffic for the space of
several hours. As I rounded a bend in the road I swerved to miss an elderly
Berber fellow with a beautiful weathered face who was leaned
precariously on his ornately-carved cane in the middle of the road. I
wondered how he had made it as far as he had, given that he was so far
from any town and the speed of his motion was a turtlesque shuffle. I
offered him a lift, easing the little rental car over a mountainous gravel
road to a village where he was to visit an old friend, about 4 kilometers off
the beaten path. He immediately asked where we were from, only to tell

33. Morocco Fieldnotes 12-11-03
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me, “What you did in Iraq was not very good.” After a few exchanges
about people and politics that lasted all of 30 seconds, he offered prolific
thanks for giving him a ride in the politest and most genuine manner, and
proceeded to talk about the villages in the area, where he was from, and
other forms of travel talk. I was, and continue to be struck by that contact
moment. There was no question about how a foreign woman would know
Arabic, no talk of the weather, just a simple statement of awareness, an
opportunity to express and comment on current events that impinged on
both of our lives.  

While my research has focused on how families make sense of media
content in the home, there is no part of Morocco where I have not been
confronted by this awareness of current events, and exposed to personal
sentiments about them. Perhaps it is my own mobility (physical and
social), my language ability, and my nationality that raises these issues to
the fore. I’ve cultivated the art of listening, realized the cathartic power
released by freedom of expression, and deepened my gratitude for the
principles of tolerance, acceptance, human dignity and adaptability.   

While this telling may be highly humanist and fairly glowing in its optimism, there

were other moments that brought home to me, experientially and intersubjectively, how

skepticism and distrust are born when one learns to live in the face of great uncertainty. I

arrived to Beirut Lebanon in December 2004 to expand my fieldwork research. Despite

continued labeling as a perpetual and primal cauldron of civil unrest and conflict

(Riskedahl 2004:11, Khalaf 2002:x), Beirut had seemed to settle into a stasis of sorts, or

at least what Samir Khalaf terms a "collective amnesia" (Khalaf 2002:268). The

diversified economy was growing (rapidly in the 1990s and then slower in the 21st

century, see Makdisi 2004), reconstruction in full swing (Sawalha 1998:134), and tourism

again king (ESCWA 2002:8, Fattouh and Kolb 2006:96). I spent the first several months

working furiously to deepen my knowledge of the Lebanese dialects, social and regional,
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as well as gaining a better appreciation of the mediascapes as they differed from

Morocco. On February 14, 2005, Rafiq Hariri, former Lebanese prime minister and

mastermind of the Lebanese reconstruction project, and his high-tech security entourage

were killed in the largest high-profile assassination since the end of the Lebanese civil

war in 1989. This lead to a resurgent fear of civil war, a string of subsequent bombings,

demonstrations mobilizing huge sections of the national population, and the eventual

withdrawal of Syrian military and intelligence from Lebanon for the first time since they

had been invited in to stabilize the country in 1976 (Trablousi 2007:197). 

I was a dozen or so blocks away from the bombing and felt the blast as it shook

plaster off the ceiling of a computer lab at the American University of Beirut. As the dust

settled in the lab, I began searching Arabic and English news websites for latest

announcement flashes. Someone tuned in a radio and reports began coming in that a

bomb blast had killed Rafiq Hariri and low-level panic and disarray began to appear. Just

two weeks before I had been living two blocks away from the bomb site. Good friends

had their windows blown out by the force of the blast six blocks away. The cell phone

networks were jammed due to the high volume of calls, and the building and streets

emptied as people rushed home to await the response. Though I had read a great deal

about civil conflict, I had never experienced that kind of tangible encounter with the

psychology of terror before. That very day I had been reading Hector Garcia-Canclini's

account of urban impacts on the creation and fragmentation of collective identities and

the role of media to inform about things happening in one’s own city, a concept he called
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tele-participation (1995:262). As I huddled near the radio and television, in my own

home and with the collective Beiruti, for the next few weeks, hanging on every new

development in the news story and trying to decide if the situation would preclude my

conducting research or not, I was the living embodiment of my research. The participant-

observation of fear found me seeking insights in the running commentaries of Beiruti

friends, including the local electrical supply shop owner down the street who kept his

television on late into the evening and indulged my inane questions. Another car-

bombing assassination occurred two blocks from my home just a few months later.

Coming to terms with my own stereotypes about terror and violence through television

talk (Gillespie 1995, Wilk 1993)—talk spurred by tele-participation—came primarily

through collaborative attempts to make sense of living in a world of uncertainty. I chose

to stay through my scheduled research period, despite calls from family and friends to

return home to the U.S., mainly due to the support of Lebanese friends and colleagues

who demonstrated how to find meaning in the madness.34 The most productive and

constructive period of my research in Beirut came a month after the Hariri bombing and

was tied to subsequent events. 

I continue to see my fieldwork experience as a positive experience, through which I

have come to appreciate Moroccan and Lebanese perspectives. My research is about the

circulation of media scripts and collaborative meaning-making, and as such my own

34. In particular I need to thank Dima Dabbous-Sensenig and Eugene Sensenig-Dabbous for their help and
encouragement. Diana Riskedahl, Mohammed Ali Khalidi, Kristin Monroe, Kassem Aina, Georges Farra,
Karim Assouad, Denise Badawi, Matthew Perkins, Margo Akoury, Antoinette Khazan, and Fouad
Shehabeddine provided key support and insights into everyday adaptations to Beirut. 
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encounters reveal as much about the historical particularity of my research moment as

they do my own analytical skills. After all these accounts of how my presence affected

the interpretive process, one might be tempted to ask if my research has any relevance

other than marking Arab sentiments toward American international relations. Certainly

my presence affected who would work with me and what they were willing to allow me

to do, methodologically. Many people did believe I was a CIA or FBI operative, and I

was told by several of my colleagues, friends, and research participants that this affected

the people who would let me do research with them. Despite the difficulties, this research

does provide key glimpses into the complex epiphenomena of media reception but not on

my own efforts. In both Morocco and Lebanon, I was aided by cultural brokers who

mediated my presence with their families and friends and facilitated data collection and

analysis through their patient and persistent efforts. "For it is not for us to know the

meaning for them unless it is already known to us both, and thus needs no translation, but

only a kind of reminding" (Tyler 1986:138). 

B. RESEARCH DESIGN AND ADAPTATIONS

The original research design included sixty families and four phases, each with

methodological approaches chosen in relation to the research questions. I sought five

families from multiple socio-economic levels in Fes Morocco, Beirut Lebanon, and two

rural villages in both Lebanon and Morocco to determine if and how education and

financial resources affected family television talk. Phase one involved participant

observation of domestic interactions and informal interviews, phase two media diaries,
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phase three data collection through audio-video recordings, while phase four focused on

data translation/transcription. 

I had to adjust the number of families studied and some of the fieldwork phases due

to the flux of local exigencies and my own physical mobility limitations. In Morocco, I

began contacting families through snow-ball sampling as one family or individual could

vouch for me with others. Most of my contacts came through university students studying

English, many of whom I met while studying Moroccan Arabic in previous summers. I

tutored several other students in preparation for taking the TOEFL and in return they

connected me with extended family members and friends to interview (most of whom

knew little, if any, English). In addition, my research clearance took a long time in

Morocco (five months into my fieldwork), and I began realizing the rapport necessary to

break the CIA spy rumor and personal discomforts with recording equipment were

greater than I had anticipated. As mentioned previously, many people found me suspect,

especially because I wanted to record their family conversations in their homes. Unlike

previous research experience in the U.S., where interactants were familiar with—almost

socialized into—being interviewed, filmed, recorded, and recording each other for

personal history or the sake of research, Moroccans that I worked with, and to a lesser

extent Lebanese, did not have a tradition of or exposure in their own settings, to social

science research methods such as video and audio-recording. Though I brought video

recording equipment to my fieldwork settings, most Moroccan families were more

comfortable with me audio-recording. In addition, I underestimated the amount of time it
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would take to get around the city each day, and repeatedly record different families at

varying times of the day to catch the variety of viewing practices and linguistic patterns

in connection with a diversity of programming genres.

In Lebanon the situation was different because my forays into Lebanese homes

occurred via media studies students at a private university. A number of factors

contributed to my difficulty in finding families in Lebanon. I quickly learned the

difficulties of mobility via public transportation through a city with social and physical

minefields marking confessional boundaries. As mentioned previously, not long after my

arrival in Beirut, everyday life was disrupted by the Hariri bombing and subsequent

assassinations, days of mourning, collective demonstrations and protests, in addition to a

general retrenchment from public mobility. I arrived in December of 2005, the Hariri

assassination occurred February 15, the Syrian-backed government lost credibility in the

face of criticisms in their handling of the investigation and resigned on February 28,

massive demonstrations in support of Syria and counter-demonstrations calling for the

removal of Syrian troops and influence in Lebanese affairs lasted through March and into

April. Syrian migrant workers were attacked, media and political critics of Syrian

involvement in Lebanon were assassinated or targeted (Samir Qassir, George Hawi,

Gebran Tueni, Mai Chidiac), and Lebanese Christian neighborhoods and villages

experienced bombings (Jdeidah, Kaslik, Sad el-Bouchrieh, Broumana, Jouneih, Monot,

Zalka). Syria withdrew its troops from Lebanon in late April, but the controversies

continued all through the elections in June, subsequent wranglings over cabinet
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formations in the summer, and accusations of government failures in the fall. 

Even with all these events, Beirut had already been divided socially and

psychologically, making mobility (transportation-wise and pragmatically) between

communities more challenging than anticipated. Lebanon is a small country, and Beirut

was often described to me by its inhabitants as a large village in terms of its social

networks and compactness. Laura Deeb, an anthropologist who works in the southern

suburbs of Beirut described it thus: "This smallness of scale creates a density of activity

and relationships that intensifies and localizes experiences. At the same time, the fact that

places are within easy reach of one another amplifies the impact of the immense

psychological and ideological distances that divide them." (Deeb 2006:43). This manifest

itself in terms of physical mobility as I tried to navigate the city on public transportation.

The Lebanese bus system was a very inexpensive but time-consuming means of getting

around the city, so the preferred method are shared private services, taxis that offer a seat

if you are going the general direction of other passengers. The fare at the time was 1000

Lebanese pounds, about $.75 per ride, more if the distance was great. It took several

weeks for me to realize that there were certain lines across which some service drivers

would not go, or would charge significantly more than the regular shared price. It had

nothing to do with distance, but rather that it would require crossing over confessional

community boundaries. If I wanted to go to Achrafiyye (a predominantly Christian

neighborhood) from Tariq al-Jadideh (a predominantly Sunni Muslim and Palestinian

neighborhood, I had to specify a point near the no-longer-visible dividing line from the
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civil war, or walk several blocks to a main connecting road. During the civil war, families

migrated or were driven to more homogenous sectarian neighborhoods and communities

(Harb El-Kak 1998), and of course the informal and private transportation systems that

developed during that period reflected the new divisions. 

Physical mobility was more easy to adjust to than the psychological boundaries.

People did not cross confessional spaces if they did not have to do so, and often did not

think about doing so. One of the families I worked with was Sunni Muslim from Saida,

though the familiy members had all been educated in Beirut at expensive private schools

and interacted with students from a variety of sects. I worked most closely with the

twenty year old daughter who was currently a university student in Beirut. The mother

was a social worker deeply engaged in NGO work. Despite their close associations with

"others", even romantic attachments, they rarely visited their friends outside Saida or

mixed university spaces. The twenty year old had never been to Christian Byblos (Jbail)

though the famous historical site was less than an hour from Beirut (on a good traffic

day). When I asked why, she said she never thought about it. In a similar vein, a Maronite

family I lived with in Achraffiyeh (Christian East Beirut) had never been to the southern

Lebanese beaches, despite their fame and close proximity (less than two hours), because

they were located in predominately Shi'a and Sunni areas.

When I first arrived to Beirut, I wanted to get a better sense of community dynamics,

so I began volunteering for a few social organizations. I was quickly connected with a

soup kitchen in East Beirut, which served meals to the elderly and indigent and provided
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basic food supplies to families in a lower-class neighborhood. The association was run by

mixed committee of Maronite and Orthodox Christians, but accepted donations and

support from across the confessional and political spectrum. I helped distribute basic

cooking foodstuffs for poor families twice a week, and interacted with other volunteers. I

also connected with a Palestinian NGO in Beirut that ran schools and provided social

services for Palestinians in the refugee camps. I helped out at one of the pre-schools for a

few weeks and then began tutoring the social workers in grant-writing English. When the

volunteers I worked with at the soup kitchen/food distribution association found out I had

been going to the Palestinian camps, they were horrified and warned me numerous times

that I was in serious danger of being kidnapped or harmed by being in those areas. As the

bombings in Christian areas increased over the spring of 2005, the Palestinian and

Lebanese social workers I taught English to warned me against going into Christian areas

as I might be the victim of a bombing. I learned quickly that it was important to not

discuss my mobility across spacial and confessional lines as that might undermine my

credibility with those I worked with and open myself up to unnecessary censure.   

These ideas were ably expressed by Lebanese sociologist Samir Khalaf. The civil war

intensified sectarian space and mixed communities became increasingly homogenous, as 

threatened and traumatized groups [sought] shelter in their communal
solidarities and cloistered spaces. Confessional sentiments and their
supportive loyalties, even in times of relative peace and stability have
always been effective sources of social support and political mobilization.
But these are not, as Lebanon's factious history amply demonstrates,
unmixed blessings. While they cushion individuals and groups against
anomie and the alienation of public life, they also heighten the density of
communal hostility and enmity.... There is a curious irony here. Despite
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the many differences which divide the Lebanese, they are all in a sense
homogenized by fear grief, and bafflement. Fear, as it were, is the tie that
binds and holds them together. But it is also fear which keeps them apart.
This 'geography of fear' is not sustained by walls or artificial barriers, as
one observes in other comparable instances of ghettoization of minorities
and ethnic groups. Rather it is sustained by the psychology of dread,
hostile bonding, and ideologies of enmity. (Khalaf 2002:150-151).

As my fieldwork experience unfolded, I recognized the geography of fear as a real

factor in data collection and modified my recruiting techniques. Due to political

difficulties surrounding my limited time in the field, my own lack of social network,

insufficient social rapport to gain trust in fractured Beirut, and a social environment as

cautious as it was conspicuous in its public presentation styles, I decided to recruit help in

locating families. A faculty member in the Media Studies program at Lebanese American

University offered to have her students design their final papers around my research. Six

students became my research assistants, selecting either their own families or families of

friends to interview, observe, and record. 

I found representation, in a social science statistical sense, difficult to manage given

my time, resources, positionality and choice of methods. In addition, I chose to collect

most of the Moroccan data personally rather than using research assistants (as I did in

Lebanon) in order to capture the action not picked up by the microphone and familiarize

myself with the language more. Thus, the amount of time required to repeatedly record

family viewing practices and conversations prohibited working with more than a few

families at a time. In any case, there had been some previous survey studies of media and

political attitudes in urban Morocco that I used to provide a representative baseline for
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my own study (Tessler 2000). In Lebanon, there was far more survey material on general

political attitudes for Greater Beirut conducted by a Beirut based private research and

consulting firm over a longer period of time, though not very scholarly.35 For these

reasons, I revised the number of families from sixty to fifteen and focused on urban

locations: ten families in Fes Morocco and five in Beirut Lebanon.  

The four phases of research were linked to key research questions: What were the

specific social, historical, economic, and political factors shaping the landscape in which

particular Arabic-speaking families assembled interpretive frameworks? What media

sources were these families accessing? What were the domestic situations in which they

discussed current events and what role did media play in stimulating and/or influencing

these discussions? How did family members contribute media scripts to narrative

construction of events and what were the discursive mechanisms through which topics

were initiated, managed, and indicate understanding, positionality, and evaluation of

events? How were media scripts employed as reported speech and what was the truth

value indexed or evaluated through their management? I will describe each of the phases,

the methods involved, as well as the benefits and challenges that accompanied them. 

1. Phase I: Social, Historical, Economic and Political Interpretive Frames. What were

the specific social, historical, economic, and political factors shaping the landscape in

which particular Arabic-speaking families assembled interpretive frameworks?

35. Information International is the name of this firm and their opinion polls can be viewed at: http:/
/www.information-international.com/opinionpolls.php. The popular nature of their polling can be seen in one of
the polls titled "Smoking: The Puffers and the Tolerants". 
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This phase included participant observation as well as informal interviews, which

were conducted in Moroccan and Lebanese Arabic and recorded in field notes and

sometimes audio recorded. Until I located families to record I interviewed a variety of

individuals and families, in a number of settings. Once a family agreed to participate in

the research project, I participated in everyday family social interactions in order to

observe the organization of media interactions, discussion topics and language use styles

within conversation. This was recorded in daily field notes. I also conducted informal

interviews with household members to situate the historical, social-economic, and

cultural framings of domestic culture. Interviews were designed to gather information

about the educational backgrounds of family members, languages studied, types of media

regularly accessed and preferred (including in what language), the times accessed, with

whom, and for what ends.

In Morocco and Lebanon, the interviews often involved more than immediate family

members. Domestic interactions were almost always communal—I rarely interviewed

one person, but most often several family members, neighbors, friends, cousins,

colleagues, extended family relatives. Here are a few examples, from my fieldnotes, of

the settings and interview interaction norms/styles I encountered. 

Met with Meriem's uncle's family on Wednesday afternoon. They live in
the medîna "old city", own four veggie shops, and are doing pretty well.
They have a لدار ـب ديـ dâr baldî "traditional old courtyard styled, multi-floor
house" in the medîna, and four families live under the same roof, each of
the married sons having a salon "sitting and sleeping room" to themselves
on the upper floors (three of them) and the one unmarried son having his
own room. They have had numerique "digital satellite" for four years, and
before that they had parabole "fixed satellite" since it came out in the
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nineties. Three numerique and one parabole, one in each room so they can
watch their own shows when they want and so they don’t have to change it
if some of the material is unsuitable for the parents who live downstairs
and just watch Moroccan national television stations.  

Meriem, her mother and I ate lunch with the extended family. After the
meal, most of the adult males left. Most of the questions were asked to the
women in the family. Only the young boys and the unmarried son
responded to the questions. They really weren’t accustomed to having
someone ask them questions about the programs they watch, and one of
the wives would just burst into laughter when I asked her a question. She
kind of backed away from the questions, and I could tell that she was not
used to being interviewed. The mother and older aunt said nothing. Only
the younger married daughters-in-law, the older grandson, and the
unmarried son answered the questions. Said, the unmarried son, was the
most curious, and kept asking, "So, do have any more questions?" He
would answer a question, and then respond with a question to me about
American life and culture: How many harvests do you have? What
happened to Al Gore? What about the elections? Is WWF real? etc. When
I tried to explain American elections, they lost interest, and didn’t have
enough background to follow it. I explained that Kerry would probably be
the next Al Gore kebîr (Big Al Gore).

Morocco Fieldnotes 2-4-04

Been trying to interview the Alami family for several weeks now. The
extended family all from Fez but working in either Casablanca or Fes (two
unmarried aunts and their maids; a married aunt, husband and son; the
widowed mother, her married son, wife and new granddaughter, three
unmarried children and maid) gathered one Sunday evening. The fifteen
daughter pushed me to bring along my tape recorder and interview the
entire family (fifteen persons in all). The television was tuned to an
Egyptian station broadcasting a political talk show, though no one was
paying particular attention to the programming. Family sat on the salon
couches and cushioned stools, chatting, drinking tea, and eating sweets.
Conversations roved from discussions about the the earthquake in Al
Hoceima, baby talk (including calling her بدو ـــــي ةـــــ douîba "little fox"), and
then to why certain individuals did not come for a tea visit last week. After
a while, the youngest daughter told me to get out my recorder and
announced that I would be doing my research with them. Three women
closest to me turned their attention toward me for a time, inviting others to
join or leaving the interview as parallel conversations ebbed and flowed.
At one point, an aunt turned to me and said, "Hand me pen and I'll do your
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research for you." As I launched into my informal interview routine,
asking questions about which programs they watched, and whether or not
they had numerique "digital satellite", they all answered together, almost
in chorus or at least in echo fashion. When asked which programs they
watched, an aunt who worked in England for several years and now works
for an advertising firm in Casablanca said س ل س ـــم ـــ ـــ التـــ musililât "dramatic
serials", to which another added Egyptian serials and all laughed together.
The aunt from Casablanca then added that they watch a lot of news
stations, at which another aunt clarified with Euronews, Aljazeera and was
echoed back by others. I asked if they all owned numerique and the
immediate response, echoed by all, was that everyone has numerique. The
first aunt then said, گ ـن نكـلوـ ـش شوـ ي ـك ـ وـفوـ ngûlik shnû kishûfû "I'll tell you what
they watch", laughed and quickly followed this up with ع ــــن ك؟ــــنوــــ nawnik
"Shall I help you?". She then launched into a long list of what women
watch, what men watch, young girls, young boys. At each comment, she
would be elaborated upon, ratified, or counted by the other women
present. I continued to ask clarifying questions, but the rest of the
interview was driven by what they felt was relevant. 

Morocco Fieldnotes 2-29-04

As can be seen in these two interactions, the norms for interviewing varied even within

Fez. I learned once again that metapragmatic norms for interviewing vary from context to

context--even when I had worked with a family for a more than six months. I was visiting

the Bagui family in the evening, which I did quite frequently, sometimes to record, but

often just to observe. The mother was in the kitchen preparing the evening meal, young

daughter and college-aged son watching an Egyptian dramatic serial with their father.

Everyone was following the program, making comments anticipating the intentions of

the characters. After the serial ended, I began a conversation with the father, trying to

elicit his first television and radio memories. I asked him four questions in a row, to

which he finally told me that he didn't like to be interviewed. He told me to listen and

then recounted to me what he wanted me to know in a series of didactic stories, or a
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chain of his own analysis. Survey style questions from someone as young as me didn't

work. Not only did it demonstrate a lack of understanding and respect for elders, it also

raised suspicion. Questions had to arrive naturally, most often posed by the father

himself. It reminded me of a recording I made months before when he said to me:

اشوف آبيكي السياسة مجهدة (.)  إيه (.)  حتى تشدي الدكتوراة عاد تعرفي السياسة 
âshûf âbîkî assîyâsa mjahda. îya. Hata tshadî iddoktûra 'âd t'arfî assîyâsa

Look, Becky, politics is strong/complicated. Yeah, wait until you get your
doctorate, then you'll get to know politics.36

These interactions illustrate the contextual nature of interviewing, as outlined by

Charles Briggs: 

Interview discourse is highly indexical, because the meaning of responses
is contingent on the questions that precede them, previous question-answer
pairs, the social situation, the relationship between the interviewer and
interviewee, and a host of other factors. Researchers often operate,
however, in keeping with an unstated and untested belief that the meaning
of interview discourse can be interpreted exclusively or at least primarily
on the basis of its referential content... This leads us to place little reliance
on speech events that confront us with lx forms that challenge the
premises of our native theory of communication. Rather, we concentrate
on obtaining masses of data that precisely fit our vision of what talk is all
about. Analysis then rejects the course charted by our own theoretical
understandings in favor of following the dictates of our linguistic
ideology. Research thus ultimately serves to reinforce our preconceptions
rather than to draw on our consultants’ understandings in broadening our
horizons and deepening our comprehension. (1986:42, 117)

Class, gender and group norms for appropriate information transmission govern

interviews whether they are informal or structured in surveys. In addition, we cannot

assume all knowledge can be conveyed verbally: some things require apprenticeship,

demonstration, time and timing (Briggs 1986:44). 

36. Morocco recording OB1, 7-11-04 
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In Lebanon, the situation was somewhat different. I had contacts with the quite

substantial and longstanding social science scholarly communities in Lebanon (American

University of Beirut, Lebanese American University, The Oriental Institute, UNESCO's

Western Asia Division, Notre Dame University, Lebanese University) when I first

arrived. I introduced myself and was introduced to several scholars, even giving a talk on

research I had collected in Morocco. Some were eager to aid me in my research, and

many offered a wealth of opinions and observations, but others were skeptical that I

would be able to do the kind of research methodologically that I wished to do. I worked

with two Lebanese dialect coaches for three months, but for a time my Arabic

pronunciation gave me away as having studied in "Arab" countries. Beiruti Lebanese tend

to front and raise vowels, even more than other Levantine Arabic speakers (see chapter

five), and my Moroccan dialect marked me apart. People were constantly trying to place

where I had learned Arabic based on my pronunciation. As recorded in my fieldnotes

four months into research, I was walking through a market and asked for a product:

One of the shopkeepers was determined to figure out where I fit in the
social and geographic fabric by my Arabic. He originally thought I was
living and studying Arabic in Egypt because I had used an Egyptian phrase
(it was the default ش ــم يــقرــ mashraqî "eastern Arabic" phrase I could think
of at the moment—it’s actually quite difficult for me to accommodate from

غ ـــــــم يـــــــبرـــــــ maghribî "western Arabic" sometimes). I indicated no, said
something with the “arab” vowels (lowered and backed) so he said Jordan,
and I said no. At this point I used the Lebanese داــــياــــه haydâ "this" and he
said—“that’s a Lebanese word, you are from Lebanon.” I was fascinated
by how he just would not let it go. He was determined to situate this
foreigner’s geolinguistic place in order to know how to interact with me. 

Lebanon Fieldnotes 6-12-05

This effected the responses to my interviews until I was able to affect a more Beiruti
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style. On several occasions, the pluralingualism of Lebanese society found them

accommodating to the fact that I was an English speaker. In one recorded interview in

West Beirut with a member of a Druze family, the interviewee was keen to speak English

with me, as he did not have many chances to use his third language. I encouraged him to

speak Arabic, but he was in the habit of speaking English with English speakers and

naturally reverted back to English. His English was interspersed with Arabic filler terms

( ن ع ـي ـ يـ ya'nî, ترـع ـف ييـ ـك فـ 'arftî kîf, وـنا inô, سـب bâs) and his English pronunciation included

Lebanese Arabic interference, such as /z/ instead of /∂/.37 Code-switching was the norm,

based on the command of second or third languages, but the key point was to get the idea

across. In another example from my field notes, a new acquaintance offered to introduce

me to some family friends "on the mountain" after I had been in Beirut for two weeks. I

was still adjusting to the Lebanese dialect, and the mountain variety is even different

from Beirut. 

Met with a family in a village on the mountain. I asked them lots of
questions in Arabic, and found out that my Lebanese is not as bad as I
thought when they are answering questions, its just when they go to
normal interactional conversation speed that I get lost. As evidence of how
television has affected family lives, the youngest daughter commented on
how her mother should be on Survivor she is so strong. When I asked
what Nahida’s name meant, she said that it was because it rhymes with her
sister’s name, Raghiba, and then asked her mother where the name came
from. She responded that they heard the name on a television program and
liked it so they named her Nahida. All of them laughed at how television
had impacted them even at the level of naming. The mom said that
television has changed the family a lot from her childhood. they used to
pray the whole rosary every night at the church together, and television
has taken up that time instead.  

37. Lebanon interview recording Fa 8-5-05
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Lebanon Fieldnotes 1-7-05

The Lebanese I worked with were generally (after getting to know me better) more

willing to let me record the survey interviews, even if they were not willing to let me

record their viewing practices. This was different from Morocco, where people let me

interview them, but not record the interviews as often. The cultural brokers I recruited in

Lebanon to assist me were familiar with recording technologies and the families they

worked with were generally well-educated and more comfortable with research

techniques. As an example, one of the students I worked with audio recorded an

interview with each family member separately, asking each the same questions. The

formality and familiarity of interviewing was seen in the easy question and response pace

(each question was followed by a two or three second pause), the sustained MSA with

which both the father and his daughter (the student researcher) spoke, and the fact that

very few questions needing to be restated or reformulated for understanding.38 

Student Researcherكم عدد افراد عائلتك؟ :
kam 'adad âfrâd 'â'iltak

?  How many members of your family
)  0.01(

Fatherااه، ستة افراد :
ââh sitat âfrâd
ah, six persons

Rما هو المستوى التعليمي ألفراد عائلتك؟ :
mâ hûwe almustawa att'alîmî liâfrâd 'â'iltak

?What are the educational levels of your family members
)0.04(

F]ااه االبن االو.. ااه انا مهندس :
[ââh alibn alâw... ââh ânâ muhandis

38. Lebanon interview recording RQ1 4-15-05
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ah the eldest so.. ah I'm an engineer
Rمم[             :

        mm]
       mm]

F) زوجتي ) اه معها ماجستير[0.02) ااه (0.01:
[zawjtî (0.01) ââh (0.02) âh m'hâ mâjestîr
[My wife (0.01) ah (0.02) ah has a master's

R]مم[            :
[mm]
[                       mm]

F) في ال ااه [ ) والصحة العمة 0.01) فالثقا[فة (.)] الصحية (0.02:
 fî al ââh (0.02)  fathaqâ[fa (.)] assaHîa (0.01) wassiHa al'ama]

in ah (0.02) in cultu[re (.)] of health (0.01) public health (0.02) and th..the environment] 
R[الصحة]        :

]        assiHa[
]       health[

F و(.) ابني (.) االول (.) عندو (.) اجازة (.) في :
wa (.) ibnî (.) alâwal (.) 'andû (.) ijâja (.) fî  

and (.) my first (.) son (.) has (.) a diploma (.) in 
) التسويق (.) دبر العمل التسويق0.02(
)0.02( ittaswîq (.) dabar al'mal ittaswîq
)0.02 (business (.) business management
) 0.01(

) في حزيران 0.03) حيتخرج (0.02ااه ابني التاني (
ââh ibnî ittânî (0.02) Hayatkharruj (0.03) fî Hazayrân  
ah, my second son (0.02) will graduate (0.03) in June 

) علوم كمبيوتر0.01 (۲۰۰٥(.) 
)0.01(' ulûm kumbûtar(.) 2005
)0.01 (computer science (.)2005 
)0.02(

) فال اه  0.02وبنتي فالسنة االولة الجمعية (
wabintî fissane alawla aljm'aîya (0.02) fal âh 

and my daughter is a college freshman (0.02) in the 
) السنة االولة الجمعية ف اه الفنون اه االتصال الجماهيري0.01(

assane alawala aljm'aîya f âh alfanûn âh alitiSâl aljamâhîrî)  0.01(
first year in ah media arts)0.01(

)0.02(
) [فالتعليم العام]0.02) التاسعة (0.02وابني الرابع (.) ف (.) الصفة (

wibnî arrâbi' (.) f (.) aSSafa (.) iitâsi'a (0.02) [fatt'alîm il'âma] 
and my fourth son (.) in (.) ninth (.) grade (0.02) [in general education]

Rما هي اللغات التي درستها؟  وما تفضل أكثر؟  :
?mâ hiya illughât illatî darastahâ? wamâ tafaDal akthâr
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?What languages did you study? Which do you prefer
)0.02(

Fدرست تبعا اللغة العربية هي اللغة االم وا :
darast tab'ân allughat al'arabîya hîya allughat alum wa 

I studied of course Arabic, it's the mother tongue
(.) اللغة االنگليزية والفرنسية

 allughat aliglîzîya wa alfaransîya(.) 
English and French(.) 

)0.01 (
) من الرمن تركتها0.01درست االلمانية لكن يعني (

darast alâlmânîya lakin y'anî (0.01) min azzaman taraktuhâ
I studied German but (0.01) I left it long ago

)0.02(
 االنگليزي بالشكل جيدXXX الى حد ما و XXXدرست الفريسي و

darast alfarîsî wa XXX ila hadi mâ wa XXX alinglîzî bishakal jayid
I student French XXX to some extent and XXX English well

)0.02(
R) :LAوما بتفضل؟ (

wamâ bitfaDal)  LA(
?and which do you prefer)LA(

Fاااه اللغة العربية :
âââh allughat al'arabîya

aah, Arabic
)0.02(

R ما هي الوسائل اإلعالم والترفيه التي تفضلها؟ :
mâ hîya alwasâil alî'lâm watarfîh illatî tufaDalhâ

?what media and leisure forms do you prefer
، الراديو، التلفزيون، سينما، المجالت، والصحف والكتب؟DVDيعني بين 

y'anî bayn DVD, arrâdiyô, ittelfizîyon, sînemâ, almajalât, waSuHuf walkutub
?meaning, between DVD, radio, TV, cinema, magazines, newspapers, books
)LAشو اللي اكتر شي بت.. بتفضلو؟ (

shû îllî âktir shî bit... bitfaDlû )LA(
?which do you prefer most)LA(
)0.01(

F) :LAانا بفضل اكتر شي الكتاب، ومن بعدها الصحفة والمجالت (
ânâ bafaDal âktar shî alkitâb, wamin b'adhâ aSSuHuf walmajalât)LA(

I prefer books most, and then newspapers and magazines)LA(
)0.01(

) ااه0.01يعني الصحفة اليومية او المجالت االسبوعية وبعدها (
y'anî aSSaHafa alyûmîya âw almajalât alusbû'îya wab'adhâ

for example, the daily press and weekly magazines and then (0.01) aah
)0.01(
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 نشرة االخبار اللي طلعت (.) يعني تحديدا من اه (.) من اه (.)
 (.)nasharat alâkhbâr îllî Tal'at (.) y'anî taHdîdan min âh (.) min âh
(.)TV news broadcasts (.) limited to (.) to   

 وسائل االعالم الموثوقة وغير المهزوم
wsâil alî'lâm almawthûqa waghîr almahzûm

trustworthy and objective media
)0.02(

) LA ااه وا بعدها (.) بعض االفالم المختار(.) (
(.) ââh wâ b'adhâ  (.) b'aD alaflâm almukhtâr  
(.) aah, and then (.) select films

 يعني مش كل االفالم بشوفها انا والمسلسالت
 y'anî mish kul alâflâm bashûfhâ ânâ malmusasalât)  LA(
 for example, I don't watch all films or serials)LA(
)0.02(

Rهل تقرأ الجرائد او المجالت؟ :
hal taqra' aljarâid âw almajalât

?do you read newspapers or magazines
Fتبعا اي :

tab'ân ey
of course, yes

R اذا كان الجواب نعم، ما أسماء هذه الجرائد او المجالت؟ :
îdha kân aljuwâb n'am, mâ âsmâ' hadhahi aljarâid âw almajalât 

?if the answer is yes, what are names of these newspapers and magazines
F) يعني ااه ) الخليجي والبيان االميراتية0.03) اساسا ال اه (0.02:

y'anî ââh (0.02) âsâsân al âh (0.03) alkalîjî wabayân alimîrâtîya
well, aah (0.02) basically ah (0.03) The Gulf and Emirati News

)0.01(
وفي لبنان النهار

wafî lubnân annahâr
and in Lebanon, The Daily (Annahar)

Rمم، والمجالت؟ :
mm, walmajalât

?mm, and magazines
)0.02(

F)  المخالت ااه XXX) ما في شي محدد يعني ما LA) (0.05) يعني (0.03:
almajalât ââh (0.03) y'anî  (0.05) (LA) mâ fî shî maHadad y'anî mâ XXX

magazines, aah (0.03) well (0.05) (LA) nothing specific
R ،مم :ok  (ENG) (0.02))  MSAمتي تقرأ هذه الجرائد أو المجالت؟ (

mm, (0.02) (ENG) ok (MSA) mata taqra' hadhahi aljâraid âw almajalât
?mm, (0.02) (ENG) ok (MSA) when do you read these
)0.01(

Fمتى؟ :
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mata
?when

Rمتى :
mata
when

)0.02(
F) اه بعد العمل، يعني XXX) فترة 0.03) او في يعني اثناء (0.01:

âh b'ad al'amal, yanî (0.01) âw fî y'anî athna' (0.03) fitra XXX
ah, after work, for example (0.01) or in..during (0.03) times of XXX

R ما أنواع البرامج التلفزيونية التي تحب مشاهدتها؟ :
mâ ânwâ' albarâmaj ittelefizîyonîya ilatî tuHib mushâhidathâ

?what kinds of TV programs do you like to watch
F) لل االخبار ) واالجتماعية واللل االقتصادية 0.01) والتحليالت السياسية (0.03:

ll alâkhbâr (0.03) wattaHlîlât issîyâsîya (0.01) walijtimâ'îya wallll aliqtiSâdîya
Th, the news (0.03) and political analysis (0.01) and social annnd economic

)0.01(
) مش المسخرةLAيعني اشياء جدي يعني (

y'anî âshya' jadî y'anî  (LA) mish almaskhara
you know, serious things, (LA) not mocking stuff

R:HHH ok umm (ENG)

Not all Lebanese families I included in my research were as comfortable or familiar

with being recorded however, as was apparent in the following example.39 Relatives of a

family I had been conducting research with came to visit. The family members present

consisted of the parents, and two of their four sons. The relatives were the sisters of the

mother and their spouses and children. As we sat around chatting, smoking, and

munching seeds, the mother of the family I was working with suggested I conduct an

interview with her sister and brother-in-law. I had recorded an interview with one of the

other sisters previously, as well as each member of the immediate family. I brought out

my recorder, turned it on and launched into my initial survey question. At that point,

several family members reworded my question for the targeted interviewee. It was like an

39. Lebanon interview recording TI1 8-7-05
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echo effect, with my question repeated multiple times and followed up with recording

cues such as, "Raise your voice," and response prompts such as "What she means is...".

The sister then asked if I was recording, to which a nephew affirmed and she became

uncomfortable. The nephew attempted to reassure her, but she shifted attention to her

husband by asking his opinion of television. Several times family members who had

already been recorded countered the responses of those being interviewed. When asked

what television does, the sister's husband said it wastes time, to which a sister-in-law

(whom I had already interviewed) responded that there were many useful programs from

television and then proceeded to list them and dominate the discussion. As this example

shows, some interviews were collaborative, often about internal family dynamics and

interactional patterns, in addition to moments for illustrating to others interview norms. 

Of course, people did not want to simply be on the receiving end of questions. In

another recording, I was interviewing the husband of a Lebanese family with the wife and

a neighbor's young son present.40 I had interviewed other family members separately on

different occasions, including the wife. The wife clarified questions for me periodically

when the husband did not understand what I asked--even if it was not what I meant but

what she interpreted me to mean. After answering a number of questions, the husband

turned the tables and wanted to know my attitude toward television. This happened on

several occasions, both in Morocco and Lebanon, and reinforced to me the dialogic

nature of research. We partook of the same phenomena and therefore the questions I

40. Lebanon interview recording MI1 5-25-2005
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asked of them were equally relevant to me: an inversion of the anthropologist's gaze. The

interviewer turned interviewee. On most occasions, as was true in this event, the

questions for me would begin after they perceived my interview questions were finished.

Husبيگي، حبيتي بالتلفيزون؟ :
begî, Hubaytî bitelefîziyôn

?Beggy, do you like television  
B] انا؟ آ حبيت آآ بعض ال (.) إشيا :

[ânâ? â Habayt ââ b'aD al (.) îshyâ 
Me? Yeah, I like uh some (.) things

Wifeبعض ال إه برامج [ :
 [ b'aD al eh barâmij

 some b...yeah programs]
Bمش كلشي إنو باحب اإلشيا السائفي (الثقافي) وو (.) وباحب اإلشيا كتير   :

mish kulshî îno baHib alîshyâ isâifî ûû (.) wabaHib alîshyâ ktîr
not everything, you know I like educational things and (.) I like things that really 

إآ (.) األخبار باحب آخبار باحب
ââ (.) alâkhbâr baHib âkhbâr baHib

uh (.) news I like news I like 
Hيعني بتحبي تخدي منو بتستفيدي منو افضل  :

y'anî batHibî takhdî minû batstafidî minû âfDal
you mean, you like to take from it to benefit from, it is better

Bمم :
mm

yeah
H(الوقتك) مآآ (.)  بتضيع الوئتك  :

mââ (.) batDî' alwa'tik
mm (.) than passing time

B(.) مم :
mm (.)

yeah (.) 
 انا لحزِت (لحظت)↑ماعندي كتير الوئت التلفيزون (.) بس 

mâ'andî ktîr alwa't litelefîziyôn (.) bas ↑ ânâ laHazt  
I don't have a lot of time for tv (.)  but ↑ I noticed

  آآ إنو كل العالم بيفرج...بي... بيحضرو التلفيزون (.) 
 (.)ââ îno kul al'lâm bîfaraj... bi... biyiHDarû ittelefizîyôn 
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 (.)uh that everyone watch..they..watch tv 
 ئليلي  ئليلي مابيحضرو التلفيزون↑مافي آآ 

mâfî ââ ↑ 'lîle 'lîle mâbiyiHDarû ittelefizîyôn
there isn't uh ↑ very few don't watch tv

H) إه :ehكل العالم بيحبو بيستفيدو من التلفيزون (
eh kul al'alâm bîHibû bistefîdû min ittelefizîyôn

right, everyone likes to benefit from tv
W.فكرة ئليلي الشخيص مابيحضر التلفيزون :

fikra 'lîle ashakhiS mâbeyeHDar ittelefizîyôn 
the idea is that few people don't watch tv

B] إه :
eh ]

right
H] إه كلو بيحضرو التلفيزون ئليلي إه [ :

right, everyone watches tv, very few, right
B  إه[      :

      eh]
  yeah]

W .بس عم بعبر جورج، ئليلي إللي عندو وئت يحضر تلفيزون :
bas 'am be'abar Jorj, 'lîle îllî 'andû wa'it yaHDar telefizîyôn

but she is saying, Georges, there are few who have the time to watch tv
Hبلى إه :

bala eh
right, yeah

The reason I included so many transcripts of interviews was to demonstrate that the

data was not collected uniformly from identical contexts, with roughly equivalent

participants. The written analysis tends to smooth out the kinks and variability of data

collection, for a number of reasons, not least of which are presentation ease and argument

flow. 
It is simply assumed that different responses to roughly the same question
are comparable. The usual practice thus consists of extracting statements
that pertain to a given theme, event, symbol, or what have you from field
notes or transcripts. These responses are then juxtaposed, yielding a
composite picture of things that seem to go together in the eyes of the
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researcher on the basis of referential, decontextualized content. (Briggs
1986:102). 

I hope these transcripts provide a glimpse into the process by which individuals

expressed their experience and perception contrapuntally to my collective means of

representing it analytically. Recording and repeated playback allow me to think about the

messiness of fieldwork and the constant adjustments and accommodations made by

interviewer and interviewee as the context and its contingencies emerged. It does not

lessen the data itself, but rather enriches the angles from which it can be contemplated:

“You do not have to tie up all the loose ends; on the contrary, there may be data that will

become a resource only from some vantage point in the future” (Strathern 2002:309).

This also illustrates the intersubjectivity and coevality of researcher and researched

(Jackson 1998, Fabian 1983).

2. Phase II: Media Sources, Interviews and Participant Observation. What media

sources were these families accessing? What were the domestic situations in which they

discussed current events and what role did media play in stimulating and/or influencing

these discussions?

I sought to conduct diary studies where family members with writing skills would be

asked to keep a log of their daily activities for one month. I asked participants to detail

the media sources they accessed as well as the number and type of conversations about

current events in which they engaged. In cases where the participants were unable to keep

a media diary, I thought to conduct informal interviews to collect this information.

Unfortunately, this did not work well in Morocco. Though I provided the writing
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materials and explained the project in detail, the Moroccan family members I worked

with did not fill out the media diaries. I had to collect the information through interviews

and observation, which were partial and lacked the consistent media consumption

reporting over a period of a month that I initially sought. Part of the problem in collecting

media diaries arose from a different set of norms for information gathering operational in

the Moroccan communities I worked within. Written documentation was associated with

government bureaucracy and impersonal interaction. It was less credited, took valuable

time to accomplish, and seemed invasive. Verbal accounting from a known and trusted

source would elicit information, often of a generic nature because it was from memory

and filtered through perception of habitual practice. A few colleagues offered to

distribute a survey to university students and garment factory workers in place of the

media diaries. This provided some sense of general trends, but still lacked the depth I

sought for families. Instead, I began spending days with families I was working with to

observe their viewing practices myself. This was yet another reason for limiting the

number of families in the study. 

In Lebanon I was more successful, primarily because I modified the media diary to

viewing practices over the course of one week and included an incentive. I collected

media diaries in varying levels of detail for ten persons (from one page to ten pages), all

of whom had studied English at the university level and were offered course credit for the

diary. Some of those then recorded family viewing practices, so I have a nice comparison

for that data set.
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3. Phase III: Family Discursive Mechanisms and Audio-Recording. How did family

members contribute media scripts to narrative construction of events and what were the

discursive mechanisms through which topics were initiated, managed, and indicated

understanding, positionality, and evaluation of events?

Each family was observed for a period of two or three months (not all families

concurrently), during which time I audio and video recorded their interactions two or

three times a week. Video recording permitted analysis of domestic space arrangements

in relation to audio/visual media as well as how family members oriented toward,

evaluated (through gesture), and mobilized (through paraphrasing and reported speech)

media scripts in the interpretive process. Audio recorders enabled recording of daily

conversational interactions to understand domestic collaborative, interpretive practices

and situate media scripts of current events within this larger backdrop. 

There were two ways of collecting data on viewing practices that I relied upon: one

that entailed my observation and telling of the event, and the other which was a recording

of the event. The first was a reconstruction of the event, as was evident in my field notes,

and occurred when I was not able to record. The second replaced my bias for that of the

camera, which could only take a limited angle of the views afforded participants (Jordan

1995:51). It was also partial, but allowed others to view, analyze and interpret the event

and re-analyze repeated playback with me. Interaction is complex, and video recording

permitted analysis of interlocutors non-verbal cues, spatial orientation, cross-talk, speech

acts and other elements missed in observation and memory reconstructions. 
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Visual technologies, whether still photos or moving images, allow for the
recording and analysis of aspects of individual communication and social
practice that cannot be transcribed onto the written or printed page without
substantial reduction or loss. By capturing emotional expression, facial
and body language, and spatial relations, they foreground dimensions of
representation that have escaped from the prison house of language and
are missing from accounts constructed solely on the basis of interview
transcriptions. (Murdock and Pink 2005:153).

It was this wealth of detail that video and audio recording offered, especially when

coupled with researcher observations and field notes, that supplied the basis for the

detailed analysis of phase IV.

One of the questions most often asked is whether or not the video or audio recording

device alters behavior and affects practice, thus tainting and rendering unnatural the data.

When dealing with interaction, all factors are viewed as affecting behavior, whether it is

the introduction of a new person into the conversation, a shift in the viewing content, or a

topic change. The presence of the researcher also affects interaction, but I see this as

simply another element of interactional analysis rather than an impediment:

The process of accommodating interactional patterns to the presence of
the camera does not render the data invalid or useless. The point is not to
attempt to eliminate the effects of the researcher’s own presence, a
fruitless and theoretically unsound goal. The impact of the video
equipment on the speech event can provide fascinating insights with
regard to which facets of communication lie within the limits of awareness
and the conscious control of natives. Nevertheless, video-taping should be
carefully complemented by audio-taping and observation. (Briggs 1986:
100)

Participants quickly adjusted to the presence of the camera and microphone as another

interactional participant, like the other key technological 'artifact' in family viewing

events--the television. Sometimes family members censored each other's comments
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overtly by shifting their gaze toward the camera and lowering their voice or alerting the

person to the presence of the camera. At other times I'm sure there was internal self-

censoring. However, this occurred regardless of recording equipment, as I observed in a

series of interactions regarding an earthquake in Morocco. In multiple discussions on

different days about governmental assistance to earthquake victims in which the persons

present and contexts in which the commentary arose varied, I observed that individuals

withheld their opinions in one setting but voiced them when the interactional dynamic

changed. The example recounted in chapter one (pages 72-76) illustrates this point well.

One instance of discussing the role of the government in distributing supplies to the

earthquake stricken area of Al Hoceima, in which extended family members of many

ages were present, focused on how European news stations highlighted the Moroccan

government's corruption rather than the difficulties of getting to the remote region. The

next day, in a smaller setting, family members who had been present the night before

confirmed the regional government's corruption, which they had not mentioned in the

previous interaction.     

Family viewing often entailed members, friends, and neighbors coming in and out of

the recording setting. This precipitated references to the camera and justification for the

recording or other forms of metacommentary, but usually after several minutes of

interaction. In one recording, a guest arrived and after a round of greetings, the family

asked if there was any recent news, as they had been watching Star Academy.41 The guest

41. Lebanon recording NE3 4-15-05
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then asked who the candidates to be voted off the program that evening were, which

launched a discussion around how the voting worked, and the politics of winning a vote.

A side conversation began about the recent bombing in a Christian neighborhood of East

Beirut at the same time that others were commenting on how cute the Star Academy

contestant was. Only after ten minutes of these conversations did the new guest finally

ask about the camera, and was told about the research project. Thus I viewed the benefits

of audio and video recording for conversational and interactional analysis to far outweigh

the possible disadvantages.

After recording family viewing events, I reviewed the recording and formed a topic

transcription in five minute intervals for easy reference. Reviewing the first recordings in

the field helped me to recognize and refine the mechanisms I wished to explore in more

detail: the role of media scripts in family television talk, how formal literacy was

managed as one resource among many in family interpretive discussions, and the role of

language linked to gendered identities in morality evaluations. This also allowed me to

watch the tape with family members or research assistants to understand from their point

of view what was going on. Of course, viewing the recording a second time with the

participants is actually another interactive event and involves any perceptions formed by

events or interactions subsequent to the initial recording as well as perceived roles of the

viewers. However, secondary viewing events helped me understand the interview as a

whole as well as possible interactional meanings.

4. Phase IV: Transcription and Discourse Analysis. How were media scripts employed
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as reported speech and what was the truth value indexed or evaluated through their

management?

This phase took the longest time, as it involved detailed review of recordings,

extended transcriptions and translations, as well as revisions of transcriptions to focus on

specific interpretive mechanisms. I employed conversation and discourse analysis

techniques to show how participants were orienting to media, assuming linguistic stances

in relation to transnational identities, and evaluating truth-value of information through

deixis, intonation, gesture and topic control (Al-Khatib 1994, Benkirane 1998, Goodwin

1994, Goodwin and Durranti 1992, Linde 1996, Silverstein 2000). Transcription and

translation of recorded data (media stimuli, participant interviews, and household

conversations) was undertaken while in the field and upon return to the U.S. I trained and

employed Moroccan and Lebanese assistants to aid in translation/transcription of data

and coding of linguistic variables once collected, digitized, and edited for personal

identifiers. 

Transcription of video and audio recordings proved to be quite difficult to manage, as

I had a thicket of data to wade through and determine what was salient, comparable, or

significant in relation to current research and writing. In addition, it was difficult to

determine how to represent the vibrance, rhythm, nuance, and dynamic of Lebanese and

Moroccan Arabic and family interactions. Transcriptions feel so flat after the animation

of video recordings, which revive a trace of the original thrill of fieldwork. Writing and

analysis are still the most valued data representations despite the advance of new
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technologies. While I wished to include audio and video segments in this presentation

form, transcription remained the best representational option until other analytic mediums

for dissertations are invented (and I master them). 

Transcription conventions and styles reflect the theories of the analyst (Ochs 1979),

and are clearly based in choices made by the researcher. As Alessandro Duranti ably

expressed: "Any process of documentation is by definition, partial, that is, it assumes a

point of view and is selective. An analysis is a selective process of representation of a

given phenomenon with the aim of highlighting some of its properties" (Duranti

1997:14). Transcription is at once an analysis, attempt to represent speech and classify its

features in some way, and perhaps idealize or denigrate a speaker's usage by choice of

orthographic or phonetic transliteration in post-colonial contexts (Webber 1991:206,

Armbrust 1996:41-45). Linguistic ideologies of speakers and analysts come to the fore in

cases such as this. Some researcher assistants who aided me in dialect transcription were

more comfortable working in a transliteration style popularized by chat and texting

mediums rather than orthographic Modern Standard Arabic (MSA). Others transcribed

using Arabic script, but rather opted for perceived dialect spellings rather than strict

MSA, sometimes utilizing variant spellings based on speaker style. This made for a great

variety of transliteration and transcription data that I needed to standardize for writing

purposes.

In my case, I wanted to find a means to visualize the forms of Arabic I encountered.

For this reason, I opted to transcribe the Arabic first and format the translation from right
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to left instead of privileging English's left to right orientation. Previous linguistic

ethnographies on Arabic-speaking communities written by anthropologists and folklorists

conceded to the academic exigencies of typeset and readership and represented the

Arabic in orthographic transliteration based on the International Journal for Middle East

Studies transcription system (Armbrust 1996, Caton 1990, Kapchan 1996, Lavie 1990,

Reynolds 1995, Schade-Poulsen 1999, Webber 1991). Other scholars using language

related data relied on a variety of transliteration systems (Dwyer 1982, Haeri 2003,

Ossman 1994, Slyomovics 2005). These scholars presented conversations, narratives,

interviews, and performances in English with key terms transliterated, and in some cases,

with detailed transliterations in an appendix. While offering better flow in English, I feel

it is a compromise in terms of voice and presence for all those who taught me how to live

and think in Lebanese and Moroccan Arabic. It takes some getting used to for English

readers, but reading the transcript from right to left gives a brief iconic presence to my

interlocutors, colleagues, teachers and research communities. 

Moroccan Arabic and Lebanese Arabic and even regional styles of MSA vary in

syntax, phonology, morphology, lexicon, intonation, and with respect to discourse

markers (Nydell 1990). Due to these differences, there is some variability in transcription

style. I opted for a modified Park and Boum (2006) transliteration of MSA rather than a

IPA transliteration. Arabic terms that appear in the text are followed by an italicized

transliteration and a parenthetical gloss in English.   
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III.
ATTUNED TO THE SOUNDS OF DIFFERENCE: ENTERTAINMENT

PROGRAMMING AND HIERARCHIES OF LANGUAGE IDEOLOGIES

There are at least three primary regimes of domination (or
authority or solidarity) which shape spoken Arabic linguistic
repertoires: intranational or localistic, pan-Arab, and
international... The form of speech that a speaker of Arabic comes
out with is a reflection of the intersection of a variety of regimes of
authority or domination within his or her culture. In this sense a
regime of domination is a focal point of individual and group
feelings of identity and solidarity, and individuals create their
identity based on the position they take vis-á-vis these various
regimes—adopting them, rejecting them, sometimes doing both but
at different times, or attempting a synthesis of sorts. 

John Eisele, 2002:20

In this chapter I will explore the social circulation and situated deployment of media

scripts in the form of language varieties and identity-indexing that arose in family

evaluative television talk surrounding entertainment programming. Both Lebanon and

Morocco, the sites for my fieldwork forays, partake in different ways of a pan-Arab

imaginary by which a single language shared over a region and through time unites

Arabs into some kind of shared culture. Various extensions to this ideology included (in

the Herder tradition) the expectation that this linguistic unity entailed some form of

unified political front, institutions, policies, and responses to external powers (Khalidi

1991:vii). Yet both countries have histories of colonial and migratory language impacts

that fissure the pan-Arab ideal (Ennaji 2005, Gordon 1980). Most scholars would agree

that the pan-Arab political integration project has never been realized in any substantive

way, despite numerous attempts at political fusion. Hudson links this failure to a number

of internal (sociopolitical diversity, the history of state-system formation) and external
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(former colonial powers political and economic interference) factors (1999:15-19). There

have been instances of structural integration, such as the formation of the Arab League,

the Gulf Cooperative Council, the Arab Maghib Union and OPEC (which includes non-

Arab countries), and ideological pan-Arab unity movements (the eighteenth and

nineteenth century Arab Renaissance, the Ba'ath party in Syria and Iraq, the Arab

nationalist movement in Syria and Lebanon, and Nassarism in Egypt). Other forms of

integration, such as coordination within a state-system rather than fusion, at the political,

economic and cultural levels, are viewed as more successful (Hudson 1999:20, Luciani

1990:406). Clearly the idea of a cultural pan-Arab is key to the successful marketing of

pan-Arab satellite television from Mauritania to the Arab Emirates (Fakhreddine

2005:156).

I want to challenge a conceptual frame for the performance of a pan-Arab audience

imaginary as normatively monolingual in the practices of Beiruti and Fassi families.

Others have noted that a pan-Arab cultural construct involves many language varieties

(including code-switching) and global cultural forms promoted by media (Luciani

1990:405, Singerman and Amar 2006:156, Walters 1999:217). Hammond, a journalist

working in the Middle East, has argued that "modern communications, entertainment,

media, politics and business have facilitated more linguistic unity and mutual

understanding than ever in the past" (2007:54). Satellite television, for him and other

Arab scholars he cites, is key to familiarizing Arabs to linguistic diversity and local

accents from Oman to Morocco (2007:57). His discussion of the Arabic language and
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modern media is not well-developed on a linguistic scholarly level, but it does illuminate

Arab linguistic and cultural diversity and raise some of the issues surrounding popular

culture and language debated by Arab intellectuals. These anecdotal accounts do not,

however, explore the actual language practices of a pan-Arab audience social imaginary

that incorporates co-existing multiple language varieties and their identity appropriations

as the norm of everyday identity practice rather than the exception. I posit the

construction of a pan-Arab audience imaginary that includes recognition and

performance of a fractured, differentiated, multilingual Arab language ideology in family

interpretive practices and submit that regional Arabic standards (Cairene Arabic, Beiruti

Arabic, Damascene Arabic) and marginalized varieties (Saidi Egyptian, Jebli mountain

Moroccan Arabic, or Trablusi Lebanese) have as much a role in constructing a pan-Arab

imaginary as MSA. Pan-Arab satellite television also includes Arabic, French, English,

and Hindi programming as part of the Arab social imaginary. French language programs

on Arab satellite stations about pan-Arab issues, Arab entertainment stations and English

language programs with MSA subtitles Mexican telenovellas translated into MSA and

Turkish dramas into Lebanese Arabic are all part of the media contributions to a

multilingual pan-Arab audience imaginary.  

Greg Urban, in his book about cultural transmission in an age that valued the new

over the old, argued that mechanical replication associated with modernity reduced or

negated the need for the knowledge of cultural reproduction to be passed from person to

person and therefore cultural replication is separated from dissemination (2003:59). One
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can receive a cultural form, such as an artifact or iconic bits of a language variety,

without the history of its production, the meanings associated with that form, or the

relation between cultural form and producers. Certainly some cultural knowledge is

carried in the object itself as it circulates, and not all forms are disseminated equally.

However, the proliferation of cultural forms inherent in mechanical replication and

global media flows requires us to ask the following question: what do mediated societies

take from globally or regionally circulated cultural forms today? How do they decide

which forms are significant and what meanings are salient for transmission? What

elements of language ideologies circulating in the mediascape can Moroccans and

Lebanese in particular moments, appropriate and reinscribe as salient to their own

identities and central to a plurilingual pan-Arab audience imaginary? 

Television, as one of the forms of mass media, extends the lateral reach of cultures,

information, ideologies, and languages (Spitulnik 1997). I argue that media provides

more tokens of linguistic differentiation than actual acquaintance does in today's Beirut,

due to the historical exigencies of urban life under the psychological perception/threat of

conflict. It does for Fes Morocco, but for different reasons related to its geographic

outlier position and language ideologies circulating among Moroccans and other Arab

speech communities. By extension, "media reception performances", specifically in the

comfort of familial settings, offer a glimpse into the continuum of shifting boundaries

available for marking distinction, and the relevance of audience performativity to the

construction of a multilingual pan-Arab audience imaginary. This once-removed access
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to social identities then becomes a key standard for judging real time interactions in an

age of "digital reproduction" (to paraphrase Walter Benjamin 2005 [1936]). Though a

Lebanese viewer may never have met a Tunisian, they recognized the iconicity of the

repetition ةــشارــبةــشارــب bârsha bârsha "a lot" invoking a relaxed Tunisia persona through

watching Star Academy42 contestants tease each other on television. It was the

pluralingualism of entertainment programming for a pan-Arab audience that both

exposed viewers to detachable forms of language varieties and introduced indexical links

between language features and identities. Television was by no means the only venue for

public contact and circulation of linguistic identities, but it allowed for wider exposure to

sectarian, social, and educational strata. When viewed in the home, television situated the

interpretive practice of language identity circulation within the purview of family

collaborative meaning-making. As Moroccan and Lebanese families collaboratively

experienced and evaluated multilingual entertainment programming and reinscribed it

through appropriations, they engaged an Arab World unified by exposure to language

diversity and accommodation and evidenced their shifting positions in relation to

language identities and a pan-Arab imaginary.  

Performance was key to the imaginary of a pan-Arab community. It implied a

collaborative activity involving multiple individuals and possible stances, and the family

was a primary location for these performances. Individuals "tried-out" discourses and the

42. Star Academy Lebanon was a reality television competition like American Idol but modeled on the French Star
Academy. A Lebanese satellite station, LBCI, produced the program, which brought young talent from all over
the Arab World to compete in musical training and perform with famous Arab singers. It was transnational and
activated all manner of complex pan-Arab sentiments, nationalist rivalries, youth consumer culture, and other
forms of cosmopolitanisms. 
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identities linked to them at home, with family members either ratifying, buttressing, or

undermining the performance. Without the contribution and evaluation of others, an

identity performance could lose its relevance. The possible portrayal of self/other and

circulation of mediated cultural form would then be rendered impotent.

The Moroccans and Lebanese families among whom I conducted research

constructed mutually coexisting and complex positionalities in their interactions:

familial, local (Fassi/Casawi, Christian or Muslim Beiruti, rural/urban), national

(Moroccan, Lebanese, Egyptian), religious (Muslim, Christian, Jewish, Sunni, Shi'a,

Druze), regional (Soussi/Sahrawi, Beiruti/Janubi), multinational (North African, Gulf,

Levantine), transnational (Arab, Muslim, Amazighi/Berber, French of North African

descent) and global (modern/traditional, Western/Eastern, socioeconomic status). Any

one or combination of the above subject positions were present when families interacted

with events whose perceived reality was mediated through audio-visual technologies.

Key to this analysis was the role of family talk in the circulatory process, revealing both

the means by which talk buttressed the pan-Arab imaginary as well as marked fissures

and cleavages in the facade (Gillespie 1995). 

A. MEDIASCAPES, LANGUAGE AND CIRCULATION OF MEDIA SCRIPTS

Arjun Appadurai described several elements of cultural analysis in a globalized

world, one of which is the mediascape. This refers “both to the distribution of the

electronic capabilities to produce and disseminate information and to the images of the

world created by these media” (Appadurai 1996:35). What is most important about these
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mediascapes is that they provide large and complex repertoires of images, narratives,

language varieties, consumer attitudes, political ideologies, fashion styles, music tunes,

nationalist identities, and other aspects of ethnoscapes, to viewers throughout the world

(Appadurai 1996:35). They were not isolated features, but could be linked along multiple

axes in a recursive fashion, such that a musical tune could index a marked nationalist

identity. As these repertoires move across social, political, and geographic boundaries,

the images, people, currencies and ideas are utilized differentially by the communities of

contact, based on the available cultural, material, and economic capital. These circulating

images and people “compel the transformation of everyday discourse” (Appadurai

1996:3). British media scholars echoed this idea in their discussion of the methodology

used in studying these circulating repertoires in the home. Media ethnography is a long

conversation,  

or more precisely, a series of long conversations. These conversations are
those that each family in its household constructs for itself as part of its
continuing engagement with the world: with its past, its present, and its
future. Increasingly, information and communication technologies are
becoming part of this world, as both subjects and objects, topics and
resources. (Morely, Hirsch, and Silverstone  1992: 204).

For Moroccans and Lebanese, television and migration served as important

mechanisms in the transmission of circulatory cultures, but so too did the language

ideology linking Arabic speakers across national borders with vast differences in

language varieties. Many Lebanese I spoke with claimed that Moroccan Arabic was

unintelligible, and many Moroccans discussed their difficulties communicating with non-

North African Arabic speakers. Yet enough was shared to merit entertainment designed
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for a pan-Arab imaginary. Morocco and Lebanon are multilingual environments with

historical roots in several social imaginaries to which individuals orient to at different

times. With this multilingual norm, television translation talk was a significant means of

transmission and interpretation, and included finding equivalences for other Arabic

varieties. Television translation talk also marked the evaluative stance of the speaker

through word choice, inflection, and the portions selected for translation. An example of

television translation talk was described in chapter one (pages 65-67). Although it was

used there to illustrate the multifunctionality of media script reentextualizations and the

role of repetition to collaborative meaning-making, family members were translating

from a French program into MA. They did so partly for the benefit of family members

who did not know French well (younger siblings and the mother whose knowledge of

French was primarily interactional rather than the more formal registers of media

French), but also because MA was the default language of television talk. Siblings who

translated from French to Arabic in that example did not give a literal transmission, but

rather added information they felt was relevant and took evaluative stances toward the

news (lines 13-15 and 29-31). Another example of television translation talk involving

marking equivalences from one variety of Arabic to another and doing so to signal

positionality toward the language ideology associated with those features as well as those

present in the interpretive setting will be examined in more detail below (pages 196-199).

Let me illustrate how language varieties, in the form of detachable media scripts,

might be appropriated and re-entextualized for new ends through an anecdote. I was
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conducting fieldwork during Ramadan 2003 in Fes, Morocco. Ramadan is a time, as

Armbrust has noted (2002), when much of the most important programming is aired,

including religious and social drama serials, comedy sit-coms, and documentary series.

Prime time viewing falls as families gather around to break the fast just prior to the

تا ـــل حـــيروـــ tarawîH "Ramadan specific" prayers. In 2003, the more popular quasi-national

station 2M scheduled a news broadcast, key commercials, infotainment shorts, and the

comedy series مالةـــل ط ـــف ـــ ةـــ lalâ faTima "Lady Fatima" during ط ـــف ورـــ fuTûr "breaking the

Ramadan fast after sunset", which was followed by an Egyptian dramatic serial with

Nabila Obeid entitled م ـــع ورـــنةـــ 'amat nûr "Auntie Nour". In the serial, Obeid acted the

role of an Egyptian woman returning to Egypt after a successful career as a psychologist

in the U.S. Her character was constantly called upon to solve social and psychological

issues amongst extended family members, and because she had lived for many years in

the U.S., her speech was peppered with English phrases such as, "What happened!",

"How?", "Yes!" 

So many families were following this serial that I began to hear recountings of the

plot both in public (on taxis and buses) as well as family gatherings. Of greater interest

was the impact this program was having on language, as key narrative exclamations

made in English by the main actor found their way into pragmatic use. Because of its

historical and economic ties to France, Morocco has cultivated its Francophone identity

and French is widely known, though English has made significant inroads in the last

decade (Ennaji 2005:113). It is still somewhat rare to hear spontaneous English
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interspersed with Moroccan Arabic (unlike French/Moroccan Arabic code-mixing which

is the norm), most especially in the popular neighborhoods. During Ramadan 2003, I

would hear the Auntie Nour set of English phrases from children playing soccer in the

streets or walking home from school, youth strolling the boulevard in the evenings, and

women visiting each other in their homes. "What happened!" became an expression of

measured disbelief and comic mimicry of the overly dramatic. It was a way to diffuse

and mock social situations, and index one's media cosmopolitanism. Obeid's English was

heavily influenced by Egyptian Arabic interference--in other words, she pronounced the

American English [h] as [ħ], giving it a much breathier quality. This was in addition to

the already overly affective tone with which she performed these phrases and the

narrative function they played in the dramatic script. Moroccans picked up this double

affectation, reflecting Arab and cosmopolitan identities, the appropriation of English and

the dynamic relationship between economic and social capitals, and used the multiple

meanings to script their own subjectivities. 

Spitulnik (1997:166) has shown how certain media phrases circulate more readily

than others due to a prepared-for-detachability—phrases are short, pithy, rhythmic,

frequently repeated in original context, and associated with a dramatic event or well-

known personality. They also have an indexical connection to the original in order to

highlight the novelty of the recontextualization (1997:169). Clearly the English of Auntie

Nour was easily accessible under these conditions. More than a half century of Egyptian

entertainment programming has familiarized Moroccans to Egyptian dialect usage, so
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their appropriation of the Egyptian-accented English is easily understood. The half-life of

these media scripts was short-lived, as I no longer heard it after four or five months, but

it attested to the lateral transmission of media scripts and the imaginary roles/identities/

positions associated with them. 

It is impossible to give a complete and accurate depiction of the variety of familial

viewing contexts and individual viewing habits (Abu-Lughod 2005:22). While working

in Fes and Beirut, I observed families consuming large amounts of pan-Arab

entertainment programming broadcast from Lebanon and Egypt. The most common pan-

Arab entertainment genres viewed with greatest number of family members present were

dramatic serials (produced in Egypt and Syria), music video clips (whether of Arab pop

or classical performers), and Arab adaptations of Western reality television programs

(Star Academy, SuperStar, Al-Wadi, Hawa Sawa). 

The Moroccan entertainment mediascape included Moroccan national stations

(TVM, 2M), other Arab national stations (Nile TV, Hannibal TV, Syria TV, etc),

transnational channels (MBC, Nile Drama, ART), as well as stations originally designed

as local and transformed for a transnational Arab audience (LBCI, Dubai One, and Abu

Dhabi). In addition there are European channels available. Moroccans subsumed all

kinds of movies, dramatic serials, and comedy sitcoms under the category fîlim ( ل ي ـــف ـــ مـــ ).

These include French-dubbed American films, Egyptian serials, Moroccan made-for-

television movies, Arabic subtitled American sitcoms, and Syrian historical dramas.

Particular genres called forth a specific set of viewing habits. Some families cultivated
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the practice of spontaneous by-play commentary in the midst of a film, while others

waited until commercial breaks to discuss events. A comedy short involved audience

participation to be successful--people had to respond in a dialogic manner with the

interaction taking place on screen, often engaging fellow-viewers as a parallel audience.

Video clips invited consumer commentary about fashion, vocal performance, expressive

style, plot/storyline, production technique, indexical relations to other clips/songs,

history and public persona of performer, as well as the conditioned response to sing

along with the musician. Of course, the degree to which viewers vocalized these

assessments depended on the constellation of family members present and amount of

viewing history overlap shared by the audiences. 

While it partakes of most of the same transnational channels as Morocco, Lebanon’s

mediascape, particularly in terms of television, is marked by publicly recognized

distinctions along political/confessional lines (Kraidy 1999, Dajani 2001). In the latter

half of the Lebanese civil war, rival factions opened terrestrial television stations to

expand their battles to the domestic sphere, not simply vying for viewership but rather

space in which to advocate their positions (Al Batal 2002). After the war, the political

context, which marked minority representation through a complex negotiation of

parlimentary alliances, also jealously regulated confessional representation through

broadcasting, allowing only five publicly recognized stations and two latecomers: LBC,

NBN, Future TV, MTV, the national station Teleliban, Al-Manar and Telelumiere. 

While much has been written about the content as well as legal, political, and
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regulatory battles in the Lebanese mediascape (Jorisch 2004, Dabbous-Sensenig 2000,

2002, Kraidy 2001), less has been done to see how Lebanese themselves utilize media in

everyday interpretive contexts. Beiruti recounted memories, in the mid-nineties and more

recently, underscored the role of television in connecting, protecting, inciting, informing,

and distracting families during bouts of civil uncertainty. As one citizen of Bhamdoun

related, "Television during the war drowned out the sounds of the missles and bombs. It

provided the most up to date news about roadblocks and how to get around. After the

war, people can’t sleep without it on."43 A Beiruti also conveyed to me the significance

of television for everyday life, stating that it was useful for spending time, to see what

was going on in the world, and to know what was going on around the country.44 As

conveyed by these interviews, television allowed families to tele-participate in public life

from their homes (Garcia-Canclini 1995), which I designate as units of cultural

production including all participants in domestic television talk. They continued to watch

political and social events unfold and assign meaning through collaborative

commentaries. The Lebanese civil war and the conflicts with Israel involved dislocations

of families and communities, who resettled more densely into sectarian blocs and

narrowed their movements to safe domains (Khalaf 1998). Television became more and

more of the means by which events and persons within the city were engaged. 

A key element of the interpretive process was the role of intervisuality in creating

links between past viewings and current meanings. Intervisuality is a compliment to

43. Lebanon fieldnotes 4-6-05
44. Lebanon recording 5-19-05
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Bakhtinian dialogism (1981) Kristeva's intertextuality (1986), and Bauman's

interdiscursivity (2005). There are larger discourses circulating in society,

metadiscourses about how to relate to media, the role and impact of media in society, and

evaluations/comments surrounding programs. There are also discourse genres of

appropriation, by which viewers draw chronotopic (time-space) connections between

events and uses of media scripts (Silverstein 2005:2). Moroccan recontextualizations of

Aunti Nour's "what happened!" was an example of this intertextual performance,

whereby viewers mark equivalences between media scripts and their possible

redeployment. As families watched entertainment programs, they responded to these

discursive processes by reproducing them in established and novel ways, futhering the

debate surrounding them through metacommentary, and displaying their architextual

competence of media circulated words (Peterson 2005). Each moment in which

Moroccans used these skills constituted the imaginaries with which they engaged--

actively or passively.

An important semiotic process involved in television viewing is the role of visual

prompts, cues, and stock images that reference, index, and iconically trigger previous and

present associations. Van der Veer (1994:190) claimed that images connected with texts

mobilize illiterate masses to create a nation state. The intervisuality of viewing practices

furthers the intertextual processes of meaning-making relevant to this analysis. In

families and societies of varying levels and varieties of education, such as exists in

Moroccan and Lebanese families, intervisuality is a principle aspect of interpretation. It
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collaborates, especially when articulated with music, narrative, and evaluative

discourses, to provide context and comprehensibility between viewing events. In the

process of family viewing, media interaction occurs on more than one plane. It involves

media producers and imagined viewers, as well as local immediate potential audiences of

co-present family members. It also mobilizes the senses via visuals from the room and

the television (intervisually), audio from both (interdiscursively), as well as the feedback

and responses of fellow participants. 

The chronotopic connectivity that underlies intervisuality and interdiscursivity is

manifest in the ways household space and schedules are organized around television

viewing. The Moroccan salon, or sitting room for receiving guests and serving meals,

often doubled as a sleeping room and included the television. It was structured around

television, so as to afford maximal viewing. Often, the television was raised to privileged

positioning, surrounded by ornamentation, and served as the major decor of the room.

Figures 3-4: Moroccan living space and television settings. 

                                 

Lebanese homes in Beirut also privileged the television in main gathering rooms, though

they had a separate formal dining room and even formal salon for receiving guests.
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Several of the Lebanese families in the study had a television in the bedrooms as well,

allowing for individual viewing. One family of very modest means lived in a small two

bedroom apartment with four teenage boys. There was a television in each bedroom as

well as one in the main living room (not the guest salon). One night I arrived late to find

the parents and two sons in their respective rooms, and another son in the living room.

All the lights were off, the televisions on and tuned to the same Lebanese dramatic serial,

the doors to each room open and the sounds from the various televisions creating an odd

stereo effect.

Certain genres could be viewed at any time on specialized satellite stations, such as

music videos and 24-hour transmissions of reality television program on-site cameras,

films, news, religious programming, talk shows and American sitcoms with Arabic

subtitles. National stations provided a variety of programming to accommodate the

proclivities of many family members: news at lunch and in the evening, cartoons in the

morning and afternoon, dramatic serials following the noon-hour news or proceeding the

evening news, political and religious talk shows in the evening, cooking programs and

documentaries at times when female family members’ domestic duties lessen. Morley

(1980) and Gillespie (1995) have shown how British and South Asian families arranged

their schedules to view specific programs. I noted how certain family members would

hasten their work in the morning or homework in the afternoon so as to free up time for

following a serial or other program.  

Entertainment programming shared a large percentage of individual and family
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viewing time, in the form of Mexican dramatic serials or Japanese cartoons translated

into MSA, Egyptian dramatic serials in Egyptian language varieties, Syrian historical

dramas in both MSA and Syrian colloquial, Moroccan films and series in a mix of

Moroccan varieties, French and Lebanese reality television programs in a pluralism of

language varieties, as well as American movies and series either French-dubbed or

Arabic subtitled (Karam 2007:81).45 During 2003-04 in Morocco, most families I worked

with had digital satellite with over 400 channels from Europe, Africa and the Middle

East to provide entertainment. In Lebanon, families accessed a spliced cable network

with about eighty channels drawn from the Middle East and Europe. 

Egyptian film and dramatic serials dominated entertainment programming in the Arab

world since the 1920s (Shafik 2007:12). These programs tended to be nationalistic and

highlighted Egyptian themes and identity issues (Armbrust 1996:6-9). While other

national cinemas developed in connection and response to colonialism (Algerian,

Tunisian, Moroccan, Lebanese), their dissemination remained quite limited in

comparison with the wide distribution and productivity of Egyptian programming

(Dwyer 2004:8-11). With the proliferation of Arab satellite stations and live

entertainment programming in the late 1990s and early twenty-first century, the

participants and themes of entertainment programming diversified. For example, one

could readily watch Syrian, Lebanese, Saudi, Kuwaiti, Egyptian, Tunisian contestants on

Star Academy Lebanon singing in Egyptian Arabic, MSA, Lebanese Arabic, and Gulf

45. Morocco fieldnotes 3-5-04
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Arabic; participants on Saudi-owned MBC's اـبرــسينـم ـلمليح ــ ونـ man sîyrbah al-milyûn "Who

Wants to be a Millionaire" draw from every Arabic-speaking country though the

language is an accommodating mix of MSA, Lebanese (the program moderator is

Lebanese), and the dialect of the participant. Many scholars have discussed nationalist

agendas of mass disseminated Arabic programming (Abu-Lughod 2005, Armbrust 1996)

and the fact that these programs reflect the realities of state-sponsored nationalist

divisions despite the shared trans-Arab cultural forms (Kraidy 2008:54). 

B. A PAN-ARAB AUDIENCE LINGUASCAPE

Kathryn Woolard (1999:5) noted that studies of multilingualism by American

scholars often depicted it as outside the norm. In doing so, they missed meanings existing

within communities where simultaneity and multiplicity of languages are the norm.

“Speakers do not necessarily select between contrasting elements but, rather, can thrive

in their tense intersection” (1999:5). Sociolinguists working in the Arab world have

shaped the discussion as one of diglossia, a proposed bifurcation of prestige and low

varieties of Arabic along functional lines (Ferguson 1959). So much of subsequent

discussion was a debate about how speakers switched between Modern Standard Arabic

and an Arabic dialect and typologies of mixed varieties (Haeri 1995, Holes 1986,

Meiseles 1980, Mitchell 1986), the question of pluralingualism's constituent identity

practice in such a historical traversed region was overlooked. An example is Talmoudi's

work on style levels in North African Arabic in which he identified phonological,

morphological, and syntactic features that he ascribed to a North African koine, an
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elevated form of Maghribi dialect that incorporates key elements of MSA (1984). Two

types of borrowings were identified and connected to either colloquial or classical

(MSA) Arabic. However, he espoused the diglossia dichotomy and completely ignored

French and Swedish contributions to his data. This was due to his purpose in arguing for

the use of an educated North African koine in the Arabization policies of North African

countries developed in response to French colonial and post-colonial language policies,

moderism ideologies, and mass literacy efforts tied to political power and social

mobility. Parkinson (1994) argued that Egyptian speakers see Arabic as a rich linguistic

resource, not as two or more varieties chosen from randomly. Rather, when in a context

in which MSA is desired, they use MSA when able and accessible but fall back on other

parts of continuum when necessary to complete their ideas (1994:207). 

Walters sought to expand the analysis of style-shifting in contexts where there is

diglossia as well as multi-lingualism (1994). In Tunisia, where French plays as

significant a role as Classical Arabic, Tunisian Arabic, and educated Tunisian Arabic, he

viewed code-switching (or variety-shifting) as identity work, whereby speakers

determine the rights and obligations indexed by choice of code in any given context

(1994:180). In Morocco, speakers can switch between French and Moroccan Arabic,

Classical Arabic (CA) and Moroccan Arabic (Heath 1989), Berber and French, Berber

and Moroccan Arabic (Seckinger 1988), as well as Berber and Classical Arabic

(Kapchan 1996). Heath claims that Classical Arabic/Moroccan Arabic code-switching is

tied to particular genres, such as sportscasts, panel discussions, political interviews,
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discussions of academic, political, commercial or Islamic topics (1989:23-24), while

Moroccan Arabic/French code-switching occurs among those educated in French

schools, Moroccan/French migrants, or those working in French contexts, such as

schools, banks, trade, tourism, and commercial settings (1989:33). News is in Moroccan

accented MSA, while weather, and advertisements are in Moroccan Arabic (Seckinger

1988:77). Kapchan noted that Berber/Classical Arabic and Berber/Moroccan Arabic

code-switching are linguistic resources managed by women in marketplace talk to

access, parody, and appropriate the authority and meanings associated with these codes

(Kapchan 1996:103-133). The type of code-switching occurring in these contexts is as

much about style as genre, topic, or audience. If one assumes that there are language

ideologies at work, whereby speaker variety choice is informed by assumptions of social

values, rights, and obligations attached by communities to linguistic varieties, then the

context, interlocutor, and goals of the speaker contribute as much to language style

choice as access and attention paid to speech (Walters 1994:181). Walters recognized

that speakers’ identities emerge through the subversion, negotiation, parody, and

assertion of style choice (Walters 1994:181).

A key point in this discussion is that family members do not have to possess full

command of a language variety to utilize it in everyday interactions to perform an

multilingual Arab audience identity. As mentioned previously, certain features of

language varieties, such as lexical items and vowels indexing an particular Arab identity,

are easily detachable and redeployed as media scripts. In appropriating iconic bits of
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language varieties, family members performed their multilingual competence as a pan-

Arab audience imaginary, and they did so for particular ends that emerge in analysis of

situated interaction. A Palestinian-Lebanese family (whose father was Sunni Palestinian

and mother Shi'i Lebanese from the south) was watching a political talk show debating

the issue of who should be the next Lebanese President on Lebanese national LBC.

46Under the Lebanese confessional system, executive political power was distributed

according to a 1932 census which accorded Maronite Christians the largest population

percentage and piece of the political pie. There has not been a census since that time, so

power continues to be divided based on supposed religious demographics and a

constantly negotiated set of electoral concessions made by representatives of the various

confessional groups. By law, the president must be a Maronite Christian, the prime

minister a Sunni Muslim, and the speaker of the parliament Shi'i Muslim. 

The following family television talk occurred in reference to the political talk show

guest, Masbah Alahdab, a Sunni politician from Tripoli in northern Lebanon. Despite

their cosmopolitan personas and interactions with a variety of Lebanese in private

American education universities (American University of Beirut and Lebanese American

University), none of the participants in this exchange had spent more than an afternoon

in the city referenced, and their main interaction with inhabitants of the place was via

television--interviews with politicans and residents of Tripoli, as well as political satire

from وــــــمســــــب نــــــطات bas mât watan, a program on LBC that caricatures the Lebanese

46. Lebanon recording RS 4-10-05
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confessional quagmire (the program name itself is bivalent, a word-play that can either

mean "the smile of a nation" MSA or "but the nation died" LA depending on where the

emphasis is placed in pronunciation). Therefore, the family's ability to reproduce and

recognize a specific pronunciation indexing a northern Sunni identity most likely derived

from mediated sources. In this transcript, Yusuf was the eldest brother, aged twenty-

three, Amr his twenty-one-year old younger brother, and Nadia their seventeen-year-old

sister. The mother was also present. All the children had attended private English-

language universities in Beirut, and code-switched regularly between English and

Lebanese Arabic. Their mother had a master's degree in public health through a Lebanese

public university, in which the language of instruction was MSA. She was fluent in

English however, and her children also were fluent in MSA due to the father's insistence:

he spoke MSA with them regularly. 

The talk show program was in a mix of Lebanese Arabic (LA) and MSA, with some

French and English code-switching. The key appropriation of a language variety feature

encountered through television occurred in lines 86-88. The discussion centered on

determining the identity of the Lebanese politician based on physical identifiers,

including language variety features, which were not immediately clear from his talk

since the eldest brother, Yusuf asked if he was Sunni Muslim. Implicit in this question

was the idea that religious orientations of speakers could be recognizable, and the

response of his sister demonstrated that it was recognizable through language forms. The

speaker was using the Beiruti urban standard similiar to the LA of the program host. Amr
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offered a simple verbal confirmation of the guest's religio-political identity. However,

Nadia chose to respond by indexing the linguistic identity he should have been

associated with as a member of parliament from the northern Sunni Lebanese city of

Tripoli. Rather than using Beiruti standard pronunciation, with its more fronted and

raised vowels (see the transcription key) seen in Amr's response آي êy "yeah" (lines

83-85), she opted for the indexicals associated with Tripoli, in the lowered آه âh "yeah"

followed by the Trablusi voweled /Trʌblʊs/ to refer to the city instead of Beiruti

/Træblәs/ (lines 86-88). 

Yusuf 80مصباح االحدب سني؟ :
81maSbâH alâHdab sunnî
82?Is Masbah Alahdab Sunni

Amr 83آي :
84êy
85yeah

Nadia 86،آه من طرابلس :
87âh, min Trôblus
88yeah, from Tripoli (TRIPOLI DIALECT VOWEL SHIFT)

Yusuf 89أوف :
90ûf
91uuff
92)0.02(

Yusuf 93شكلو مسيحي :
94sheklû mesîHî
95he looks Christian

Amr 96اي مبال :
97eh, mbala
98yeah, you're right

Yusuf 99:HHH
100 Nadia النو حلو؟ :HHH
101li'nû Helû HHH
102?because he's good-looking
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103)0.10(
Mom 104انت شكلك مسيحي كمان :

105enta sheklek mesîHî kamân
106you look Christian too

Zayd 108مبال، كلنا اشكالنا مسيحيين :
109mbela, kelnâ âshkâlnâ mesîHîn
110of course, we all look Christian

Mom 111:ايش معنى يعني؟
112ash m'ana y'anî
113?what do you mean

Zayd 114هيك. النو االسالم شكلن غير :
115hayk. li'no alîslâm sheklun gher
116Just that. Muslims (Islam) look different

Nadia 117 منا نور :HHH
118manâ nawar
119)glossed: unfashionable/uncivilized (we're not gypsies 

Mom 120ايه سكتي بال فلسفة اهللا يخليك :
121êyh skutî belâ felsafe alla ykhalîk
122ok, shut up, stop being a smart aleck, please

Nadia 123ال، هيدا الحكي كان من زمان بس هلق خلص :
124la, heyde alHekî kân men zamân bas hal' khalaS
125No, this (kind of) talk used to be but now (it's) over

Zayd 126يعني :
127y'anî
128Perhaps

The slight shift in vowels performed the more stylized Sunni identity. Apparently the

guest's own language on the program did not make the connection immediately clear

because the visual markings of dress and decorum dominated the rest of the discussion:

ل ـشك ـ حوـ ـمسي ـ ـ يـ sheklû mesîHî "he looks Christian" (lines 93-95 and continuing to line 128).

The great irony of this talk was that the family was all Muslim though they talked about

resembling Christians in their demeanor and style. Clearly the axes on which an Arab

Sunni Muslim identity rested in this case included verbal and non-verbal features, and
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were recognized and performable by the members of this Beiruti family. However, this

key indexical of a Trablusi Sunni identity was the backed and lowered vowel, easily

appropriated and recalled as a media script in this collaborative interpretive setting

without having to reproduce Trablousi dialect in toto. 

1. MOROCCAN BIVALENCY AND MEDIA SCRIPT PARODY

Another example demonstrating the easy detachability of iconic bits of language

varieties in the form of media scripts includes multiple languages in addition to Arabic

varieties. A Moroccan family (seven family members ranging in age from six to forty-

five) was watching a national television program celebrating fifteen years of

broadcasting for 2M, a private media venture whose controlling interests are now in the

hands of the state.47 The program included reminiscences of previous entertainment

programming, a competition to recruit new broadcasting announcers, and live

performances by Egyptian pop stars and Moroccan celebrities. During a commercial

break advertising a Moroccan yogurt brand marketed by Dannon (Maxi Creme), which

utilized French, MSA and Moroccan Arabic within the thirty second montage, the eldest

sister (age twenty-five) expressed disgust with the family eating practices represented as

normal (a family sitting around the table eating only yogurt, lines 1-3) and her younger

brother began parodying the French brand name (lines 4-6). He did so by playing with a

bivalent homology between French and Arabic. 

The sister, named Meriem here, began with a Moroccan Arabic interjective

47. Morocco recording B1 3-24-04
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evaluative term, يــــلآو âwîlî (lines 1-3), which denotes a myriad of meanings based on the

context: surprise, frustration, disgust, fear, anxiety, and woe. It can also be parodied in

jest and often associated with women's speech (Sadiqi 1995:70). In this setting, it was

followed by a Muslim religious formula pronounced with MA phonology, ف غ ت ــــس ــــ ــــ اهللاــــ ر

staghfur âlla "may god forgive", to counter the effect of saying something negative about

others. Her evaluation ( ناــب ــي ةــ bâyna "clearly") was then interrupted by the movement of a

younger sister blocking her view of the television, whom she berated and then continued

with: اـهـوشالـع 'lâ shûha "what shamefulness!". Here she offered a critique of advertising

in process of corrupting her idea of Moroccan family eating norms: families should eat

real food together around a table, not processed commercial products.48 Her evaluation

was interrupted by her brother's stylized parody of the brand name, Maxi Creme, as Maxi

Karîm, a popular boy's name in Arabic (lines 4-6). Bakhtin titled this representational

process of constructing "an artistic image of another's language", "stylization", or

"double-voiced discourse" (Bakhtin 1981:359). Woolard called it bivalancy in bilingual

puns, in which one sign carries identity of form but incongruity of meaning between the

two languages (1999). Meriem's brother had already been exposed to this commercial

jingo, itself a multilingual montage word-play (the word-play is in French and the

product information in MSA and Moroccan Arabic). As a product of the Moroccan

education system (despite not having completed high school) and interactional French

circulated in his urban milieu, the brother was competent in MSA and French and could

48. She glossed this evaluation for me in the translation process.
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mix them easily. Within his household were family members who had not been to

school, and whose French was limited to the mediated exposure of television and

everyday Moroccan Arabic-French code-switching. In addition, several family members

had worked for years in the tourist industry and had interactional command of French

which they quite regularly interspersed with MA. All understood his bivalent pun,

though no one responded immediately. His preemptive stylization of Maxi Creme as

maksî karîm showed his familiarity with the advertisement as well as ability to switch

codes in a manner all could follow. Another sister, Zoubida, added her input in the

collaborative critique with a sarcastic comment that the visual product representation (a

bowl with thick creamy white yogurt being stirred with a wooden spoon followed by a

happy family enjoying the yogurt at home) would convince anyone to buy it. There were

no contradictions or counters to any of these stances. With each evaluation, whether of

the visual or linguistic content, the consensus demonstrated collaborative ratification of

the commercial critique and recognition of the meanings attached to language variety

features that could mean different things though sounding the same. 
 

Meriem 1 آويلي ستغفر اهللا  [باينة، بالك من قدام] (.) عال شوها  :
2âwîlî staghfur alla [bâyna balâk mn qdâm] (.) 'lâ shûha
3Oh God forgive, [clearly (.) get out of my way (TO SISTER)] what shamefulness

)MOCKING, PREEMPTIVE, SINGING ALONG(
Brother 4) :FR) ماكسي]  (MSA[49) كريم 

5)FR]  (mâksî (MSA) karîm[
6)       FR]  (Maxi (MSA)Karim[
7)0.02(

49. Creme becomes Karim, an Arabic boy's name. 
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TV JINGO 8:Maximum, Maxi Creme (FR)
9 Brother) :FR) ماكسي (MSA). كريم (ECHOING ADVERTISING ON TV(

10mâksî (MSA) karîm) FR(
11Maxi (MSA) Karim)FR(

TV 12) :MSAغني بالقشطة (
13ghanî bilqishta
14rich with cream

Zoubida 15) :MAاللي يشفو هكاك يقول هنا نطيح (
16illî yishufû hakâk yqûl hinâ nTîH)  MA(
17whoever sees it like that will say it's great) MA(

)0.02(
TV JINGO 18:Maximum, Maxi Creme (FR)

Brother 19) :FR) ماكسي (MSA كريم (
20mâksî (MSA) karîm)FR(
21Maxi (MSA) karim)FR(
22)0.02(
23)MA ديال (Dannon
24dyâl Dannon) MA(
25from Dannon) MA(

Another example of bivalency between MSA and FR occurred a few minutes later in

the interaction following the Dannon commercial, after the 2M celebratory program,

titled in French 15 ans 15 talents, returned. A female Moroccan children's song

performer was interviewed, with the program announcer asking questions in a mix of

MSA and MA and the performer responding in French. Afterward, a flashback montage

of 2M's programming for children was shown. In the midst of this montage, a clip of two

Moroccan girls dancing on a stage was shown. The fifteen year old daughter in the

family offered this evaluation of their performance:

F) :MA) (.) مشروك (MA بورشوا  (les (FR)) MA . ولي بحال هدوك د سناء (
'mashrûk (.) (FR) les (MA) bû rashwâ, wilî bHâl haduk dsanâ 

A pair (.) (FR) the wealthy (MA) my God, like those kids of Sana 
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She offered a sarcastic ش ــــــــم روكــــــــ mashrûk "what a pair" comment to the dancing girls'

actions, as well as to the image following which included wealthy and popular (working-

class) children in a program. Her sister, Sana, was working as an aid in a preschool

nursery in a popular neighborhood, so the term mashrûk referred to the initial pair of

upper-class girls and the mixed social strata in the image. Sandwiched between these two

comments she deployed a bivalent code-mixed play on words in French and Arabic to

mock the status performances. The French term for the upper class or aspiring middle

class was les bourgeois, which was negatively loaded for Moroccans due to strong

Marxist ideologies that resonated among students and in the popular quarters. She began

the word with the French article, but then switched to Moroccan Arabic واــــــــشورــــــــب bû

rashwâ, which literally translates as "father of corruption" but iconically sounds like

bourgeois. The ability to indexically represent both languages while offering a class

critique depended on a multilingual performance, one increasingly tied to everyday Arab

identity in Morocco and Lebanon. This bivalent code-mixing could occur at the

morphosyntactic, phonetic, and lexical levels, as well as gestural and other visual

stylistic levels.

2. LEBANESE LOCALIZATION OF DIFFERENCE: LINGUISTIC HIERARCHIES

Lebanon's linguascape has been tied to a number of analytical discourses. Political

analysis at times focused on language as a core issue within the Lebanese national

identity debate. This was sometimes framed as a cultural dichotomy between Lebanese

French/English users' orientation toward "western" affiliation and an Arabic orientation
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toward an "eastern" identification (Gordon 1985). Linguists interested in language

ideologies and practices debated the role of diglossia (separation of LA/French vs. MSA

along functional lines) in marking both class and dichotomous political orientation

distinctions (i.e. whether Lebanon is Arab or Phoenician) in Beirut (Al Batal 2002). 

In my own fieldwork, I noticed a third discourse that Beirutis themselves circulated.

This celebrated the multilingualism of the Lebanese as a cosmopolitan distinction from

others—whether Arab or Western. They perceived the ability to converse in multiple

Arab dialects, French, and English to give them a distinct advantage over other Arabs,

who were seen as retrograde bilinguals at best. This particular discourse was not simply a

class distinction—I documented it among many groups across the so-called political

orientation dichotomy. In practice, these discourses operated along a continuum of

choices, based on the interlocutors, overhearers, and contingencies of the moment, with

each language variety (whether dialect or foreign language) hierarchically evaluated in

relation to its associated ideologies. Examples of language ideologies associated with

specific varieties in Lebanon will be outlined in the paragraphs following, but it is

important to note that a speaker's linguistic identity performance was part of the

evaluative process, and contributed to the prestige or debasing of identities associated

with certain features (see the Nasrallah and Lahoud example below, page 179).

The linguascape included a Lebanese standard urban Arabic, other urban varieties

such as Beiruti or Trablusi Arabic, and regional confession distinctions. Key features of

difference, such as the usage of [q] by Druze or the backed and lowered vowels of
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Sunnis, not only signified identity distinctions but also became a resource for situating

oneself vis-à-vis interlocutors. Linguistic variation jokes abounded attesting to the

subtlety of difference, down to the detail of regional, party, sectarian, and class

affiliations (Riskedahl 2004:12). A popular joke figure in Beirut who characterized a

carefree, fumbling machismo linked with satire of Lebanese society failings was Abu

Abed.50 These famous tales were geographically positioned in West Beirut

neighborhoods (sometimes specified as Basta), with Abu Abed often identified as a

Beiruti Sunni Muslim. When related to me, speakers would embody the stock figure by

taking on a particular affective tone through the backed Sunni "Arab" vowels, as opposed

to the raised and fronted "Lebanese" vowels (see transcription key).51 Ashrafiyians,

inhabitants of a Maronite and Orthodox Christian neighborhood in East Beirut were

mocked for their haute mixing of French/Arabic, with their uvular /ʁ/ and fronted

vowels. Shi'a of Beirut were indexically marked as uneducated migrants through their

backed vowels and "southern" lexical differences: شــــــــــــــيا âsh (what) rather than urban

Lebanese وــــــش shû (what). One joke told me by a Maronite about Palestinians during the

Lebanese civil war demonstrated how shibboleths targeted them as outsiders. Militia at

neighborhood checkpoints would filter out unwanted individuals by asking people to

pronounce the Levantine Arabic word for tomato: ن ـــــب دورةـــــ bandûra. Palestinians would

give themselves away by adding an extra vowel, banadûra. A similar joke was told of a

Palestinian in a West Beirut French Evangelical school. The teacher presented the

50. http://happening-here.blogspot.com/2006/08/joke-from-lebanon.html, accessed 10-15-09
51. Lebanon fieldnotes 1-15-05
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Palestinian student with the French alphabet, in which the /a/ vowel was pronounced [e]

when the Palestinian repeated it. The teacher said, "No, /a/, you are saying the English

[e]." Then the teacher said, "You are a Palestinian, right?" And the student responded

with the Palestinian affirmative, "[a]" instead of the Lebanese affirmative which is [e].

These distinctions were highlighted in a joke circulating at the time of my fieldwork:

Hassan Nasrallah, leader of Hizbullah, and Emile Lahoud, Lebanese President, both had

a similar morning routine while gargling, رةــغرــغ gharghara (to gargle): Lahoud with his

French influenced Lebanese Arabic said gharghara with a uvular /ʁ/ instead of the trilled

Arabic [r], and Nasrallah said ghawghawa due to derhotacism (a speech impediment in

which the [r] becomes a [w]).52 The joke was told to mock the supposed speech

deficiencies indicative of effeminate language styles in both leaders. 

From the constant query identifying which ancestral village one was from, to the

national dramas depicting home-grown cuisine and dancing villagers—Lebanese identity

conceptions were drawn in metaphors of local differentiation that could be mapped onto

larger oppositions. Maronite Christians use of LA and French came to mean affiliations

with western foreign powers and a non-Arab orientation (Al Batal 2002, Gordon 1985,

Joseph 2005). Even names partook in the localization of difference family and first

names were indexical of sectarian affiliations. Another linguistic joke related during the

civil war told of a young man stopped at a Sunni checkpoint and asked his name.

"Philippe." The guard asked his companion, "What kind of name is that? Is it Maronite

52. Lebanon fieldnotes 7-29-05
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(Catholic Christian)?" The guy says, "No, it’s Protestant." So the guard said, "He’s

Christian, kill him," and the companion said, "No. The Protestants are killing the

Maronites in Ireland." Once while watching a news broadcast of a parliamentary session

with a Lebanese Druze family in Beirut, the eldest brother commented aloud that it was a

shame that Gebran Tueni, member of the Lebanese parliament and Orthodox Christian

owner of the well-known Lebanese An-nahar Arabic newspaper (written in MSA), used

so much dialect in his political speeches.53 Language was part and parcel of identity

evaluations in television talk. 

Each joke and mimicry of linguistic difference reaffirmed and reinscribed the identity

terrain in the fleshy memory of the tongue, easily retrievable when needed for more

critical shifts in appeasement. "With its particular political and social history, Lebanon

[is] a densely layered microcosm of contested diversity....People are engaging in

constructing something new because there is a chance to redefine their position in a

different way. This active fluidity of identity is not so much a theoretical abstraction in

Lebanon as it is a way of life." (Riskedahl 2004:2) The language ideologies mapping

identities to key features reproduced in linguistic jokes erased key distinctions in access

and style-shifting that were part-and-parcel of everyday life in Lebanon. While in

Lebanon several Lebanese friends and I decided to take a trip through the south. Two of

my companions were marked Palestinian by the state because their father was Sunni

Palestinian (he was born in Beirut) even though their mother was Lebanese Shia from the

53. Lebanon fieldnotes 5-18-04, 7-29-05
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south. We had to stop in Saida at the military headquarters to get permission to pass

through the south due to the territorial tensions between Lebanon and Israel. We

ultimately were not allowed through over concerns about my American liability, though

technically Palestinians are not allowed in southern Lebanon for security reasons as well.

The security officers we spoke with said that he assumed my friends were Lebanese

because they did not speak like Palestinians. He was willing to let them through because

their language variety indicated an identity tied to an affiliated stance (Lebanese urban

nationalism) with a rocky ambivalence toward Israel rather than difference (Palestinian

camp nationalism) with an avowed enmity toward Israel that caused Lebanon problems.54

C. CO-CONSTRUCTING A DIFFERENTIATED PAN-ARAB IMAGINARY

Lebanon's Star Academy and other entertainment programming that brought together

participants from all over the Arab World played an enormous role in reinscribing the

multilingual agility of a pan-Arab imaginary that embedded within it a performance of its

differentiated nature. Benedict Anderson (1983) proffered a perspective on the process of

forming these imagined communities, in which members are unknown by name or face

and yet consider themselves as part of the collective. One of the important mechanisms

in this process was the way print capitalism created a sense of simultaneity involving

homogenous empty time that could be populated by anyone and anything. Multiple

individuals ritually read the newspaper, juxtaposing unrelated events as occurring

simultaneously in temporal coincidence. Their placement together established

54. Lebanon fieldnotes 9-18-05
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meaningful connections between events, creating the image of inhabiting a shared

connection to time and space. Visual media also contributed to this shared time-space

continuum. When viewers all over the Arab world watched a Friday night Star Academy

"Prime" together, the ritual viewing and simultaneity forged a connectedness in the face

of social, linguistic, geographic and economic diversity and distance. 

Despite a half-century of state practices, legislation, and political wrangling, the pan-

Arab unity discourse is still salient as a touchstone concept, although as I suggest, one

that carries the marks of differentiated linguascapes and multilingual identity

performances rather than solidarity based on linguistic unity. This imaginary based in

shared recognition of a linguistic diversity was argued as the success of LBC's Star

Academy and Future TV's Super Star, where participants with many different Arabic

varieties accommodated to the dominance of LA as the program language and performed

musical acts in MSA, English, French, Egyptian, Gulf, Iraqi, and Lebanese Arabic

alongside seasoned and rising Arab musical stars. 

As Kraidy (2007) noted, political disturbances and nationalist sentiment, indexed as

much by linguistic stances taken through dialect features as by flags and nationalist

discourses, were part and parcel of these programs at the same time as they were erased

as significant. The nuance of politics was not lost on viewers. After the assassination of

former Prime Minister Rafiq Hariri in February 2005, Star Academy postposed the airing

of the next Friday night "Prime". When it returned, the program was blatantly Lebanese

nationalist, despite the fact that only two of the remaining contestants were Lebanese.
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The theme, "we are all Lebanese", was profered in support of "our" Lebanese brothers

gaining their freedom. That there may be other views on the matter were erased from this

"Prime". The Lebanese flag was prominently displayed, and the program began with a

video clip of Lebanese pop stars singing a tribute to Rafiq Hariri and Lebanon: ـخلصاـمال تــ

يا ك ح ــل ــ ــ ةــ lâ mâ khalSit alHekaye "the story hasn't ended". Lebanese folk music icon Wadi

Safi sang several songs about the hills of Lebanon and love of country with contestants.

Portrait performances included several Lebanese nationalist songs from Rahbani plays.

Viewers and contestants had to vote that week on whether to keep a Syrian, Lebanese, or

Kuwaiti performer on the program. The Kuwaiti was solidly voted in by viewers, and the

fellow Star Academy contestants had to vote between the Syrian and the Lebanese

nominees. Political tensions outside the program were high between Syria and Lebanon,

with many Lebanese calling for the withdrawal of Syrian troups and influence. In a

televised tense minute, each remaining contestant voted against the Syrian female

contestant with the exeception of one Saudi young man. In my discussions with people, I

was surprised that few mentioned the significance of this political act. Pan-Arab unity

with Lebanon was the surface performance, but state rivalry was clearly evidenced. 

Stylistic markers were important for exploring the interplay between erasure of

difference tieing all contestants together, and highlighting of local/regional singularity

that was part of the competitive edge. Attractiveness, charisma, ability, and

transformative progress through the course of the season were some of the factors

viewers and program judges relied on to determine nominee status. Nominees depended
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on a fan-base to survive to the next round. In the 2003 season, viewers voted by cell

phone and internet access. The more technological advanced and affluent countries

(especially in the Arab Gulf) were accused of unfairly impacting voting outcomes.

Voting procedures were altered in subsequent seasons. Contestants could not rely too

much on state affiliation, but rather a delicate dance between being similar enough for

mass appeal and yet unique. Fashion was one way to mark this, so that performers

appeared in western fashion and national costume to vary their alignment. Another way

was through particular linguistic features. Many participants accommodated to Lebanese

Arabic during the season, though they might also market particular dialect tokens as

performer trademarks. For example, one could often hear the Tunisian lexical item

repeated, اـــشارـــباـــشارـــب bârsha bârsha "a lot, alot", whenever Tunisian contestants were

present. The imaginary of Arab unity brought them together, but regional affiliation as

much as individual talent distinguished them from each other. When watching or

discussing Star Academy, one of the most common collaborative constructions I

observed was identifying a contestant's nationality, often with linguistic features as the

key determinant.

Distinguishing the national affiliation of Star Academy contestants foregrounded how

salient recognition of pan-Arab diversity was to performing a pan-Arab audience

imaginary. In the following transcript, notice how linguistic identity was referenced and

the collaborative role of multiple voices in establishing the contestant's place in the pan-

Arab social map. A mother (Aicha), two teenage daughters (Sanae, fifteen-year-old,
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Meriem, eleven-year-old), male cousin (Mounir, twenty-six), and female neighbor

(Khalti) had been channel surfing in the evening for the better part of an hour. The

mother and neighbor had almost no formal education, while the younger children were

attending high school, middle school, and university respectively. The remote was in the

hand of the fifteen-year-old daughter, who continually moved between satellite stations.

They were watching an Egyptian music video when this exchange occurred.

In the beginning of this segment, Meriems's familiarity with the words of an Egyptian

pop song elicited a surprised expression from the neighbor (lines 1-3), and mocking pride

from her mother, Aicha (lines 4-6). The cousin, Mounir quoted the repetitive phrase of

the chorus, which reminded Sanae of a Moroccan song and prompted an assertion to this

end (lines 8-10). The term ن ـــب الديـــبتـــ bint blâdî literally means "my country girl", but in

MA was glossed as a girl with modesty and virtue, a family girl. This phrase appears in a

number of Moroccan folklore and pop songs. Though the song was in Egyptian Arabic,

the refrain was interpreted by Sanae as taken from a Moroccan source (not completely

improbably as Egyptian pop stars sometimes do take Moroccan songs and Egyptianize

them). She began to say this, but rephrased her comment into a query for the performer's

name. Mounir responded to her statement, not to the question, with a simple negation of

the suggestion that the singer was Moroccan (lines 11-13). Her sister Meriem's move for

the floor (lines 14-16) in a half-proffered performer name was unratified by their cousin

Mounir as he collaboratively concurred with Sanae that term was Moroccan in origin

without elaborating further (lines 17-22). The key exchange here was not a performer's
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names or song titles, but rather the claiming of a media script as Moroccan. 

There was no contest to this, and thus after a few seconds Mounir directed the topic to

who were the remaining nominees on Star Academy season one (lines 24-26). Sanae, the

eldest daughter, was the one following Star Academy most closely, so she was the

primary information provider during this event. She first mentioned Bashar, with no

qualifiers (lines 28-30). Before she finished, her mother Aicha asked about a specific

contestant, though she needed help in naming her: خ ـم ترـ ـج أأ..ـيادـهشـ هك ت ي م ـس ـ ـ ـ اـ makharjatsh

hâdîk ââ smîthâ "She didn’t go off, that one, ahh... what's her name?" (lines 31-33).

Sanae knew who she was referencing (the only Moroccan contestant), even though there

were a number of female contestants to whom she could have directed her question.

Sanae overlaped with Aicha, turning the proffered question into a statement by a subtle

downward intonation coupled with the name of the one in question: خ ـــم ترـــ ـــج يـــفوـــصش،ـــ

makharjatsh, sôfî "she didn’t go off… Sophie" (lines 34-36). The overlap was timed so

that Sanae supplied the name just as Aicha asked for it. Aicha acknowledged receipt of

the information by repeating the name in lines 37-39, and Sanae further explained why

Sophie was still on the show (lines 40-45). Participants were nominated for evaluation

and voted on by the audience during the Prime aired the day previous. A panel of judge's

scored each participant weekly, and the three with the lowest marks were put to the

audience for elimination. Sophie's marks by the panel of judges were high enough that

she was taken out of the pool of that week's contestants nominated to leave the show.

Sanae code-switched between French and MA in her explanation, positioning herself not
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only as authority in matters of Star Academy but also as a cosmopolitan Moroccan

through her use of French numbers and verbal forms (cinquante et un véhicule trente

neuf, nomineè). 

Despite not following the program himself, Mounir was familiar with the contestants

and some of their identities because of conversations he had participated in previously or

heard circulating in the social milieu. He joined the conversation to ask if Sophie was

Moroccan (lines 46-48), but later supplied the national affiliation for Mohamed Atiya

(Egyptian) when Sanae was listing remaining contestants (lines 68-70). He seemed most

interested in the other North African participants (Algerian, Tunisian, Egyptian, lines

52-54, 68-70), but co-constructed national placements of participants. Notice how

important it was that nominees be classified by nationality rather than their name and/or

ability. In this interaction, some contestants were only identified as an Algerian, Tunisian

and Kuwaiti. The Egyptian, Saudi, and Moroccan were marked by their names and

citizenship. One participant was discussed without reference to citizenship, Bruno, a

Lebanese contestant. In this exchange, the ability to recognize the differences in the pan-

Arab imaginary were key to the pan-Arab audience performance.
                                                                                                                                               

Khalti 1ميرام راها حافضة :
2merîyâm râhâ HâfiDa
3Meriam, she's memorized (it)

Aicha 4 هاي هاي هاي :
5hay, hay, hay
6Hay hay hay

Mounir 7) :QUOTING SONG(
Sanae 8هاد .. شكون اللي كيغني بنت بالدي ؟ بنت بالدي مغاربة ماع.:

9?hâd bint blâdî mghâraba mâ ‘...shkûn illî kîghannî bint blâdî
10?This “bint bladi” is Moroccan... who sings “bint bladi
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Mounir 11[ال] :
12]lâ[
13]no[

Meriem 14[...آامان]  :
15.]..âmân’[
16...]Uh, Mor[

Mounir 17.المسطلح مغريبي , بنت بالدي :
18lmsTalaH maghrîbî, bint blâdî
19"The words are Moroccan "bint bladi

Sanae 20..إه :
21âh
22Yeah
23)0.2(

Mounir 24دبا شكون شكون بقى فاسطار أكاديمي ؟ :
25dabâ shkûn shkûn bqa fâ sTâr ’akadîmî
26?So, who, who remains in Star Academy
27)0.02(

Sanae 28 بشار :
29bshâr
30Bashar

Aicha 31[سميتها؟] ..مخرجتش هاديك أأ :
32?]makharjatsh hâdîk ââ [smîthâ
33She didn’t go off, that one, ahah... [what's her name?]

Sanae 34[مخرجتش،] صوفي   :
35        Sofî]makharjatsh[
36   Sophie]she didn’t go off[

Aicha 37 صوفي :
38Sofî
39Sophie

Sanae 40) :MA) لبارح كانت (FR (nominee 
41lbâraH kânat (FR) nomînay)MA(
42Yesterday she was (FR) nominated)MA (
43)MA)جابت بالجدول (1.0) و (FR (cinquante et un véhicule trente neuf
44 wa (0.01) jâbat bljadûwal (FR) 51.39)MA(
45and (0.01) she got (FR) 51.39)MA(

Mounir 46 مأأ... مغربية ؟ :
47?mââ... maghribîya
48?Ma.. Moroccan

Sanae 49) أه )  بلحاق غتخرج السيمانة الجاية0.01:
50âh (0.01) bilHâq ghatkharaj lsîmâna ljâya
51 yeah (0.01) in fact, she may go off next week 

Mounir 52) :MA) داك (FR (La al... la'lgerian)   MA ( اه داك التونسي ماخرجش ؟
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53?dâk (FR) la al lâljerîan (MA) âh dâk ttûnsî mâkharjash)MA(
54?That (FR) Al...Algerian (MA) ah that Tunisian he didn’t go off)MA(

Sanae 55) ال ) باقي هوا أو وحدة خرة ديك [التونسية] لوخرة  1.0:
56lâ (0.01) bâqî hûwâ ’aw wHda khura dîk [ttûnsîya] lûkhra 
57No (0.01) there’s still him or one other, that other [Tunisian] girl

Aicha 58) :SIDE CONVERSATION[عنداك حلوة] (
59]            a'ndâk Hlûwa[
60]            careful. it's sweet[

Sanae 61), أو بشار و الكويتي :0.03(
62âw bshâr walkûwaytî (0.03)
63or Bashar and the Kuwaiti (0.03) 
64)UNINTELLIGIBLE CROSSTALK BETWEEN THE WOMEN(

Sanae 65) بشار, كويتي ) وو, أو ديك محمد عطية ديك الكويتي[0.2:
66[bshâr, kûwaytî (0.02) ûw, ’aw dîk mHmad ‘aTîa dîk lkûwaytî  
67[Bashar, Kuwaiti (0.02) and that Mohamed Atiya that Kuwaiti

Mounir 68 مصري[ :
69[maSrî
70[Egyptian

Sanae 71مصري :
72maSrî
73Egyptian

Mounir 74.. هداك ضريف هداك :
75hadâk Drîf hadâk
76He's kind, that one

Sanae 77أه :
78âh
79Yeah

Mounir 80هداك خفيف زعما ماشي ضريف :
81hadâk khafîf z‘amâ mâshî Drîf
82He's light-hearted, I mean, not kind
83)MERIEM SINGING(

Sanae 84) وشكون أخور ) او خالوي،  ديك الصاعودي .0.02:
85 washkûn ’akhûr (0.02) âw khlâwî, dîk SSâ‘ûdî  
86 And who else (0.02) and Khalawi, that Saudi 
) ديك السيمانة .1.0) برونو خرج (0.03(87
88brûno khraj (0.01) dîk lsîmâna) 0.03 (
89Bruno went off (0.01) last week)0.03(

Locative deictics ( دــــهك،ــــيادــــهاد،ــــه كــــياداك، hâd hâdîk hâdâk dîk "this, that") were

important cues in establishing intervisuality. They were used throughout this segment to
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reference individuals whose presence was visually displayed ( نادـه ـب الديـبتـ hâd bint blâdî

"this bint bladi" in lines 8-10), to solicit more information about someone ( ـمخ ـجترـ كـيادـهشـ

هأأ.. ت ي م ـــس ـــ ـــ ـــ اـــ makharjatsh hâdîk ââ smîthâ "she didn't go off, that one, what's her name?"

lines 31-33), to distinguish between persons ( ش ـب توـكار,ـ ـي دـ ووأو حمكـيي ـم ـ يدـ ـعط ـ دـ اـيا، كك ـل توـ ـي يـ

bshâr, kûwaytî (0.02) ûw, ’aw dîk mHmad ‘aTîa dîk lkûwaytî "Bashar, Kuwaiti, and oh

that Mohammed Atiyah, that Kuwaiti" lines 65-67), or to anaphorically refer to one

mentioned previously ( داكـــهفـــيرـــضداكـــه " hadâk Drîf hadâk "that one is kind that one"

lines 74-76). It was also used to connect national identity to a particular participant

( ـشكو أـ اوـخون دـخور اـيالوي، ـلصك وديـعاـ washkûn ’akhûr âw khlâwî, dîk SSâ‘ûdî "and who else

and Khalawi, that Saudi" lines 84-86). Locatives entailed a shared visual or

conversational field, a collaborative engagement with current and/or previous viewings

and talk about television. Moroccan Arabic locatives encoded gender and distance cues

that aided indexical interpretation ( كـــيادـــه hâdîk "that feminine distal"; اداكـــه hâdâk "that

masculine distal") and drew attention to specificities through the general. 

A Star Acadamy participant's identity was not simply marked by his or her

performance and familiarity to the viewer, but by where he or she fit in the pan-Arab

imaginary, which was mapped through national affiliations and language varieties.

Family members engaged both imaginary television interactants and fellow family

audience members. As they shifted footing, there was a merging between the political

and fictive/staged. That could be seen in the the Syrian performer's elimination recounted

previously (page 183). An example of this boundary blurring between local political
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dynamics and pan-Arab entertainment performances can be seen in the following

exchange. A Lebanese family was watching Star Academy in the spring of 2005, a

season that had been interrupted repeatedly by a series of bombings in East Beirut

Christian suburbs of Beirut during the Friday night Prime showings. The family even

mentioned, during one viewing event, that the bombers took advantage of the Lebanese

Friday night Star Academy fascination to capture attention, as news flashes of the

bombings would break into Prime performances in order to assure maximal audience

share.55 

The viewing group in this setting was really two single-parent, female-headed

families, each with two teenage daughters, who lived in the same apartment building and

spent most of their time together. The Shi'i father of one family had died when the girls

were young (she was Sunni and had raised the girls rather non-confessionally as Sunni

despite their being classified as Shi'a by the state), and the mother of the other Sunni

family was estranged from the girls' father because he had taken a second wife and she

was not pleased. He visited occasionally, even participating in two recording sessions of

Star Academy when the families were watching together. The girls all referred to each

other as sisters, and the mothers relied on each other to transport, tend, and discipline

their daughters. During this particular viewing, a news flash in the midst of Star

Academy Prime announced a bombing in Broumana, a resort town up above Beirut in the

Maronite Christian area known as the Metn.56 The mothers and their daughters, as well as

55. Lebanon recording N3 4-15-05
56. Lebanon recording N1 4-1-05
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another neighbor's daughter, were present. They all had been watching contestant

performances, but several were engrossed in a story being retold by the eldest daughter

of the downstairs neighbor when her younger sister burst out reading aloud the headline

running on LBC's Star Academy that a bombing had occurred in Broumana. They

instantly flipped the channel to other Lebanese and Arab stations to see what further

information could be gleaned in good teleparticipation fashion (Garcia-Canclini 1995).

After responding to the bombing and discussing its political implications (see page 194

below), they turned back to the sister's story and Star Academy Prime, which had

continued after a breaking news interlude. 

A brief clip of the Bahraini male contestant performing a Lebanese pop song elicited

a clapping and sing-along performance by the eldest sister. She suggested they put the

Lebanese contestant Katia with him to improve his performance (she was their favorite).

They mocked the Tunisian contestant's attempt at LA through a hyper affective repetition

of her utterance that included a head toss and coordinated effeminate hand wave, French

influenced /ʁ/ istead of the Tunisian and Lebanese Arabic trilled /r/ (ketîʁî), and a

mocking of her French code-switching: se impossible (FR) يد ل ي ـخ ـ ـ يااهـهكـ ت ـك ـ يريـ ت ـك ـ رهـ (LA)

dekhîlîk hââh ketîrî ketîrî (FR) se impossible "(LA) please, haa, so much, (FR) this is

impossible". The montage moved to a Saudi participant singing a song in Gulf Arabic

and this was clearly not the favorite among the family members. One sister shouted

directly to the performer, ل ــح لوــ خ ــم ــ لوأ،ــ ــح وــ Helû makhlu' Helû "(Sing it) beautifully (you)

creature, beautifully". She they petitioned god not to let him win the contest. They
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debated which of the Gulf Arab contestants was best, and who among them would win

based on the number of phone call voters. One mother drew a parallel between the

Lebanese political opposition, known as عا م ـــــل ـــــ ةـــــضارـــــ almu'âraDa in Arabic and the

competition blocs voting against Gulf performers on Star Academy. Almu'âraDa was

also referred to as the March 14 coalition, due to the demonstration it organized on

March 14, 2005 after the Hariri assassination which sought for the withdrawal of Syrian

forces and influence from Lebanon. Her tracing of Lebanese political oppositions to a

pan-Arab entertainment program again linked the local to regional representations. 

A different performance by a Kuwaiti performer did not hold their interest so they

returned to discussing the Broumana bombing, asking why it was placed in a medical

center parking lot, and commenting on how the bombings had moved from Beirut to the

mountain. One of the younger sister's jokingly said she no longer wanted to build a

summer home in Broumana. Her older sister was following the Star Academy

performance and told her to listen. The mother jumped in and evaluating said the

performance was ugly. The younger sister chimed in and claimed he really thought his

voice was amazing. In a comment connecting the staged musical performance on Star

Academy to the planned bombing in Broumana during Prime, she spoke directly and

evaluatively to the performer on television but with the family overhearers in mind: وــــــش

ش ـب اـ رإص يع ن غ ـل ـ ـ (ـ ا0.02ة االـن) فجو ـن ـ يارـ ـب اـ ـكترإص رـ shû bish'a ra'iS alghanîye (0.02) înô alînfijâr

bîra'iS âktar "how ugly the dancing of this song (0.02) because the bombing makes more

dancing". The bombing in Broumana caused more things to shake than the Star Adademy
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contestant's interpretation of the song's musical performance. 

The Lebanese connecting of the political and entertainment performatives found

expression in the following parody of the Star Academy website circulated through

emails and mobile phones that April 2005. Instead of pan-Arab youth contestants, there

were opposition (March 14 or anti-Syrian) camp representative Michel Aoun in the far

left column (who needed to be "refreed" from his Parisian exile) and coalition (March 8

or pro-Syrian politicians) "Loli" Emile Lahoud, "Jiji" El Sayed as the nominees to get

voted "off the program" in the center column. The image in the bottom center showed the

President at that time, Emile Lahoud, being dragged on a rope by Syrian President

Bashar Al-Asad. In the upper far right column, where images of Star Academy

contestants would usually be, were pictures of other March 8 coalition politicians waiting

to be voted out of political power. The lower right column, titled "Goodies", displayed

an image from the March 14 Martyr's Square protest mocking President Emile Lahoud's

comment that he could not have been involved in the assassination of former Prime

Minister Rafik Hariri because he had been swimming at that time. Entertainment and

political media scripts were easily circulated, transferred and performed by Lebanese

families in their collaborative discussions of regional Arab dynamics. 
   
   Figure 5: Star Academy website parody 
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The Lebanese microcosm performance of pan-Arab identity, in which local politics

became Arab politics and language varieties served as indexes of place, could be seen in

other entertainment viewing contexts to show that Arab meant ability to move between

varieties in specific contexts to mark stance and positionality. This exchange occurred

earlier in the account related above of the two Lebanese families (Sunni and Shi'a

Muslim neighbors in an apartment building) watching Star Academy together when the

news flash announced the Broumana bombing. After the initial expressions of shock and

surprise, they discussed details of the bombing, which had occurred in a predominately

Christian village known as a key summer vacation spot for wealthy Gulf Arab families.

Mothers and daughters exchanged opinions after a younger daughter offered some

analytical commentary about the political aspirations of Walid bin Talal, a Saudi prince
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who had donated reconstruction funds to an industrial area in a Christian suburb of

Beirut bombed previously and related through his mother to an important Sunni

Lebanese political family. In the midst of discussing the Sunni response to these events

(interspersed with a few moments of Star Academy sing-a-long), this exchange occured.

The vowel variation marking sectarian dialectical distinctions was emphasized in lines

1-15), from a fronted raised [ε] (more urban Lebanese) to a backed middling [ɐ] (linked

to more "Arabness"). Nada and Sarah were sisters from a Sunni family living in Saida,

while Layla spent time back and forth between West Beirut and Saida. The daughters of

one family were marked by the society and state as Shia through their father, who had

died when they were quite young. However, their mother and all her extended family

were Sunni and they had grown up in a community identified as predominatly Sunni

(Saida Lebanon). The eldest (Layla in this account) was attending an elite private English

language university in West Beirut and expressed her own dislike of religious identity

marking for herself, preferring to identify with leftist social movements linked. In her

comments about Walid bin Talal, she used the term ن ــــس ا،ــــ sunna "Sunna" to refer to the

Sunni Muslim bloc. Her use of the more backed "Arab" vowel (sunna rather than sinne)

was partially a mark of her education and interaction with many different sectarian

groups in the university circulation of political discourse. At the same time, the daughter

of her neighbor (Nada in the transcript), Sunni by both lineage and the scope of her

social interaction, began teasing her that her pronunciation moved her into a more

sectarian Shi'i position (lines 4-6): ـبتحك ـ ـ ـشيعقــهليـليـ ـ ـبتشيعمـعا،ــسنىــعلاـ ـ ـ ـ ــعلينيـ ا؟ــ bitHekî lî hal'
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shî'a 'ala sunnâ 'am bitshî'a 'alaynâ "you are speaking Sunni on Shia, trying to be (or

act) like Shia on us." At that point Layla revised her pronunciation to the urban Beiruti

[ε] vowel (lines 7-9). The use of the more urban Lebanese vowel [ε] was a way of

marking cosmopolitan Lebanese identity here. Nada riffed on the homology between the

Beiruti pronunciation for Sunni (Sinne) and the Arabic word for teeth نـس sinn, joking that

no matter how much she tried to shift her linguistic positionality, the proper identity

performance would catch her before it made it out of her mouth: ـيعن ـ ـحتيـ ـبترـهاـمـوشىـ ـسنيـ كـ

y'anî Hata shû mâ harabtî sinnik "even if you try to run away [it stays in] your teeth"

(lines 10-15). 

Layla's sister tried to interject a comment about Walid bin Talal's desire to take

Hariri's place, repeating it twice, but her topic initiation was not picked up by any of the

family members present. In fact, she was told to quiet down by Nada's mother so she

could follow the performance on Star Academy. Nada chided her mother in an overly

exaggerated way for her concern over hearing a musical tune when there were people

dying in the bombings: اـبوـش ـلعاك، ـيتاـممـلاـ اـلاـعيـ و ـنتم ـبتسمعيـ ـ ـ ـ ـنبيـ ك؟ـيرـ shû bayk? al'alam maytî

'alam wa intî bitsam'aî nibrik "What is wrong with you, everyone, everyone is dying and

you are listening to your tune?" (lines 33-38).

Nada 1) بعدين نهن مش  :EMP) سنا (ARAB VOWELS(
2b'adayn naHna mish (EMP) sunnâ (ARAB VOWELS)
3First, we are not (EMP) Sunna (ARAB VOWELS)      
 بتحكي لي هلق شيعا على سنا، عم بتشيعي علينا؟4
5?bitHekî lî hal' shî'a 'ala sunnâ 'am bitshî'a 'alaynâ
6you are speaking Sunni on Shia, trying to be (or act) like Shia on us

Layla 7) سني :BEIRUTI ARABIC(
8)BEIRUTI ARABIC (sinnê
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9)BEIRUTI ARABIC (Sinne
Nada 10) سني حبيبتي، سنك :WORD PLAY(

11sinnê Habibtî, (WORD PLAY) sinnik
12Sinne honey, your teeth (WORD PLAY)
 يعني حتى شو ما هربتي سنك.13
14y'anî Hata shû mâ harabtî sinnik
15even if you try to run away [it stays in] your teeth

Sarah 16:HHH
Nada 17) :TURNS TO LAYLA'S MOM(

من سٍنك (18  FINGER ON FRONT TOOTH, SNAPPED.مش سُنك (
19min sinnik (FINGER ON FRONT TOOTH, SNAPPED) mish sunnik 
20from Sinnik (FINGER ON FRONT TOOTH, SNAPPED) not Sunnik

Layla 21:XXX
Layla's Sister 22يطلع بدالوا  :

23yiTl'a badâlû
24he (REFERRING TO BIN TALAL) is taking his place (HARIRI) 

Layla 25:XXX
Layla's Sister 26يطلع بدالوا  :

27yiTl'a badâlû
28he is taking his place 

Nada's Mom 29..روء شوي لنسمع النبري  :
30ru' shway linisma' alnibrî
31quiet down a little so we can hear the tune
32)COMMENTING ON THE MOTHER'S INTEREST IN SA(

Nada 33،شو باك، العالم  :
34shû bayk? al'alam
35What is wrong with you, everyone
 مايتي عالم  و انتي بتسمعي نبريك؟36
37?maytî 'alam wa intî bitsam'aî nibrik
38?everyone is dying and you are listening to your tune

There was a great deal occuring in this interaction: identity negotiations,

entertainment diversions, political debates, moves for ratification of positions,

intergenerational positioning, and a process of essentializing nationalist and sectarian

language features. All these were interwoven in less than thirty seconds, and offered a

small glimpse into the importance of Arab language ideologies, identity construction and

television talk. Navigating the identity terrain in Lebanon and Morocco was public
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pastime, and language played a key role in marking the nooks and crannies, lines and

boundaries of "otherness" as well as self. Whether it was the myriad of confessional

linguistic jokes, the naming game (situating people's confessional/regional identity based

on their first or last name), or the embodied caricatures of religo-political stereotypes,

language mattered. These processes of highlighting, critiquing, and reinscribing subtle

national, regional, class, and sectarian distinctions based on language variation were tied

to the Arab mediascape as resource for collective performances of pluralingual Arabness.

The following section examines how Moroccan family members used Saidi Egyptian

Arabic triggered by the viewing of an Egyptian serial to tease each other. In doing so,

they recognized implicitly that what was pan-Arab about watching Egyptian serials on

satellite television could also be particularized in terms of language ideologies and the

viewing context.

D. TALK LIKE AN EGYPTIAN: APPROPRIATING LINGUISTIC IDENTITIES

An important role of media scripts is offering access to linguistic repertoires that

serve as resources to constitute and contest audience subjectivies. The spread of mass

media in the Arab world provided a ready carrier for exposure to a wealth of Arab dialect

variation. It was certainly not the only means of circulating interaction to bring speakers

of various Arabics together. As modernity and global capital made people more mobile,

mass media also transported more of the world to the less mobile. Female household

members in an Anti-Atlas village without electricity, left behind by husbands and fathers

off laboring in France, still followed what was happening in the world through battery
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powered radios and televisions (Hoffman 2002). 

Egypt, until recently, was known as the regional media production capital. The

largest volume of Arab film, popular music, and dramatic serials from early in the

twentieth century through the 90s were made in Egypt (Shafik 2007:9), with Egyptian

and non-Egyptian performers creating their images and characters in Cairene Egyptian

Arabic. Egypt's demographic weight (it is the most populous Arabic speaking country) as

consumers of media also contributed to the predilection for and proliferation of Egyptian

media forms (Abu-Lughod 2005:7). In other Arab countries, national television stations

found it convenient to purchase these programs cheaply and filled many programming

slots with Egyptian productions. Moroccan television stations tended to schedule

dramatic serials right after the lunch news broadcast and/or just prior to the evening news

broadcast. Since the television was left on as background in most Moroccan homes,

families would be eating or finishing up a meal when an Egyptian serial would begin.

Egyptian films were shown in the late afternoon or after the newscast in the evening.

Egypt now has several 24-hour drama and film satellite stations, which some Moroccans

tune into regularly. Since any station could purchase the rights for a dramatic serial, it

was not uncommon to have multiple national stations running the same Egyptian serial at

different times, or beginning a month after a previous showing. In this way, families with

satellite receivers could follow the programming regardless of their schedule. 

The wide-spread presence and extended influence of Egyptian print media among

educated elites in Morocco dates to the late nineteenth century (Abun-Nasir 1963; Burke
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1972). Among this print was a nationalist literature in Egyptian Arabic (Armbrust

1996:46). Radio and film followed print quickly and with more evident displays of the

vernacular, with Oum Kalthoum, Abdel-Wahab, and Asmahan as local favorites. Fatima

Mernissi noted, in her autobiographical novel Dreams of Trespass (1994), the

imaginative weight of Egyptian media forms among her extended household during

World War II in Morocco. Through the presence of Radio Cairo, Egyptian reformer

Qasim Amin's The Liberation of Women, the Egyptian film Dananir starring Oum

Kalthoum, as well as circulated stories of Egyptian and Lebanese celebrities, women and

young men created imagined worlds of women's rights, love matches, fashionable

European dress, and late nights of music and dance. 

These films and serials expanded the exposure of Egyptian Arabic varieties, most

prominantly Cairene Arabic, to non-Egyptian audiences. While MSA was already a

translocal variety because of its designation as national standard across the Arabic

speaking world (Armbrust 1996:7), the sustained distribution of Egyptian programs has

qualified Cairene Arabic as a signficant translocal contender. Passive command of

Egyptian among Moroccans was the norm, with most people offering commonly

circulated phrases, song lyrics, or jokes as evidence of their Egyptian language abilities.57

I noted a number of language ideology intersections while watching Egyptian films

and dramatic serials with Moroccan family members of varying educational levels.

Egyptian Arabic is signficantly different phonologically, syntactically, lexically, and at

57. Morocco fieldnotes 10-25-03, 2-8-04
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times even pragmatically, from Moroccan Arabic. However, when compared on a

spectrum of linguistic and programmatic choices, Moroccan families preferred Egyptian

programming over European equivalents because more family members could

understand an Arabic variety and storyline. As programs were rarely watched alone,

Moroccans most often comprehended plots and storylines through collaborative

comments and rephrasings (see the transcript below). As in the following examples, a

television genre could prompt or trigger the comedic association of Egyptian Arabic with

parody of a family member or friend. Egyptian Arabic was not the only language used to

tease, but Moroccans often connected this variety with humor and marked their

cosmopolitanism through code-switching. As stated above, code-switching connected

language use to identity work, whereby speakers determined the rights and obligations

indexed by choice of code in any given context and employ subversion, negotiation, and

parody of language varieties to evaluate and mark identity shifts (Walters 1994:181).

Kapchan noted that multilingual code-switching (between Berber, Classical Arabic,

Moroccan Arabic and French) were linguistic resources managed by Moroccan women

in marketplace talk to access, parody, and appropriate the authority and meanings

associated with these codes (Kapchan 1996:103-133). 

The following examples of Egyptian identity performances through media script

appropriations were recorded on a Friday evening as a family gathered in the salon. The

family members present in this viewing were the mother (Zahra), the eldest son (twenty

five-year-old Toufiq), and four daughters (twenty four year old Kaltoum, twenty two-
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year-old Aicha, fifteen-year-old Zoubida, and six-year-old Yaqout). Some of the family

members were watching an Egyptian serial drama, while others were carrying on a

conversation about the religious program watched previously in the same room. At one

point, the mother asked them to be quiet so she could follow the serial. The siblings used

the Egyptian story-line based on the drama unfolding to parody and perform the

Egyptian Saidi dialect and the ideology of brute violence associated with it (lines 66-71,

106-108); to mark disapproval of the serial content (lines 71-75); to tease each other's

fashion sense and stylistic verbal expressions (lines 34-36, 44-46); and to recount an

event from earlier in the day in which the Saidi variety was linked to black humor (lines

81-84). These multiple means of appropriating the Egyptian Saidi dialect were not

simple, they involved a language ideology linking Saidi with lack of education,

intimidation through threatening talk, and, at the same time, humor. In the following

segment, the family was watching a man in the serial enter a home of a female relative

and call out to her in a diminutive form of his name to announce his entrance. Toufiq

riffed off this pragmatic moment and began to harass his younger sister, both posing as

authority on Saidi culture/dialect, and spokesperson for his mother. The key for this

entire conversation was playful, with Kaltoum feigning hurt and reframing the exchange

as repartee.

Toufiq began the interaction by echoing the greeting on the Egyptian serial, which

was a Quranic greeting used in upper Egypt to warn the women of a house that a man

was to enter (lines 25-27). He included the Saidi diminutive name of the Egyptian
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character: ومـهرـب barhûm (lines 28-30). He then continued to explain the interaction for his

family members, foreshadowing the process of identity appropriation through his

"darijaization" (making Moroccan) of an Egyptian verb. He enveloped the Egyptian verb

in Moroccan tense and number features: ك denoting Moroccan present tense and the final

و marking third person plural, with عـــلد the Saidi Egyptian verb "to spoil": مز ـــع عدـــكاـــ ـــل وـــ

za‘mâ kiddal‘aû "you know, they're spoiling him). This was immediately followed by a

juxtaposition of the Moroccan form of the Egyptian name in the serial ـهيراـب اـموـهرـبم،ـ (MA)

brâhîm (EGYS) barhûm "Brahim, Barhum", though the Moroccan name was not

diminutive as was the Saidi example. Toufiq's youngest sister repeated this rhythmic

juxtaposition (lines 31-33) just as Toufiq paralleled the pattern using another sister's

name that when fit into the Saidi diminutive pattern meant regret in MA: ةـــمدوـــنة،ـــيادـــن

nâdîya nadûma "Nadia, regret" (lines 34-36). This cross-variety pun between the verb to

regret and the diminutive of his sister's name hinged on several elements: the ability to

link diminutive naming patterns from Saidi to Moroccan Arabic, as well as the collective

recognition and ratification of this linguistic mixing by other family members (lines

40-43). 

Catching on his own joke, he posed as his mother in directly quoting: اــمدــن لت ــل وــ كــتدــلي

ndimt illî wildtik "I regret giving birth to you" (lines 37-39). Nadia herself gave

legitimacy to the appropriative process while contesting his usage when she said: زافـــــــب

ي ل ـع ـ تدـنـامـامك،ـ ـم ي؟ـ bzâf ‘alayk mâmâ ndimtî "That's enough from you! Mom, do you regret

me?" (lines 41-43). Nadia directed one phrase to Toufiq, the other toward their mother,
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while Toufiq echoed his earlier name patterning in a rhythmic chant: ةــمدوــن HHH ةــمدوــن

ةـــــيادـــــن (MA) nâdîya HHH (EGYS) nadûma (MA) nadûma "(MA) Nadia HHH (EGYS)

regret (MA) regret" (lines 44-46, 53-55). He was so overcome by the comedic force of

his own teasing he laughed in the midst of his act. Nadia turned the pun against Toufiq

by asserting he would feel regret, and then challenged his ability to speak for their

mother (lines 47-52, 56-58). The Saidi riff continued until Toufiq felt compelled to parry

Nadia's comment and the exchanges devolved into a quarrel over sibling supremacy. 

Toufiq 25) :EGYS (دستور).3.0(
26dastûr (3.0))  EGYS(
27Hello  (3.0) 
) برهوما، EGYS زعما كدّلعو. براهيم، (HH (MA-EGY) برهوم 28
29barhûm HH (MA-EGY) za‘mâ kiddal‘aû brâhîm (EGY S) barhûm
30Barhum HH  you know, they're spoiling (him). Brahim, Barhum 

Yaqout 31) براهيم   :EGY S[برهوم] (
32]brâhîm (EGYS) [barhûm
33]Brahim, (EGYS) [Barhum

Toufiq 34) ["نادية"]         :EGY S "ندومة" (
35         nadûma) EGYS](nâdîya[
36Nadia], (EGYS) regret[
37HHH)MAندمت اللي ولدتك (
38HHH  (MA) ndimt illî wildtik
39"HHH (MA) "I regret giving birth to you

Yaqout 40:HHH
Nadia 41 [ ماما ندمتي؟] ،بزاف عليك :

42?]bzâf ‘alayk [mâmâ ndimtî
43?]That's enough! [Mom, do you regret me

Toufiq 44)]   :MA) [(.) نادية (EGYS ندومة (HHH[[ندومة]] 
45              nadûma HHH (MA) [[nadûma]]) EGYS(.)] (nâdîya)[MA(
46   regret HHH (MA) [[regret])EGYS] (.) (Nadia)[MA(

Nadia 47[[...تااا تندم للّي]]  : 
48]] tâ tndum llî [[...
49]]   I regret that [[...
ولدتني ما نتا متقطعتي فية ما توجعتي50
51wadatnî mâ ntâ matqT‘atî fîya ma twaj‘atî
52She bore me while you didn't feel any pain
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Toufiq 53[ندومة] :
54)]EGY S (nadûma[
55)]EGY S (regret[

Nadia 56 .[غير جيتي] وبقيتي شبعتيني نگير :
57ghayr jîtî wabqaytî shib‘atînî ngîr
58you just came and kept filling me with complaints

Yaqout 59. برهوم يا برهوم...آآي بر براهيم   :
60barhûm yâ barhûm âây br... brâhîm
61Barhum O Barhum, Ah Br... Brahim

In this exchange, Toufiq appropriated Saidi Egyptian triggered by the television serial

context to mock his sister, but the way in which he did so revealed an underlying

mechanism for linking language varieties and the associations they carry. Notice how

Nadia accomplished this in the following segment from the same recorded evening.

Since the mother had silenced their cross-talk, all were watching the serial. The drama of

the moment had also drawn attention, as a grandfather and grandson quarreled over a

question of family honor and the grandson was threatening violence with a long stick

ةــطوــلزــلا azzalûTa (EGYS). In clear parody of the melodramatic moment, Toufiq took an

evaluative position toward the scene by commenting on the grandfather (lines 66-68) and

quoting the grandfather's side of the verbal duel, translating it in the process (lines

66-71): ـليهيـلّـلا ـ ـليهاـ ـ اـ (MA) إـش ـبنوف إـ ـسمي وـيعـ ـمعديـلا ـفيهدشـ ـ اـ (EGYS) shûf ibnî isma‘ yâ wildî

ma‘dsh fîha illî lîhâ lîha "(EGYS) Look son, listen my boy, it's outta my hands (MA)

what's done is done." His rephrasing of the Egyptian into a Moroccan context triggered

an event in Nadia's mind from earlier in the day, in which a co-worker continuously

quoted a stereotypical Saidi phrase insinuating violence for comedic effect. When Toufiq

mocked her yawn, she turned the Saidi quoted by her co-worker against him: ع ــت نرــ ي ــض ــ يــ
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أ خراح ـــط كـــ (EGYS) ta‘araDînî râH ’aTakhik "If you are against me I'll shoot you" (lines

102-108). During the course of these appropriations, the mother took an evaluative

stance by asking what the grandfather's problem was (lines 73-76). Toufiq sarcastically

responded to the Saidi script of the serial (lines 77-79), and performed a general

Egyptian greeting before Nadia quoted her co-workers Saidi performance (lines 85-75).

Toufiq 66) :TONGUE CLICK مسخوط جدو (
67maskhûT jiddû (TONGUE CLICK)      
68)TONGUE CLICK (Clever, his grandpa 
69)2.0) (EGYS) شوف إبني,  إسمع يا ولدي معدش فيها  (MA الّلي ليها ليها (
70shûf ibnî, isma‘ yâ wildî, ma‘dsh fîha (MA) illî lîhâ lîha)EGY) (2.0(
71Look son, listen my boy, it's outta my hands (MA) what's done is done)EGYS(
72)5.0(

Aicha 73مالو؟ :
74?mâlû
75?What's his problem
76)5.0(

Toufiq 77 :HHH (SAR) الشعر  هادا HHH
78HHH shshi‘ir hâdâ HHH)SAR(
79HHH Poet, this one HHH)SAR(
80)3.0(

Nadia 81) هاد نهار هاد العشية كلها و سلوة كتهدر ب (.)الصعيدي :3.0 (HHH 
82hâd nahâr hâd l‘ashîya kulhâ wa salwa kathadar bi (.) Sa‘îdî (3.0) HHH
83this afternoon, all of it Salwa talked in Saidi (3.0) HHH  
84)3.0(

Toufiq 85) فيه إيه؟ :EGY(
86?fîh eyh) EGY(
87?about what)EGY(
88)3.0(

Nadia 89:HHH (MA)) قالتلي EGYS "حتكوليلي الع، حطخك" (
90Hatgûlilî lâ' HaTkhak HH)  EGYS (qâlatlî)MA(
91"she would say to me (EGYS)"if you say no to me I will kill you)MA (HHH
92)MAمسخوطة، مسخوطة (
93 maskhûTa, maskhûTa)MA(
94 clever girl, clever girl)MA(

ALL 95:HHH
Kaltoum 96 ال... فوكاش ما.. ملي تتجي عندي حرجت من بعد بالدموع :

97lâ... foqâsh ma... mlî tatjî ‘andî kharajt min ba‘d biddmû‘a
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98When, whenever she comes to me, I left afterward in tears XXX 
99XXX كتشيرني مالكي XXX

100XXX katshîrnî  mâlkî XXX
101?"she kills me with "what's your problem

Kaltoum  102) :YAWNS(
103)2.0(

Toufiq 104) :MOCKS HER YAWN(
105)3.0(
106 Kaltoum) :EGYSتعرضيني راح أطخك (
107ta‘araDînî râH ’aTakhik)EGYS(
108"  If you are against me I'll shoot you)"EGYS(

Abu-Lughod (2005) and others have noted the indexical link Egyptian media

continues to draw between Saidi Egyptians and uneducated thug violence. Moroccans,

many of whose connection to Egyptians, especially rural Saidi upper Egyptians, was

primarily mediated through television, made this link through their appropriations of

Saidi phonology, lexicon, and syntax. 

Family television talk about and during pan-Arab entertainment programs is a useful

avenue for exploring the means of constructing a pan-Arab audience imaginary. Through

recognition of the language diversity present across the Arab world and appropriations of

media scripts in the form of iconic language variety features, family members

collaboratively perform a multilingual pan-Arab imaginary that admits of

differentiation rather than fusion. Pan-Arab entertainment programs rely on the shared

elements of this imaginary to garner an audience, but also on the fractured nature of a

pan-Arab imaginary, the shifting alignments inherent in collaborative identity

performances, and the means of evaluating them hierarchically. Audiences do the same.
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In this article, I've pointed to some mechanisms and means by which particular cultural

forms, in the form of iconic language variety features, are collaboratively evaluated and

performed by Moroccan and Lebanese family members. The means they used drew from

existing discursive mechanisms but also appropriation of mediated forms. Through their

highlighting of Moroccan phrases in an Egyptian pop song to Star Academy contestants'

national identities to recursively extending Lebanese political oppositions to Star

Academy voting practices, they implicitly recognized the diversity inherent in the pan-

Arab imaginary. The parody and appropriation of Saidi Egyptian Arabic allowed

Moroccan family members to connect a pan-Arab entertainment event to their own

contexts. Family members participated in the circulation of these linguistic cultural forms

and their attendant ideologies by utilizing existing and novel improvised forms of

language varieties. Through their viewing and evaluative performances, they furthered

the idea of a pluralingual pan-Arab imaginary (with multiple language ideologies whose

evaluation varied based on the context) and revealed their performative positioning at the

same time. 
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IV:
INTERGENERATIONAL AUTHORITY AND DISTRIBUTED LITERACIES

Since Moroccans watch news with their family, they receive it in a
different way than if they were to watch it or read it alone. With the family,
there is فــطواــع awaTif "emotional" responses to the news, rather than ق ــع لــ
aql "rational" responses, because when you are with the family, one child
may be crying, your wife laughing, and the interaction is at the emotional
level. When you hear on the news that a Palestinian has been killed, you
respond emotionally, rather than by reasoning through the circumstances,
or viewing it in light of the factors surrounding the incident.

Morocco Fieldnotes, Abdelhak interview 10-29-03

Ismail just bought a digital satellite receiver for the family, so when I came
in they were watching Melody Hits (Arab music video station). After he
left for work, Mohammed came in and changed the channel to an old
Egyptian movie. When lunch arrived he changed it to Al-Jazeera sports,
which we watched through most of lunch (even after he left). Then
Lubna’s mother requested we change the channel to a news station—Al-
Arabiya (she didn’t change it herself). Lubna teased her mother that the
only thing she watches is news channels now that they have digital satellite
television—Al-Jazeera and Al-Arabiya. Interestingly, her mother has never
been to school and formally does not understand Modern Standard Arabic
(MSA) very well. However, she knew more about displayed events than
her daughter or I, though both of us could follow the MSA narrative. I
observed the daughter glossing the commentary for her mother a couple of
times, giving the details in an abbreviated way, sometimes adding
information that she felt important for the meaning but not included in the
news narrative. The main gist of the news broadcast her mother could
understand from the pictures and key terms. She explained that oft
repeated phrases and images are “types” of recurring events, scripts that
become part of her comprehension. The verbal content was about
upcoming elections in Iraq and whether or not the violence would hinder
them, but the visual content was of American soldiers, roadside and market
bombings. Her mother’s main reaction to what she saw was ي ك س ــم ــ ــ نــ maskin
"how sad" or a shake of her head.

Morocco Field notes 1-17-04

The first quote offered a particular Moroccan's view on familial interpretive practices.

It reiterated an idea circulated among scholars as well that Arab responses to news
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content were not rational discourses leading to public action but emotional narratives

evoked in collective viewing contexts (Lynch 2006:34-36, 190-192). The vignette

following, of a multiple-income, multi-lingual, multiple-literacy, single-parent family's

situated viewing habits was also telling in many ways. It allowed a glimpse into the

complex set of relations, responsibilities, and practices linked to media in Morocco. If

based in analytical tropes of Arab patriarchal family decision-making practices, one

might argue that the males dominated programming choices. In terms of meaning-

making, one might posit interpretive authority with elders, the mother in this case, who

followed and commented most on the news programming during the afternoon. Yet

another may claim that the formal education and translational position of the daughter

afforded her a precedence and degree of authority as "literacy mediator" for family

household needs (Wagner, Messick and Spratt 1986). A detailed interactional analysis

might argue that these practices were more socially distributed, context contingent, and

multi-functional in creating and maintaining authority than the fieldnotes alone suggest. It

is the latter that I propose in this chapter. The supposed authority conflict between youth

who are better educated than their parents and patriarchy (envisioned as male and elderly

control of decision-making and interpretive power) did not appear in the my ethnographic

data as starkly as was pronounced in previous literature. Rather, there was a negotiated,

emergent, intergenerational construction of interpretive authority connected to alternate

Moroccan literacy formulations and intervisuality processes, both of which will be

explained in this paper. Formally defined literacy (the ability to read and write in Modern
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Standard Arabic, French and English) was one resource among many that Moroccan

families used to collaboratively interpret news events, take positions in relation to those

events, and deploy those stances in relation to internal family dynamics.  

As argued throughout this dissertation, television viewing is largely a family affair.

While there were certainly programs, locations (see Graiouid 2007:543 on cafés and

Lynch 2006:35 on Yemeni qat chews and Kuwaiti men's salons), and times of the day

when individuals or peers could and did watch together, families formed a key

component to collaborative watching, interpreting and evaluating of television. As noted

in the example above, and by Susan and Douglas Davis’ (1995), comprehension was

interactive, involving many family members. The Davis' work was conducted in a

Moroccan village during the eighties, but the description resonates with the above

account.  

Television is the most social of the media: the family usually gathered to
watch in the largest room of the house. In the past, especially in the largely
French program period, few people paid close attention, and conversations
went on around the set, with an occasional pause for an adolescent who
understood the plot to explain it to the elders. Most Zawiya adults
understand little French, since in the colonial period few rural Moroccans
attended even elementary school. Adult family members often described
interesting alternative plots they had elaborated while watching; sometimes
there were active family debates about which character would do what, and
why, based on these different understandings. As comprehension has
increased, television watching has become less interactive. Teens
especially will pay close attention to a program, while the older generation
converses around it, with pauses to watch. The exception is when programs
are in the Moroccan dialect of Arabic and thus understood by everyone.
Then all watch raptly. There was usually at least half an hour of such
locally produced programming weekly by the early 1990s. (Davis and
Davis 1995:584)
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Through their command of French and Modern Standard Arabic, children became

content interpreters for illiterate or less-literate adults, who ignored programming at times

because they couldn't understand or created alternate meanings based on visual cues and

their own cultural frames. The Davis’s argued that television and other media have

introduced new cultural forms and social imaginaries for youth (see also Appadurai

1996). They claimed these “possible lives” and practices coming from American and

French programming led to greater individuation, changes in gender roles, and challenges

to parental authority (Davis and Davis 1995:590-591, see also Abu-Lughod 2005:118).

Kapchan noted the shift in generational authority was linked to control of linguistic

capital:

Whereas a great deal of symbolic capital used to reside in the honor due to
the male elders of society, and to parents generally, changing literacy
demands have made non-literate elders dependent upon their children's
reading and writing skills in order to participate in a society which relies
more and more on the comprehension of the written word... The younger
generation speaks for or represents the authority of the elders--in courts of
law, in civil offices, and in the "modern" marketplace of credit
transactions. This "speaking for" shifts authority from the oral voice of the
elder to the literate hand of the junior, whose networks may be based more
on literacy and professional friendships than on kinship. Literacy is a
commodity in Morocco that the younger generations possess and may
exploit to their benefit (1995:215).

Kapchan notes that literacy is a site of contested authority in process of challenging

patriarchal authority. This parallels a similar oft-repeated claim that exposure to literacy

changes the thought patterns, perceptions, behaviors and lifeways of individuals and

eventually societies (Goody 1986; Eickelman 1992). Another author working both in

rural and urban Moroccan contexts during the 1980s, studying the household as a locus
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for new education and literacy activities, stated the following: 

In modern Morocco, where literacy counts in dealing with the structures
of power in the wider society, children have partially reversed the old
pattern of parent-child authority in the family. It is the younger literate or
biliterate (Arabic and French) generation that now provides access to new
sources of information, through literacy skills that interpret and mediate
the outside society for their low-literate, non-literate, or monoliterate
(Arabic, Quranic Arabic or French) parents (Wagner 1993:56). 

Though these arguments were made about previous Moroccan generations (applied to

families in the 1980s and 90s), I argue in this paper that the preceeding authority

formulations are too broad and vague to adequately explain the contingent interpretive

processes operating in media reception practices, especially in domestic contexts where

there are mixed levels of literacy (formal, functional, and visual) and plurilingualism

(Modern Standard Arabic, Classical Arabic, Moroccan Arabic, Amazigh, French, and

increasingly English). Formal literacy obtained through state-sponsored education did not

determine interpretive authority in Moroccan family contexts because it was one resource

among many and part of a collaborative process. Family members watching news

programming and commenting on events used literacy constructs to contest or ratify the

media explanations of events, to position themselves as contributors to interpretive

authority, or to mock the idea that formal schooling prepared one to adequately interpret

events. In particular, I will focus on some distributed aspects of family meaning-making

through detailed examination of interpretive interactions. I do this to decenter the

construct that interpretive authority in the home is individual (rather than collaborative

and dialogic, i.e. amenable to alteration), subjective (takes place solely in the mind of the
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interpreter and is thus idiosyncratic), received (the purview of patriarchy embodied in

adult males or elders) or conditioned (educationally and culturally determined). 

I examine the interpretive strategies and authority valuations that occured while

families watched news programming through transcriptions of domestic video and audio-

recordings and ethnographic fieldnotes. I explore how some Moroccan families with

variable and alternate educational backgrounds—national public or private schooling,

training in Quranic recitation, and "interactional" literacies (spoken French and English

fluency and cultural competence through tourism)—make sense together of knowledge

encountered via mass media montages—textual, oral, and visual. Television interpretive

authority in the home relied on a broader Moroccan conception of literacy skills, which

will be described below. As family members contributed their respective "literacies" to

interpretive discussions, they performed authority positions in a more distributed way,

each adding a link in the emergent evaluative event. These communicative moments were

part of larger systems of knowledge transmission that drew on prior interpretive modes as

well as forms adapted to new technologies, languages, cultures, and interactions. In doing

so, children did not just trump parental authority, but sometimes collaboratively

evaluated on news events, at other times positioned themselves in relation to the

evaluations of other family members, or contested the accounts of news broadcasters and

family members alike. 

Since the Moroccan and Lebanese contexts differed in terms of literacy rates and

histories, I will focus on Morocco to illustrate my points in this chapter. Literacy statistics
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vary from one study and citation to another (see examples of that for Morocco below).

Lebanon has one of the highest adult literacy rates in the region (88.3% in 2007

according to UNDP Human Development Index 2007), although the distribution is

uneven geographically (Beirut claiming better rates than Tripoli) and among confessional

groups (Christians more than Muslims and Druze, see Trablousi 2007:164). In addition,

Thornhauser argued that literacy reports overestimate the actual literacy abilities of

Lebanese in a multilingual and diglossic language context due to the disconnect between

written and oral literacies, and that the situation should be termed "semilingualism"

(2000:57). Morocco, on the other hand, was reported with 52.3% adult literacy in the

UNDP 2007 survey, with reportedly higher rates among women. Though Fes has an older

history of elite education due to its longer urban history, both Beirut and Fes were

important centers for the French educational elements of their mission civilisatrice among

elites and "economic modernization" or vocational training that perpetuated distinctions

between colonizer and colonized among the poorer classes (Hanssen 2005:148, Trablousi

2007:60, Segalla 2002:45,241, Pennell 2000:203). The post-independence Moroccan

minister of education was an elite, French educated Fassi, Mohamed al-Fasi, who sought

to democratize education (Segalla 2002:370). Though Lebanon received independence

from the French before Morocco (1943 and 1956 respectively), democratization (and an

encouraged Arabization) of the Lebanese public secondary and university systems did not

begin until 1959 under President Fuad Shihab, a Maronite Christian who sought to

strengthen the state's administration and lessen hold of confessional and clan based
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politicians on public life (Trablousi 2007:141). Mass education was a stated

modernization aim of both countries, though implementation has been fraught with

political issues surrounding the language of instruction and cultural identity (Thornhauser

2000:45, Laroui 1973, Elbiad 1991:27). In Lebanon, the battle is between those who

desire to improve Arabic education in math and science at all levels due to the countries

Arab past and identity (the Sunni-funded private Makassed schools and Shi'i sponsored

institutions), against those who advance the Phoenician origins and unique western

orientation through French and English language based education (Maronite-targeting

missionary-founded French and English institutions, see Diab 2000:17). In Morocco,

there are Amazigh/Berber identity politics seeking to maintain an indigenous language of

instruction among their communities and as an essential element of the state's public

persona; the official state position of Arabization due to its Arab identity and past, but

fraught with a pragmatic (or elite self-interest, depending on one's reference points)

recognition that French is necessary for development and hence the language for

instructing math, science, business, and administration. Despite all these issues, illiteracy

rates remain higher in Morocco, and the claims related to authority and technology in

Morocco will be reconsidered in this chapter.

A. TELEVISION TALK AND INTERPRETIVE AUTHORITY

A few points are in order here. First, I take the position that domestic contexts matter

in interpretation and are contingent upon (among other factors) participants present,

television topics, program genre, time of day, and daily dynamics. Domestic interpretive
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strategies of course depend on many of these elements. The constellation of factors at any

given moment defies easy categorization and generalization, but an analysis of television

talk occurring during news programming will exemplify how interpretive authority was

constructed and negotiated in specific contexts. In addition, family members often used

television viewing contexts to both process information and perform social relations and

interpretive competence (i.e. authority). In this way, television talk was multifunctional.

Though she furthered the idea that media has only fanned the controversial flames of

contested generational authority, Srebreny did see family as key to interpretive processes:

“It is precisely the family orientation of Arab/Middle Eastern life, with parents and

children viewing and discussing together, that makes the family a potential cauldron of

conflict between generations and between genders with pressures for greater

individuation, autonomy, and self-determination” (Sreberny 2000:77). Family members

evaluated programming content and the relevance of each others' interpretive

contributions, as well as related daily life experiences to what was happening on

television. Lull (1980) proffered a typology for exploring the social uses of family

television practices through ethnographic means. He broadly divided these into structural

and relational categories, the former referring to the use of television in family interaction

as an environmental and regulative resource. By this he meant that television provided

background and punctuated the timing of daily activities. The relational uses included

communication facilitation, social learning, affiliation or avoidance tool, and a means of

performing competence or dominance (Lull 1980:202). All of these uses, and others, can
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be found in the data that I collected. Rather than provide another list of changing roles or

functions, I prefer to explore the creative processes by which the authority of family

members can be constructed, contested, foregrounded or made moot. This chapter

examines the performance of interpretive competence, or in the language of the title,

intergenerational authority.

B. FAMILY IN A MOROCCAN CONTEXT

Second, family in the Middle East is a dynamic trope that stands for "a structure, a

process, a cultural construct, and a discourse" (Doumani 2003:1) and often taken as

society in miniature. I want to resist the temptation to use family as the societal metonym

on which to peg my analysis, but rather as a concept denoting the relational and

collaborative contexts in which interpretation occurs. The Arab family has been described

as corporatist and patriarchal (Rugh 1984, Barakat 1993), dyadic and based on personal

action (Geertz 1979), egalitarian and hierarchical (Abu-Lughod 1986), in process of

change from extended to modern nuclear families (Prothro and Diab 1974, Hopkins

2001), or relational and connective (Joseph 1999). Some argued that rapidly urbanizing

contexts and contact with other familial systems through mass media precipitated a more

flexible notion of family (Joseph 1983:243, Prothro and Diab 1974:5). The family here is

a unit of cultural production, a fluid term that includes all those participating in domestic

television practices, whether blood-related or not. As made clear throughout this

dissertation, more than nuclear family members watched television together in the home,

and particpated in television talk. Their presence contributed to the interactional
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possibilities and interpretive outcomes. In the urban Moroccan contexts in which I

worked, the home was one of the key loci for relational maintenance. It was in the daily

talk, work, play, silences and absences that relationships were defined and reproduced.

These relationships included spousal, sibling, and parental ties as well as the

responsibilities toward those drawn into and participating in circles of relational

maintenance practices--neighbors, extended kin, and friends. These practices included

sharing meals, exchanging visits (whether formal or informal but primarily informal), and

material supplement. In Morocco, those close enough to spend time in each other's homes

were also linked on the symbolic level through kin terms e.g.: تا ـج تي،ـ ل ـخ ـ تي،ـ ن ـب ـ الالـ ي، , khtî,

khaltî, bintî, lâllâ (my sister, my aunt, my daughter, grandma). It is important to

recognize that strangers were also drawn into these idiomatic 'kin' networks, but for the

purposes of this chapter, I am limiting family to those involved in regular face-to-face

relational maintenance. Television itself was called a passive member of the family by

several Moroccans in my fieldwork, and brought into this relational matrix.58 I observed

the "multiple, shifting and compatible" identity conceptions (familial, local, regional,

national, religious, multinational, transnational, and global identities) and processes of

television talk (interdiscursivity and intervisuality) and concluded that family co-

construction was central to interpretive authority.  

C. LITERACIES: FORMAL, RELIGIOUS, INTERACTIONAL

Third, the literacies I refer to in this chapter are processes of interpretation mediated

58. Moroccan fieldnotes 10-25-03, 10-29-03
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through language and material objects, the means by which lived experience is filtered

and organized to make sense of new knowledge (Baquedano-Lopez 2006: 246).

Literacies are not linked strictly to formal public education (Modern Standard Arabic and

French reading and writing skills), but rather utilized as resources in a much broader

communicative framework involving local literacy practices beyond reading and writing

(Street 1995). For example, Daniel Wagner (1993) led and reported on an important

illiteracy research project in Morocco during the 1980s and early 90s to determine

cultural conceptions of literacy and how they might be used to better integrate Moroccans

into state literacy projects. Wagner conducted this project due to the high illiteracy

reported for Morocco despite twenty years of mandated schooling. Literacy numbers for

Morocco in the 90s varied from 35% (Ennaji 1991:8); 52% nationwide, with urban areas

cited at 65% and males more literate than females (79% in contrast to 54%, see Direction

de la Statistique 2002:143-145); and youth between the ages of 15-24 twice as literate as

their parents' cohort (Lavy, Spratt & Leboucher 1995:12); up to an "endemic illiteracy for

nearly two-thirds of the popularion" (Youssi 1995:30). As mentioned previously, the

UNDP reported 52.3% adult literacy in 2007, with signficantly higher lower literacy rates

among woman and rural areas (Erguig 2005:137). Some scholars have questioned the

assumption made by official statistics between educational level completed and literacy

rates, arguing an overestimation in actual literacy skills (Lavy, Spratt & Leboucher

1995:1). In addition, questions arise as to what kinds of literacy are evaluated in national

statistics: do they include functional workplace, religious, household task-related, and
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social interaction literacy skills (Spratt, Seckinger & Wagner 1991:182)? The question of

definitions and numbers seemed less important than determining, through ethnographic

and direct assessment means, the actual literacy practices. Several scholars argued that

'traditional' Morocco utilized formal and informal literacy mediators (Quranic scholars,

public writers, literate neighbors) to handle literacy needs (Wagner 1993, Erguig 2005).

In keeping with state modernizing projects and changing definitions: "Today literacy is

often perceived as an individual's personal need and right, wheras it once was something

a person as a member of a group or neighbhorhood might accomplish indirectly through

mediators... Now, however, the ideology of personal literacy has made a remarkably

strong mark on public consciousness at all levels of Moroccan society" (Wagner

1993:36). 

This change in attitude toward literacy in the public sphere does not reflect the range

of strategies and actual interpretive practices in specific contexts. Changes over time to

Moroccan perceptions associated with literacy would affect actual practices as well.

Erguig surveyed and interviewed over 500 Moroccans from Rabat and surrounding rural

areas between the ages of fifteen and forty to discover their understandings of literacy.

Sixty percent perceived literacy in the 1960s to mean the ability to read and write, fifty

percent viewed literacy as access to formal schooling, while fifteen percent connected

literacy to memorizing the Quran (even if that person could not read or write). In the

1990s, the numbers associated with these views diversified and increased: the ability to

read and understand the Quran was linked to literacy by sixty-four percent of
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respondents, while forty-four percent included the ability to memorize and recite the

Quran without comprehension was also included in literacy. In addition, bilingualism,

competence with a computer, and well-manneredness (forty-one percent, twenty-nine

percent, and fifty-four percent respectively) were included by Moroccans in the 1990s

conceptions of literacy (Erguig 2005:140-143). Moroccans in this survey defined literacy

as inclusive of more skills than reading and writing, expanding it to a range of abilities

not normally associated with reading and writing, such as knowledge of the world and

access to information regardless of one's formal schooling. These attitudes varied from

urban to rural contexts as well as between men and women in Erguig's study, but the key

point is that literacy as understood by Moroccans, differed from state conceptions. 

This appeared in observations and conversations with Moroccans during my

fieldwork as well. There was a marked distinction between being "studied" and literate in

the broader senses described by the Moroccans Erguig surveyed. One of the critiques of

the state's modern education system was that it taught students subjects and skills

irrelevant to the lived experience of Moroccan life and economic exigencies. اريــــــــق qârî

was the Moroccan Arabic word for learned, and could refer to a number of different

meanings beyond written literacy, including ability to recite the Quran and be

multilingual on a spoken but not written level. I heard the phrase يارـق ـي وـ ناواـمن ي ي ـع ـ ـ شـ qârîîn

wamâwâ'îînsh "learned but unconscious/unaware" in connection with the idea that

schooling was insufficient to make one literate. Graduates of the private and public

educational institutions were not made aware of those things which were most important:
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such as appropriate social interaction skills, the true meanings of religious belief and

practice, as well as practical training in new information technologies and business

languages rather than how to read a Shakespearian poem.59 An example give to me of

someone "aware" and yet unschooled was a man working as a carpet vendor in the

medina who had functional fluency in French and Spanish (in addition to memorizing

most of the Quran), enough to converse easily with most tourists on most any topic, yet

he could not read anything written in a Roman-based alphabet (despite recognizing the

difference between Arabic and "French" scripts). 

Many of the university students I interacted with were concerned about finding

meaningful employment after finishing their degrees, claiming that the curriculum did not

educate them for the types of opportunities available. They learned to read and write

English, French, and Arabic well enough to write a forty to sixty page monograph on a

research subject (part of their graduation requirements under the previous university

curriculum). Yet these same students went unemployed for several years because they did

not have the skills and the right connections to help them secure a job. They ended up

working with high-school drop-outs in the garment factories (Cairoli 1998:81); as an

errand runner in a municipal government office; selling carpets in a tourist bazaar; or

volunteering to teach English in an after-school program just to "get experience" in the

hope that a private school might hire them later. Each position was unpaid (or underpaid

at quarter the regular salary) training for a period of time (from six months up to two

59. Moroccan fieldnotes 10-18-03, 11-10-03, 11-15-03, 11-22-03
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years), with the understanding that they came to the position without the proper

education. All this led to a perception that the state had failed in its welfare contract to

provide employment to those who completed their education, going so far as to make it

very difficult for students to pass their exams so it would not be responsible to provide

for them (rationale for why 50% of high school students don't graduate each year).

Corruption, self-interest, and imported modernization theories drove government

education policies, not يــــــــعوا wâ'î, true consciousness of the way things really were and

should be.60 In a number of conversations there was a strong idea that Arabic grammar

could not be truly understood without memorizing and internalizing the Quran, an action

and skill not included in state definitions of literacy, but clearly connected to reading and

true understanding in the minds of my interactants.61 

Moroccans living in urban spaces have access, through domestic satellite television,

to hundreds of European, Arab, and African stations in many language varieties (standard

national languages and social/regional dialects). In terms of languages, Moroccans in Fes

have greatest exposure to and comprehension of Moroccan Arabic, French, Modern

Standard Arabic, Egyptian Arabic, and increasingly, English, given the history of trade,

colonialism, migration, education, and regional media flows (Armbrust 1996; Heath

1989; Seckinger 1988; Talmoudi 1985; Yossi 1994). French, English, Spanish and

Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) are taught in formal schooling, while Moroccan Arabic

is a native tongue. Amazigh (Berber) is also indigenous for some Moroccans but none of

60. Morocco fieldnotes 11-22-03
61. Morocco fieldnotes 11-26-03, 1-11-04
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the families I worked with were native speakers. News programming, the focus on this

current analysis, was always in the more formal registers, those taught in schools and

associated with literacy: MSA, Of the eight Moroccan families in this study, five

included older female members who had never attended formal public schooling, with

four of the older males having completed primary or vocational education. The children

of all the families interviewed had or were obtaining more education than at least one of

their parents and elder family members. Many of the younger generation were conversant

in computer and other technology literacies even if they had not finished the

baccalaureate (high school equivalent) diploma. This oft times led to youth management

of the satellite receivers and remote controls even when others were present. 

Of course, formal schooling was not the only indicator of knowledge and language

access capabilities. One of the conceptual terms employed by a family I worked with

explained knowledge transmission in Morocco as قا ت ــح ــ اقــ ihtiqaq, literally rubbing against

something but glossed as learning through close contact with others.62 They had

reflexively titled their educational process as relational and social. This similar idea was

echoed by other families, who mentioned how youth gather and exchange ideas about

what they had watched or catch each other up on what they missed.63 One illiterate mother

living in the Fes medina (old walled city) related that if she missed something during "the

Saddam events" she would ask the neighborhood shop keepers (who keep radios and

televisions in their shops) and they would recount the history of events for the last several

62. Morocco fieldnotes 11-04
63. Morocco fieldnotes 11-15-03
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days and give an update.64 وــص ورةــصوت sawt wa sura "sound and image" were articulated

as key to interpretation by most families.65 Though unschooled or less formally educated,

all family members were able to identify and generally follow events in news,

entertainment, and religious programming while children or others augmented with

translation, explainations, or expanded on key information.   

As Kress argued, literacy in this vein was an ideological model of practice rather than

an autonomous skill (1997:16). Lavy, Spratt & Leboucher found that in Morocco,

functional literacy, or the skills to accomplish tasks that require visual language

comprehension outside of conventional classroom reading activities, may more

accurately be described as socially distributed than individually located: 

The development of methods to characterize literacy skills at the household
level has been advocated as an efficient and potentially more valid way to
evaluate the functional distribution of literacy in societies in which the
family unit, rather than the individual, is the principal functional unit,
wherein the skills and resources of each member are pooled and available
to all members (1995:20). 

D. INTERVISUALITY, LITERACY, AND INTERPRETIVE AUTHORITY

In the research I conducted, family members with little or no education could still use

visual recognition to determine to whom letters were addressed and in what language

(Arabic or French), could recognize key topics on the news due to repetition and stock

images. I term this intervisuality, the process of creating links between past viewings and

current contexts of television's وـــص ورةـــصوت Sawt waSûra "sound and image", with each

64. Morocco fieldnotes interview 2-4-2004
65. Morocco fieldnotes 11-26-2003, 2-4-04, 2-9-03, 2-11-03
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new usage repetition adding interpretive meaning. I build on Bauman's critique of

Kristeva's limitations in using text as trope for explaining how meanings get mapped

from one instance to another: language is more than just the written word, it involves

intonation, gesture, sarcasm, and other non-verbal cues. He called for this dialogic

process to interdiscursivity (Bauman 2005). However, in television talk, it was not just

discursive features being recognized and redeployed, but also stock visuals linked with

sound features. As families repetitively viewed similar sound and image programming

frames with evaluative commentary by family members, they socialized each other into

intervisual interpretive patterns. Rather than seeing literacy as the motivator of profound

cognitive or behavioral changes, I align with the idea that literacies, as socially acquired

and valued interpretive practices and resources, are key in forming identities and

subjectivities (Collins 1995:81). In particular, the distributed and collaborative nature of

interpretive authority relies on competencies in linguistic, visual, and social literacies. 

Foucault (1975) pointed out that subject formation in European textual-institutional

literacy contexts (schooled literacy) was different than domestic, religious, and workplace

contexts because it was tied to state citizen-making projects. Literacy existed before state

mandated schooling, but was functional and heterogenous, a danger to the desire of

centralized states for classification, control, and mentoring of its subjects. However, state

desires to mold citizens were imperfect because more than school literacies were

operationalized in interpretation, and the same school literacies could be used for

different ends. Although the citizen formation project in the Middle East competed with
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other pan-national forces, the state's modernizing project has included literacy with

directed aims. Brian Street, in his study of rural Iranian literacy practices, explored this

point (Street 1985). Prior to state intervention, literacy was the domain of religious

schools. Students emerging from these religious schools in the mid-twentieth century

adapted their literacy skills to the changing economy. State schools, introduced later,

brought a different ideology and set of skills than that of religious schools and the

commercial needs of the village community. This created different youth employment

orientations than those related to the village and its needs. Street's explanation of his

study demonstrated how the goals of state literacy projects in Iran were not realized in the

manner that the state expected because people had previous literacy conceptions and

changing needs for literacy skills:

I attempt to provide a model of the literacy practice that developed out of
the religious schools or ‘maktabs’ that preceded State schools in the
village and compare this with what I term ‘commercial’ literacy, which
developed as a means of handling the economic expansion generated by
the oil money. In the village, the leading ‘tajers’ or middlemen who
organized the fruit trade leart as children in the ‘maktab’ a particular form
of literacy which they then adapted to the requirements of their new
commercial position. I argue that this adaptation provides a good example
of what I mean by the ‘ideological’ nature of literacy practice. It was
rooted in village institutions, and in the social relations of ‘tajers’ with
other villagers and with city dealers on which their commercial success
depended. The construction of this particular literate form was neither an
individual matter nor was it a product of specific formal training.
Although it emerged from ‘maktab’ literacy, for instance, it was not a
product of ‘maktab’ pedagogy, which was directed towards a different
cluster of meanings and usage. It was a development at the level of
ideology, a social construction of reality embedded in collective practice
in specific local situations.... When modern literacy campaigns are
brought to such individuals, they do not come to minds that are tabula
rasa, as many officials who bring them seem to think (Street 1985:12,
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132)

Although Street's example used written literacy and numeracy skills, the Moroccan

examples that follow included expanded literacy definitions: interactional, religious, and

technological.

Let me provide an illustration from a Moroccan family in this study that demonstrated

how intervisuality and literacy were used to create intergenerational authority while

evaluating a news event.66 A retired father and his two unmarried sons (aged thirty-five

and twenty-seven) were watching satellite television while waiting for lunch to be served.

The researcher (Becky) was present as well. Lunch arrived while they watched. The

twenty-year-old daughter (who prepared the food) stayed in the kitchen while the rest ate,

only occasionally coming into the salon. The mother returned home after all had eaten

and dessert was served. The mother was unschooled and could neither read nor write

Arabic, French, or English. The father received national medical training in French and

worked as a nurse. The sons both finished high school, and the eldest had a university

degree in English. All the males were more or less fluent in French and Modern Standard

Arabic (MSA). The eldest son controlled the satellite remote and moved from a Saudi

music station to an Arab news channel, Al Arabiya and finally to an English-speaking

European news station (Euronews). The broadcaster began with headlines about a

bombing in Iraq while Shi'ites had gathered to celebrate the martyrdom of Husayn

(known as 'ashura), a different bombing in Pakistan, a pedophile trial in Belgium, and a

66. Morocco recording S3 4-2-04
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recent satellite rocket launch in Europe.  

In the midst of the extended report on the bombing in Iraq, the eldest son Chafik,

second son Younes, and father each commented on the events. The second son and father

both responded to the visuals of the report (lines 86-92), while the eldest son (with the

greatest command of English) followed up with an evaluative backchannel cue and

generalized assessment of Iraq (lines 96-98): (ـه ا0.03م ـلع) (ـ ـيخيارـت)0.01راق ـ اـباـ ـلمشالد ـ ـكياـ لـ , hm

(0.03) l'irâq (0.01) târîkhîyân blâd lmshâkîl "mmm (0.03) Iraq (0.01) historically a

country of troubles". The pauses here were used to extend the importance or weightiness

of his judgement offered in a declarative statement of fact (Mendoza-Denton 1995).

Notice too the absence of a connector between Iraq and the statement of its character.

This may have been a strategy, in connection with the pauses, by which Chafiq further

solidified his interpretive authority. The second son briefly ratified this comment (lines

93-94), which the eldest son bolstered through a quoted reference from an important

historical figure and former conquerer of Iraq, Al-Hajaj (lines 105-107). Direct speech,

rather than referred to or indirect discourse (i.e., "Al-Hajaj said that Iraq is a country of

division and hypocrisy"), is sometimes a strategy for strengthening one's credibility or

authority, or even drawing on the evaluative quality of the original speech (Chafe

1994:217). The quote included a vocative, marking direct address toward the Iraqis

themselves, indicating a position of authority and potentially adding value to the

authority of the current speaker. Use of this reference indexed education, given the

formal speech register and MSA features, despite where the information was learned,
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whether in formal schooling or through media (Syrian television produced an historical

serial drama on the life of Al-Hajaj for Ramadan in 2004, in which MSA was the medium

of expression, the same medium of the above-mentioned quote).

The eldest son continued to support his claim of Iraq as a uniquely troubled place by

locating the source of Shia-Sunni split in Iraq (lines 108-113). This comment was

ambiguously responded to by the father (lines 114-116), and without the following

comments, may seem to have been a ratification. More statements by the eldest son

affirming the historical evidence for Iraq's nature followed (lines 121-124), but after a

brief pause the father interjected with another important historical fact missed by the son

in this interpretive moment: Iraq was the origin or cradle of civilization (lines 125-127).

Though not directly indexical of formal literary education, it pointed to a well known and

circulated concept affording Iraq a level of organization and coordination that countered

the idea of Iraq as division and strife. This key phrase, ل ـب اـ ضد ح ـل ـ ارةـ balad lHDâra "land of

civilization", was spoken with Moroccan dialect features and pronunciation. It was a

strong counter to the case constructed by Chafik, and one that also drew from the

authority of historical education, but one couched in the idiom of everyday speech. The

eldest son recognized this important addendum by repeating it in the same manner as his

father (lines 128-130), but lessened its significance by adding that it's history and people

are hard. I noticed particularly that there was no direct negation in the form of a

conjuction, connector or other syndetic feature, but rather a simple evaluative statement

as if fact: ل ـب اـ حضد ـل ـ خهارـتارة،ـ ـي ـ ياـ ـصع ـ اـ نب ـل دـ هاـياس ـل ـصعاـ ابـ balad lHDâra târîkhhâ Sa'îb nnâs
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dyâlhâ S'âb "land of civilization, her history is troubled and her people are difficult." The

father then conceded (lines 131-133), by indicating the issue was out of his control. The

eldest son extended his interpretation of woe to all countries in the world after the

headline switched to a pedophile murder trial in Belgium (134-142). 

Younes 86 (.)گالك شفيق ماكيضربوش ماكيضربوش :
87 (.)gâlak shafîq mâkîDrbûsh mâkîDrbûsh   
88 (.)Chafiq said they didn't hit, they didn't hit
ماكيضربوهمش بالقرطاص شتي89
90mâkîDrbûhumsh blqarTâS shtî
91they didn't hit them with bullets, see
92)0.05(

Father 93ايوا عليهم بالحجر : HHH
94âywâ 'lîhum bilHajr HHH
95Yeah, with rocks HHH

Chafiq 96) هم ) تاريخيا بالد المشاكيل0.01) العراق (0.03:
97hm (0.03) l'irâq (0.01) târîkhîyân blâd lmshâkîl
98They (0.03) Iraq (0.01) historically a country of troubles

Younes 99آه :
100âh
101Yeah

Chafiq 102  (.) راه گالهالهم الحجاج :
103 (.)râh gâlhâlahum alHajâj 
104.al-Hajaj told to them(.)  
يا اهل العراق (.) يا اهل الشقاق والنفاق105
106yâ âhl al'irâq (.) yâ âhl ashshiqâq wannifâq
107"O people of Iraq (.) O people of division and hypocrisy"
ماكاينش اللي يقدر على العرقيين 108
109mâkâynsh illî yiqdr 'la l'raqîîn 
110No one is able to have power over the Iraqis 
) فيها المشاكل بزاف حتى الدين مقصوم0.03)  ماكاينش ماكاينش (0.04(111
112)0.04 (mâkâynsh mâkâynsh (0.03) fîhâ lmshâkl bzâf Htâ ddîn mqSûm
113no one, no one (0.02) she has lots of problems even the religion is divided

Father 114مم :
115mm
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116mmm
Younes 117حمد اهللا :

118Hamdulla
119Thank God (ABOUT THE FOOD)
120)0.05(

Chafiq 121التاريخ ديالها صعيب، حتى التاريخ ديالها صعيب :
122ttârîkh dyâlhâ Sa'îb, Htâ ttârîkh dyâlhâ Sa'îb
123Her history is troubled, even her history is troubled
124)0.05(

Father 125بلد الحضارة :
126balad lHDâra
127land of civilization

Chafiq 128بلد الحضارة، تاريخها صعيب الناس ديالها صعاب :
129balad lHDâra târîkhhâ Sa'îb nnâs dyâlhâ S'âb
130land of civilization, her history is troubled and her people are difficult

Father 131ايوا شنو غتدير :
132âywâ shnû ghatdîr
133Well, what can you do
134 STORY CHANGES TO PEDOPHILE MURDER TRIAL IN BELGIUM 
135)2.10(

Chafiq 136 ماكايناش شي بالد فالعالم زوينة، والو، واهللا ماكاينة :
137mâkâynâsh shî blâd fil'âlam zwayna, wâlû, wâlla mâkâyna
138There isn't a good country in the world. at all, God there's not
139) 0.2(
 كلشي مشى140
141kulshî mshâ
142All of them are gone

Of key interest here was how the two interacted with each other in constructing

interpretive authority. Both used literary and historical references, though delivering them

in different expressive mediums, to convey an interpretive evaluation of Iraqi events. The

eldest son's steady sedimenting of statements weighed more heavily in the final analysis

than the father's key counter to his assesment of Iraq's history. Perhaps the issue was not
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that relevant in the context of eating lunch and the persons present, but the process and

mechanisms highlight that literacies are resources that can be drawn upon to support or

contest interpretive authority collaboratively. 

E. INTERPRETIVE STRATEGIES AND AUTHORITY MECHANISMS

Repetition of topic, location, key story points, and evaluative stance were part of the

distribution of interpretive authority and are seen as key elements of Arab oral discourse

(Johnstone 1990). Formal literacy was not the key factor in determining interpretive

authority, nor was patriarchy at play. Rather, since television viewing often occurred

when family members were moving in and out of the viewing event, commentary was

used to update those moving in and out, not to invert traditional authority structures. At

times the older, unschooled family members were the ones to identify key interpretive

information from news events based on intervisuality. At other times, topic management

and evaluative stances were about interfamily dynamics in addition to news event

positioning.

Let me illustrate with several examples. This interaction occured while another

family was watching the national news in Modern Standard Arabic during lunch.67

Mealtime sounds punctuated the recording, as well as the continual movement of family

members fetching things from the kitchen. The eldest daughter and only son (twenty-

three and nineteen respectively) had more formal education than either parent, having

obtained university levels. The mother never studied formally, but had learned to read

67. Morocco recording O3 4-22-04
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basic Arabic and knew the French increasingly used in Moroccan Arabic. The father was

a retired technician who worked in the garment industry. A younger daughter, aged four,

was playing with two neighbor's sons. Prior talk had been about a public advertisement

for a national sacred music festival mixed with cross-talk about household affairs. As the

images and initial headline of the bombing came on the television, the daughter drew

attention to the reported event, a bombing in Saudi Arabia, through a question, (lines

1-3). The mother, who had been in the kitchen, entered the conversation with a clarifying

question (lines 9-11) and evaluative comment (lines 15-19). The daughter had gone into

the kitchen and returned asking, in a different form, what was happening (lines 19-21).

Notice how the event itself was never made explicit, but the interpretation was affirmed

by both the father (lines 12-14) and mother (lines 22-25). Much of the subsequent

vocalization was evaluative of television visuals and sounds, not the news broadcaster's

comments, and co-constructed by mother and dauther لو ــي يــ willî (interjection of surprise),

 .msâkin "poor people" (lines 26-35) مساكن ,"yâ laTîf "O God يا لطيف

(HEADLINES OF 2M LUNCHTIME NEWS IN ARABIC BEGIN WITH BOMBING 
IN SAUDI ARABIA, TROUBLES IN AFGHANISTAN)

Daughter  1مالهوم؟ :
2mâlhûm
3?What's the matter
4)0.03(

Father  5زيد فيه، زيد فيه :
6zîd fîh zîd fîh
7Turn it up, Turn it up
8)0.04(

Mother  9آوه، فالصعودية [هاد شي]؟ :
10âwah filS'aûdîya [hâd shî]
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11?oh, [this] is in Saudi Arabia
F  12[إيه]                   :

13 ]  îyah[
14]                    yea[

M 15عود تاني :
16a'wd tânî
17?again
18)0.01(

D 19شنو(.) تما شي حاجة؟ :
20shnû (.) tmâ shî Hâja
21?what (.) is there something (that happened)

M 22) إيه ) آوو0.02:
23îya (0.02) âww
24yea (0.02) ow
25)0.02(

D 26ويلي :
27wîllî
28Shame
29)0.06(

M 30يا لطيف :
31yâ laTîf
32O God

D 33مساكن :
34msâkin
35poor people

This particular collaborative interaction process showed that questions of authority

were less salient than evaluating events. The mother, classified by the state as illiterate,

was the one to verbally identify the location of the bombing, while the father ratified her

question. When the daughter returned to the discussion and asked a question, the mother

was the one to confirm the response, but without having to state things explicitly given

the emergent flow of information from the television. 

An interesting phenomenon occurred in this next example, taken from the previously
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mentioned setting in which a father and two sons watched an English news broadcast

about a bombing in Iraq. Through collaborative intervisuality, the male family members

present evaluated events and co-constructed interpretive authority, including language

styles associated with women's emotionality in Morocco. There was quite a bit of

emotional evaluation of television visuals by the men present (lines 39-45, 83-97), in

contradiction to the common stereotype that women use more emotive interjections, such

as يــيلو wîllî (interjection of surprise), than men (Sadiqi 1995:70). As they were eating and

only secondarily following the news (notice the pausal lengths between comments), there

was quite a bit of topic repetition (see the first transcript above, which follows this one

chronologically). Notice too how the eldest son, Chafiq, initiated the extended

background comments explaining the Shia commemoration to situate the event (lines

50-52, 56-58) and the father and second son, Younes, collaborated in the telling. The

father responded to the eldest son's background explanation through a non-commital

backchannel cue (lines 53-55), which prompted the eldest son to continue. The father

added, in the midst of the extended explanation, that the Shia come from Iran (lines

59-61) and the second son provided the impetus for further commentary (lines 62-64). 

STORY OF BOMBING IN KERBALA IRAQ DURING ASHOURA(
)VISUALS OF DISMEMBERED, WOUNDED AND DEAD

Younes 35شوف شوف كيضربو، شتي كيضربو :
36shûf shûf kîDarbû, shtî kîDarbû
37look, look they struck them, see, they struck them
38)0.21(

All 39آوو :
40âww
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41Oww
42)0.3(

Father 43آويلي :
44âwîllî
45Oh dear
46)0.02(

Younes 47ميريكانيين هادوك، منين؟ آدوي :
48mîrîkânîîn hâdûk, mnîn? âdwî
49!Are those Americans? Hey

Chafiq 50هادو آبا كان عندهم ديالهم الديكرة ديال الحسين ديال الشيعة :
51 hâdû âbâ kân 'andhum dyâlhum ddîkra dyâl lHsayn dyâl shshî'a
52Those, Dad, had their commemoration of Husayn, the Shia

Father 53ام :
54âm
55mm

Chafiq 56وكيجيو من مختلف [الجمعيات] وتيطلعو بحال يللى كيحجيو تما :
57wakîjîû mn mkhtalif [lja'mîât] watîTl'aû bHâl îlî kîHajîû tmâ
58and they come from different groups and go up like, they pilgrimage there

Father 59[إيران]                         :
60                      ]   îrân[
61]                         Iran[

Younes 62إوا :
63îwâ
64and so

Chafiq 65(.) وقع واحد القنبل واش، شكون اللي دارو؟  مانعرف : 
66 (.)waq' wâHd lqnabl wâsh shkûn illî dârû? mân'arf
67 (.)A bombing happened and who did it? I don't know
غيكون دارو غي شي68
69ghîkûn dârû ghî shî
70 the one who could do it may just

Father 71آه مايكون غير دوك الباندية :
72âh mâykûn ghîr dûk lbândîya
73ah, This is just those bandits
74)0.02(

Chafiq 75  .معرفوش هوما براسهم :
76mâ'rfûsh hûmâ brâshum
77they don't know themselves 
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78)0.07(
 يمكن يكون داك الرجال دصدام حسين79
80yimkin îkûn dâk rrjâl dSddâm Hsayn
81maybe it's Saddam Husayn's men
82)0.08(

Father 83ووووو :
84ûûûû
85ohoooo
86)0.06(

Chafiq 87هادي :
88hâdî
89...this
90)0.07(

Father 91ووووو :
92ûûûû
93ohoooo
94)0.04(

Younes 95 .الجهل الجهل :
96ljhil ljhil
97ignorance, ignorance
98)HEADLINE MOVES TO BOMBING IN PAKISTAN(

Much of the interpretation here was framed in evaluative stances taken by participants

present. Making-sense of the event was not just explaining the background and parties

involved, but entailed a humanizing response to the loss of life and limb. Despite the

prevailing stereotype that emotional identification and evaluation are a woman's

response, this example included male members of the household situating the news event

collaboratively, geographically, and emotionally.  

A third example shows how interpretation was often multi-functional and used to

comment on interfamily dynamics as well as news events. A family gathered in the
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evening and was watching a Moroccan news magazine program in French.68 The program

reported on a Moroccan disaster relief crew sent to Iran after a recent earthquake. The

mother had never been to school. The father did not finish high school but had been

working in tourism for decades and conversant in French, English, Spanish, and Italian.

All the children finished high school and some attended college. Notice how the initial

question, more a confirmation of events that a query for information, was posed by the

'illiterate' mother and answered by the college educated son Toufiq. He not only

answered, but added further information. The next exchange between the father and

mother was not strictly tied to interpreting the timing of events, but utilized as a resource

for commenting on relational issues. The father, who was not paying attention to the

initial discussion about location, asked the same question and was simultaneously

answered by two daughters. 

Zahra 1.هاد الزلزل؟ اللي قاص العراق :
2hâd lzilzal? illî qâS l'irâq
3?this earthquake?  the one that hit iraq   

Toufiq 4 :) 20,000) 0.02ال إيران 
5lâ 'îrân (0.02) 20,000
6No, Iran (0.02) 20,000

Ahmed 7عاد عاد هدا؟ :
8?a'âd a'âd hadâ
9?this just happened

Zahra 10.إه، حتى سافرت انا للجبل :
11âh, Hata sâfart ânâ liljbal
12ah, since I traveled to the mountains 

Ahmed 13هدا داز هدي ثلث شهور؟ :

68. Morocco recording B1 2-15-04
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14?hadâ dâz hadî tilt shahûr 
15?these past three months 

Zahra 16 أشمن  شهور؟ اهللا يهديك3:
17âshmin tilt shahûr? âlla yihadîk
18how did you come up with three months (SAR)? god guide you

Ahmed 19ضرب العراق وآل إيران؟ :
20?Darb l'irâq walâ 'îrân
21?Did it hit Iraq or Iran

Daughters 22إيران :
23îrân'
24Iran

This next example illustrates how generalized assumptions about literacy and

interpretive authority can be inverted or deployed metadiscoursively by family members.

In other words, Moroccans were aware of literacy and language ideologies and used these

ideas to accomplish a variety of interpretive tasks. In this specific instance, the key to

interpretive claims by an elder son in the circumstances of the interaction were couched

in the comment about a supposed nonliterate teaching the educated through an alternate

literacy. A family had just finished watching a Moroccan state-sponsored religious

program, لالمـــساال ـــس وـــ عوك ـــم التـــماـــ alislâm sulûk wa mu'âmalât "Islam: Interactions and

Behaviors", when an advertisement for an upcoming Moroccan television news magazine

program on 2M (a national television station) began in French. Those present in the

interaction included three children out of high school, their mother, and two younger

sisters still in primary and middle school, aged seven and fifteen respectively. The mother

had no educational background and could not read or write in Arabic or French. She did,

however, have active control of key French administrative words, bureaucratic concepts,

and cultural phrases that had made their way into everyday Moroccan Arabic as part of
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colonialism and the state modernizing project (Ennaji 2005:98). The other children,

excluding the youngest girl, had all finished at least seven years of formal schooling in

French and MSA. 

The discussion had been between the eldest brother and sister surrounding a formal

Classical Arabic term from the Quran used in a story about the Prophet Moses related

during the previous program. The eldest brother, Toufiq was attempting to use the

moment didactically, but the others were less interested in the religious significance of a

key term. When the French program advertisement began with images of an American

peace activist killed by Israeli bulldozers in Gaza (Rachel Corrie), all attention shifted to

the news event. The discussion between Toufiq and his mother initially sought to know

when the program would air, but then her daughter Kaltoum contributed an negative

evaluation of those involved in Rachel Corrie's death and her mother changed the

interpretive direction of discussion by introducing a related topic about American Israeli

relations--the sale of U.S. war planes to Israel. Toufiq, Kaltoum and their mother

collaboratively evaluated and took interpretive stances toward the idea of American

support of Israel (lines 49-70). 

As the eldest son made an authoritative stand on the idea that unconditional U.S.

support of Israel was well-known (lines 68-70), Kaltoum mocked both her mother's Fassi

pronunciation and what she perceived was her brother's relationship to America. He had

recently been studying English at the American Language Center and hoped to further his

education at a U.S. university. Her comments on the U.S., while wholly sarcastic in tone
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and linked to the meaning of U.S. support of Israel, were also directed to Toufiq and his

suspect bias toward the U.S (lines 71-77).69 At this point the eldest son turned to his

nonliterate mother and directed her to relate the story of the Prophet Moses to his اـــــيرـــــق

qarîyâ "educated" sister (lines 78-83). Of course, this topic shift implied authority, but

that authority was not recognized by those present, as the conversation continued on

about the injustice and inhumanity of American Israeli political relations (though

condemnation was not just for Americans or Israelis, lines 84-100). Of particular note

was the way in which the eldest son, Toufiq indexed the alternate religious Quranic

literacy in order to counter the mocking tone of his sister. The mother, whose keen

interest and knowledge of religious issues began with childhood and adult domestic

religious instruction, was known to involve herself in familial religious discussions with

information gleaned from satellite religious programs and women's religious literacy

classes. In this instance, interpretive authority was marked through an alternate oral

"literacy" (Quranic recitation) that hierarchically trumped other literacy forms and

content. The implied interpretation was that the "learned" daughter did not know how to

evaluate knowledge forms despite her education. The mother did not respond to his

comment. Kaltoum then contributed a strong mocking claim about American covert

participation in Muslim deaths. This was followed by her inversion of the claim about

American inhumanity, using the authority of the same religious literacy and a repeated

idea about crooked ways, to condemn Muslims themselves who do not come to the aid of

69. This interpretation was proffered to me by the participants when reviewing the transcript. 
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suffering Muslim brothers. When she repeated the words ي م ل س ــم ــ ــ ــ نــ muslimîn "Muslims",

her volume increased and intonation followed a unique raised final tone pattern, stressing

the idea of Muslim brotherhood. In the last line this was juxtaposed with the phrase ف ـــك رـــ

.kafr allah "unbeliever" with a faster tempo and voice quality intensity (lines 98-100) باهللا

THE PROGRAM ENDED AND AN ADVERTISEMENT(
FOR A NEWS MAGAZINE PROGRAM APPEARS ON THE TV)

Zoubida 170) سكوت سكوت سكوت :0.02(
2skût skût skût skût (0.02)
3quiet, quiet, quiet (0.02)

Toufiq 4 سكوت :
5skût
6quiet
7Mon ami le tip (FR) (READING FROM THE PROGRAM TITLE)
8My friend Tip 

Kaltoum 9:bien sûr (FR)
10Of course
هدا غدي يكون مجهد11
12hadâ ghadî yikûn mjhad
13this will be intense

Toufiq 14...شو، شو، شو     :
15shû shû shû
16look, look, look

Zoubida 17كيصربو هادك لمصور[ :
18kîDarbû hâdk lmSawur]
19they are beating that cameraman ]

Toufiq 20...شو، شو، شو   :
21shû shû shû
22look, look, look

Kaltoum 23قاصو، قاصو(.) إفووو :
24qâSû qâSû (.) îfûû
25they shot (him), they shot (him) (.) ooof
هادو مصورين هادو26
27hâdû muSawrîn hâdû
28they are cameramen, those

Zahra 29مم :

70. Toufiq=eldest son, age 25; Kaltoum=eldest daughter, age 24;  Zoubida=fiften year old daughter, Zahra=mother
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30mm
31mmm

Toufiq 32 (.) فوقاش هدا 11:40 فبريي(.) 23:
33fûqâsh hadâ (.) tlatâ w'ashrîn fevrîe (.) itnâsh âql tulût
34when is this (.) February 23 (.) 11:40
35)1.0 (oh↘ (ENG)

Zahra 36هاد النهار وال البارح :
37hâd nnahâr wlâ lbârH
38?today or yesterday
39 Toufiqاليهود اسرائيل :
40lyahûd isrâ'îl
41Jews, Israel

Zoubida 42اليوم شحال(.) نهار اإلتنين غادي يدوزو؟ :
43lyawm shHâl (.) nhâr lîtnayn ghâdî ydûzû
44?what is today?(.) will they air it monday

Kaltoum 45نهار اإلتنين غادي يدوزو :
46nhâr lîtnayn ghâdî ydûzû
47monday they will air it
48)0.01(

Zahra 49) هد ) مشفتيش الميريكان [باعت لهوم الطياير] دلحرب لبارح0.0:
50had (0.0) mashuftîsh lmerîkân bâ't lhûm Ttayâra dalHarb lbariH
51this...didn't you see America [sold them war] planes yesterday 

Zoubida 52] :XXXX[
Toufiq 53والميريكان هي اللي كدعم تما سميتو :

54walmerîkân hîya illî kd'am timâ smîtû
55and America is the one who supports there, what's it called

Zoubida 56اه :
57âh
58ah

Kaltoum 59[الميريكان] شكون اللي مزيغ إسرائيل غير :
60shkûn illî mazîgh isra'îl ghîr lmerîkân
61]who encourages Israel except [America

Toufiq 62[شكون] شكون اللي مدعمهم باألسلحة و كيعطيها :
63shkûn illî md'amhum bil'islaHa wakî'aTîhâ [shkûn] 
64  w[ho] supports them with weapons, and gives it 

Zahra 65) مم ) البارح طرأ... صيفطت لهم الفوج االول0.01:
66mm (0.01) lbariH Tr'... SifT lhum fawj l'wâl 
67mm (0.01) yesterday plan... she sent the first group to them 

Toufiq 68[هاد شي معروف] ،ويلي :
69wîllî, [hâd shî m'arûf]
70Whatever (SAR), [this is well-known]

Kaltoum 71:XXX [شي أئما] واعرا مطرطرأ، من الميريكان 
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72XXX [shî 'imâ] wâ'erâ mTarTarâ, mn merîkân  
73               some list,] wonderful (MOCKING) exploded, from America [XXX
74) 0.01(
من الميريكان75
76mn merîkân
77From America

Toufiq 78 گولها گولها مي عاود لهادي اللي قريا :
79gûlhâ gûlhâ mmî 'âwd lhâdî illî qarîyâ 
80                 Tell her, tell her Mom, narrate to this educated one   
گولها القصة ديال سيدنا موسى81
82gûlha lqiSa dyâl sîdnâ musa
83the story of our saint Moses

Kaltoum 84 من الميريكان . أأه كي يزيغوا باش :
85mn merîkân. ââh kîzîghû bâsh            
86                From America, Yeah, they are encouraged so 
)SARيقتلو خوتنا المسلمين (87
88yiqtlû khûtnâ lmuslimîn
89they can kill our muslim brothers 
آآههه كي يزيغ باش يقتلو خوتنا المسلمين90
91ââhhh kîzîghû bâsh yiqtlû khûtnâ lmuslimîn
92             Yah, They are encouraged, in order to kill our Muslim brothers (SAR)  
93)POUNDS CHEST, COUGHS, LAUGHS(
94↖  (RAISED VOICE)مسلمين 
96muslimîn ↖ (RAISED VOICE)
97Muslims  ↖ (RAISED VOICE)  
98 ↖ (INCREASED TEMPO AND PITCH)كفر باهللا 
99↖  kufr billah (INCREASED TEMPO AND PITCH) 

100unbelievers by God! (INCREASED TEMPO AND PITCH)↖

As evidenced by the interaction, this Moroccan family was aware of the role literacy

played in interpretive authority and drew upon this knowledge to accomplish a variety of

ends, relational and interpretive. The stance toward alternative literacy forms grounded in

valued forms of oral Quranic education shifted according to the exigencies of the

emerging conversation, attesting to the ways in which literacy can be utilized in

constructing authority between and among family members in Morocco.
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A key point in non-contextualized literacy claims has been that those less literate

(undefined but in some cases involving something other than schooled literacy) are

limited in critical thought skills or rational thinking (Goody 1986). A number of scholars

have challenged this idea in recent years (Graff 1987; Street 1985; Roburn 1995), but

many of these studies maintain the idea that thought is an individual action rather than

more collaborative and dialogic. This next example, an extension of the previous viewing

interaction, demonstrates how literacy level and age were not the key determinants of

individual rational thought. The logic of the interpretation was collaboratively engaged,

modified, and developed through the course of the interaction. As mentioned before, a

mother and five of her six children had finished a national religious program on Islam

and an advertisement aired for a Moroccan French-language news magazine program,

Grand Angle featuring the death of Rachel Corrie. The unschooled mother, eldest son and

sisters continued to discuss Rachel Corrie's stoy, with the eldest son providing most of

the details, the sisters the emotional evaluative responses, and the mother inserting key

evaluations that kept the main points in view. 

As the visuals of the Corrie's death unfolded on the screen, the son began by pointing

to the screen and explaining the presence of international reporters in the bulldozing of a

Palestinian home through a rhetorical question (lines 1-6). Kaltoum responded with a one

syllable اأأـــــه ha' "no" (lines 7-9), and Toufiq clarified that the victim was from a human

rights organization (lines 13-15). This initiated affirmative recognitions from three of his

sisters. The son continued the account, but offered an emotive sound effect آوو âww in the
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place of a verbal phrase when describing what precipitated Corrie's death, in connection

with the television images (lines 31-33). The mother then supplied the verbal description

هداز ي ـــــف ـــــ اـــــ daz fiha "he ran over her" (lines 34-36). At this point, the son backtracked to

describe the organization Corrie was associated with, clarifying that it wasn't called a

human rights organization and searching for the exact name (lines 37-43). The mother

jumped in with a name (UNESCO), which she would have known about from its

connection to the Fes medina restoration project. The son rejected this, saying it was

something without borders (lines 47-50). A significant pause induced the mother to note

that the name was not important to the account, and the son ratified her observation and

continued his account (lines 54-85). He ended his account with an observation that Corrie

was either American or British. The mother and sister responded to this at the same time,

the sister with an emotional intake of breath over Corrie's demise, and the mother with a

sarcastic observation that the Israelis would not care what her nationality was insofar as

she was helping Palestinians (lines 89-91). This prompted Toufiq to comment that most

of the observers in this story were not Palestinians. While not explicitly stated, this line of

reasoning assumed that had Corrie not been a foreigner, her name and death would not

have made the news. The mispronunciation of the French term for foreigners by the

eldest sister began a riff by the siblings that changed the topic (lines 102-104).

As demonstrated in this example, the mother, though not aware of the particulars of

the account, kept the flow of the story to its key points as the eldest son related it. The

actual logic of the story and interpretive authority was collaboratively constructed and
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shifted as the interactants inputs altered the telling. It involved multiple languages and

background information, but the traditional authority of elders (the mother in this case),

was not challenged or inverted. Her reasoning was seen as a key element of the

interpretive process.

Toufiq 1 ال ال كتشوف هادوك، هاد الصحفيين را فيهوم :
2lâ lâ katshûf hâdûk hâd lSHafîîn râ fîhûm
3no, no you see these reporters, they have among them  
شتي ديك الصحفية اللي دازو فيها بالطركس؟4
5shtî dîk lSHafîa illî dâzû fîhâ blTraks
6?see that reporter who they ran over with the caterpillar

Kaltoum 7) ) هاأأ0.01:
8)0.01 '(hââ
9)0.01 (No

Toufiq 10) ) فاش كانت تعرضت ليهم0.01:
11)0.01 (fâsh kânat t'arDat lîhum
12when she opposed them (0.01) 
من داك منضمة حقوق االنسان13
14mn dâk mnaDma Hqûq lˆnsân
15from that human rights organization

Toufiq 16[كيريبو] [،تيهدمو] كانو مشاو [لتماية] فاش كانو :
17kânû mshâw [ltmâya] fâsh kânû [tîhadmû] [kîrîbû]
18they went there when they demolished 

Aicha 19[آآآه] :
20]ââh [
21]oh yeah[

Kaltoum 22[سمعتها] :
23]sm'athâ[
24]I heard about her[

Zoubida 25[أه] :
26]âh[
27]yea[

Toufiq 28كيريبو المباني، االسرائيليين :
29kîrîbû lmbânî lîsra'îlîn
30they destroyed the houses, the Israelis
اوو وقفت للجرارات (.) كنو واقفين (.)  آوو31
32âww waqft liljârât (.) knû wâqfîn (.) âww
33so she stood (.)  they stood (.)  oowh

Zahra 34][فيها] داز :
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35[dâz [fîhâ]
36[he ran [over her]

Toufiq 37مشي حقوق االنسان، منضمة آآآ[           :
38        [   mashî Hqûq lînsân mnaDama âââ
39[           not from a human rights organization, an organization...ahh 
) كسميتها؟0.01 اللي كدعي للسالم  (40
41îllî kd'aî lilsalâm (0.01) ksmîthâ
42that one that is calling for peace (0.01) what's its name
43)0.02(

Zahra 44يونسكو :
45yûnesko
46UNESCO

Toufiq 47) ال ال ال ) شي حاجة بال حدود0.01) إه.(0.01:
48lâ lâ lâ (0.01) âh (0.01) shî Hâja blâ Hudûd
49"No, no, no, no (0.01) Ah (0.01) something "without borders
50)0.02(

Zahra 51إوا المهم ماعليناش :
52îwâ lmuhim mâ'alînâsh  
53well, no matter, it's not important 

Toufiq 54ماعليناش كيما گولتي :
55mâ'alînâsh kîmâ gûltî
56it's not important, as you said
مشات وقفت ليهم كتعرض لهم57
58mshât wqfat lîhum kt'arD lhum
59she went, stood in front of them, opposing them
بقاو كيخووهم باش60
61bqâw kîkhûwhum bâsh
62they continued to evacuate in order  
 يطيحوا الديور63
64yTîHû ldâr
65to collapse the houses
66)0.01(
) بغاو0.01هي مابغاتش (67
68hîya mâbghâtsh (0.01)  bghâw  
69she did not want (this), (0.01) they wanted 
الخر جا بغا يهددها 70
71lâkhr jâ bghâ yihdadhâ
72the other (the one driving the caterpillar) came threatening her
وال مانعرف، كيقيصها بالطراكس73
74wlâ mân'araf kîqayShâ bilTraks
75or I don't know (something like that), he hits her with the catepillar
 كيدوز فيها76
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77kaydûz fîhâ
78he runs over her
داز فيها بالطراكس79
80dâz fîhâ bilTraks
81 he ran over her with the catepillar)↑RAISED TONE (
82)0.02(
مانعرف هي بريطانية وال ميريكانية83
84mân'araf hîya brîTânîya wlâ mîrîkânîya
85I don't know,  (perhaps) she is British or American

Kaltoum 86[إي ي] :
87]ây ây[
88ay ay

Zahra 89 [[شغايديرو لها]] [ومالهما] :
90]wmâlhmâ]] [shughâydîrû lhâ[[
91)SAR (and who cares] (i.e. Israelis) [[what should they do for her]] [

Kaltoum 92[[هووووو]]          :
93      ]]    huuuu[[
94]]          INTAKE OF BREATH[[

Toufiq 95وهادو، هاد الصحفيين أغلبيتهم ماشي من هاد :
96wahâdû hâd lSHafîîn 'aghlabîythum mâshî min hâd
97and those, those journalists, most of them are not from there 
98)0.01(
FR (Des Américains)  فرانسيين وال سبليونيين وال(0.01  أغلبيتهم (↖ 99

100 ↖ 'aghlabîythum (0.01) frânsîîn wlîsbalyûnîîn wlâ (FR) Des Américains
101 ↖ most of them (0.01) are French or Spanish or (FR) Americans  

Kaltoum 102:Des Ètrangers.... bien sûr Des Ètranger 
103)   FR (Foreigners, of course foreigners

Aicha 104)   :RESTATES FR, LAUGHS AT HER (Des Ètrangers
Kaltoum 105:yes or no] (ENG)[

Toufiq 106[مسكينة،] حاولي غي حاولي           :
107         ]  mskîna [Hâwlî ghî Hâwlî 
108)TEASING (Poor thing], try, just try[
واحد النهار يقدر يوفقك اهللا109
110waHd nnhâr yqadr yiwafqk âlla
111some day God will give you success

I began this chapter with a critique of generalizations about intergenerational literacy

changes and traditional authority constructions in the home. The main argument is that

changing literacy rates and associated informational access are not sufficient grounds on
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which to claim that modern educated youth in Morocco are inverting traditional authority

patterns. I sought to demonstrate, through ethnographic and detailed discourse analysis,

that interpretive authority in the home is collaboratively derived, socially distributed

across family members, and emergent based on the situational and contextual

circumstances. In actual practice, literacy is one among many resources that families have

to make sense of the world around them, to create stances in relation to those meanings,

and use those stances to comment on interfamily relations. This is not to say that public

interpretive authority operates with similar mechanisms or strategies, but rather that

context matters. Literacy and interpretive authority are dynamic practices in Morocco that

continue to show that individualistic and subjective models of literacy and authority fail

to account for actual shared interaction. 

The examples offered could be countered as non-representative and subjectively

chosen. I reiterate that representation is not my analytical aim. Rather, I seek to explore

some of the mechanisms and processes I observed during a particular historical moment

with a few families to challenge simplistic mappings of interpretive authority dynamics. 
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V:
RECURSIVE GENDER: LANGUAGE, CONFESSIONALISM AND MORALITY

Gender, like language use, is practiced, enacted, displayed,
regulated, and necessarily embodied within a social context that is
grounded in history at both the personal and global levels.

Keith Walters  1999:217

In this dissertation I have tried to examine similar identity processes (parody and

performance of identities associated with features of language varieties, bivalent

language puns, hyper-attention to identity nuances through recognition and appropriation

of phonological, lexical, and discourse markers of speaker positionality, evaluative

stances taken through topic control, code-switching, and intonational revoicings)

occurring in different language varieties and historical contexts (Morocco and Lebanon)

connected by a shared social imaginary of a multilingual, differentiated pan-Arab

audience. In chapter three I explored a pan-Arab identity expanded to include a

performative multi-lingualism present in urban Fes Morocco and Beirut Lebanon as

evidenced by the circulation of media scripts from entertainment programming. Chapter

four explored ideas of literacy and interpretive practices among some families evaluating

news programming in Fes without including Beirut, due to the data available and

divergent literacy factors between Beirut and Fes. In this chapter I turn to Beirut to

explore recursive constructions of gender and morality, but I do so by highlighting the

specificity and dynamic of these contexts rather than convergence with other Arab

communities. Though there are gendered identity processes occurring in both Fes and

Beirut and both involve gendered language ideologies, the literature on these in Morocco
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is far more extensive and developed. Confessionalism has been the primary lens for

examining language ideologies and identities in Lebanon, yet gender is an important,

under-examined and untheorized element of both. I wish to add to the literature on gender

and language in Lebanon by illustrating the recursive relationships between language,

gender, and morality positioning that occur in family conversations during talk show

programming. As family members collaboratively positioned themselves in relation to

media gender representations, they performatively reinscribed and challenged gendered

language oppositions that extended beyond a masculine-feminine dichotomy and onto

moral characterizations of other's gendered identity performances. 

Gender representations are a key part of media representations about the Middle East:

the mystique of the veiled, sensual, repressed and inaccessible female, symbol of gender

apartheid that can be mapped onto ideas of the nation; the violent, irrational, uncivilized

yet virile males whose masculinity and honor seduce Western women but open them

easily to manipulation and defeat by more rational Western men (Khatib 2006:63).

Middle Eastern media productions refract gendered representations of their communities

in different ways, such that the veiled female can be a symbol of virtue and honor in

families and by extension the nation. The meanings associated with these gendered

images may vary from one national media to the other (Algerian nationalist cinema

portrays veiled women in different ways than Egyptian nationalist cinema), and from one

time period to another (veiled women meant something different in 1930s Egyptian

media than they did in early 2000s), and even between communities (the Shia Lebanese
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television station al-Manar valorizes veiled women differently than the Maronite

affiliated LBC), but Middle East media representations are intimately linked to gender.

Women in particular are represented in Middle Eastern film and television productions as

embodying and transmitting moral values, while posing a threat to moral reproduction if

they lose their identity (Khatib 2006:80, Gordon 2007:225). This has been argued to

prompt a turn away from the immorality displayed in western programming's portrayal of

women and return to the values espoused by "traditional" Arab society represented in

Arab television (Hamdouche 2007:128). 

A. GENDER AND CONFESSIONAL RECURSIVITY 

This gendered ideology in national and transnational media, which focuses on women

as moral symbols, though in different ways and for different ends depending on the

context and orientation, finds its way into other domains, such as language ideologies.

Examples of this appear in the work of Sadiqi, Kapchan, and Hoffman, where women are

associated with Berber/Amazigh identity maintenance through their preservation and use

of the language and activities associated with those who have not migrated (Hoffman

2006); Moroccan women's lack of education distances them from associations with

French and MSA and thus the public sphere, associating Moroccan Arabic and Berber

with women as guardians of tradition, at the same time that linguistic competence in

French translates into social and economic capital for women in post-independence

middle classes (Sadiqi 2007); Moroccan women appropriate the language genres

(oratory, Classical Arabic وةـــــــــــعد d'awa "call to return to proper practice of Islam") and
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spaces associated with men (marketplace, schools) as a means to perform, in a small-

scale yet morally acceptable way, authority and identity paradigm shifts (Kapchan 1996).

Gal and Irvine call this process one of recursivity, whereby:

an opposition, salient at some level of relationship, [is projected] onto
some other level... Thus, the dichotomizing and partitioning process that
was involved in some understood opposition (between groups or between
linguistic varieties) recurs at other levels, either creating subcategories on
each side of a contrast or creating supercategories that include both sides
but oppose them to something else. Reminiscent of fractals in geometry,
and of the structures of segmentary kinship systems (as well as other
phenomena involving segmentation), the myriad oppositions that can
create identity may be reproduced repeatedly, either within each side of a
dichotomy or outside it. When such oppositions are reproduced within a
single person, we are talking not about identities, but about oppositions
between activities or roles associated with prototypical social persons. In
any case, the oppositions do not define fixed or stable social groups. Nor
can the mimesis they suggest be more than partial. Rather, they provide
actors with the discursive or cultural resources to claim and thus attempt
to create shifting "communities," identities, and selves, at different levels
of contrast, within a cultural field (1995:974).

Ideas about differences between men and women became salient in Western action films

that represented masculine Westerners and emasculated Arabs (Khatib 2007:78).

Similarly, language styles associated with men (such as oratory) become indexical of

authority stances in specific contexts (Kapchan 1996:79), while features associated with

women (empty interjectives such as لو ـــــي يـــــ wîllî literally a reference to the river running

through hell, but I translate the intent which is more along the lines of "Oh dear") may be

seen as emotional responses to human tragedy when revoiced by men (see examples

given on pp. 238-239 in chapter four). Since women can be perceived as closely tied to

morality in this recursive fractal, I want to explore how television becomes morally-
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didactic material for reproducing identities constructed, in Lakoff's terms (1975) through

talk about gender (stances people take about appropriate gendered talk) and gendered

language forms (language styles associated with specific genders). To paraphrase Gal and

Irvine, gender oppositions become discursive resources to claim moral identities tied to

the variety of ways men and women talk.

Abu-Lughod noted many years ago that there are zones of anthropological study in

the Arab World, such that some countries (Morocco and Yemen), communities (rural

Muslims), and concepts (kinship, Islam and gender) have been more salient than others,

part of a scholarly metaculture of Middle Eastern culture (1989:279-280). As an

extension of this, some concepts are recursive at all social levels in a society and little

scholarship triangulates between the explanatory metonyms. Confessionalism and patron-

client relations are the twin poles of Lebanese analysis, such that scholarship rarely

extends beyond them. This led some to argue that religious communal stratification has

been more relevant than class in Lebanon (Khuri 1969:29, Gordon 1985:37, Johnson

2001:6-20, Barakat 1993:21), and Arab patriarchy (a form of patron-client relations, see

Joseph 2003:173) explanatory for gendered code-switching choices (Suleiman 1999). As

mentioned in the introduction, language studies in Lebanon focused on confessionalism's

impact on language planning, education, political discourse, and urban neighborhood

dialects (Suleiman 2006, Joseph 2006, Thornhauser 2000, Riskedahl 2004, Naim-Sanbar

1985). In addition, the question of diglossia in Lebanon was linked with confessionalism,

such that Lebanese Arabic ("low" variety) was mapped onto a Phoenician, Christian,
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Western-oriented Lebanon and Modern Standard Arabic ("high variety) upheld Lebanon's

Arab, Islamic, Eastern face (Al Batal 2002:94). Gender only appears as a variable in

variationist analyses of language change (Suleiman 2006) and language planning studies

on attitudes toward foreign languages (Shaaban and Ghaith 2002, Diab 2000). Gender

studies in Lebanon privilege confessionalism and patriarchy discussions over that of

language (Joseph 1983, 1993, 1999, Dabbous-Sensenig 2002, Firmo-Fontan 2004, Deeb

2006). Media studies, even those interested with gender, focus on confessionalism and

patriarchy without concern for situated, gendered, language use (Al Batal 2002, Dajani

2001, Firmo-Fontan 2004, Dabbous-Sensenig 2002). 

Why does scholarship in Lebanon privilege these macro-political explanatory poles at

the expense of others, especially when literature on Lebanon constantly highlights the

fluidity and accommodation of identities in micro-level interactions (Riskedahl 2004,

Deeb 2006, Kraidy 1999)? Even though confessionalism was still the analytical

framework, Deeb described this "Lebanese identity crisis":

It is the lacunae left by the lack of a unified Lebanese national identity that
have cultivated the exaggerations of communal identity that are performed
daily through dress, language and behavior... and pubic piety.... Lebanese
I knew whom pious Shi'is would label "Westernized"—those whose
speech contained more English or French than Arabic, whose style
involved form-fitting clothing and plastic surgery, and whose
consumption habits easily rivaled Manhattan's Upper East Side—viewed
the headscarves, somber colors, and rituals of my pious Shi'i friends as
representative of their "backwardness." Both these labels involve
comparative evaluations—as stereotypes always do—with both sides
viewing themselves as superior based on a particular set of criteria
(2006:13-14).

Clearly confessionalism trumps in Lebanon. Class, language, fashion and embodied ritual
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are merely exaggerated extensions of confession-based moral judgments, rather than

complex multi-functional identity axes. Joseph, while noting the reality of kinship

relations in Lebanon has been very diverse and full of contradiction, argued that

patriarchy, as both a gendered and aged authority has been idiomatically codified and

reinforced politically and religiously: "The civic myth of the kin contract which has

undergirded the Lebanese social order, has contributed... [to] the complex and

paradoxical operations of a care/control paragdim, supported by the state and religious

sects" (2003:171). Although there is recognition that confessionalism intersects with

other identities, its mythic metonym, along with patriarchy, continues to drown out other

possible positionalities occuring in lived experience. 

It is just as easy for scholars to essentialize and simplify as it is for the studied

(though their explanations are called stereotypes). Asad, in writing about an anthropology

of Islam and the relationship between scholarly and lay theories, argued all discursive

traditions seek coherence (Asad 1986:16). I seek to triangulate some of these analytical

axes by looking at gender and language in Lebanon not just as functions of

confessionalism or patriarchy, but as part of the processes involved in identity fluidity

and fixity (stance) that emerge in family collaborative television talk. I rely on analysis of

contextualized, socially constructed and meaningful language styles that occurred as

families talked about gendered media representations or gendered scripts that arose from

television, to argue that more than confessionalism or patriarchy contributed to morality

positioning. The interactions analyzed in this chapter are about moral positioning as
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much as form and context of content. I present my case through the lens of Lebanese talk

shows (those stereotyped for male versus female audiences) and the moral stances taken

in evaluations of gendered "others," embodied selves fashioned from language, dress,

employment, and behavior. I will begin with a brief overview of Arabic language and

gender studies, and corresponding ideas recorded in my fieldnotes, to set the stage for

connecting language, gender, and media ideologies. Then I review my interactants'

perceptions associated with gender and morality as they relate to television. Finally I

analyze the family television talk that occurred in connection with talk show

representations of morality and gender. By chance, the two family interactions analyzed

here were all from Muslim homes: a Sunni Lebanese family living in Ras Beirut, a

Palestinian Sunni family living in a West Beirut neighborhood close to Shatila refugee

camp whose mother was Lebanese Shi'i. The Maronite family recordings I have do not

include talk shows, but I will introduce some of my fieldnote observations on their

viewing practices.

I want to borrow from a computer engineering metaphor here and claim that

connecting the gender, language, and morality axes is a model exercise in complexity

theory. Linguistic and cultural systems are fundamentally complex and as with all

analyses, focusing on component parts, without a trope of dense interconnectedness at the

edge of chaos, does not give sufficient understanding of the interaction between and

within systems (Cilliers 1998:ix). In these descriptions and analyses, the participants'

both reproduce and modify the overlapping cultural domains in which they operate by
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their interactions with them. The added semiotic mediation of television extends the

possible tracks upon which connections of gender, language and morality may travel.  

No society or culture is totally consistent. Every society/culture has some
axes of male prestige and some of female, some of gender equality and
some (sometimes many) axes of prestige that have nothing to do with
gender at all. The problem in the past has been that all of us engaged in
this debate were trying to pigeonhole each case (is it male dominant or
not?) either through data purification (explaining away the inconvenient
bits of information) or through trying to add up the bits and arrive at a
score (add a point for balanced division of labor, subtract a point for
prevalent wife beating, etc). I will argue here, however, that the most
interesting thing about any given case is precisely the multiplicity of
logics operating, of discourses being spoken, of practices of prestige and
power in play. Some of these are dominant—‘hegemonic.’ Some are
explicitly counterhegemonic—subversive, challenging. Others are simply
‘there,’ ‘other,’ ‘different,’ present because they are products of
imagination that did not seem to threaten any particular set of
arrangements. The analytic question will be precisely that of the
relationship between the elements, both at a given moment and—
ideally—across time. (Ortner 1996:146)

I hope to explore the relations between the elements of media, language, and gender in

this chapter. In doing so I will demonstrate the dynamic social circulation of morality

identifications in Lebanese homes that are not only about confessionalism or patriarchy,

but highlight emergent, multiple positionalities (age, status, and family related). 

B. LANGUAGE AND GENDER IN ARABIC

With the exception of Morocco, most studies of language and gender in the Middle

East have focused primarily on urban spaces (notoriously dynamic yet reduced for

analysis purposes, see Miller et. al. 2007) and language change through the Labovian

variationist tradition (Labov 2001:24). I located one article specifically examining

language and sex roles in rural Lebanon (Jabbra 1980), with three other variationist
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studies that mention gender in passing while examining confessional neighborhood

dialect markers arising as a result of the civil war (Germanos 2007, Srage 1997, Naim-

Sanbar 1985). Since gender seems to be more tied to variationist analyses of language

styles in Beirut, I will explore that in more detail below. It is instructive to look briefly at

Jabbra's work to see how Lebanese language and gender studies fit within trends of the

field generally first. 

Jabbra's work followed Lakoff's in trying to see how sex roles were shaped by

language classifications and terms for women in a small rural Arab Melkite Greek

Catholic community in the Beqa' Valley. While recognizing that Arabic marked

grammatical gender, she focused on labels and terms for sex and age "kinds" that

signaled social structuring of sex roles and identities in the community. In good

functionalist fashion, she argued that social structure was the determining variable,

language merely reflecting: "male authority, patrilocality, patrilineality, and the greater

importance marriages assumes for women than it does for men" (Jabbra 1980:460). Of

course, there were conflicting views held by her interlocutors about sex roles, and she

mentioned this in her analysis. For them, Arabic's grammatical gender reflected the idea

that both sexes had the same religious duties, yet in economic, domestic, and political

affairs roles were complementary so as to manage more efficiently an ordered society

(1980:472). Though Lakoff was part of the dominance paradigm of language and gender

studies (language about and by women positioned them below men), Jabbra connected

her analysis with the difference model propounded by Tannen, in which men and women
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simply have different yet complimentary styles (Talbot 1998:130). As will be apparent in

this chapter, I align with the dynamic model of language and gender, in which gendered

language styles are not fixed categories consistently adhered to and utilized by speakers

but rather possibilities along a continuum used to accomplish a variety of ends depending

on the context. Clearly gendered language styles are indexical of perceived gender

distinctions, but each instantiation provides new possibilities for refiguring positions in

relation to those differences. This will be clearer in the examples presented throughout

this chapter. 

The other studies that mentioned gender in relation to language choices were part of

variationist sociolinguistics. Naim-Sanbar and Srage explored the increased cantonization

of Beirut along confessional lines (Christian East Beirut and Muslim West Beirut)

through a study of phonological variables /q/ distribution and emphasis of /ʔ/ in two

Beiruti neighborhoods (Naim-Sanbar 1985, Srage 1987). During the civil war, a no-man's

land known as the Green Line, demarcated Christian East Beirut from Muslim West

Beirut. Prior to the war, Beirut was more integrated and reflected the dynamics of rapid

urbanization through rural migration more than confessionalism. The city was more a

map of concentric class circles: downtown was the commercial heart, Ras Beirut became

the prestige and intellectual pulse of the city, and the eastern and southern suburbs were

shanty-towns set up by newly arrived rural Maronites and Shi'a (Khuri 1975, Davie 1996,

Harb el-Kak 1998). People of a particular economic class or ideological bent lived

together: "Kinship aside, the socio-economic status of a neighbour was more decisive
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than his religious affiliation" (Bodenstein 2005:106). While the suburbs were

characterized as extensions of confessional rural communities, such that eastern Beirut

was more Christian and southern Beirut more Shi'a (Khuri 1975), in reality they were

more integrated. Neb'a, a poor neighborhood in East Beirut, was home to well-known

Shi'i religious leader Hassan Fadlallah when he first arrived in 1966 to Lebanon

(Denoeux 1993:186). He was called there to support Shi'a migrants from southern

Lebanon and the Beqa' Valley, providing welfare services and religious guidance. He and

other Shi'a fled the area at the beginning of the war when Christian militias took over the

area. Concern for safety led some people to flee their homes and cluster in neighborhoods

known to be protected by a militia of their confessional stripe. The commercial center of

downtown lay in the midst of the Green Line, so institutions opened branches of schools,

banks, and offices to serve the divided city: Christian East Beirut and Muslim West

Beirut. Neb'a maintained its association with the poor during the war, but became

affiliated with Christian internal refugees displaced by the fighting. I volunteered, during

my fieldwork in 2005, for a soup kitchen operating in Neb'a, distributing foodstuffs to

needy families. Though the neighborhood was still considered Maronite Christian, there

were Shi'a living there, who moved back after the war, attracted to the cheap rents for

housing and shops. The growing Shi'a demographic and political threat was part of

discussions held among the women who gathered to receive support at the soup kitchen,

among both the volunteers and the served. Yet they continued to serve Shi'a and

patronize their shops when need arose, erasing confessional affiliation when the outward
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signifiers (dress, use of the Beiruti urban standard, car make, and profession) did not

correlate with the stereotyped markers of fear.

Despite the lived complexity of spatial distributions and interactions, perceptions

continued that East Beirut was a dangerous place for Muslims and West Beirut a

dangerous place for Christians. I outlined how this intersected with my research data

collection in chapter two (pages 119-122). The sociolinguistic studies of Beirut

mentioning gender primarily examined how these perceptions were reflected in language

use. For Naim-Sanbar, de-emphasizing of /ʔ/ in Achrafiyyeh (Christian East Beirut)

distinguished speakers from the "heavy" Muslim West Beirutis. Confessional oppositions

were further mapped onto gendered language ideologies in a recursive fashion: strong /ʔ/

emphasis indexed a masculine, working-class, popular identity, with weak /ʔ/ emphasis

carried an "occidental-like" feminine quality (Naim-Sanbar 1985). In Labov's view, the

sound changes noted between regions and social classes could be attributed to social

groups desires to associate particular forms of speaking as a social trait in opposition to

another group. As individuals aligned themselves with one social group, they adopted the

speech patterns of that group, the most studied being phonological and lexical indicators

(Labov 2001:13, 25). 

Gender became important in determining sound change among sociolinguists

studying Arabic, where rapid urbanization was bringing into contact a number of

different varieties. The majority of analyses on gender and language variation in Arabic

focused on one phonological variable as the marker of variety distinction: the presence or
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absence of the uvular stop /q/. There is a wealth of phonological data on gender and /q/

variation for dialects such as Cairo (Haeri 1986), Amman (Abdel-Jawad 1981, El-Wer

1999), Damascus (Daher 1997), Baghdad (Abu-Haidar 1989), and Casablanca (Hachimi

2005). Some of these studies have examined other phonological variables, such as

gendered distribution of a vowel variant as well as the presence or absence of the glottal

stop in Tunisia (Walters 1989, 1999), but rarely ventured beyond this linguistic level to

explore gendered lexical, syntactic, prosodic variation, or ways of speaking (Haeri

1995:175). There were some exceptions to this: a description of a few features of

gendered language use in Baghdad (Abu-Haidar 1988); descriptions of androcentricity in

Moroccan Arabic (Sadiqi 2003); lexical, discourse structures, and speaking genres

attributed to women in Morocco (Sadiqi 1995, Hachimi 2001, Kapchan 1996); the syntax

and lexical choice of obituaries in Egypt as constructing gendered identities (Eid 2002);

and anecdotal accounts of English-Arabic code-switching as symbol of prestige among

elite females in Jordan or French-Arabic code-switching among elite females in North

Africa (Suleiman 1999). Systematic and quantitative examinations of gendered language

variation in Arabic morphology, syntax, and prosody are yet to appear. 

It has been consistently noted that women use the glottal stop [ʔ] found in Arabic

urban dialects in the place of Modern Standard Arabic's uvular /q/. Abdel-Jawad argued

that it was because of Jordanian women's limited access to Classical Arabic due to

household duties and high illiteracy rates among women (1981). Niloofar Haeri

challenged Abdel-Jawad’s assumption by calling into question the identification of an
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Arabic standard (1986, 1995). The diglossic situation in Arabic-speaking communities

posed problems for locating the standard variety that men and women oriented toward in

speaking. The classic Fergusonian view of diglossia provided functionally distributed

high and low varieties of Arabic: MSA, known in Arabic as غا ل ـل ـ اـ عة ـل يرـ ـب اـ صحة ف ـل ـ ـ ةـ allugha

al'arabîya alfusHa "the eloquent Arabic language" or fusHa for short, was considered the

high variety and used in literature, news media, education, religion and politics, while the

dialects (low varieties) were used in everyday conversations, entertainment media, and

informal contexts (Ferguson 1979). Abdel-Jawad (and Labov) equated the standard with

the high variety, fusHa, and then used the public/private dichotomy to explain differential

access by men and women (Haeri 1986:178). Both assumed that the standard and the

norm were the same as in English-speaking environments. However, Haeri was able to

show that gendered language ideologies were at work in this distinction. 

Haeri compared three studies that examined the gendered use of three /q/ variants

among Ammani Jordanians, Egyptians, and a mixed gender and nationality group of

speakers (Schmidt 1974, Abdel-Jawad 1981, Salam 1980). In all these studies she noted

that women used the non-standard variants, [ʔ] or [g] more than men (Haeri 1986:174).

Haeri showed that college-educated female executives used the Classical Arabic /q/ less

than similarly educated males, while female civil servants with less education mirrored

their male counterparts. Using this distribution in Amman and her own study of the

language situation in Cairo, Haeri suggested that women associated the urban variety [ʔ]

with ideas of modernity, progress and change of the status quo (1986:177). They linked
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Classical /q/ with traditional education, a situation in which men participated and

excluded women from public life. By choosing the urban variety, educated women in

Cairo and Amman seemed to be symbolizing a different ideology than men, one that

associated the standard with a regional variety rather than MSA (Haeri 1995:159). One

problem with this analysis is that some lexical items may be iconically linked to [q],

making it difficult to determine lexical vs. phonological variation (Abdel-Jawad

1981:205). For example, sacred text of Islam, the Quran, is the ideal of Classical Arabic.

The word itself begins with /q/ and was consistently pronounced that way regardless of

the language variety surrounding it in Morocco and Lebanon, which participate in the

urban [ʔ] varibility ([q] being a feature of educated Moroccan Arabic [g] the rural

manifestation, while in Lebanon [q] is linked to Druze and educated Muslim identities).

Regardless, Haeri’s call for inclusion of language ideologies to tease out the nuance

underlying language variation was an important contribution. 

In his study of Damascene Arabic, Daher concurred with Haeri that [ʔ] was a

dialectal norm and [q] was the officially recognized standard being reintroduced into the

dialect through education (1999:203). [q] connotes masculinity, while [ʔ] is linked to

femininity and women’s speech (1999:201). Though [q] usage increased with education

among both males and females, educated females tended to avoid this variant due to its

masculine connotations. In addition, Daher suggested that [q] may be stigmatized as

rural, while [ʔ] derived prestige from its association with urbanization and modernization

(1999:200). Thus [ʔ] represented a different norm for educated women than for educated
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men. El-Wer conducted a similar study among Jordanians, including /q/ but expanding

the features studied to include /θ/ ,(ث) /ᴆ/ ,(ظ) /ʤ/ .(ج) She focused on women and men

who had come into contact with /q/ variants through Palestinian refugees of 1948 and

1967. The other features, [ʔ], [ᴅ], [t], and [ʒ], are linked with urban Palestinian, while [g],

[ᴆ], [θ], and [ʤ] are the Jordanian Bedouin dialect features (1999:39). El-Wer noted that

the same variables were used differently by Jordanian men and women. Jordanian women

oriented toward the prestige connected to urban Palestinian forms and men pulled in the

direction of ethnic identification found in Jordanian dialect forms. 

For indigenous Jordanian women, urban Palestinian women represented
‘finesse’; they appeared liberated and modern, and were better educated,
and hence the way these women spoke also appeared attractive. Although
men were also attracted by finesse, elegance and modernity, they would
not attempt to emulate them since these are perceived as feminine
qualities. As indigenous women increasingly adopted urban lx features,
these features became associated with female speech, to the extent that the
indigenous Jordanian features became perceived as ‘tough’ and more
appropriate for men, while the urban Palestinian features became
perceived as ‘soft’ and therefore more appropriate for women (El-Wer
1999:41)

As described by El-Wer, there were definite associations of certain forms with gendered

identities in Jordan. Suleiman argued that this was due to women's domination by men in

the patriarchy of the Middle East, a reinscribed Orientalist assessment that does not take

into consideration new work on power and authority in the Middle East (Kandiyoti 1996,

Joseph 1999, Khater 1996, Thompson 2000, Tucker 1983). As Joseph has clearly noted,

patriarchy in the Arab world (and in Lebanon in particular as her ethnographic context for

exploring kin relations) is not simply the authority and of men over women, but includes
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the authority of elders over their children, including the empowerment of elder women

over younger males and females (2003:169). This also appeared in Abu-Lughod's

biography of Migdim, the elderly matriarch of a Egyptian Bedouin family, whose

community touted its moral superiority for retaining the Arab values of modesty through

sex segregation in opposition to settled Egyptians (Abu-Lughod 2005b:205-223). 

Several sociolinguists argued that women's insecurity (economically, educationally

and socially) encouraged them to adopt prestige forms, though they don't agree on

whether it is Parisian accented French, Modern Standard Arabic, or regional urban koines

(Labov 2001:275, Sadiqi 2003, Abu-Haidar 1989, Haeri 1995, Suleiman 1999, El-Wer

1999). Understanding the linguistic market of a community through identifying actual use

and ideologies associated with situated practice seems key to explaining gendered

language use, though a more theorized analysis of the relation between features and

identities is needed. “While educational establishments and the labor markets are crucial

to the reproduction of linguistic values, they do not wholly determine the actual behavior

of speakers” (Haeri 1995:191). Walters further explored this idea in his research on

gender and language variation in a small town in Tunisia (1989, 1999). His work was

unique in relation to the previous studies because his data was not from a regional urban

center, nor did he focus exclusively on /q/. He noted that Western assumptions about

literacy, standards, prestige, gender, and education could not be transferred

methodologically to the Arab world. In addition, most Arabic studies focused on supra-

dialectal varieties and the behavior of educated speakers. Variation occurs in non-urban
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areas, as well as among uneducated speakers and has just as much to contribute to

sociolinguistic patterns of the region. The last critique leveled by Walters was that

interviewers should be considered variables and sources of data as well, since speakers

tend to accommodate their language based on context, genre, and audience. A well-

grounded analysis of a speech community should be able to explain the behavior of

indigenous interviewers as much as the interviewees. Rather than marking a variable as

male or female, Walters reframed the discussion in terms of identity construction, both

individually and communally. This was in line with Eckert and McConnell-Ginet’s work

on gender and identity in a suburban high school located near Detroit (1995). They noted

the difficulty in separating the significance of variables when both gender and group

affiliation demonstrated the same trend. Were certain features a function of being a

female or a jock/burn-out? Was the relationship causal, correlative, or indicative of some

other identity marker? 

The previous studies have been focused on phonological variation. Abu-Haidar noted

that Baghdadi women use passive constructions more often than men, though even their

usage was rare (1989:476). In addition, women had more novel use of auxiliaries. Lexical

variation seemed to be the clearest marker of gender differences, with older Baghdadi

women exhibiting more precise color terminology and rhyming collocates which were

rarely used by men or younger women. Both young and old women peppered their

speech with more expletives, intensifiers, and particles of surprise (1988:158-159).  

Compare this to Sadiqi’s description of Moroccan women’s speech (1995), which
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was more anecdotal that Abu-Haidar’s. Her article was primarily interested in examining

gendered language attitudes toward Moroccan and Classical Arabic, French, and Berber

based on a survey administered to women and anecdotal examples taken from her own

interactions with women and men in Fez. Most of her descriptions of women’s speech in

Fez mirrored Lakoff’s characterizations of American women’s speech, with a few

exceptions. Women used tag questions, employed diminutives and polite forms, and had

a wider range of expletives than men (1995:70, 72). Younger Bagdadi women rarely

code-switched between the dialect and LA (Abu-Haidar 1988), while in Morocco, young

girls were more likely to code-switch between French and Moroccan Arabic (Ennaji

1988:36). The Moroccan data was mentioned qualitatively, without supporting data.

However, Ennaji claims that young women are more interested in claiming the prestige

that a French education indexes, thus supporting the need for contextualizing analyses.    

Given new theoretical approaches to language and gender, there are alternatives to the

previous sociolinguistic ideas that gendered language forms are the result of women's

insecurity and control by patriarchal relations. There are four generally recognized trends

in language and gender theory: deficit, dominance, difference and dynamic approaches

(Gal 1995). Labov’s characterization of Arab women’s speech fell under the purview of

deficit, where women’s speech was impoverished due to their disadvantages and social

insecurity. Abu-Haidar’s work remolded this idea to a context in which sex roles were

changing and young women were seeking prestige indexed through MSA forms, though

insecurity was still the reason for this choice. Abdel-Jawad, Daher, El-Wer, and Suleiman
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continued the dominance theme. Though she recognized that there are other approaches,

Sadiqi’s own descriptions fell squarely in the dominance category, since she saw

women’s language patterns in Morocco as constrained by the patriarchal social order

(Sadiqi 1995:76). Tannen's difference model assumed that men and women are socialized

into sub-cultures that reproduce gender-specific interaction styles (1990). Differences in

speech patterns are the result of gendered socialization patterns. Haeri’s work seemed

influenced by the difference model, though she recognized the dominance aspect of

Cairene women’s speech and the choices that educated women have to mark their

identities.  

In examining attitudes toward English, Arabic and French in Lebanon and their

impact on foreign language acquisition, gender was also mentioned as a factor. Diab

surveyed university students in Beirut and found that both male and female students felt

that women were better at learning French and that female students were more likely to

express motivation for learning French than males (Diab 2000:64, 137). She also

surmised that women would be motivated to learn English as a prestige marker of

education and social class mobility, in association with Western cultural values affording

greater social freedom to women (2000:21). Dominance, via patriarchy again was called

on to explain differences in attitudes toward language varieties, and by extension

language usage.  

In a different sociolinguistic study of Beirut, also not concerned specifically with

gender, greeting formulae were analyzed as a marker of confessional identity, mapped
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onto the post-war East/West divide, with a nod toward class distinction within religious

communities and gender (Germanos 2007). Notice again that confessionalism was the

analytical frame, and gender merely a side-note, though thankfully, the phonological

variability of /q/ was not the linguistic feature under study. The frequency of four

greetings (French Bon jour, Arabic برـــم ـــح اـــ marhabâ, Arabic سا ـــل كالمـــ ي ل ـــع ـــ ـــ مـــ as-salâmu

'alaykum, English Hi) used with neighborhood grocers were analyzed according to

territory (East/West Beirut), religious affiliation, social class, age, and gender. The

French greeting bon jour, was the most frequent greeting overall, and was used far more

in Christian East Beirut upper and middle-class neighborhoods, and among women.

Neb'a again appeared as a Christian area in this study, but for class rather than

confessional distinction, as speakers in this poor Christian neighborhood used bon jour

far less frequently, employing the Arabic marhabâ instead. Marhabâ was viewed as more

neutral than the Arabic greeting ـلسا ـعليكالمـ ـ مــ as-salâmu 'alaykum, appeared more frequently

among men than women, and by persons over forty. English hi was used primarily by

university aged speakers in Ras Beirut, and far more frequently by women than men. As-

salâmu 'alaykum, perceived as a Muslim greeting, was far less frequent than the others,

used in southern Shi'a suburbs and Palestinian neighborhoods, and far more frequent

among men than women. Greetings here reflected religious affiliation according to

territory, multilingualism and socioeconomic markings, as well as age and gender

differences, with bonjour and hi considered feminine, bonjour Christian, hi younger and

English educated, marhaba part of a Beiruti neutral urban standard and also masculine
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along with Muslim indexical as-salâmu 'alaykum (Germanos 2007:161). 

These previous studies saw language as reflecting social reality, but post-structuralist

sociolinguists view language as a dynamic site for cultural production of gender identity

(Mendoza-Denton 2007). Haeri began to approach this by recognizing the complex

relationship between speaker behavior choices and language variation. Walters moved

beyond dominance and difference to see gender as a structure of social relations that was

reproduced and challenged in everyday talk (1995, 1999). This is the model I situate my

analysis within. In my interviews and conversations with Beirutis from all religious

groups, language differences were explained in terms of confessionalism, just as

highlighted in scholarly literature. In a few instances, there were comments made that

women gossip more and swear less than men, and use more French than men,71 but by

and large, the question was one of sectarian differences. As Deeb mentioned previously,

the sensitivity of Beirutis to difference was recursive to the point of dress, language and

profession. Beyond the recursivity by which gender is mapped onto confessional

language use in Beirut, I want to argue that perceived gendered language used by men

and women was deployed in the moment to accomplish a variety of ends, not all of them

confessional, but often tied to moral evaluations and identities in relation to television

content.

C. GENDER AND MORALITY: COMPETING DISCOURSES

When thinking of moral values in the Middle East, one of the first scholarly frames to

71. Lebanon fieldnotes 9-20-05
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appear was that of religion, Islam in particular, despite the many other cultural and

religious influences that have affected ideologies through time and across the region.

Christianity and Judaism, though originating and still represented in the area, were

subsumed under the Muslim cultural milieu or seen as too westernized (Hodgson 1974,

Asad 1986, Deeb 2006:30). There was a sense of timelessness and constancy related to

Islam that appeared in both scholarly literature and in my interviews with Moroccans and

Lebanese. Scholarly descriptions of family values, taken from Muslim interlocutors, were

modeled on the prophet Mohammed's life and sayings, and could be described for the

entire Muslim world through all time (Chamberlayne 1968:120). Modesty, honor,

generosity, honesty, justice, piety and respect toward elders appeared in the literature of

moral values in Lebanese families. Weiss recounts an editorial from a 1920s Shi'a

magazine, in which language and schooling were linked to questions of gender and

morality. Shi'a writers in al-Irfan disapproved of Muslim girls attending Christian

missionary schools because they would destroy family and social life:  

A correspondent from Tyre, Jafar Khalil Safi al-Din, reported that it was a
shame to enroll in foreign schools when there were already perfectly good
locally run schools in the city. He argued that a student in those schools
“loses her language and learns a foreign language”; he asked, “Do the
fathers of those girls want to marry their daughters to a foreigner?” Such
behavior would inevitably lead to nothing but girls losing their “dignity”
and “honor,” exactly as was happening to young women in Beirut and
elsewhere. The author called on al-Irfan to take up this issue directly
because “girls are the mothers of tomorrow and Paradise is [found] beneath
the feet of mothers (saying of the prophet Mohammed)” (Weiss 2007:256)

The idea that learning English was a threat to Shi'a identity in Lebanon has altered since

the 1920s, illustrating that what Muslims consider morally suspect depended on the time
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and place. Shaaban and Ghaith's study of Lebanese attitudes toward foreign languages

revealed that English was associated as the preferred foreign language of Shi'a

(2002:565). While the idea that learning a foreign language would corrupt family life has

evolved, Deeb's ethnographic accounts of Shi'a women in southern Beirut clearly had

them connecting morality with Islam. Her Shi'a women were educated, and saw morality

in their ability to "demonstrate knowledge and practice of authenticated Islam, being

dedicated to self-improvement, and participating actively in the public life and betterment

of the community" (Deeb 2006:30). Chami-Sather's study of language and moral

reasoning among children included Christian and Muslim families. However, she

assumed Islam as the dominant moral compass for both (2004:169). Kraidy's study of

Maronite youth presented them, through their own words as selective of Arab values,

which they associated with Islam: accepting of the closeness, social compassion, and

hospitality, but spurning authoritanianism and social conservatism (1999:465). Of course,

morality depended on point of view. The Shi'a women in Deeb's study saw the Lebanese

Christians as linked to the moral laxity of western society through their consumerism,

objectification of women, and individualism (Deeb 2006:24). The key point here is that

questions of morality were connected to Islam by scholars and Lebanese, but in a

differentiated mapping depending on their positionality. 

Daniel Varisco wrote a scathing critique of anthropologists writing on Islam who,

despite the diversity of ethnographic accounts of Muslim practice and belief ("islams"),

continued to cast Islam as a monolithic lifeworld. Sociologist Ernst Gellner wrote a
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model of Muslim society that was relevant on both synchronic and diachronic axes

(1983). Bourdieu, in developing his theory of practice, characterized the Algerian Muslim

in the Kabayle region as timeless, the logic of their morality and law encoded in proverbs

that could be taken from Moroccan Muslim Berbers as well (Goodman 2003:783). Even

Geertz, in his famous essay "Islam Observed" compared Morocco and Indonesia, with

both partaking in the Islamic social blueprint, with different manifestations (1968). 

Anthropologists writing on Islam in the 1990s began to situate their ethnographies

within local discursive histories and political economies (Bowen 1992, Caton 1990,

Kapchan 1996, Messick 1993, Shyrock 1997), but analyses of a timeless Islam continued

to persist in gender analysis. As Varisco noted, 

Islam has generally been gendered on what its prophet is said to have said
and done rather than what Muslims in various lived-in contexts actually
do and say they do. While those who conduct ethnography among
Muslims need not make any overt reference to Islamic texts and their
interpretation, admittedly any such anthropologist would invariably have
been exposed to and somewhat influenced by the kind of rhetoric I wish to
explore here… Of all the ethnocentric baggage we carry into the field, our
gender models are invariably the most overweight. (2005:84)

In writing on Lebanese Shi'a Muslim views on the morality of new reproductive

technologies, Inhorn states that Islam is heterogeneous. One cannot assume that Islam

governs all Muslims equally. Divisions exist between Shi'a and Sunni, between schools

of jurisprudence and among religious scholars, and between Muslims in different locales,

socioeconomic levels, genders, degree of secularism, and scriptural knowledge (Inhorn

2006:96). 

Yet the idea persists. Part of the reason for this is that Muslims themselves
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discursively situate Islam as a shared tradition and interpretive framework, increasingly

so in the face of new technologies and mass education that facilitate the religious

imagination contributing to this culture of circulation (Eickelman 1992). This was true in

my fieldwork, even when actual practice varied from the Islamic morality discourse.

While watching a music video on a Egyptian owned pan-Arab music channel, Melody

Hits, a Lebanese Sunni family began an evaluation of the moral appropriateness of the

veiled girl's actions. This music video generated a great deal of discussion while I was in

Lebanon because it was the first pop music video to cast a veiled woman as the object of

the male performer's attention. Music videos dominated Arab satellite television, with

almost one fifth of airtime in Egypt channels allocated to music videos (Armbrust

2005:18). With a few exceptions, contemporary Arab music is viewed as escapism by

viewers and, by extension, scholars (Amin 2008:83-85). Those who disapproved of

videos argued that most representations of women in Arab music videos highlighted their

sensuality and modeled it after European women (2005:20). There were few female

performers whose music was seen as embodying the moral virtues of society and the

nation: Egyptian classical diva Umm Kalthum and Lebanese star Fayrouz from the 1960s

and 70s. Listening to their music was part of attuning to the moral values of the nation-

state, and was presented as so by state radio and television (Hirschkind 2006:57, Stone

2002). Some Muslim value themed videos began appearing in 2005, honoring veiled

mothers or respectful of veiled sisters engaged in pious action (Armbrust 2005:26), but

not as the object of romantic ballads. The morality of music has been debated among
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Muslim scholars to begin with due to its ability to stimulate problematic desires, while

the objectifying and sensualizing representations of women in Arab pop music is clearly

immoral. Yet Arab music, and pop music in particular, is widely disseminated and

consumed throughout the Middle East, even among those bearing all the marks of social

conservatism (see the anecdotal account in Armbrust 2005:23). 

In the following interaction, the parents and two sisters (one a university student and

the other working as a newsprint editor) began by discussing the performer and location

of the video (lines 1-15). Notice the whole family, father included, were watching and

commenting on a music video broadcast on Melody Hits, a music video station,

stereotyped in my interviews as programming only for younger Arabs, especially girls.72

The eldest daughter, Rula, recognized the young man as a recent contestant on Future

TV's Superstar (lines 1-2), this Sunni Muslim station's equivalent of LBCI's Star

Academy. The father led the discussion on the video's shooting location, the famous main

square in Alexandria, Egypt, replete with larger than life statues of lions on which the

young man sat as he sang (lines 3-12). Rula chimed in when he couldn't think of the

name for the statue in the square (lines 13-15). A side conversation developed between

the maid and the father while Rula and Nada discussed the propriety and style of the

veiled girl to whom the performer directed his attentions in the video (lines 16-28). Nada

highlighted the positive novelty of seeing a modest female representation in music

videos, primarily dominated by exposed female bodes: اــحلسـب ـلفكوي ـ اـ اـياـجوـنرة، ـلمحجبب ـ ـ ـ ةـ bas

72. Lebanon interview recording Fa 8-29-05, NDU survey 6, 10, and 12.
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Helû alfikra, înû jâyb almaHajibe "It's a nice idea to bring a veiled girl" (lines 20-22).

She used a generic third person plural to designate who was doing the exposing,

introducing ambiguity as to whether the women do it to themselves or the male producers

expose them: لاــمدــئ ــك حمــعنــ ل ش ــي ــ ــ وــ a'dme kilun 'am yishlaHû "as much as all of them are

exposed" (lines 24-26). However, she shifted to a masculine singular verbal noun to

indicate the novel action of bringing a symbol of female modesty and piety: ببـياـج ج ح ـم ـ ـ يـ

jâyb maHajibe "he brings a veiled girl" (lines 24-26).

Rula 1:dat superstar 1(ENG)
2)4.0(

Father 3تبعو ميدان اسكندرية هيدا :
4tab'û mîdân îskandarîya haydâ
5Alexandria's main square, that 

Nada 6بمصر :
7bimaSr
8in Cairo

Father 10باسكندرية عند ااا شو اسمو هيدا :
11bîskandarîya 'and âââ shû ismû haydâ
12?Alexandria at ahhh what's the name of that

Rula 13تمثيل :
14tamsîl
15statue

Father 16) :TO THE SRI LANKAN MAID RE THE DRINK SHE BROUGHT(
جانبي حانبي17
18jânbî jânbî
19next to me, next to me

Nada 20[المحجبة] بس حلوي الفكرة، انو جايب :
21]bas Helû alfikra, înû jâyb [almaHajibe 
22]It is a nice idea to bring a [veiled girl

Father 23] :TALKING TO MAID ABOUT FOOD[
Nada 24:[محجبة] ئدما كلن عم يشلحو، جايب

25a'dme kilun 'am yishlaHû, jâyb [maHajibe]
26]as much as all of them expose (themselves), he brings a [veiled girl

Father 27]         :MORE TALK WITH THE MAID[
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After all watched and Nada sang along with the song for a bit, Rula pointed out that

the veiled female was dancing, an inappropriate public action for pious Muslim females,

which she clearly evaluated as outside the realm of acceptability: ساــمرؤصــتمــعســب ي ــب ــ وىــ

bas 'am tir'uS mâ biyswa "but she's dancing, that's not acceptable" (lines 31-33). Nada

moderated the moral censure by stating she was only swaying for the boy as he sang to

her, not dancing as her sister claimed (lines 34-36). She began a justification of the girl's

action, but did not complete it. Rula followed up by asking Nada if the veiled girl stayed

in the same clothes throughout the video clip (lines 38-40). The younger sister replied

sarcastically, saying of course she was not in the clip to make a fashion show (lines

41-43). Not hearing the remark, Rula again asked if she changed her outfit in the clip

(lines 44-46). Women in Arab video clips often changed outfits and settings, so Rula

clearly expected this diversion in a music video—even of the pious variety. Nada clicked

her tongue in negation (line 47), and then had to do so verbally when her sister again

sought ratification of her question (lines 52-54). Rula confirmed her evaluation that

changing outfits would have improved the video's visual quality, and the female

representation (lines 57-59). Somehow, staying in the same clothing diminished her

viability as a focus of romantic intention: "they should have changed her (ENG) outfit

(LA) she would have looked prettier" (lines 57-59). 
28)0.2(

Nada 29) :SINGING ALONG WITH THE SONG(
30)0.7(

Rula 31بس عم ترؤص ما بيسوى :
32bas 'am tir'uS mâ biyswa
33but she's dancing, that's not acceptable

Nada 34ما عم ترؤص بس عم بتهزيلو شوي (.)  انو ما :
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35mâ 'am tir'uS bas 'am bithazîlû shway (.) inû mâ
36 ...she's not dancing, she's just shaking a bit for him (.) because it's not
37)0.2(

Rula 38بيضلى بها تياب طول الهيدا؟ :
39bîDala bihâ tîyâb Tûl haydâ
40?Does she stay in the same clothes through out

Nada 41اه (.) [شو بدى تعملن] أزياء :
42'âh (.) [shû bada t'amalun] azîl 
43Yeah (.) [what is she going to make] a fashion show for them

Rula 44)  [ما بتغيرلن]        :ما بتغيرلن ال (0.01 (ENG (outfit؟
45       mâ batghîyrlun al (ENG) outfit)0.01]  (mâ batghîyrlun [
46?       Doesn’t she change her (ENG) outfit   

Nada 47) :TONGUE CLICK INDICATING NEGATION(
48)0.2(

Rula 49اه ندى؟ :
50âh nada
51?Nada

Nada 52ال :
53lâ
54No
55)0.4(

Nada 56) :SNAPPING FINGERS TO BEAT(
Rula 57) الزم كنو يغيرولى شي :ENG (outfit ]بتطلع احلى  

58[lâzem kunû yighayrûlî shî (ENG) outfit  (LA) bitTal'a âHlâ
59[They should have change her (ENG) outfit (LA) it would look prettier 

Commenting on the song's quality, Nada asked the volume to be turned up (lines

61-65). The mother, who had been reading the newspaper but controlled the remote,

complied. The father affirmed, in a sense, the positive evaluation of the song by

humming along at this point (line 66). The girls shifted then to evaluating the male

romancer (lines 68-93). Rula started with a positive remark on his looks, which Nada

countered by stating his hair was terrible because he was married (lines 72-78). Rula

incredulously repeated Nada's statement, but as a question this time: يوـه ـج زي؟ـ huwe jayze

"he's married?" (lines 79-81). Nada asked if she saw the ring he was wearing, as it was
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reported the veiled girl was his fiance (lines 89-91). The fact that the engagement was

circulated among viewers indexed their attempts to situate the girl's presence in a

romantic music video within the moral framework of Islamic piety. A veiled girl of any

respect would not be seen alone with a non-kin male, at night, in a public place, unless

there was an acceptable explanation such as an engagement. The irony of this evaluation

was that both these girls were Sunni Muslims theoretically under the same moral and

pious rules. Though none of the females in this family veiled, nor did the girls conform to

all the Islamic injunctions for gender relations, they still knew the rules and evaluated the

public piety performance and moral propriety of this Muslim female representative. 

Nada 60)[ :CLAPS(
Nada 61) :SNAPS FINGERS (

62)0.02(
حلوي الغنية بس عاليها شو63
64Helwe alghanîye bas 'âlîhâ shwe
65It is a pretty song but turn it up
66)F HUMS(
67)0.02(

Rula 68 ...مهضوم هيدا النو مش :
69...mahDûm haydâ lînû mish
70...He's cute, this one because
71)0.01(

Nada 72شعراتو ما حلوين أبدا :
73sh'arâtû mâ Helwîn 'abadan
74his hair is not pretty at all
75)0.02(
جيزي انو 76
77înû jayze
78Because he's married

Rula 79هو جيزي؟ :
80?huwe jayze
81?he's married

Nada 82هي بتعملو لطاؤس هيكي :
83hîya bet'amalu alTâ'us hayke
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84she makes a peacock, like that
Rula 85) عن جد؟   XXX) شافت ل 0.1:

86a'n jad (0.1) shâfat XXX 
87Really? (0.1) Did she see XXX
88) 0.01(

Nada 89) خطيبا ئال0.01: شفتي محبسو (
90shiftî muHbasû (0.01) khaTîbîa 'âl  
91Did you see his ring (0.01) he is her fiancé, it's said

After watching more of the clip, the mother looked up from her newspaper (nicely

iconic of reversed gender stereotypes) and turned to Nada for the name of the performer

(lines 94-96). Her daughter supplied the information, as well as clarifying his fame and

recognition from Future TV's Superstar season one (lines 97-99, 110-111). Rula asked

the time, to which Nada provided the information (lines 112-114), and then commentary

about something in the newspaper related to money (lines 118-126, difficult to discern in

the recording). As the music clip came to an end, Nada incredulously noted that the

veiled girl appeared in only one scene the whole clip, though from different angles: مـعوـش

ــبيعمل ـ ـ (.)ـجنـعوـ ـبتمـعاـمد ك؟ــهيشـمروح،ـ shû 'am bi'amalû 'an jad (.) mâ 'am bitrûH, mish hayk,

"What are they doing, really? (.) She doesn't move?" (lines 131-133). Females in other

video clips were represented in a variety of settings, but this girl simply sat on a low-

lying cement wall and received the attentions of the performer, who was shot in a number

of different settings singing to himself as well as to the veiled girl. As the credits rolled

down the screen at the end of the clip, Rula was surprised to read that the producer was

the same person who made clips for Ruby, a Egyptian pop star well-known for her

sensual videos (lines 135-140). In relating the two female video images, she clarified the

comparative morality by pointing out that Sharif Sabry made Ruby's more morally decent
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music videos: ـڤي ـكليپوـيدـ ـ ـهياتــ ـلهيداـ ـ ـمحتشمدا،ـ ـ ـ ـ ـلڤيةـ ـ ـكليپوـيدـ ـ ـمحتشماتــ ـ ـ ـ ةـ vîdîo klîpât haydâ lhaydâ,

maHtashime, lvîdîo klîpât maHtashime "af, ah this video clip from that one, decent

(ones), decent video clips." 
92)0.19(
93)F SINGS, N SNAPS FINGERS(

Mother 94مين هيدا :
95mîn haydâ
96?Who is this guy

Nada 97هيثم سعيد، اللي ئلتلك علي :
98haytham s'aîd (.)  illî 'ultilik 'alî
99Haitham Sayeed, I told you about him

حلوة الغنية100
101Helwe alughnîye
102This is a nice song

Rula 103حلو ندى؟ :
104Helû nada
105?this is) nice Nada(
106)0.2(

Mother 107) ،هيدا من شو :ENG (super star  
108haydâ min shû (ENG) super star
109?That guy's from what, (ENG)super star

Nada 110) :ENG (super star 1
111)0.6(

Rula 112وهاا ساعتها كيف؟ :
113?wa hâ sâ'athâ kîf
114?What time is it

Nada 115) الساعة واحدة )  ماما0.02:
116assâ'e wâhde (0.02) mâmâ
117One. (0.02) Mama

Mother 118) :MUMBLES SOMETHING FROM NEWSPAPER(
Nada 119) :DIRECTED TOWARD MOTHER'S COMMENT(

مصارة لشو120
121mSâre lshû
122?money? for what
123XXX

Rula 124بيطلعو مصارة، مصارة هلء :
125'byiTla'û mSâre, mSâre hal
126They make a lot of money, money now

Mother 127) :TURNING BACK TO THE MUSIC VIDEO(
شو هيدا128
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129shû haydâ
130?What's this

Nada 131شو عم بيعملو عن جد (.) ما عم بتروح، مش هيك؟ :
132shû 'am bi'amalû 'an jad  (.) mâ 'am bitrûH, mish hayk
133?What are they doing, really? (.) She doesn't move
134)THE CREDITS FOR THE CLIP ROLL DOWN THE SCREEN(

Rula 135 شريف صبري اخراج (.) ع  لروبي بيخرج لها :
136sharîf Sabrî âkhrâj  (.) 'a lrûbî bîkharij lihâ 
137Sharif Sabry! producer (.) of Ruby, he produces the video clips for her
 كليپات  محتشمةلڤيديو كليپات هيدا لهيدا، محتشمة ڤيديو أف اه،138
139âf âh, vîdîo klîpât haydâ lhaydâ, maHtashime, lvîdîo klîpât maHtashime
140af, ah this video clip from that one, decent (ones), decent video clips

The infamous /q/ was not a signal of gendered identity in this interaction, but there

was a distinction between their ways of speaking. The father's language was

characteristic of the masculine Sunni Muslim variety (backed and lowered vowels) while

Rula and Nada oriented to the more urban Beiruti standard (raised fronted vowels). The

women pronounced the ة tamarbuta (a consonant that functions as a vowel when not in

grammatical construct with other words) as the Beiruti urban standard [ε]: ب ج ح ـــــم ـــــ ـــــ ةـــــ

almaHajibε,"veiled girl", and the father used the more masculine [ɐ]: ـسكنا ـ ةـيدرـ îskandarîyɐ

"Alexandria". All family members code-switched from English to Arabic, although the

daughters did so far more than the father in all the recordings I have. In this section of

talk, the eldest daughter Rula code-mixed intra-word, with the definite article in Arabic

and the noun in English: outfitال (LA) âl-(ENG)outfit (lines 57-58). The intra-sentential

code-switching included English words in Lebanese Arabic accented pronunciation

(Superstar, with trilled /r/, lines 1, 110), reflecting a more informal style of multilingual

Beiruti identity than that used at work or school. 
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The younger sister, Nada, and her older sister, Rula, engaged in most of the

commentary throughout, although the father weighed in when discussing the location of

the video and the mother in seeking the performer's name. In the data for this family, the

parents rarely commented, but often the daughters' evaluations were directed toward

parental ratification. Nada, the youngest, was the least likely to have her comments

ratified by her father, though the volume of her comments while watching television

eclipsed all other family members. In this event, however, almost all of the factual detail

questions were directed to Nada, the youngest daughter, who positioned herself and was

positioned as the authority on this music clip. This reflected the idea the music was the

purview of the young (Armbrust 2005), and all seemed to construct Nada in that role. Not

only did she supply the relevant information, but she constructed the veiled girl in the

video clip as a morally acceptable female media representation, despite the reservations

of her sister. Nada's evaluations of the girl's morality were authoritative and

unchallenged. Rula seemed swayed by the end of the clip, and justified the connection

between a producer shared by a morally suspect performer (Ruby) and this girl as one of

degree: he produced the more moral clips for Ruby. Though Nada constructed the

maHajibe with the moral high ground, both Nada and Rula felt the video designers did

not make her attractive visually or context-wise. This was a nice example of competing

evaluation axes, in which the quality of a gendered moral performance in the video clip

was diminished by her failure to meet expectations for quality female presentations in

video clips through her lack of fashion and stationary positioning. If video producers
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wanted to attract Arab audiences with morally appropriate romantic images, they needed

to improve the stylistic quality. 

In this example, gendered speech (language about women or language associated

with women) was tied to a moral framework constructed by Islam: the topic discussion

initiated by the daughters about the appropriateness of a veiled girl appearing in a music

video and the phonology positioning that linked the father to a masculine Sunni identity

and the daughters to a more neutral Beirut urban identity. Yet there were other,

competing discursive traditions circulating in Lebanon, ones connected to modernization

and by extension westernization that could be seen in the girls' critiques surrounding the

poor quality of the veiled girl's visual style. The modernization discourse can also be seen

in the calls for better representation of women in the media as a means to empower them

and improve their status, with the idea that Islam was a cultural impediment to such

change. Dabbous-Sensenig's call for a gender sensitive communication code in Lebanon

falls within this discourse (2002). Women's representation in the media domain needed to

reflect gender equality as outlined in the UN Committee on the Elimination of

Discrimination against Women (CEDAW). Though she called for inclusion of Islamic

sensitive examples, she encouraged modeling the debate after western feminist history of

sustained struggle to change perception of women's place in the public sphere (the

underlying assumption being that Islam prohibited gender equality). Despite the fact that

most women now participate in the workforce, both as professionals and laborers, most

images of women that appeared in Arab media (all programming genres) portrayed them
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involved in domestic activities (Al-Hail 2000). Images of the veiled, oppressed, Middle

Eastern home-bound woman perpetuated stereotypes that did not reflect the modern

Lebanese woman, and it was morally responsible to change their mediated representation.

Perhaps the most ‘unique’ feature of the Lebanese terrestrial and satellite
broadcasting, however, concerns the portrayal of women in the media.
Characterised - unlike other Arab countries - by a strong degree of
openness to Western cultural products, the Lebanese terrestrial media,
especially television stations, supply a heavy diet of practically uncensored
Western programming. Lebanese viewers are thus regularly and ‘legally’
exposed to a wide range of programming where women on the screen
range from the completely liberated - sexually and otherwise - model of
Western womanhood, to the ultra-conservative, submissive, dependent,
and chaste ideal of the Arab woman (Dabbous-Sensenig 2002). 

Dabbous-Sensenig described Lebanon's media as schizophrenic, caught between the

moral license performed on television and the unequal legal censure for their own

performance of those acts. "On the one hand Lebanese viewers are heavily exposed to the

‘normality’ of sexual promiscuity on the screen, and on the other hand, they are faced

with civil laws, to say nothing of traditions, that punish discriminately (for the same ‘sex

crime’ men serve an unjustifiably reduced sentence) the same behaviour in real life"

(Dabbous-Sensenig 2002:4). 

These two discursive traditions were called upon at different times and in different

ways in what Firman-Fontan described as "an ethnic heirarchy of sexual purity" inherent

in Lebanon's post-war "retributive peace" (2004:176). In her study of a Shi'a women's

NGO associated with Hizbullah's al-Manar television, Fontan-Firman noted that while

the religious NGO advocated empowerment for women within a complementarity

framework (it could not detract from family values), not all women were equally valued.
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Women who wore the chador, a style of Islamic dress associated with conversative Shi'a

and Iran, were images of moral purity and this was argued to allow them greater freedom

of movement and equality with men because they were not reduced to objectified sexual

bodies. The veiled women news broadcasters on Al-Manar did did not wear the chador

but a simple headscarf, reportedly to appeal to other religious groups. They claimed this

allowed them to be taken more seriously, in contrast to other western-oriented Lebanese

stations who objectified women and appealed to viewers base instincts (2004:177). Non-

Shi'a women's NGOs argued that the chador was symbol of women's oppression and

actually gave them license to violate the code of sexual behavior (2004:176). These

oppositional discourses on gendered morality were also described by Deeb in her book on

public piety among some of Lebanon's Shi'a women affiliated with Hizbullah (2006).

They provided part of the interpretive context for the audience interactions described

below.

Discourses surrounding morality and gender were also connected to television

viewing practices. Throughout my Lebanese fieldwork I encountered the idea that there

were programs one could view with family and programs one could not because of the

shame associated with their moral content. The remote was used as an editing device for

shows that involved immoral sexual behavior. Among the Maronites I interviewed in

Neb'a, a poor Christian neighborhood in East Beirut, they repeated the oft quoted claim

that men and boys were most likely to watch inappropriate programming alone or with

same-gender peers because of the norms governing morality that included respect. Even
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if couples watched together, they did not do so with their children.73 The mother of one

family with four teenage boys related that she did not want cable television because she

wasn't home enough to censor the programming for her children.74 In an interview with a

twenty-five year old male Druze family member, the moral corruption aspect of

television was tied to viewing practices of males, in particular young boys not under the

guidance of parents:

Television is very good, it delivers information, it transmits news. If there
was girls staying alone at home, and if a guy had any problem he didn't un-
derstand, television brings news and information and shows you life.
Sound and picture, you know. But also, at the same time, television has...
If for example you (MASC SING) try to stay up, for example, you (MASC
SING) stayed up late and saw an erotic film it will ruin your mind. With
respect to a teenager, with respect to a person without any parents, he will
take the wrong idea, he will. But generally, its a good instrument of media
because it transfers information and let's the person feel himself like he's
globally knowing everything.75 

Among several of the working-class Maronite women interviewed, women were

more likely to use television as part of their religious practice, citing how often they

tuned into the Maronite owned station Telelumiere to listen to prayer.76 Both men and

women reiterated the idea that men watched news and political talk shows; women

escaped into dramatic serials, social issue talk shows, and cooking programs; while kids

watched music videos and reality television. However, the realities of family television

viewing meant that women knew the topics of political talk shows as much as men knew

73. Lebanon fieldnotes 8-20-05
74. Lebanon fieldnotes 5-36-05
75. Lebanon recording F1 7-25-05
76. Lebanon fieldnotes 1-07-05, 5-14-05, 7-29-05
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the characters of the dramatic serial. While they watched, both children and parents

would use commentary, evaluative cues, and talk spurred by television to construct

identities about the morality associated with gendered representations in programming.

 D. "AN OPEN DISCUSSION": THE LEBANESE MALE OPRAH

Pan-Arab talk show programs with call-in participation are a relatively new genre in

Arab television, becoming prominent through Al Jazeera's political programming in the

late 1990s (Lynch 2006:32). Political talk shows during times of crisis were watched by

everyone, as occurred in Lebanon during my fieldwork with the assassination of Rafiq

Hariri and Syrian withdrawal. As will appear in the next section, I recorded media scripts

from LBC political talk show اـــــك نالم ـــــل اســـــ kalâm annâs "The People's Talk" (hosted by

Maronite Christian Marcel Ghanem) in daily conversations of many Lebanese from all

confessional groups, despite its characterization as a "male" programming genre. Social

issue talk shows were cast as "women's television" (Amin 2008:85), yet families watched

them together and evaluated them as much as political talk shows, as will be illustrated in

this section. 

Zaven Kouyoumdjian is the Armenian-Lebanese talk show host of Future TV's social

issue program entitled ي ــس واــ حرة ت ف ــن ــ ــ تــ sîrat wîntafahat, "An Open Discussion," which airs

during prime time viewing hours each Monday evening. He modeled his program after

American superhost Oprah, dealing with social taboos and boasting an "interactive" talk

show with laptop computer from which he included comments from email viewers.

Kraidy called this type of interactive audience the advent of "hypermedia space", in
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which many media technologies are integrated into the participatory experience: mobile

phone text-messaging, internet emailing, and television viewing (2008:92). This new

form of interaction was part of the shift from nation-state control of television to more

regional pan-Arab media in the late 1990s. Though many media were involved in

previous audience activity (newspapers, television, audiocassettes), the "interactive"

audience is marked by immediacy, larger numbers, and an overlap between politics and

popular culture (2008:100). Zaven positioned his agenda within this interactive audience

frame. He was the first Lebanese talk show host to incorporate the symbol of

interactivity, the laptop, as part of his set, as well as setting up an interactive website:

www.zavenonline.com. Despite his progressive technology, most viewers continued to

engage the program by simply watching and commenting at home rather than

interactively participating through the internet and calling-in. Though the media

producers and policy analysts point to the interactive audience future (Kraidy 2008), not

all Lebanese viewers have made the hypermedia leap at the domestic viewing level. The

family watching Zaven in this example were part of that hypermedia lag, contributing

their comments without calling, emailing, or texting the program.

In the following family viewing event, Zaven was interviewing three Lebanese

women on issues related to working women: gender equality in the workforce; the

development of gendered personality in children and how working mothers affect a

child's personality formation; and the social and economic impacts of eating disorders

among young female professionals. This was the same Sunni Muslim family living in Ras
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Beirut as mentioned previously: mother, father, and two daughters, although only one

daughter, Nada, was present on this evening. There was not much commentary during the

first few topics, other that criticizing the speaking styles of the guests and host. Lebanese

talk shows, in particular social programs, tend toward a more educated use of local

dialects rather than the formal MSA of news (Walters 1999, Al Batal 2002). Even

political talk shows and news reports from the field, despite the role of MSA in

conveying formality and weight in Arab political speak, tended toward an elevated

Lebanese Arabic, especially with call-in participants (Al Batal 2002). Armenians, even

though a sizable minority in Lebanon, do not have a visible presence in Arab media. This

is due to the perception that they don't speak Arabic well, having learned it as a second

language and the measure of distance between Armenian and Arabic (as opposed to that

between LA and MSA). Zaven received training in journalism, and reportedly worked

very hard to remove his Armenian accent. Despite this, his language style was critiqued

by both Nada and the father, though at different points in the program. After watching the

episode for almost ten minutes, Nada turned from the television toward her parents and

said: ـيلـأس زاـ (.)ـفة ـيقرـطن ـيللةـ ـ ـبييـ ـفيهأدمـ ـ اـ sa'île Zaven (.) Tarî'e yillî bi'adam fîhâ "(how) heavy

Zaven (.) the way he presents (the program)" (lines 3-5). The LA term employed in this

context referred to Zaven's unwieldy, longwinded, and belabored interaction style (as

conveyed to me by my Lebanese transcription help). Her father critiqued her comment by

suggesting she find Zaven a different way, waving his hand slightly from the armrest for

emphasis (lines 6-9). Nada immediately negated his criticism by sarcastically asking if
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her parents were enjoying the episode, adding a sharp intonational rise to counter her

father's query for constructive criticism (lines 10-12). Her next comment was difficult to

hear because of the program cross-talk, but suggested that she saw Zaven's interaction

with the women as dry. 

Nada 1) :TURNING FROM TV TO PARENTS(
2)GESTICULATING WHILE HANDS ARE IN HER LAP(
سأيلة زافن (.) طريقة يللي بيأدم فيها 3
4sa'île Zaven (.) Tarî'e yillî bi'adam fîhâ
5 heavy Zaven (.) the way he presents it) how(

Dad 6 ألي لو طريقة :
7 la'î lû Tarî'a 
8find him a way
9)PUNCTUATING SLIGHTLY WITH HIS RIGHT HAND FROM ARMREST (

Nada 10:↖) لك عخبكن الحألة0.01 ال شو (
11↖ lâ shû (0.01) lak 'ajabkun lHal'a
12↖ no, what (0.01) do you (two) like the episode
13)0.02(
XXXعن حلوى شو بدك الصورة يللي 14
15a'n Helwe shû badak aSSûra îllî XXX 
16 with these what do you want? the image XXX  
 بيطلعو على الريئ وبضل بال اكل17
18biyiTl'û 'ala alrî' wabiDal bilâ âkl
19the ones who stay parched without food
20)ENDS COMMENTS SMILING, TURNS BACK TO TV(
21)PARENTS SIDE CONVERSATION(

Nada then began evaluating the non-verbal cues of the program guest (lines 22-25).

The two woman present at that time had both been speaking in an informal, Lebanese

accented educated Arabic, code-switching with French occasionally. Nada raised her

hand to the side of her head, imitating the guest's wave of her hand for punctuation and

stating verbally that was a French affectation. Her mother's response was unintelligible.

After a few seconds, Nada completed the phrase of the guest, who was searching for the
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right word in Arabic to describe adulthood (lines 29-31). She directed the commentary to

the program's visual style, mentioning that Syrian censors had forced Zaven to place his

laptop in a particular way (lines 34-38). She contributed a visual compliment to the

verbal comment by shaping her hands in a screen shape to signify the laptop. Her parents

did not respond, the comment went without ratification, and Nada turned back to the

television. 

Nada 22) :PLAYING WITH HAIR, RAISED RIGHT HAND(
يد الفرانسة هايدي 23
24yad âlfarânse hâyde
25French hand, this one

Mom 26:XXX
27)0.10(

TS GUEST 26]سن الللل:
27...[sin al
28...[age of

Nada 29ارشاد [ :
30ârshâd]
31adulthood] 
32) COMPLETING PHRASE OF TALK SHOW GUEST(
33)0.20(

Nada 34) :DIRECTED TOWARD PARENTS(
 هيك حد المذيعlaptopهأل سوريا حطو ها 35
36hal' sûrîyâ HaTû hâ (ENG) laptop (LA) hayk Had almuzî'
37now Syria put that (ENG) laptop (LA) like that, next to the announcer
38)MAKING SCREEN SHAPE WITH HER HANDS(
39)TURNS BACK TO TV(

At this point in the program, Zaven asked for female viewers with feelings about

Lebanese working mothers to call in. He referred specifically to women with emotional

blocks on this issue. Nada replied to his request, but directed her comments to her parents

in a LA and English intersentential code-switch:  I'm an emotional lady (ENG) اــــــه اــــــنأل

(LA) hal' ânâ (ENG) I'm an emotional lady "(LA) now I (ENG) I'm an emotional lady"
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(lines 43-44). She repeated the first person referent twice while switching from the

Arabic pronoun to the English contraction. As she laughingly constructed herself as a

stereotyped female and therefore connected to an audience gendered both by topic

(working mothers) and reference (female callers with "emotional blocks" were asked to

participate), her mother stared at her for a few seconds without saying a word (line 46).

This silent rebuttal of Nada's performance, evoked by Zaven's call for female viewer

participation and replete with an authoritative parent stare, was a rejection of Nada's

embodied gender stance. No word was spoken, but the lack of appropriate behavior was

clearly conveyed and Nada did not continue this idea. Instead she shifted the conversation

to her dozing father. Zaven stated that a summary of last week's episode was online for

those who missed it, to which Nada turned, pointed to her father, and said: ـبيحط ـ ـ بوـ ـل داـيـاهاـباـ

حا ـل ألةـ biHaTû lbâbâ hayd alHal'a "they'll put this episode for dad" since he was missing it

(lines 49-51). 

40)0.20(
41)ZAVEN INVITED CALLS ESPECIALLY FROM WOMEN VIEWERS(

Nada 42) :TO PARENTS, SMILING(
 ENG (I'm an emotional ladyهأل انا (43
44hal' ânâ (ENG) I'm an emotional lady
45now I (ENG) I'm an emotional lady)LA (
46)MOTHER TURNS TO HER, SAYS NOTHING(
47)0.25(
48ZAVEN ANNOUNCED A SUMMARY OF LAST WEEK'S EPISODE(

WAS AVAILABLE ONLINE FOR THOSE WHO MISSED IT
THE FATHER NODS AND NADA POINTED TO FATHER 

)LAUGHINGLY 
بيحطو لبابا هايدا الحألة49
50biHaTû lbâbâ hayd alHal'a
51they'll put this episode for dad 

Mother 52) :SHOOK HER HEAD(
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53)0.20(
54)COMMERCIAL BREAK(

A commercial break spurred the mother, who controlled the remote, to channel surf.

As she passed a martyr commemoration on Shi'a controlled Al Manar, Nada briefly

commented on how powerful the image of the thirty-year old martyr was. As her mother

changed channels, Nada directed a simple "what?" to the program announcer (lines

63-64). As the mother flipped to LBCI, the talk show program ـفتأ ـقلبحـ كــ îftaH 'albak "Open

your Heart", was just introducing a new guest from Egypt. îftaH 'albak was a relationship

program, inviting people with family or marital issues to work through them on air. Each

week a new guest from around the Arab world would explain the nature of their problem,

the host would discuss it with the other relational half and eventually reconcile them in

front of a live audience and television viewers. Nada critiqued the way that Lebanese host

George Kurdahi was talking to the Egyptian female guest while introducing her husband.

She pronounced his name in the French Christian Lebanese fashion, jorj, and added her

own evaluative title rather than his last name: نورجــج ب ــل ــ انــ jorj lubnân "George Lebanon".

She cast him as a national media icon, and berrated him for his lack of patience: دــــجنــــع

ـيصباـم ـ ـلبنورجـجرـ ـ انـ 'an jad mâyaSbar jorj lubnân "really, he's not patient, George Lebanon"

(lines 72-74). After a few seconds silence, when neither parent responded to her clever

quip, she verbally directed it to her mother: ـامـامكـيـاهـام , mâ hayk mâmâ "isn't it so mom?"

(lines 78-80). Her mother gave no noticeable acknowledgement, so Nada turned back to

the program and began clapping with the television audience as the new guest appeared.

She actively performed herself as an imaginary host and member of the live television
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audience, welcoming the invited guest using an Egyptian Arabic greeting (85-88), and

vocally responding with an excited, breathy intake when he shared his work related woes.

55)CHANNEL SURFING(
56)FATHER REQUESTED MAID TO PUT SOMETHING AWAY(

Nada 57اااه ماشافي  ابنو نصراهللا عندو لل تالتين سنة هايك شو أوية :
58âââh mâshâhfî ibnû naSarâlla 'andû ll telâtîn sine hâyk shû 'awîye
59ahh, I didn't see Nasrallah's son, he was thirty, wow how powerful
60)CHANGED TO LBC, OPEN YOUR HEART PROGRAM(
61)0.14(
62)TO TV(
شو؟63
64shû
65?What
66)0.08(
67)ABOUT PROGRAM MODERATOR, TO PARENTS(
آآه جورج 68
69ââh jôrj
70hey George
71)0.10(
عن جد مايصبر جورج لبنان72
73a'n jad mâySar jôrj lubnân
74really, he's not patient, George Lebanon
75)WHILE SHRUGGING SHOULDER TALKS TO TV(
76)0.02(
77)TURNING TO MOTHER(
ما هايك ماما78
79mâ hâyk mâmâ
80?right mom
81)0.08(
82)AUDIENCE IN PROGRAM CLAPS TO WELCOME GUEST(
83)NADA CLAPS(
84)0.05(

Nada 85) :EGY) ازيك يا طارأ (GREETING PROGRAM GUEST(
86'îzayak yâ Târ
87Hi Tariq
88)0.03(
89)SHARP INTAKE OF BREATH(
90XXXشو صار معو ما هايك 
91XXX shû Sâr m'aû mâ hâyk
92)OLDER SISTER ENTERED CONVERSATION ON WORK WITH (
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The mother tired of the LBC program and began channel surfing again, back to

Future TV. This was only a month after the assassination of Rafiq Hariri, and Future TV,

owned by his media and financial empire, was airing all kinds of public service

advertisements calling for national unity and an investigation of the truth surrounding his

death. One of these spots began with soft oud music and cited a portion of a poem by

Mahmoud Darwish, considered the national poet of Palestine, and Nada asked her mother

to leave the channel on this ad (line 95-98). The father directed his question to Nada,

asking who the musician was, constructing her as the authority in music related issues

(lines 100-102). Nada had obviously heard this piece many times, as she preemptively

completed the speaker's phrases (lines 111-114, 226-228). The poem, about the loss of

Palestinian identity and written in MSA, was recontextualized to fit the Hariri tragedy,

and recited by a disembodied female voice: "Our poems have no flavor, no color, no

sound. In the presence of blood, the ink becomes shy and retreats" (lines 106-122). A

gendered recursivity occurred here, as the association between affective poetic and

tangible political elements of the poem was made through the female voice: even the art

imaginary mourned the political. A man's voice then completed the brief public service

advertisement with this slogan, the key phrase again preemptively revoiced with greater

emphasis by Nada: " اـهـدحو ـلحقيقا ـ ـ ـ (ـ ـتح)0.02ة اـنررـ waHdahâ alHaqîqa (0.02) tuHarirunâ, "the

truth alone (0.02) frees us" (lines 122-125, 129-131). The last word was a play on Hariri's

name ( ح ــت اــنررــ tuHarirunâ), which connotes a liberated and freed person. Nada's revoiced

echo, with exaggerated pitch fluctuation, was both recognition of political rhetoric's
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formal values, and evaluation of the word play. Her father then began a comment about

the delayed Hariri investigation and Nada briefly engaged him until her attention was

drawn away by the television (lines 135-147). 
93)0.45(
94)MOTHER CHANNEL SURFS(
95)FUTURE TV HARIRI AD WITH OUD MUSIC(

Nada 96باسم (.) خليو :
97bâsam (.) khalîû
98Leave it
99)FATHER SNEEZES(

Father 100مين هو بيلعب؟ :
101mîn hûwe byel'am
102?who is playing

Nada 103) يا شو اسمو :FR (Josef 
104yâ shû asmû (FR) Josef

TV AD 105) :DISEMBODIED FEMALE VOICE(
106)MSAقصائدنا (.) بال طعم (
107qaSâidunâ (.) bilâ Ta'amun)MSA(
108Our poems have no flavor)MSA(
بال لون109
110bilâ laûn
111no color

Nada 112) :PREMPTIVELY) (MSAبال صوت (
113 bilâ Sawt)MSA(
114no sound)MSA(

TV AD 115) :MSAبال صوت (
116bilâ Sawt) MSA(
117no sound
118)0.02(
في حضرة الدم يخجل الحبر يتراجع119
120fî HaDara addam yikhajal alkhibar yitrâj'a
121in the presence of blood, the ink becomes shy and retreats
122)DISEMBODIED MAN'S VOICE(
)0.01وحدها الحقيقة (123
124waHdahâ alHaqîqa
125The Truth alone

Nada 126تحر  رنا ↖:
127tuHar↖ irunâ
128frees us (EMPHASIZING PLAY ON WORDS)

TV AD 129تحررنا :
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130tuHarirunâ
131frees us
132)NEW COMMERCIAL(
133)0.03(

Father 135:XXXحريري 
136XXX Harîrî
137XXX Hariri

Nada 138 ألو تبع :XXX) 0.01 هيك مش تبع الحريري) (ENG (Miss
139âlô tab' XXX hayk mish tab'a alHarîrîr (0.01 (ENG) Miss
140Hi, of course XXX like that it doesn't follow Hariri (0.01) (ENG) Miss

Father 141خمستاش :
142khamistâsh
143fifteen

Nada 144شو عم بيأجلوها؟ :
145shû 'am be'ajalûhâ
146?what, they are canceling it
147)NADA ORIENTS TO TV (
149ANNOUNCEMENT FOR KHALIK BILBAYT(

INTERVIEWS WITH FAMOUS ARAB STARS AND 
)PUBLIC FIGURES

150)0.02(
151 Nada) :SHARP INTAKE OF BREATH(
 خليك بالبيتXXXحصام 152
153HaSâm XXX khalîk bilbayt
154"Hasam XXX "Stay at Home
155)0.13(
شو بيشع شعرها156
157shû besh' sh'arhâ
158!How ugly her hair is
159)0.04(

As an episode advertisement appeared for another Future evening talk show program

ي ـخل ـ ياـبكـ ب ـل ـ تـ khalîk bilbayt "Stay at Home", Nada continued to be the only one commenting

and evaluating, becoming excited at the prospect of the guest and evaluating his hair

(lines 152-158). Zaven's program returned, the guest this time a young professional

woman with an eating disorder. The father clearly disapproved as she described her diet

of apples only (lines 161-163), and the mother confirmed his stance with a sharp breathy
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high pitched intake: yîh (lines 164-166). At this point, ironically, the maid brought in

food, and the parents ate in front of the television. The father states with one word in

English that the girls issue is bulimia (line 169). Nada did not eat with her parents, but

began explaining, authoritatively and without being asked, the difference between

anorexia and bulimia (lines 170-185). For the next two minutes, Nada evidenced her

moral superiority in relation to the guest by critiquing her talk (lines 188-191), assuming

her responses (lines 194-196), commanding her not to laugh about her behavior (lines

211-213), and evaluating Zaven's advice to her as belabored and heavy again (lines

202-205). This time the parents both ratified Nada's stance, the mother in commenting

how convoluted the discussion was (lines 206-208), and the father by mocking the talk

surrounding the topic as tortuous: (ــكاــحايــهوــش ئوــش)0.02ي ع ي ــب ــ ــ دــ shû haa Hâkî (0.02) shû

bi'a'id "what's this talk? (0.02) how amazing (SAR)" (lines 217-223).

160ZAVEN PROGRAM RETURNED(
INTERVIEWING ANOREXIC GIRL

)WHO CLAIMED TO ONLY EAT APPLES
Father 161شو هايدي حاكي؟ :

162shû hâydî Hâkî
163?what's this talk

Mother 164) يه :BREATH INTAKE(
165yîhh
166yeeh (BREATH INTAKE)
167)MAID BRINGS FOOD TO PARENTS(
168)0.45(

Father 169) :ENG (Bulimia
Nada 170) مش :ENG (Bulimia

171mish (ENG) Bulimia)LA (
172not Bulimia
173)0.02(
174)LEANS FORWARD TOWARD PARENTS(
175)LA) يا (ENG (anorexia)  LA)  يا (ENG (bulimia
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176yâ (ENG) anorexia (LA) yâ (ENG) bulimia)LA(
177Anorexia, bulimia
178)ENG (bulimia)  LAعم يعملو بياكلو بياكلو بياكلو بياكلو (
179 a'm y'amalû biyâklû biyâklû biyâklû biyâklû bulimia (LA))ENG(
180one eats, eats, eats eats)LA (bulimia)ENG(
 وعم بيصار تستاشي181
182w'am biSâr tst'shî
183and then throws up
184)ENG (anorexia)LA(XXX
185XXX) LA (anorexia) ENG(

Father 186) :FATHER NODS(
187)0.02(
188 Nada) :CORRECTING ARABIC PRONUNCIATION OF PROGRAM GUEST(
احباط بال "ا"189
190"âHbâT bil "â
191"depression with "a
192)FATHER AND MAID SIDE CONVERSATION ABOUT FOOD(
193)ZAVEN ASKED GUEST WHAT SHE IS AFRAID OF(

Nada194) :PREMPTIVELY RESPONDING FOR GUEST(
ازا نصحت195
196îzâ naSHat
197if she gets fat
198PROGRAM GUEST BEGAN TO CRY(

)TALKED ABOUT DEPRESSION
199)0.30(
200)ZAVEN GIVES ADVICE ON HOW TO CHANGE THINKING (
201)0.15(
202 Nada) :RESPONDED TO ZAVEN'S ADVICE(
سائل203
204sa'îl
205!how heavy

Mother 206كتير شغلي :
207ketîr shaghalî
208a lot of work
209)0.05(
210)GUEST TALKS ABOUT LAUGHING AT HER SITUATION(

Nada 211ماضحكي :
212mâDaHkî
213!don't laugh
214)1.25(
215)CONVERSATION WITH MAID ABOUT DESSERT(
216)ZAVEN INTRODUCES ANOTHER GUEST(
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Father 217) شو هاي حاكي :SAR(
218shû hây Hâkî (SAR)
219) SAR (What's this talk
220)0.02(
)SARشو بيعئد (221
222shû bî'a'd (SAR) 
223How amazing! (SAR)

Throughout this viewing event, Nada performed the stereotypical female style: she

talked a great deal, was highly affective, critical of guest social appearances (in a gossipy

way), and became overly excited about superficial things such a guest's hair and the next

episode of khalîk bilbayt. Yet she also positioned herself, and was co-constructed by her

parents, as an authority on eating disorders and music. She was main interlocutor for her

father's political commentary (lines 135-146), even making political evaluations of

television representations on her own (when she commented on Syrian censors moving

the laptop, lines 34-38). When challenged by her father to provide a better speaking style

for Zaven, she categorically negated his suggestion with a strong upward pitch attached

to the Arabic term for no, and avoided the answer by asking a question of her own. When

her moral stance in relation to a gender performance was approved by her parents, they

ratified her comments. When it was not, she met with silence. More than gender

performance was in action here: a performance of youth tied to eating disorders and

musical knowledge; a performance of aged authority and moral positioning through

silences and lack of ratification; and a recursive linking of gendered language and

political positioning (poetry in a disembodied woman's voice, truth statements in a man's

voice), emerged as this family watched television.  
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E. "THE PEOPLES' TALK": GENDER AND CONFESSIONALISM

The previous example illustrated how a program associated with women was part of

family viewing practice, including men. Political talk shows are also gendered as the

purview of men. Yet family viewing practices necessitated a certain amount of mixed-

gender consumption of political talk shows, and according to the confessional analytical

metonym, knowing confessional politics was part of breathing for Lebanese. Although

political oratory, public address, and news were all supposed to be the domain of MSA,

political talk shows in Lebanon were almost always presented in an elevated Lebanese

Arabic. Part of that may have been the orientation of Maronite LBCI (Al-Batal 2007), but

it may also have been that multilingual Lebanese simply could not sustain the MSA

necessary to conduct an hour long political debate (Thornhauser 2000:52). It may also

have been due to the emotionally-charged nature of political debate. In any case,

Lebanese Arabic was the medium.

The media scripts from one political talk show surfaced repeatedly during my

fieldwork. اــــك نالم ــــل اســــ kalâm annâs "The People's Talk" is hosted by Maronite Christian

Marcel Ghanem and airs on LBC every Thursday evening during prime time hours. He

invited political and social figures to discuss the ongoing crises, whether related to

external interference or internal wranglings of Lebanese national affairs. The women who

volunteered at the soup kitchen in Neb'a would recount the scandalous events and stories

that occurred in the last episode.77 One episode, about Lebanese political prisoners held in

77. Lebanon fieldnotes 3-23-05
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Syria, was retold to me by Orthodox Christian women at the soup kitchen in Neb'a East

Beirut78, a Sunni Muslim Palestinian social worker in Shatilla refugee camp, and a Shi'i

mother in West Beirut to her three teenage children as they watched a retelling of The

Wizard of Oz. Many topics of this political talk show crossed confessional and gender

boundaries, even though it was broadcast on a Maronite Christian station (LBC) and the

program host was Maronite. Sometimes family members marked recursive oppositions of

gender and confessional identities as found in language styles while collaboratively

debating political talk show programming together. At other times, the gendered identity

performances were about disrupting those stereotypes. Both occurred in the following

family viewing event. 

A mother, daughter (seventeen-year-old Nadia) and two sons (twenty-three-year-old

Yusuf and twenty-one-year-old Amr) were watching kalâm annâs on LBC. The mother

was Shi'i Muslim originally from the south, but the father was Palestinian Sunni Muslim

and so the children were classified the same as the father by the state. The father was an

engineer, but was not allowed to work in his professional field in Lebanon due to Jim

Crow-like laws prohibiting Palestinians from certain types of employment. He worked

six weeks at an oil refinery in the Arab Emirates and then spent four weeks home. The

children's legal and social status were suspect by some, yet their personal identity

performances were a conscious rejection of the stereotypes, even as they reproduced

them in talking about others (as will be seen in the analysis below). The children had all

78. Lebanon fieldnotes 4-2-05, 4-6-05, 4-7-05
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been educated in elite English schools, and spoke the "feminine" urban Beiruti standard

rather than the marked "masculine" Palestinian variety. Their mother spoke with southern

Lebanese lexical and phonological features at times (indexical of a rural Shi'i identity),

but she too had accommodated to the urban standard. The kalâm annâs episode guest was

a Sunni Muslim parliamentarian from Tripoli in northern Lebanon, Masbah Alahdab, and

the topic was the upcoming parliamentary elections, the presidential transition and the

current political crisis. Although Syria had withdrawn its physical presence from

Lebanon after the Hariri assassination, their influence via Lebanese supporters (or proxies

according the March 14 camp) continued to be a real concern. The Christians were

presented as by-in-large against Syrian control. The president at that time (Emile

Lahoud), whose term had been extra-constitutionally extended, was viewed as a Syrian

puppet even though he was a Maronite Christian. The program host, Marcel Ghanem,

asked individuals to call in with their suggestions on who should be the next president

(who by constitutional law must be a Maronite) and what shape the new government

should take. A woman from an East Beirut neighborhood, Achrafiyeh, called in and

suggested the name of the program guest, Sunni parliamentarian Masbah Alahdab.

Though he was legally ineligible, his language, dress, and manner were neutral enough

that even the eldest son of the viewing family (Yusuf) did not immediately mark him as

Sunni Muslim. This was the woman's first time to participate as a caller on kalâm annâs.

Her speech was very informal Lebanese Arabic, and her style was mocked as extremely

feminine by one of the boys in the family. Her way of addressing the program guest, in
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the third person by way of animal reference (she referred to him as a tiger), prompted an

outburst of laughter and commentary from Nadia and a gendered performance by Yusuf.  

As they listened to the caller, the mother asked them to turn down the volume so she

could converse with another son in the kitchen (lines 1-6). Nadia laughed uproariously

and repeated the woman's words (lines 8-10), animating them further by making the

sound for a tiger: ما ن ــل ــ اررــ ر! ennimr âârrrr "the tiger! ARRR." Since she was holding the

remote, her brother asked her to turn down the volume (lines 17-19). She complied but

then recounted what the woman had said in direct quote and added more affective quality

to the statement (lines 20-34). The woman caller was named Jessie from Achraffiye, the

iconic neighborhood for Christian East Beirut, and as Nadia said her name, she added an

exaggerated feminine mocking tone, drawing out the vowels and providing a unique pitch

contour. After requoting the woman's comment with her own affective touches, she

claimed that the caller was going to run down to the studio and ask the guest "aah, do you

want me!?" as soon as the program had ended. Distracted by the ringing of her phone, the

television talk shifted to her mother, who commented on how good-looking the program

guest was. Nadia, still laughing, requoted the caller's tiger comment, to which Yusuf, her

older brother, impersonated the caller's feminine voice and mocked the superficiality of

women's politics: لوــش ــح اــ بو خ ت ــن ــ ــ لوــشايــيو...ــ ــح اــ بو خ ت ــن ــ ــ وــ shû Helû intakhabû... yaî shû Helû

intakhabû "How handsome, Vote! ... Yih! How handsome, Vote!" In positioning the

caller as a woman from Christian East Beirut, Nadia highlighted and embodied her

"feminine" speech in her direct reported speech: the vowels were raised and fronted even
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more than the urban Beiruti standard. Her brother furthered that gender performance by

connecting the feminine quality and style with a simpleness of thought and action. His

performance conveyed the implication that Christian women from East Beirut were

unaware of serious politics, and his oppositions of political male/social female mapped

easily onto the opposition of feminine Christian/masculine Muslim. Yet the Shi'i mother

here agreed with the assessment of the Christian caller about the program guest's looks

(using a LA diminutive), not ratifying her children's construction of the frivolous non-

political female (lines 35-37). 

Mother 1) نعم ) شو0.02) (TO SON IN OTHER ROOM) نعم (0.03:
2nʿam (0.03) nʿam (0.02) (TO SON IN OTHER ROOM) shû 
3?yes (0.03) yes (0.02) (TO SON IN OTHER ROOM) what 
وطوا الصوت! والد (.) وطوا الصوت4
5waTû aSSawt! walâd (.) waTû aSSawt
6lower the volume, kids (.) lower the volume
7)0.04(

Nadia 8:↑ النمر!   ارر HHH
9HHH↑ ennimr âârrrr

10HHH ↑ the tiger! ARRR
Mother 11وطوا الصوت :

12waTû aSSawt
13turn down the volume

Nadia 14سمعت شو أالت لو؟ :
15sm'atu shû 'âlat lû
16?did you hear what she said to him

Yusuf 17وطوا الصوت :
18waTû aSSawt
19turn down the volume
20 Nadia وحدة اسمة :Jessie)0.01في االشرفية أل (
21waHde îsma Jessie (0.01) fîlâshrafîye 'âl
22Someone named Jessie (0.01) in Achrafiyye said  
 بدنا رئيس الحكومة 23
24badnâ ra'îs alHakûme 
25We want the president of the government"
من طرابلس وخاصة النمر اللي قاعد بوجهك26
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27min Trâblus wkhaSatan ennimr îllî 'â'd biwijhak
28"from Tripoli, and especially the tiger sitting in front of you
29HHHبعد شوي رح تطلع ع االستديو 
30HHH b'ad shway raH taTla' 'alistudîyô
31In a little bit she's going to go to the studio HHH 
) وين ال... وين التلفون؟ENG (you want me)  LA آه آه (32
33âh âh (ENG) you want me!! (LA) wâyn al... wâyn itelfôn
34?Ah, ah, (ENG) you want me! (LA) Where's the... where's the telephone

Mother 35!شاب حليوى :
36shâb Helîwe
37a handsome young man

Nadia 38النمر اللي قاعد بوجهك! يا عيني :
39ennimr îllî 'â'ad biwijhak! yâ 'ainî 
40my eyes!" The tiger sitting in front of you "

Yusuf 41) :VOICE QUALITY CHANGE(
 انتخبو↑)  ياي شو حلو 0.01 انتخبو(↑ شو حلو (.) ↑ 42
43shû Helû (.) ↑ intakhabû! (0.01) yây shû Helû ↑ intakhabû↑
44how handsome (.) ↑vote (0.01) how handsome, ↑ vote↑
45)0.06(
46 Amr:lexus (ENG)) LAآهههه (
47lexus (LA) âhhh)  ENG(

In this last example, the identity of the program guest became a point of departure for

debating confessional stereotyping axes in dress, language, and occupation. It also

included subtle (and obvious) challenges to where their own family members fit on the

confessional continuum. The discussion lasted for fifteen minutes and distracted the

family entirely from the talk show. It centered on determining the identity of the

Lebanese political figure based on physical identifiers. Yusuf asked if the guest, Masbah

Alahdab was Sunni Muslim (lines 80-82). Nadia chose to respond by indexing the

linguistic identity the guest should have been associated with as a member of parliament

from the northern Sunni Lebanese city of Tripoli. Rather than using Beiruti

pronunciation, with its more fronted and raised vowel /ɛ/ seen in Amr's response آي êy
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"yeah", she opted for the indexicals associated with Tripoli, in the lowered /ɐ/ آه âh

"yeah" followed by the Trablusi voweled /Trʌblʊs/ to refer to the city instead of Beiruti

/Træblәs/. The slight shift in vowels indexed the more "masculine" Sunni identity. The

speaker's own language on the program did not make the connection immediately clear

because the visual markings of dress and decorum dominated the rest of the discussion

for Yusuf: ــشكل ـمسيحوـ ـ ـ يـ sheklû mesîHî "he looks Christian" (lines 93-95). His brother Amr

immediately agreed.

Although she had performed the "masculine" confessional identity for the Trablusi

politician, Nadia mockingly questioned Yusuf's simplistic schema: she laughed and asked

if Yusuf thought he "looked" Christian because he was good-looking (lines 100-102).

The mother stated that Yusef looked Christian too, though he was Muslim, to which

Yusuf replied that they all looked Christian (lines 104-110). Yusuf still had not responded

to his younger sister's critically couched query as to why Masbah Alahdab looked

Christian despite being Muslim. The Muslim mother took offense to her son's

categorization, and used a question lexical form indexical of southern Shi'i identity ( شـــــيا

âysh "what") rather than the Beiruti neutral form ( وـــــــــــــــش shû "what") to ask for further

clarification (lines 111-113). She marked a regional rather than gendered confessional

identity. Her son restated that Muslims look different. He used the urban Beiruti term

( المــــــــــساال alîslâm "Islam") rather than the more widely known lexical form for Muslim:

ـلمسلا ـ ـ مـ almuslim "Muslim" (lines 114-116). In doing so, he positioned himself away from a

Muslim identity, and took a detached analytical stance. He had already constructed the
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family as "looking" Christian, yet the performances of Christian identity collaboratively

constructed with Amr in the emergent talk was more belittling and connected to

perceptions of effeminate language styles.

Yusuf 80مصباح االحدب سني؟ :
81maSbâH alâHdab sunnî
82?Is Masbah Alahdab Sunni

Amr 83آي :
84êy
85yeah

Nadia 86،آه من طرابلس :
87âh, min Trôblus
88yeah, from Tripoli (TRIPOLI DIALECT VOWEL SHIFT)

Yusuf 89أوف :
90ûf
91uuff
92)0.02(

Yusuf 93شكلو مسيحي :
94sheklû mesîHî
95he looks Christian

Amr 96اي مبال :
97eh, mbala
98yeah, you're right

Yusuf 99:HHH
100 Nadia النو حلو؟ :HHH
101li'nû Helû HHH
102?because he's good-looking
103)0.10(

Mom 104انت شكلك مسيحي كمان :
105enta sheklek mesîHî kamân
106you look Christian too

Zayd 108مبال، كلنا اشكالنا مسيحيين :
109mbela, kelnâ âshkâlnâ mesîHîn
110of course, we all look Christian

Mom 111ايش معنى يعني؟ :
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112ash m'ana y'anî
113?what do you mean

Zayd 114هيك. النو االسالم شكلن غير :
115hayk. li'no alîslâm sheklun gher
116Just that. Muslims (Islam) look different

The great irony of this talk was that the family was all Muslim though they talked

about resembling Christians in their demeanor and style. As the conversation developed,

however, Yusef denigrated Lebanese Muslim and Christian alike. His identity

performance separated Christian form from Christian function. Nadia changed the

direction of Yusef's religiously distancing stance to frame the differences as one of class:

they didn't dress like hippies, but were civilized and fashionable (lines 117-119). She

used a Beiruti term to mark this ( ورــــن nawar), which evoked a stinging rebuke from her

mother about the impoliteness of her talk. Although her sons used slang to construct

gendered confessional identities in the ensuing talk, her daughter was not allowed to do

so. Undaunted, Nadia then countered her brother's essentializing of confessional

differences, saying that used to be but was no longer (lines 123-125). She even countered

Yusuf's claim that confessionalism was clearly marked at the university with a high-

pitched negative interjection (lines 135-137), but no one responded to her critical stance.

Differentiating confessional identity and recursively mapping gendered language forms

to them was more salient to the brothers' positionality. At that point, Yusef and Amr

collaboratively reinscribed the exaggerated confessional identity oppositions so often

encountered in the literature. They did so by evaluating Christian talk, behavior and dress

as not simply feminine, but gay (lines 150-152). Yusef even performed an embodied gay
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speech form (mya mya mya) and linked it to the francophone affiliation and affectation of

Lebanese Christians (lines 164-168). The mother positioned the morality of these forms

of talk and dress with a verbal stance heightened by intrasentential English/LA code-

switching: مارفـب ـك انـ (LA) disgusting (ENG) سو ب ـل ـ وـ wlebsû (ENG) disgusting (LA) bâraf

kamân "and wear (ENG) disgusting (LA) clothes too" (lines 168-170). The connector و)

wa "and") linked the moral evaluation of gay Christian speech with inappropriate dress.

The mother and two sons then switch to identifying the markers of Shi'a identity, which

they also mapped onto a regional identity (those from the south), despite the fact that

there were many Christian southerners as well (lines 171-191).

Nadia 117 منا نور :HHH
118manâ nawar
119)glossed: unfashionable/uncivilized (we're not gypsies 

Mom 120ايه سكتي بال فلسفة اهللا يخليك :
121êyh skutî belâ felsafe alla ykhalîk
122ok, shut up, stop being a smart aleck, please

Nadia 123ال، هيدا الحكي كان من زمان بس هلق خلص :
124la, heyde alHekî kân men zamân bas hal' khalaS
125No, this (kind of) talk used to be but now (it's) over

Zayd 126يعني :
127y'anî
128Perhaps

Mom 129يعني هيدا :
130y'anî haydâ
131you mean like this

Yusef 132بالجامعة ما بيبين يعني :
133biljâme mâ baynîn y'anî
134at the university... it's clear

Nadia 135اييييه :
136îîîh
137)NEGATIVE INTERJECTION(
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138 Yusef) ال :ENG (sorryفي ناس بيبينوا دغري هيك 
139lâ (ENG) sorry  (MA) fî nâs bîbaynû dughrî hayk
140No, sorry, there are people who reveal themselves immediately 

Amr 141هلق في ناس دغري بيبينوا مسيحيي :
142hal' fî nâs dughrî bîbaynû masîHî
143Yeah, there are people who appear Christian immediately

Mom 144) شو رايك الواحد يضل البس بنطلون :ENG  (orange)  LA ساعة (
145shû râyak alwâHad yaDal lâbis banTalôn (ENG) orange (LA) sâ'a 
146What do you think, someone who wears (ENG) orange (LA) pants one time 
بنطلون احمر ساعة147
148banTalôn âHmar sâ'a
149and red the next

Amr 150عم بقول لك في ناس بيبينوا من محنن ابن مسيحيين :
151a'm ba'ûl lik fî nâs bîbaynû man miHnin ibn masîHiyîn
152I'm telling you, people who appear gay are Christian 

Mom 153وهو مسيحي :
154wahûwa masîHî
155And he's Christian

Yusef 156ايه :
157eyh
158Yeah

Amr 159عم بقول لك في ناس من محنن :
160a'm ba'ûl lik fî nâs man miHnin
161I'm telling you people act gay

Yusef 162 في ناس ممحوني إجماال و :mya mya myaهولي مسيحيين 
163fî nâs mamHûnî îjmâlan wa mya mya mya hôle masîHîyîn
164Those people who act gay, generally, and (GAY VOICE), they are Christian

Amr 165)وال :FR (francais)LAال (
166wal (FR) francais (LA) al
167and the (FR) French)LA(

Mom 168)ولبسو :ENG (disgusting)  LAبارف كمان (
169walabsû (ENG) disgusting (LA) bârif kamâm
170and wear (ENG) disgusting (LA) clothes too 

Yusef 171 واللي بضل واللي بيلبس آه اسود كتير أجماال وبتضل دقنو طالعة :
172waillî biDal waillî âh âswid ketîr îjmâlân wabatDal di'nû Tâl'a
173and those who wear ah a lot of black generally and let their beards grow  

Mom 174حزب :
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175Hizb
176from Hizbullah

Yusef 177 وهيدا، هولي شيعة، دغري دغري :
178wahaydâ hôle shî'a, dughrî dughrî 
179and like that, they are Shi'a, immediately immediately  
بتعرفيهن من الجنوب  دغري180
181bat'arfîun min aljanûb dughrî
182you know they're southerners immediately

Amr 183 هول ل قول لك شو باالختصار البنطلون ال مش :jeansاللي 
184hôl l 'ûl lik shû bikhtaSâr albanTalôn al mish (ENG) jeans (LA) îllî
185Those, I'm telling you, how they shorten their trousers, not jeans, those
 بكون قماش والقميص اللي بكون طالع ل برا ما بكون مضبوب ل جوا186
187bikûn 'amâsh walqamîS îllî bikûn Tâl' lbarâ mâ bikûn maDbûb ljûwâ
188who wear collared shirts untucked

Yusef 189آه :
190âh
191yeah

Through English/LA code-switching, use of Beiruti and Trablusi urban dialect

features, as well as rural lexical markers, each family member accomplished a number of

different identity performances, evaluative positions, and interpretive stances in relation

to confessional stereotyped identities. Sometimes the recursive oppositions of

"effeminate" Christian and "masculine" Muslim were reinscribed (Yusuf, Amr, and their

mother's evaluations), but at other times they were challenged through inversions of

gendered language forms (Nadia's clarifying questions, and embodied performance of a

Trablusi Muslim). Yusef, as the eldest son, persisted in his authoritative tone and manner

throughout the discussion, backing down later in the conversation only to his younger

sister Nadia when she challenged him on the styles of Shi'a female headscarves and the

fact that generalizations were not as valid as they used to be in relation to employment
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possibilities, dress and language distinctions. Despite their mother's age and supposed

authority under an Islamic patriarchy model, the children only affirmed her evaluations

when they corresponded with their own. The voice of counter-reason was the youngest

daughter, Nadia, and none of the children talked as though they themselves fit within the

hierarchical Lebanese confessional order. The axes on which identity rested in this case

included verbal and non-verbal features: Shi'a affiliated with Hizbullah were also tied to a

regional southern identity, wearing trousers rather than jeans, letting their beards grow

long, leaving shirts untucked and limiting their color palate to black. Christians talk and

look gay, sound French, and are immediately identifiable: this despite the fact that the

whole discussion hinged on a lack of clear confessional markings of Masbah Alahdab, a

Sunni Muslim who "looked" Christian.

As in the previous examples of gendered media representations, evaluations involved

language forms and moral positioning through identity performances and evaluative

stances. As with the interconnecting networks and systems of complexity theory that

require complex models to illustrate the myriad possibilities rather than defining

constituent parts, the matrices linking language, culture, and gender in Lebanon also

become more evident by tracking some of the possible conjunctions in everyday

television talk rather than defining gendered language styles. Lebanese families used

media representations of gender to illustrate moral stances in a location laden with moral

hierarchies linked to religious positioning. In talk about gendered representations and talk

that involved gendered language styles family members used resources available to them
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to reinscribe and challenge gendered identity performances. Recursivity was marked by

messiness and mattered as the talk unfolded and individuals positioned themselves

identity-wise.   
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VI:
CONCLUSION

There is nothing but Speech and listening. There can be nothing
else. Through Speech we move about, and as a result of Speech,
we move about in listening. 

Ibn al-Arabi

To commit oneself to a cause, to take a militant stand does not, as
we dreamed, illuminate all the problems of the world, nor does it
darken the entire sky as others feared. What in fact has happened is
that intellectual searchlights have been trained on scenes that
would otherwise have remained in the dark. But, at the same time,
those very lights have cast shadows over other parts of reality. 

Maxime Rodinson, 2002:xiii

In the previous three analysis chapters I have explored moments in the process of

change, snapshots of vectors whose trajectories are significant yet unknown. The

identities performed, positions taken, and evaluations shaped by these Moroccan and

Lebanese families are part of a constant flowing momentum, with many inputs injecting

possible futures. Family dynamics shift as children and parents' life phases,

responsibilities, and status change. Identity positions and formations are restyled and

adapted from the constant flow of settings, interactions, and media scripts that offer them

"possible lives" (Appadurai 1996). In one Moroccan family I recently revisited, new

awareness of religious identity from pan-Islamic satellite stations has altered the parents'

viewing practices: they no longer watch dramatic serials as they had during my

fieldwork. Yet their youngest two daughters, aged twelve and eighteen, continue to enjoy

(and negotiate despite parental moral sanctioning) the new brand of Moroccan Arabic

dubbed Mexican telenovellas and Lebanese dubbed Turkish social dramas. Their viewing
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interactions reflect the continuing motion of emerging dialogism. Trying to tackle

meaning in the midst of momentum is a difficult task for any researcher, but my

"intellectual searchlights" have illuminated an instance of pan-Arab identity convergence

and two instances of specific contextual divergence: a challenge to claims linking

children's literacy and interpretive authority in Fes as well as a rethinking of morality

positioning through recursive gendering in confessional Beirut. Maxime Rodinson, famed

French Orientalist scholar of Islam whose representations and intentions have been

highly critiqued, wrote in his later years that taking a stance in scholarship was a process

of shining light on things overlooked, and overshadowing other aspects (2002[1980]:xiii).

I have done so in this work, and will explain what contributions these perspectives make

toward the literature of Arab audiences, identity performances in cultures of circulation,

and language and gender.

As mentioned in the introduction, Arab media studies blossomed in the 1990s with

the advent of satellite television. The real questions, as new technologies generally raise,

were ones of media effects. What kind of impact or structural transformations might

satellite television introduce in the Arab World? Effects are notoriously difficult to study,

as much due to limitations in the methods and models of media effects as the diversity of

cultural contexts. Current theories of media effects no long focus on the magic bullet

theory of passive audiences duped by media moguls, nor that of active audiences resisting

media messages. Instead of trying to determine media's impacts on behaviors, studies

focus on the processes by which affective and interpretive modes are influenced through
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iterative exposures and practices over time and based on the constellations of viewing

events and participants (Jennings and Zillman 2009). The same event might mean

different things to various communities, and linguistic ethnographic analysis of media

script circulation offers an important contribution to better understanding this diversity.

The prepared for-detachability of historical dates, short rhythmic quotes, and iconic

phrases of Arabic and foreign language varieties used in family collaborative and

evaluative television talk make media scripts ideal for examining the half-lives of this

technology's affective dispositioning.

Detailed linguistic analysis of emergent identity positioning and interpretive

processes is entirely absent in Middle East audience ethnography, which is still arguing

over whether or not new media has offered more opportunities for political participation.

Satellite television was touted as breaking the stranglehold of state-controlled media and

opening spaces for political participation (Alterman 1999, Ghadiban 2001, Hudson 2001,

Lynch 2006). Conversely, others argued that television users (states and publics) simply

used the new technologies to reinscribe oral modes of information transmission and

validation (Fandy 2007, 2000). In addition, since so much of the new media was linked to

entertainment programming and advertising, some scholars (and consumers) claimed that

it was a diversion tool used by those in power (both state and non-state actors) who had

the means to expand business investments and promote consumption (Sakr 2001:64,

206). Fatima Mernissi, positioning herself in the first camp, voiced this opinion of the

transformative power of satellite television: 
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The static Arab world of my generation, which was taught by our parents
and teachers to "sit obey and be quiet" is gone. A dynamic new Arab
world has emerged, in which constant mobility in both mental and
physical space, juggling with divergent opinions and selecting from
different cultures have been instinctively adopted by our youth as
techniques for suvival. The master educators of this new Arab world,
which is still classified by the disoriented International Monetary Fund
(IMF) and World Bank as "illiteracy-ridden" are neither the religious
teachers at mosques nor the instructors at state schools and universities but
the designers of satellite TV programs.... Knowledge is truly revolutionary
because it can be grasped by the weak and the poor as well. Arab satellite
TV is enabling such a revolution by allowing freedom-of-opinion-starved
young perople, formerly hostages to local obedience-inspired education,
to teach themselves jadal (the art of controversy). Satellite-dispatched
information is thus undermining the legitimacy of the holders of force and
wealth by proving that indeed knowledge is the most democratic source of
power. (2002:xvi). 

She recognized new cultures of knowledge and identity circulation emerging through

satellite television in the Arab World. In addition, she posited a language genre

(controversial talk) as significant in this pan-Arab social imaginary, and assumed that

satellite television was the teacher of this form based on an anecdotal account of a young

grocer's assistant. The rest of her book argued that patriarchy-controlled Islamic nation-

states feared democracy because they did not want to relinquish power. Her celebration

of young active Arab audiences neglected the powerful role of collaborative family

interpretive viewing. As my ethnographic fieldwork demonstrated, an authority

revolution from parents and state-controlled meanings in Morocco did not come about

because of formal education or satellite television. Rather, intervisuality and

interdiscursivity processes tracked through media scripts illuminated how authority was

collaborative and contextual, helping to understand that knowledge was powerful, but not
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in the revolutionary ways she predicted.

Without negating the significance of media producers' intentionality and structural

control over content, the point remains that interpretive communities are in motion,

emergent in relation to discursive and interactional variables. Kai Hafez argued that

media globalization, and satellite television in particular, cannot possibly create the

egalitarian global public sphere touted by so many enthusiasts because language and

nationalist sentiments impede connections between interpretive communities (2007:56).

Hafez perhaps missed the point about the ends of globalization set to unification. He cited

the problem in the Middle East specifically to illustrate unity failures. Yet as chapter

three demonstrated, what is missing from his analysis is the performativity of a

multilingual pan-Arab identity present in both Morocco and Lebanon. Though they did

not interpret entertainment programming in the same way, being Arab for both the Beiruti

and Fassi families meant functional command of circulating iconic media scripts in many

language varieties of Arabic, as well as French and English. As they activated these bits

and pieces of possible lives, the Moroccan and Lebanese family members indexed their

collaborative abilities to recognize, appropriate, and deploy diverse linguistic resources

(with their attendant language ideologies) to a variety of ends. Scholarly preoccupation

with political publics overshadows the need to contextualize the quotidian. In this way,

the problem of media effects is no longer one of determined behaviors, but rather

recognition of audience performativity and social imaginaries. Causation might be

relinquished in favor of identities and strategies in a complex overlapping and divergence
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of nodes, codes, and communicative modes. 

The social imaginary of a multilingual pan-Arab identity was shared for parts of

urban Morocco and Lebanon in particular moments, yet the meanings and deployment of

language varieties and their attendant ideologies was situational. The familiarity,

dexterity in usage, and evaluative stances taken in relation to a multitude of language

performances indexed the shared elements of an urban, multilingual, pan-Arab

imaginary. Others in Morocco and Lebanon may not participate in this culture of

circulation in the same manner, but televisual participation offers a future of

interdiscursivity and intervisuality. Of course I highlighted a transnational identity related

to pan-Arab entertainment programming in my analysis, but as was clear throughout my

data, other identities (national, regional, rural, religious) became salient based on the

contextual variables. As Rodinson noted, my searchlights illuminated some things, but

cast a shadow over other possibilities and processes that will always be in motion. A

culture of circulation does not condition identities, but rather offers the abstraction of

positionalities in a world of unequal socioeconomic and uncertain political fields. 

In contrast to the convergence of a multilingual pan-Arab performantivity, some

interpretive processes are divergent based on the historical specificity. The question of

illiteracy and changing interpretive authority structures and media practices in Morocco

assumed that multilingualism introduced through mass education had overturned parental

control. This question was not raised in the Lebanese literature, due to a different set of

interpretive frames and contexts. However, these analyses of the Moroccan mediascape
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lacked a detailed investigation of actual viewing interactions. Formal constructions of

literacy did not account for the variety of Moroccan conceptions about being "learned",

nor did they consider the distributed aspects of interpretation in family settings. Analysis

of family conversations during news programs revealed that formal literacy was one

resource among many used or abused by Moroccan family members to make sense of

events. It could be an asset or disadvantage depending on the context, and could even be

widened to include competing, functional, and local conceptions of literacies. Despite

reports to the contrary, formal schooling did not automatically impart interpretive

authority in multilingual television viewing events. 

I argued in chapter five that tools of linguistic anthropology similarly enlarge our

understanding of gendered identity processes in Beirut. Literature on language in

Lebanon overwhelmingly focused on marking confessional distinctions, with little

reference to other identity performances. Language and gender studies in the region are

still focused on the patriarchal deficit/dominance paradigm, with the few exceptions

occurring in literature on North Africa (Walters 1999, Hoffman 2006). In a recursive

fashion, gender oppositions in Lebanon were mapped onto a linguascape of Christian

East and Muslim West Beirut that included morality positioning: some ways of talking

were better than others and involved exaggerated femininity or masculinity. This

gendered linguistic confessionalism did appear in the circulation of media scripts and

evaluations of gender representations in talk show programming, but was not the only

type of gendered performance being evaluated or performed. By focusing only on
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confessionalism and patriarchy, other identity positions equally prevalent in everyday

interactions and emerging in family interpretations of talk show programming have been

erased. As family members took moral stances in the form of revoicing and commentary

of other's embodied and gendered language performances, they reinscribed oppositions

and challenged them at times, positioning themselves on the gender and confessional

continuum based on their emergent interactional status. 

With Ibn Arabi, a twelfth century Andalucian scholar and mystic, I saw Arab

identities and positionalities in motion through listening. I listened to Moroccan and

Lebanese families as they actively listened to television through family commentary,

media script circulation and half-lives, convergent transnational and divergent situational

identity performances and moral positionings. As Bakhtin claimed, this listening was not

a silent, individual affair (1981). It involved collaborative meaning-making between me,

my Moroccan and Lebanese family interlocutors, and bodies of scholarship on language,

identity, media, gender, and family, all in interdiscursive circulation through speech and

listening.  
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